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THE SALT PRODUCERS' DISCOUNT PRACTICES BEFORE AND AFTER 
THE ROBINSON-PA1MAN ACT. 

AND THE FfC's CHALLENGE_ TOTHEl\1: ", 
THE MORTON AND INTERNATIONAL SALT CASES 

John L. Petennan1 

I. INTRODUCTION 
• r-.. - o. ---

In 1939 the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) issued a complaint against Morton 

Salt Co. 2 and in 1940 against International Salt Co. 3 charging that the discounts they 

granted on sales of packaged table salt' to grocery wholesalers (defmed here to include 

the large grocery chains) were discriminatory and in violation of Section 2(a) of the 

- ,-

Clayto_n Act as amended by the Robinson Patman Act. FrC interest in these discoun~s 

apparentl y arose from complaints of wholesalers who did -not purchase sufficient salt to 

secure the annual volume discounts granted by the salt companies.4 Morton and 

International were the two largest producers of dry salt in the United States and the FfC 

The remarks in, this study. represent ,the personal ~iews of the author, who was Director of the 
Bureau of Economics of the Federal Trade CommissiQn, -and do, not necessarily represent the views of 
the Federal Trade Commission or .any individllal Commissioner. 

Mor,ton Salt Co., 39 FTC 35 (1944); Morton SaltCo. v. Federal Trade Commission, 162, 
F.2d 949(1947); Fed~ra1 Trade Commission v.Morton Salt Co., 334 U.S. 37 (1948). The FTC's 
records are .filed under the originaldocke~, No. 4319. I will refer to material contained in these files 
as Record, 4319 followed by identifying volume numbers and page references. 

International Salt Co. etal., 49 FTC 138 ((952). - I will refer to the FrC's files in this case as 
_ Record,_ 4307 followed. by identifying volume numbers and page references. I have also relied on 

information contained in the FfC;'s proceedings against the Salt Producers Association. 'I refer to this 
material as Record, 4320 followed by identifying volume numbers and page references. 

Copies of letters to the U. S. Wholesale Grocers Association by its members complaining about 
the annual discounts were forwarded to the FTC. See Record, 4307-3-2, at 91-96. ' 



may have felt that success against them would make it easy to secure the elimination of 

similar discounts granted by the other salt companies. At the time, 13 companies 

produced table salt besides Morton and International. 5 When the Supreme Couit in 1948 

upheld the FTC's .decision that Morton's di$counts were illegal, an of the other salt·' 

companies abandoned their discounts even though (~xcept for Intemational)no complaints 

had been flled·against them. International also abandoned its discounts in 1948, although 

it was not until 1952 that the FTC issued its decision that International's discounts were 

illegal. My aim in this study is (1) to discover why disCOrinti were granted by the salt 

producers and (2) to discuss their treatment by the FTC and the Courts. The FTC's . 

approach as revealed in Morton and Intem~tional reflects what was for many years (and 

in many· respects still is) its approach to the regUlation of price discrimination, so an 

analysis of these cases has broad application. 

I refer here to all firms that produced table salt from the evaporation of brine in vacuum-pans 
(which was the source of most table salt) and that operated evaporating plants outside of California. 
Except for Morton, which operated a plant in California, no California producer operated a plant 
elsewhere in the U.S. The discount. practices of the California firms are ~xcluded from detailed 
consideration- in this study. International sold no salt in direct competition with the California . 
producers, and the FTC's. investigation of International provides no direct evidence on the discounts 
granted by the California firms. Similarly, the F1C focused on Morton's discounts on shipments or 
sales from other·than its California plant. I suspect that the discounts of the California producers were 
similar to those of the other producers. Testimony of Morton's officials made it clear that its discounts 
were thesanie throughout the U.S. It is also knowntltat tQ~ annual-volume di~counts of the California 
firms during the period1933~1935, just before the evidence in Mortori and Intenultioilal begills, were the 
same· as those of the other producers. Shipments from 'c8.Iifornia were confUted to the far Western 
states·.a,Ild Califol1,lia production provided the;bulk of the.far .. Westem supply. Shipments from the 
"Eastern" producers typically did not extend into areas supplied from California .. No doubt the prices 
of the Eastern producers were influenced by California output. But this does not mean tbat.the Eastern 
producers could not have discriminated through discounts in theit pricing of table salt. In this study, 
the focus is on the Eastern producers and whether the evidence concerning them alone peniUts 
conclusions to be drawn on whether their discounts were discriminatory. Excluding California, the 15 
Eastern finDs produced most of the dry salt in the U.S. Only part of the vacuum-pan salt produced by 
these firms was packaged as table salt for household use, although the discounts· at issue applied only to 
this salt. Features of the salt production of these firms is briefly discussed in Appendix A of this 
study .. 
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a. The Robinson Patman Act 

The Robinson Patman Act reflected a change in attitude to government regulation 

of price discrimination. . Previously the aim seems to have been to protect thesmiill .~\. 

competitor from predatory price~cutting by the lar~e competitor. The new aini was to 

protect the small buyer from the large -buyer who it was believed used his power to 

secure advantages not available to the small buyer. This concern is reflected in the 
. """'''- .. - .. ~. 

Supreme Court's opinion in Morton: 

The legisl~tive history of the Robinson-Patman Act makes 
it abundantly clear the Congress considered it an evil that 
a large buyer could secure a competitive advantage over a 
small buyer solely because of the large buyer's quantity 
purchasing ability . The Robinson-Patman Act was passed 
to deprive a large buyer of such advantages except to the 
extent that a lower price could be justified by reason of a 
seller's diminished costs due· to quantity manufacture, 

. delivery or sale, or by reason of the seller's good faith 
effort to meet a competitor's equally low price. . Section 2 
of the original Clayton Act had included a proviso that 
nothing contained in it should prevent It discrimination in 
price ... on account of differences in the cost of selling or 
transportation ... It . That section has been .construed as 
permitting quantity discounts, such as those here, without 
regard to the amount 9£ the se,ller's actual savings in cost 
attributable to quantity sales or quantity deliveries ... The 
. Committee considered the ... Robinson-Patman Amendment 
to [Section] 2 of great importance. Its purpose was to limit 
the. use of quantity price differences to the sphere of actual 
cost differences. Otherwise ... such differentials would 
become instruments of favor and privilege and weapons of 

. competitive oppression. 6 

FTC v. Morton Salt Co., 334 U.S. 37,43-44(1948). 

3 
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The cases against Morton and International fit this concern in this sense: the 

major grocery chains secured the largest discounts on table salt and were the same buyers 

proponents of the Act pointed to as examples of large buyers said to obtain unjustified 

concessions from suppliers. Discounts on sales of salt to ~dustrial users were 'excluded " 

from consideration by the FfC, although the exi~tenceof such discounts was known. 

But whether the FfC believed that the discounts reflected the buying power of the chains 

or stemmed from other causes remains .an open question. The records and opinions in 

; Morton and International contain no analysis, arguments.orstatements suggesting why 

discounts were granted. What is clear is th~t in the end they were not believed to reflect 

cost differences. 

The evidence in Morton begins in late 1936 -- after passage of the Robinson-

Patman Act -- and continues into 1942 when testimony was completed. This is also tru~ 

for International, except that testimony in· this· case continued into 1944. In.Morton, the 

FTC focused primarily on the pricing of its familiar Blue Label table salt (hereafter BL 

salt). BL typically sold for a premium over other brands. BL also was'sold under an 

annual-volume discount structure that ill certain respects differed from that which covered 

Morton's sales of. its other brands. The latter discount was the same as that granted by 

the other producers on their sales of table salt to wholesalers and chains. .This other salt ., 
',3 

was sold in. standard weights and packs, ,and from all accounts no one of these producers 

secured a· premium over any other. 

Basically two types' of discounts were challenged in Morton and International. 

The first involved. discounts relating to what the trade called "carload" purchases. The 

4 



second involved discounts based on the buyer's annual purchase volume. Each discount 

is discussed in detail in different Chapters of this study. To provide necessary 

background, I fIrst describe, in Chapter IT, various practices of the salt produ~ers and 

features of the industry that will be helpful to this later discussion. ~n large part, Chapter 

IT focuses on' the practices adopted by the prodllcers as part of their Code of Fair 

Competition under the National Recovery Administration' (NRA). The code operated 

from 1933-1935. The practices mandated under the code were sought to be continued 
....... - .. ---. 

voluntarily (with varying degrees of success) after the NRA's demise -- in fact 
.• -'fr' ~rr~ 

throughout much of the period covered by the FrC's investigation. Discussion of the 

finns' practices before the evidence from the FrC's investigation begins is particularly 

helpful in understanding the annual-volume discounts that were challenged in Morton and 

International. Investigation of the code uncovered few details about carload discounts. 

Consequently, discu~sion of these discounts focuses on the fInns' practices beginning in 

1936. 
, 

h. The $1.50/$1.60 Differential in the Price of BL Salt 

In April of 1937, Morton changed the size of itsBL containers and riom that time 

until at least the completion of testimony in 1942, BL was priced (at list) at $1.60 per case 

for what was termed a "less carload" sale and at $1.50 per case fora "carload" sale. The 

FTC and the Supreme Court found this differential illegal, apparently believing that only 

large buyers capable of ordering in carlo~d lots'secured the $1.50 price. These buyers 

were said to secure an advantage over small buyers unable to purchase in carload lots and 

5 



who therefore paid $1.60. In fact, Morton charged $1.50 per case to any buyer whose 

order, regardless of its size, was shipped in a carload, and it was almost invariably the 

case that small orders ~ere c~mbined or pooled by .Morton's salesman so that only 

carloads (called pool cars) were so shipped. As a result, virtually all buyers whether'

large or small paid $1.50 per case. The $L60 pri~e was charged only on rare occasions' 

when (lI} order for less than a carload was not pooled and was shipped less ... than-carload. 

The evid~nce suggests that the higher price charged for these orders reflected higher 

freight rates for less-than-carload shipments. InChaptet" m;-I discuss the $1.50/$1.60 

differential and how it w~s handled by the FTC and the Supreme Court. It is interesting' . 

to note that the Supreme Court centered its analysis' of the legality of all of the Morton's 

discounts on this differential. 

c. The Carload Discount on Other Table Salt 

At different times and covering sales in particular geographic areas, Morton, 

International and several of the other salt companies had published a discount (of about 

5 percent) available to'a' buyer who individually ordered a ~loadof sa1~ (called a 

straight car order) from the price charged to each buyerwhose order was included in a 

pool car. From the earliest date of record until, at least the completion of testimony in 

Morton;. no such discount applied on BL·· salt: as noted above, all BL orders whether 

shipped in straight or pool cars were priced the same (at $1.50 p~r case). The FTC 

alleged that Morton's grant of·this discount on its sales of other than BL salt (and by 

implication its grant by any' other producer) was illegal again largely because "larg~" 
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buyers who were capable of orderig straght cars secured an advantage over "smal"

buyers who orders were pooled and who thus were said to pay the higher price.

Although it is not clear exactly when the initial efforts were made to establish this

discount, virualy all of the evidence that I could uncover indicates that it had

disappeared in practice throughout the country by 1936, when the evidence in Morton and

International begins. The discount did not exist in any area where the FTC sought out

the testimony of local buyers to support its view that smal buyers were disadvantaged
. ~~ .

by the discount. What happened is that the discount, although origialy published as

avaiable only to a buyer who ordered a straght car, had been extended in practice (in

some cases alost immediately afer the discount was published) to any buyer whose

order was included in a pool car. As a result, viraly al buyers paid the discount

price. In effect, salt shipped in a carload, whether in a pool or straght car, was priced

the same. In Morton's case, this was the same practice that it followed in pricing BL.

An account of the history of the caload discount and a discussion of the factors beag

on its disappeace and of the FTC's and the Court's handlig of it are presented in

Chapter iv.

Chapter IV also contas a discussion of a remnant of the carload discount that

remaied in the area served priary by the producers in New York State: by late 1936,

the carload discount had been extended but only to those buyers whose orders for

inclusion in pool-cars contained at least 100 cases of table salt in cartons or cans, or five

tons of miscellaneous salt items. Pool-car orders contag less than these amounts were

charged the higher price. Morton did not produce salt in this area but made shipments

7
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into it from its other plants. On these shipments (excluding BL), Morton followed the 

pricing practices of the New York producers: it granted the discount but only to buyers 

whose orders for inclusi~n in a pool car exceeded 100 cases!5 tons. No such requirement 

existed on BL. The FfC·' s case against Morton did not explicitly challenge its practice :. 

on shipments into New York territory. The PrC instead focused on Morton's pricing 

elsew here in the country (where most of its sales were made) and where it was assumed 

that the carload discount was granted only to buyers of straight c~s. The challenge to 

the discountin New York came in the FTC's case agalllstOIiiiemational. International 

produced salt in New York and.from 1936 on had granted the discount on pool car orders . 

containing at least 100 cases!5 tons. It is difficult to relate this challenge to the concerns 

expressed by the Supreme Court, since almost all buyers (most of whom were small) 

ordered sufficient· salt to secure the discount. 

d. The Annual Volume Discounts 

Two annual-volume discounts were in effect during the time covered by the 

FTC's investigation. Both were found illegal. One was granted only' by Morton on BL 

salt. The other was granted by all of the producers (including Morton) on· their sales of 

other packaged table.salt. Morton granted buyers of 5,000 cases or more (up to 50,000 

cases) ofBL per yecu:discounts of 10 cents per case~· . Buyers of. 50,000 cases or more 

of BL per year were granted 15 cents per case. On sales of all other table salt, eachsaIt 

company including Morton offered a discount of about 5 percent (commonly five cents 

per case for many standard containers) to a buyer who purchased from the seller $50,000 
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or more of table salt per year. It was typically the case that a buyer who secured this 

discount from one producer by purchasing $50,000 or more per year from it also 

received the discount on his purchases (regardless of their value) from any other producer 

,-', from whom the buyer obtained salt.7 

Both International and Morton tned to 'defend their annual-volume discounts on' 

grounds of lower co'sts~ In International's case,- the defense applied only to the $50',000 

discount, since this was the only annual-volume discount that it granted. International's 
. ".,.....- .. ---. 

position was that it cost it less to supplybuyers who purchased at least $50,000 per year 

" from it than buyers who purchased less than this ,amount. But suspicioriisand difficulties 

with the defense soon arose (and it was ultimately rejected) in part because the evidence, 

indicated that International granted this discount primarily to buyers who purchased 'less 

(at times substantially less) than $50,000 per year from it but who had purchased this 

amount from <?ne of the other producers (who "qualified" the buyer for the discount). 

The difficulty was that if it cost International less to supply buyers who purchased at least 

$50,000 per yew from it (as International advanced in its defense), what cost difference 

then justified its grant of the discount to buyers who "qualified" with other producers and 

'~~:c'who purchased less than $50,000 from International? International-tlever provid6d a 

""'satisfactory answer. Its answer was that it granted the discount to ''these buyers not 

because they were cheaper to supply but to meet the lower prices of its competitors. 

'-, In the case of Morton, purchases of BL salt counted toward the buyer's $50,000 qualifying 
volume, but the discount on BL depended only on the buyer's annual purchases of cases of BL. A 
buyer of 50,000 cases BL per year would necessarily secure the $50,000 discount on any purchases of 
other table salt from Morton. An annual buyer of 5,000 cases of BL might or might not secure the 
$50,000 discount. This would depend on the value of his purchase of other table salt from Morton (or 
on whether the buyer was qualified by another seller). 
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Morton also sought to defend its discounts on cost grounds. Its defense focused 

primarily on the annuaI discounts on BL salt. These discounts did depend on the buyer's 

purchases on BL . alone. Morton also granted the $50,000 discount on its sales of table 

salt other than BL. As did International, Morton granted this dis~ount to buyers who· 

were "qualified" to receive it from other producers and who purchased less than $50,000· 

per. year from Morton:· The same suspicions.and doubts as those arising in International 

arose in Morton and I believe weakened Morton's whole effort to justify its discounts on 

cost grounds. At ~y rate, its. defense was rejected by tlie"FtC and the Supreme Court. 

The $50,000 disc9unt was adopted by all producers in 1936, just after passage of 

the Robinson-Patman Act. It reflected a change in the discount that had been 

implemented during the NRA and which had continued after it up until passage of the 

Ropinson~patman Act. In my view, the revision in 1936 was in pan a response by the 

producers to the passage of the Robinson-Patman Act: it was an effort that at the time 

was believed to diminish the likelihood that their discount would be challenged and if 

challenged to provide a more solid defense. This effort obviously. failed. In Chapter V, 

I will discuss the annual-volum~ discount existing during an~ after the. NRA uP. until 

passage ofth~Robinson-Patman Act. Without this discussion, the $50,000 discount that 

the FTC challellged is difficult to understand,as· are the testimony and the cost 

justifi~ation that Morton and International·advanced in support of it. In Chapter VI, I 

recount Intemational'~ defense of the $50,000 discount and discuss the FTC's handling 

of its effort. In Chapter Vll, I consider Morton's defense of the $50,000 discount and 
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of its annual discounts on BL. The handling of Morton's annual discounts by the FTC 

and the Supreme Court is also discussed in this Chapter. 

e. Possible Reasons for the Discounts' 

The concern expressed by the Supreme' ;C.ourt. in the earlier quotation from its . 
. . 

Morton opinion mightbe taken to mean that a domiIlantbuyer(or group of buyers) will 

typically secure prices below. those paid by. smaIl competing buyers andihat these price 
" • #>'-';" •. _"-. . 

differences will not reflect cost differences. In' explaining the annual "discounts on salt, 

I do not rely on buyer do~inance: the facts seem tome too far retnov~from a situation 

of dominance to pennit this as a plausible explanation. Only five buyers secured . 

Morton's largest discount on BL salt. Few buyers' other than these five secured the 

$50,000 discount. The A&P, by far the largest of these buyers, had roughly 9 percent 

of the retail grocery trade in 1940. . I assume it purchased about this same proportion of 

the output of packaged table salt. By the same logic, the five buyers asa group would 

have purchased about 17 percent of packaged salt. There is no evidence that these buyers 

combined o~ coordinated their purchases of salt; nor do I believe that if they· had that 

. 'their combined position could be considered" dominant. This view is'""reinforced by the 

'fact that only about one-third of the output(fu tons) of the evaporated Salt suitable for 

household use was packaged and sold as table' salt. The balance was packaged and sold 

.' for industrial and ~ommerciat use. Since the producers could vary the amount of their 

output that they packaged for table use, then the purchases of A&P would represent less 

than 9 percent (and those of the 5 buyers less than 17 percent) of the total against which 
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possible dominarice, should be assessed. In fact, if relative packaging costs did not vary 

in relation to the amount packaged for any particular use, the relevant percentages would 

fall to about 3 and 6 percent. Further it is doubtful that Morton and International would 

have sought to defend their annllal discounts if they stemmed solely from the dominance' 

of buyers; nor is there evidence, (is discussed inChapterVnI, that the contracts for salt 

- ." .. ",. 

entered by the large, buyers (a) differed from .those of the small buyers and (b) were' 

consistent with pri~e. di~criminati?n reflecting buyer dominance. 

If buyer do~ance is rul~ out, then the expl~a:tion of the ann!lal discounts 

musCbe sought elsewhere. If persistently granted by. some or all suppliers to certain . 

buyers or to buyers when specified purchase requirements were met, such discounts 

would reflect cost differe~ces if the suppliers were" competitive. If the cost of supplying 

buyers did not differ, the' dis~ounts wOlddpersist' only if the suppliers were not 

competitive. In this case, the lower price charged to large buyers (as might be 

accomplished by the 'annual dbcountsun salt) might have been the result of the large 

buyer's demand for salt being more elastic than that of small buyers. This could be 

because the large buyers supplied more price resp()n~ive customer~ . (or led. th~ suppliers 

to believe that they did). It might also have' been the case that the large buyers behaved 

in ways not available to small buyers, i.e., threatening to enter into production, that . I':~J _ 

. resulted in a lower-price toJhem if the price. of salt were set collusively. Finally, lower 

cos,ts of supplying tqe lar~e buyers would also provide an incentive to discount if the 

prodllcers were· not behaving competitively. Discrimination .would not exist if the price 

to the large buyers. fell by. no more than the lower cost of their supply. 
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Given that the producers during the NRA jointly adopted a discount which 

, continued after the NRA' s collapse, and given evidence that the producers jointly revised 

their discount in 1936 in response to passage of the Robinson-Patman Act, the pqssibility 

exists that the annual discounts were a means to price discriminate' in favor of large 

buyers. But cost differences cannot be ruled out. ;In discussing the annual discounts in 

the various Chapters below, my aim is to discover whether price discrimination or cost 

differences seem the more likely explanation of them. My answer is cost differences . 
. ..... - .. ---. 

Chapter vm is a summary and an extension. It contains general comments on 

the FTC's approach to the regulation of price discrimination as reflected in Morton and 

International, as well as evidence drawn from other cases to suggest how general the 

approach in Morton and International has been. 
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ll. THE NRA PERIOD 1 

a. Introduction 

The Act creating the NRA empowered members of an industry to draw up a code 

that once approved by the NRA authorities and signed by the President, became binding 

on the whole industry. Members of the salt pr<?ducingindustry, through a series of 

meetings under the auspices of the Salt Producers Association (SPA), reached agreement 

on a code that,with minor revisions required by the NRA, was signed by the President . 
. • #>f-.- •. -"-. 

and took effect on September 17, 1933. The code applied to all producers of dry salt in 

the U.S. and therefore to the 15 producers of table salt located outside of California. 

Few details are available about the industry'S deliberations leading up to the code, . 

although it is clear that a variety of competitive practices that the producers had in the 

past sought to cQntrol, apparently without a ~eat deal of suc.cess, were identified in the 

code and restrictions on thell) were made binding. At a meeting between NRA officials 

and representatives of the salt producers shortly before submission of the code, NRA 

officials directed the producers. to 

state absolute! y 'It shall be considered unfair trade practice 
to.o .. ' then list the things you don't\Vat)t [the producers] to 
do .. That is one of the advantag~s of' Your ht1;ving a code 
. . . . Give your committee all the power you think you are 
gQingtoneed .~ ... [T]heg,enercUprinciple of control of the 
industry by committee . does apply, in actual fact your 

Much of the following discussion is drawn from material contained in: Salt Producing 
Industry, Code No. 20, Consolidated Approved Code Industry File, Records of the National ~ecovery 
Administration (Record Group 9, National Archives, Washington, D.C.). I will refer to this as 
Consolidated File. When the tex( itself is sufficiently clear, specific reference is not made to the 
Consolidated File. 
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committee is being delegated by the Administration to 
administer your code.2 

This committee (the Code Committee) was composed of 7 members, four of 

whom constituted the executive committee of the SPA. The remaiJling . members were 

selected by the SPA membership. The Code Committee was responsible for. 

administering and interpreting th_e code; and any, decisions reached by it were binding on 

the industry, providing that the NRA was in agreement. No business practice prohibited 

or regulated by the/members and incorporated in the code.Ilpr ~yruling or interpretation 

by the Code Committee was reversed or altered by the NRA administration. 

b. Provisions of the Code 

The code states that: 

Time and experience have developed an orderly method of 
marketing under which the producers in each producing 
,field publish their prices in their respective marketing 
fields; and this'industry declares· its policy to be that such, 
practices' shall be continued. Each producer in each field 
of production shall individually publish to the trade and to 
the Code Committee the prices at which he will sell. 'Any 
producer may. change his ,prices. provideq ten days' ,prior
notice thereof be given to,' the Code, Committee. The 
minimum' prices p~blished fu .any rnarketiilgfield by any 
producer in that field shall be the lowest prices at which 
any prod~c.er 'may se,ll in' that field .:... 'No producer shall 
sell any, grade of salt· ata price which will net him, at his 
point of production, a price less than his current cost of 

statement of R.B. Paddock, Deputy Admfnistrator, NRA, to individuals representing the Sal( 
Producing Industry, at a meeting on July 26, 1933, Consolidated File. 
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production or the current cost of the lowest cost producer 
in the field in which the sale was made. 3 

. The cost provision was inserted in the. code at the request of the NRA and 

although during the NRA work was done to develop a unifonn .cost accounting system 

to implement it, agreement was. never reached over wbat .costs should be included and. 

how they might be measured. I believe that the prorlucerswere primarily concem~ that,~':"'c': 

however such a provision to restrict competition am.o~g themselves migpt be developed, 

it also would have diminishe.d their ability to compete against imports, which· were;~:' 

considered a thr~at ito the code. and 'to the prices '" established under it. Imports (or; 

potential imports) wen~ deemed a menaceparti~ularly'by the New York and California 

producers and probably had some bearing on the prices established by the producers in 

these territories. In a conference in July, 1933,. prior to the submission of the code, the 

NRl\ authorities suggested to the industry tpat it seek to eliminate imports. But this was 

more easily said than done .. Success ~ raising the tariff or in requiring importers of salt 

to abide by the code (which could be accomplished by executive order) imposed data 

. requirements that the salt producers could not meet; and although efforts to res~rict 

imports were q1ade .and reports occasionally appeared· tlJat progress was being made, 
. . " ." . . ".:{{,' 

throughout the ~. imports were left essentially unaffect~. 

Salt was commercially refined in New York, Ohio, Michigan, Kansas, Texas~;" 

-Utah, Louisiana, Oklahoma and California, and the code assigned a "natural marketing 

territory" to the producers in each of these states. Understandings that were reached with 

National Recovery Administration, Code of Fair Competition for the Salt Producing Industry 
3-4 (1933). 
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respect to these territories before submission of .the. code were circulated as formally 

adopted two days after the code took effect. During the code period, only two requests 

were m.ade to" alter the territories as initially established -- one by the Ohio producers 

seeking an extension of their Southern boundary, and one by .the Texaco Salt Products" 

Co., the sole producer in Oklahoma, seeking~ extension of its territory as against 

Louisiana territory. . Both requests were denied: 

The Code Committee having considered the written 
statements as well as the understanding among all 
producers at the time of the formulation of'the-Code to the 
effect that there~'wQ,pld ·,be no change in the marketing fields 
theretofore recogniZed unless conditions changed; and "no 
change of conditions having arisen requiring any change in 
the territorial 'limits of such marketing fields; the Code 
Committee now recommends that it is to the best interests 
of the industry that no change be made at this time.4 

The Code Committee later ruled that "until such. time as the' industry could be 

guided by further experience, it would be advisable to continue the fields [territories] as 

they were prior to' the adoption .of the code."s . The continuation during the NRA of 

territories previously established held with one exception. Texaco Salt Products Co. had 

entered production just before:the code was adopted, and it was assigned Oklahoma and 

parts of 'Arkansas as its marketing territory. Texaco ceased production in 1936, after 

which its territory was reassigned to the producers to whom this area had been assigned 

before .Texac6~sentry .. 

Minutes of Meeting of the Code Committee, December 12, 1933, contained in Consolidated 
File. 

Minutes of meeting of the Code Committee, June 13, 1934, contained in Consolidated File. 
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The producers in New York were assigned the following territory: New York, 

New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, the New England States, the Distri~t of Columbia, 

parts of Pennsylvania extending West to about Pittsburgh and two counties in Yirginia. 

The producers in Ohio Were assigned the-remainder of Pennsylvania, Ohio,Virginia;-~" 

(except the two counties assigned to New York), parts of Kentucky and West Virginia. 

- Two small producers of medium salt in West Virginia were assigned no specific territory 

but were included in Ohio territory. The producers in Michigan were assigned 
. ,....~- .. ---. 

Michigan, Illinois" Wisconsin, parts of North Dakota and Indiana except for two,' 

destination points (New, Albany and Jeffersonville). The producers in Kansas were 

assigned Kansas, South Missouri, Nebraska, Wyoming, New Mexico and parts of. -, 

Colorado. The producers in Texas were assigned'the state of Texas. The producers in 

Utah were assigned Utah, Montana, and parts each of Idaho, Wyoming, Nevada and 

, " 

Colorado. The producers in Louisiana were assigned Louisiana, Mississippi,Alabama, 

Georgia, Florida, North and South Carolina, Tennessee, parts of 'Kentucky, the two 

destination points in Indiana, and that part of Arkansas not assigned to Oklahoma. 

California territory included Arizona, Washington, Oregon, California and parts each of 

Nevada and Idah~: \ . The California producers were under the jurisdiction of' the Cod~"/~" 

Committee, but trade complaints and local rulings were handled 'by a subcommittee:: ; 

composed entirely of California producers. There was also what was known as 

Kansas-Michigan territory. No salt was produced within this area and the determination 
" ' 

of prices and oth~r terms 'of sale were decided jointly by the Kansas and Michigan 

producers. The territory included Iowa, South Dakota, parts of North Dakota, Minnesota 
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and North Missouri. Shipments into the Kansas-Michigan territory were made primarily 

by Kansas and Michigan producers and freight costs to much of the territory from either 

producing state generally did not diverge substantially. Any shipments into 

Kansas-Michigan territory by the producers in states other than Kansas or Michigan were" 

required to confonn exactly to the prices and other tenns of _sale jointly established by . 

the Kansas. and Michigan producers. The boundaries of the territories are given in 

Illustration 1.· 

. r.· . ---. 

c. Pricing 

Price scales or lists were published by the producers in each producing state to 

cover all sales in their respective marketing terrltories. As might be expected, the 

published prices and· other tenns of trade adopted· by the producers for sales in their 

territory were identical .. The price lists applicable to a particular territory were submitted 

to the Code Committee which in tum circulated them to all other producers. Since any 

producer in one territory shipping salt into another was required by the code to sell at 

prices no more favorable than those of the producers into whose territory such shipments 

were made, the "outside" producers simply reproduced as their own the price lists of the 

producers within whose territory such shipments were made. 
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ILLUSTRATION 1 

THE SALT PRODUCERS· TERRITORIES, 1934 
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Salt was sold on a delivered-price basis. Rail freight rates were published by 

International for each destination in the New York and Louisiana territories, and by 

Morton for destinations in all other territories. The rate-books were used by' all 

producers and showed freight costs from each producing state to any destination ~ithin .' 

a given territory. In general, freight costs from a . producing state to destinations within 

its "natural marketing territory" were -lower than freight costs from another producing 

state, although this was not invariably true. Table salt items sold primarily to grocery 

wholesalers and retail chains were sold in' each territory· at -a- uniform delivered price 

(what the producers called a blanket price). The delivered prices of these' items did not- . 

vary with freight costs. Producers in one territory could sell table salt in another 

territory but only at prices that were no more favorable than those of the producers in 

whose territory such sales were made. For other types of salt, delivered prices in a 

given territory were equal to the f.o.b.plant prices of the producers in the territory plus 

the lowest freight cost from any producing state to any destination in the territory. In 

Kansas-Michigan territory, delivered prices were the base prices published by the Kansas 

and Michigan producers plus the lowest. freight cost from any. producing state to any 

destination in Kansas..;Michigan territory. 

If a particular type of salt was not produced in a territory, then its f.o.h. plant 

price was that of the producers- in the nearest producing state, so the territories varied 

(slightly) according to. the character of production. In Louisiana, the plants were not 

particularly close to each other. Freight costs were published from each plant to 

destinations in the territory, and the delivered price to any particular destination was 
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equal to the Lo.b. plant price (which was the same for each Louisiana producer) plus the 

lowest freight cost from any -producing point. The differences in plant locations 

influenced delivered prices within a fairly narrow area around each plant. Beyo~d these 

areas, either by agreem-ent or competition of the railroads, freight costs to most 

destinations in the Louisiana territory (or to other territories -- from Louisiana) were the 

same regardless of the plant from which shipment was -made. In general, freight costs 

for shipments from one territory to destinations in another did not varym relation to the 
•. r-,.- " .. ---. 

locations of the plants in the territory from which the shipments were :made-. 

At the Code Hearings, Daniel Peterkin, President of Morton Salt Co., referred 

to what he considered abusive practices that had developed in the industry: 

Chief among these abuses has been the cutting of published 
list prices -- secretly, byme(lIls of discounts, rebates, 
concessions of one sort of another, and the dumping of salt 
by a _producer in one field into- the field of anoth~r 
producer by extravagant absorption of transportation costs 
--in many instanGes at less than his fair cost and at prices 
lower than those -made by any of the producers whose 
natural marketing territory it may be. We believe that the 
-adoption of the proposed code by the industry ... will"be of 
great assistance in correcting the abuses above referred to, 
along with many other abuses -which - it may not be 
_necessary_ to particularize here ~... 6 , 

. .. . 

L.F. Fiely, President of Ohio Salt-Company, in -describing conditions before the 

code, refers in much the same way to the practices then in effect: 

Prior to the time that the Salt Code became effective, 
prices on salt to the class of trade as referred to above 
[sales of table salt to wholesalers] in our Ohio field and in 
fact in all fields, were greatly demoralized. Secret 

Hearings on a Code of Fair Practices and Competition in the Salt Producing Industry, Vol. I, 
at 54-55 (August 14, 1933). 
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discounts, brokerages, allowances and rebates were made 
to practically all the trade. This condition was brought 
about by uncontrolled and unfair trade practices by 
competitors within the .Salt Industry. During this time· we 
did allow discounts [referring to price cuts from list· to a 
particular buyer mentioned], as we did grant discounts [or 
price cuts] to other jobbers. Since the Salt Code has been 
effective, all of .these discounts to all of these classes of 
trade have been eliminated.7 

. How far and frequently prices diverged from list before the code are not known, 

although sales below list seem to have been common. Some indication is given later in 

this Chapter, in discussing the course of events after tlie demise of the NRA, in May 

1935. B·y agreement amo~g the producers, the prices published for each territory and . 

initially flIed with the Code Committee were those published in late 1932 and which still 

existed but were apparently largely ignored when 'the code was adopted. The plan was 

to ~Uire Salesa~ these price.s "until. the Code has been in effect for a ~ficient length 

of tune to detennme future costs. tl8, . .. . .. . . " . 
. . 

At a meeting .()f·theCode. Committee on September 13, 1933, just after the code 

was approved but before it took effect (on September 17) all members we~ notified that 
k . 

the 

• .:... ~ w·. .'.~, . ~ 

Code prohibits any sale of Salt on or after September 18, 
1933 . at ()ther t~ari the producers' established prices and 
prohibits· any secret- . allowance by way . of discount, 

7 Letter from L.F. Fiely, President, Ohio Salt Co., to E.W. Dahlberg, Deputy Administrator, 
NRA. April 20, 1934,' contained in Consolidated File. 

Administration materials discussing. features of the code, Inventory A, contained in 
Consolidated File. . . 
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.brokerage, storage or advertising. Any departure from the 
above or from any other code provision will be a violation 
of the Code. 

Contracts for salt had been entered prior to the code's effective date and con~inUed in 

effect after it. Some of them contained price..and other tenns that if permitted to 

continue would have violated the code. At the ~eptember 13 meeting, the Committee 

decided to collect from all producers information: 

(a) relating to contracts extending beyond October 18, 1933 
. with jobbers, dealers, chain stores and buying-agencies, 
specifying the quantities, price, expiration date, control of 
resale price, discounts, or other allowarices; 

(b) relating to the quantity and expiration date of all 
contracts with· consumers in excess, of one carload and 
V{hich extended beyond October 18~ 1933; 

(c) relating to contracts with distributors, specifying the 
date of expiration thereof and if such contracts do not carry 
with them the control of resale prices, then .information 
shall be furnished as to the prices made to such distributors 
and all other ~articu1ars surrounding the agreement; 

(d) relating to any contract or other agreement with 
brokers which pennitreselling at variance with producers' 
published prices, warehousing, or rendering of other 
valuable service; 

( e) relating to any contract or arrangement with anyone 
extending beyond October 18, 1933 which pennits any 
unfair trade practice as defmed in· the code .. 

. . 

The producers were given until October 18 to revise any contracts whose terms 

differed· from those published on September 18, so that sales made· after October 18 

would conform exactly to code. Presumably, this was not done, or at least not 

completely, and some contracts whose terms differed from those adopted on . September 
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18 were continued beyond October 18. The tenns and expiration dates of these contracts 

were circulated among the producers, indicating to each of them what· transactions were 

to be pennitted and for how long at tenns that were not in compliance with the code. 

On the whole, however,-inost contracts for salt were not long tenn m nature (or at least" 

typically did not specify prices. other than to gu~tee the buyer the prevailing market), 

so revisions of price and most other contract terms to comply with the code probably did 

not involve a substantial proportion of output. There was a provision in the code 

indicating that: 

When· the ·costs of executing contracts, entered into by the 
Salt Producing. Industry prior to the approval ... of the 
Code,areincreased by the application of [the] Act to the 
Industry, it is equi~ble and promotive of the purposes· of 
the ... Act that appropriate adjustme"nts of such contracts to 
reflect such· increased costs be arrived at by arbitral 
proceedings . or otherwise, arid the Salt Producers 
Association .... is constiruted an agency to assist in effecting 
such adjustments. 9· 

How widely if at all the arbitration provision was used is not known. 

d. Trade Practices 

Article 4(b).· of· the code specified that "published prices shall include te~s of 

payment, length of bookings or contracts, whether prices are guaranteed against decline 

and such other provisions· as may be necessary to·fully infonn the trade· of all conditions 

of sale." 10 Article .4(c) provided that 

Supra note 3, at 6. 

10 Id. at 4. 
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tenns of sale shall be fully stated and strictly adhered to 
and invoice shall show same. There shall be no 
discrimination . between customers. Difference in price 
based on difference in grade, quantity, quality, selling or 
transportation costs, or made in the same or different 
communities in good faith to meet competition, shall not 
constitute discrimination. II 

Article 4(e) lists what were deemed "unfair trade practices." All of them were 

prohibited. I2 I reproduce below most of the prohibited practices: 

II 

1. Variations from openly and publically announced prices and·terms . . ~~- .. -.~. 

2. Secret allowances by way of discount, brokerage, storage, or advertising. 

3. Variation from openly announced grade or package differentials. 

4. Substitution of grades or packages. 

5. Delayed billings. 

6~ Rebates or other similar allowances by any name or of any nature. 

7. Storage of salt in customers'warehouses. 

8. Special services. or privileges to certain purchasers when not 
j extended to all· purchasers under like terms and conditions. 

9. Offerings of saleable gifts or priz~s. 

10. Free deals to any class of purchasers or prices made in 
combination with any product or commodity. 

11. Inducing or attempting to' induce a breach or cancellation of a 
contract between a competitor and his customer . 

. 12. Giving of gratuities or special concessions to buyers, or rewards, 

Id. 

Id. 

or payments to the employees of buyers or distributors, or the 
. lavish entertainment thereof. 
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Presumably, these provisions were to prevent erosion of published prices by means often 

used before the code, and in general their prohibition would not be thought necessary if 

published prices had not initially exceeded ·costs. The prohibited practices require little 

by way of explanation. . 

e. Trade Complaints 

During the early stages of the code, few complaints were fIled with the 

Committee concerning evasion of the price or trade practices provisions of the code. 

There was a complaint against Jefferson Island (one of the Louisiana producers) for . 

making sales in Texas and in Louisiana territory below published list. This was 

investigated by the Code Committee and Jefferson"Island discontinued the practice. No 

fonnal action was taken. There was also a complaint that Hardy Salt Co. (a Michigan 

producer) supplied a wholesaler at less than published list. This matter was investigated 

thoroughly. What occurred was that the wholesaler was billed by Hardy at the published 

list and remittance to Hardy was made at same. But the sale to the wholesaler had been 

made by a distributing fmn that represented Har~y in the area. The distributor as 

Hardy's agent· was compensated by a commission, part of which, presumably with 

Hardy's support, was rebated to the wholesaler. Hardy ruso discontinued the practice 

without fonnalaction~ ThisepisodeJedthe Code Committee· to nile that "the sale of salt 

through an agent is al~ays subject to the producers ' control, and any code violation on 

the part of their agents makes the principal answerable to the Code Committee." 13 

Minutes of Meeting of Code Committee, Sept. 16, 1933, contained in Consolidated File. 
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Subsequently, any contract between a producer and a distributing agent was required to 

specify that the agent sell only at the prices and tenns published by the producer and 

which would apply if the producer and not his agent had made the sale. 

In handling trade ·complaints, the typical procedure· was for the Code· Committee 

to request the alleged offender to abide by the co~e, with thethreat, if he did not, that 

the Code Committee, after investigation, would recommend that theNRA take legal 

action. At one time it was proposed that the industry adopt an agreement to assess 
• #>'-,._ o. ___ • 

. . 
damages against any producer for a code violation. The proposed agreement (the details 

of which are not known) .was voted down by the producers. But the producers were then 

infonned of their right individually to enter such agreements with other producers subject 

to NRA approval. The vote on the industry wide agreement occurred in February of 

1935. There is no mention of such agreements entered individually, although the code 

itself came to an end only about two months after the vote. 

f. Sellfug Practices During the· Code 

The code introduced no major changes . in the distribution practices of· the 

producers. The prices set when the code took effect reflected the fact· that· all of the 

producers· employ&J" salesmen who solicited orders from all classes of trade: fot table 

salt from wholesalers and retail chains, arid for all other types of salt from a variety of 

industrial and commercial users. Virtually all of these orders were shipped from plant 

to destination in carloads, . either in straight cars (a· carload ordered by an individual 
- -

buyer) or in pool cars (orders of several buyers which , when pooled by the salesmen, 
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made-up a carload). The published lists specified the prices of all grades, types and 

packs of salt, and enumerated all other tennsand conditions of sale. It was from these 

published prices and tenns that no reductions in price could secretly or indirectly occur. 

Except for types of salt not produced within a territory (in which case their prices would' 

be detennined by the producers in the nearest pr?ducing state), the producers in each 

producing state were· to establish prices applicable to. their territory, even on grades or 

packs that they could but did u()t prpduce, presumably to avoid possible erosion of their 
• r-,;- •. ---. 

prices by shipments. from outsideprod\lcer~ of these packs or grades for which lower: 
,".. . . ": ~ - . . " : . 

prices might be charged.. New packs or grades. could not be established and priced to 

circumvent the .clear intent of the code. The Code Committee was empowered to 

examine and set grade and package differentials to insure that evasion of the code did not 

occur. 

On sales of table salt to wholesalers and chaiQs, marketing provisions typically 

defmed the booking period (usually 30 days), provided no protection' of floor stocks 

against price decliIies, guaranteed buyers against price declines on shipments made'within 

ten days before the effectiv~_date of any such decline, specified check-out allowances, 14. 

provided that buyers' were required to pay stop-over charges on pool cars,15 specified 

tenns of payment, etc. Such. tenns ~ay have differed across fields, although what 

- 'evidence-- exists 'suggests -that-such-differences -wereslighL 'Any -shipmen,tsmade to a 

14 Payment to therecipient·of a pool car usually on tons sold to·buyersother than the re{.:ipient 
for _notifying buyers of the car's arrival and arranging orderly distribution. 

15 Railroad charge for stopping a car at one destination for partial unloading, the car then 
continuing on to another destination. 
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buyer located within a given territory from a producer in another territory were required 

to abide by the tenns of sale established by the producers into whose territory such 

shipments were made. On any contract calling for shipments in!O more than one 

territory, it was required that the buyer be billed at the prices applicable to each territory" .... 

into which shipments were made. It was the divergence from these published tenus' 

before the cone took· effect that led the Code Committee to request information on all 

contracts containing prices or other tenus that differed from those published . 
• ~._ o •• ___ • 

The common grades of salt offered by the various producers were extremely close 

substitutes in demand and only slight differentials would induce shifts by buyers and 

competitive responses by other fIrms. The code's prohibition of "ut:ilair trade practices" 

was an effort to prevent what undoubtedly were common ways to cut prices from 

published list and which presumably. often led to transactions generally' occurring below 

list. Payments for storage of salt in customers' warehouses, shipments made with 

billings delayed, shipments to buyers on consignment (the salt being paid for by the 

buyer after sales were made), assistance to buyers' advertising, billing for particular 

grades but .. substituting higher grades when shipped, rebates, etc. were all means by 

which one producer could expand his sales at modest expense (if not immediately-' 

C.-detected and met by competitors). All such efforts, as well as new ones that might' 

develop, were prohibited by the code, unless any change in practice was pub_lically 

-announced and applied to all buyers, which would defeat its pUIpose. Sales of private-

label table salt were also discontinued during the code, possibly because such ~ales were. 

more subject to potential "abuse", for example, through label allowances which provided 
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greater leeway for price variations, or because it was more difficult to control agents' 

sales of brands that were not owned by the producer. Invoices were. to be issued 

showing all tenns of sale as well as the items purchased; and copies of such were to be 

saved and made available'to the Code Committee should any dispute arise. Morton had 

for a time issued invoices showing that the price was subject to "published quantity 

discount. "This was not a violation of the code per se, but it brought forth a complaint 

by a competitor on the ground that the practice was subject to abuse. The Code 

Committee recommended that henceforth all invoices reflect tile exact discount granted. ' 

This recommendation was followed by all producers. 

During the NRA, certain clarifying interpretations were made of the trade 

practices prohibited by the code. There were not many interpretations, probably because 

the practices themselves were well understood and at least at the start of the code there 

appeared a genuine enthusiasm by the producers' to abide by it. Most of the 

interpretations contain no detail concerning the events that gave rise to, them. 

On Septem~er 16, 19,33, a bulletin was issued by the Code Committee to all 

producers stating as follows: 

The making of any allowance or a payment for advertising 
done by any purchaser is construed to be a special service 
rendered to such purchaser in violation of Section 8., Para. 
e of Article 4, unless sU'ch service be" extended by such 
producer to all purchasers under like tenns 'and conditions, 
and' if so extended' shall become part' of the condition of 
sale contained in the, pub!ished price list. 

The minutes of the October 11, 1933 Code 'Committee meeting reflect the 

following decision: 
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On it being brought to the attention of the Code Committee 
that salt salesmen have been paying jobbers and jobbers 
salesmen for accommodation incidental to their calling on 
trade and which payments have opened a fertile field for 
rebates in violation of the Code ... , the Committee voted 
that such allowances be discontinued. 

On October 17, 1933 a bulletin was issued by the Code Committee to all producers 

referring to the above in greater specificity: 

Owing to the practice being open to abuse, where salt 
salesmen . travel with jobbers' salesmen, and are allowed a 
chCJrge of $2.00 or $3.00 per day, or som~Rther.sum, for 
use of the jobbers' salesmen cars, the' Code' Committee 'has 
declared' it to be a special. service and as such constitutes' an 
unfair tra~e practice. Practice should stop immediately. 

""'iI-

At a meeting on November 23, 1933 the Committee decided that a producer could. 

not make a charitable donation if it was made through the producer's customer "in such 

manner that the customer derives direct benefit from the donation." The·Committee also 

ruled that "the maximum samples for trial purposes to be furnished a consumer shall not 

exceed one package, either bag, sack or barrel -- any trial lot in excess of this shall be 

billed at the regular price." At the same meeting the Committee further decided: 

that advertising carrying the dealer's name, whether in 
newspaper~, trade journals, house organs, handbills, etc., where 
payment thereof, either' in cash orin merchandise, or the 
equivalent thereof, is made by a producer, is within the prohibition 
[on advertising contained in the'ruling of September 16, previously 
quoted]. 

This prohibition was later extended to radio advertising. 16 The Committee also 

prohibited window displays or interior displays when 
payment therefore, either in cash or in merchandise, or the 

-, ..... 
.~.:~. '. 

1(, Minutes of meeting of Code Committee, November 9, 1933, contained in Consolidated File. 
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equivalent thereof, is made by the producer to the customer 
17 

On November 9, 1933, the Committee voted to prohibit "the shipment of salt on 

consignment to a customer ... uriIess like service [was] extended to ~all purchasers. " 

In .December 1933, it was brought to the attention of the Code Comm,ittee: 

that certain producers were furnishitig advertising novelties 
to help induce sales in connection with the marketing of 
their salt .... [T]o detennine the extent of this practice, the 
. . . committee instructed the Secretary to request each 
producer to furnish a complete list of all advertising 
novelties and premiums now being. useCi·m -"their sales 
promotional work, and ·also·a ··list of· commitments with, 
customers. to be· supplied such advertising material, 
showing the expiration dates of such commitments. 

Apparently, the use of novelties was not found sufficiently important to raise serious - . 

concems. In January 1934, the Committee ruled that advertising novelties 

were not ·under ordinary circumstances in violation of the 
code. The committee announced that if a producer views 
the uses of any advertising novelty in sales promotion work 
a viola~on of the code and mak~s. specific complaint, the 
matter will have careful consideration. 

g. Brokerage 

Virtually all of the salt companies used brokers to distribute part of their output. 

Prior to the code, it seems to have been common for the producers to compete by 

granting brokerscommissions·.that exceeded the cost of their. service with the under-

standing that part of their payment would be rebated to buyers (the buyers' invoices 

reflecting sales at the published list); or by appointing buyers as brokers who were 

. \7 Minutes of Meeting of Code Committee, February 16, 1934, contained in Consolidat~ File .. 
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granted a commission, although it was understood that no brokerage service would be 

provided. These practices were weUknown to the producers, andtheir continuation 

would provide a means to evade the code, which the Code. Committee early on sought 

to prevent. In fact, the bulk of the Committee's efforts to regulate ttlinfairpractices~' 

involved brokerage and related issues. 

There, are exainples before the code suggesting that brokerage was used probably 

to circumvent understandings reached about prices. For example, there is -a l:tter ftom 
.. ~~-.. '-. -~ .... 

., ' 

the Secretary of the SPA to one of the Kansas producers suggestiilg this: 

This will ~cknowledge receipt of your letter of July 13, 
referring to the amount of brokerage allowed to brokers on 
your list. This is certainly some stunner. It doesn't 
surprise me at all that you have had trouple in 'your 
territory. The most bro}(erage paid in any" territory in 
which the Association. operates at present is 20 cents per , 
ton on table salt. The 20 cents per ton on common is 
varied only when the brokerage is made 3 cents per barrel. 
If any broker representing Kansas, concerns, at the 
brokerage they are getting, is not splitting it, I should be 
surprised --all of which acts against your market every 
second. IS 

A later letter from the Secretary to another producer reflects the same concern: 

. It is easy to see why you have no market. When brokers 
are. pennitted as high as 10 cents per barrel on common and 
20 cents per barrel on table, it means that in order to get 
business, they can reduce the market. price 8 ce~ts on 
common and 15 cent~ on table, and still get the regular 
margin allowed the brokers. 19 

18 . 
'Irwin S. Moise and George B. Haddock, Manufacturers' Control of Distribution: A StUdy of 

Trade Practice Provisions in Selected NRA Codes 109 (Office ofNRA, Division of Review, Trade 
Practices Study Section 1936). 

10:) 
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International, in appointing a new br~ker just before the NRA, wrote to him as follows: 

[W]e will allow you a commission of $1. 00 per ton on 
shipments of both Louisiana and New York State salt. 
This allowance is to cover everything, such as handling 
charges, switching of cars or any other costs that may 
accumulate. We might say to you that this is considerably 
more brokerage than we are paying' any otherbrok~r that 
represents us. However, realizing the situation. there in 
Tampa and anticipating some real work on· your. pcirtwith 
a view to developing some business, we are making this 
allowance to you. We ask that you consider it a 
confidential proposition. 20 

How common such arrangements were is not known. _·Just before the code took 

effect, Silas Walter, Vic~ President of International Salt Co~,. described the variation in 

brokerage rates: 

It has been difficult at times to establish unifonnrates of 
brokerage on salt and also defme the exact status of brokers 
and' distributors, som,e receiving flat rates or fIxed amounts 
per ton,' while 'others received' a flat rate per package. or 
unit according to grade, and still others having received'a' 
percentage based on prices applying in other' territory .21 

Early in the NRA, the Code Committee sought to restrict the ability of the 

producers to use brokerage to circumvent the code's price and marketing provisions. It 

was' ruled. that the producer was' responsible for the acts of his· agent, and that any sale 

by a broker had to be made at the published prices and' tenns that would apply if the 

producer had made the sale. A code violation by an agent was' considered' a violation by 
... - ~." ~.; ",. ~ 

. tlie producer. The Committee aiso proposed a uruforin broker's colitract that contained 

20 Letter from J.G. Womble, Southern Sales Manager, International Salt Co. to C.B. Gill, 
August 20,.1929, Contained in Consolidated File. . 

:!l Letter from P. Silas Walter, Vice President, International Salt Co. to Frank Morse, Secretary, 
Salt Producers Association, October 28, 1933, contained in Consolidated File. . 
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specified brokerage rates for each item sold (for no item was brokerage to exceed 5 

percent of list). 

This contract was adopted by all producers and replaced outstanding ~rokers' 

contracts containing different tenns or commission rates. 11!e'contract, besides 

.specifying that' sales by the broker mustconfonn ~o the price and marketing provisions . 

published by the producer, also forbade the direct or indirect rebate of any broker's 

commission to a buyer, provided for c~cellation in the, event of any code violation, and 
.~,;- .•. _.-. 

required that the producer invoice the buyer directly on any sales made by a broker. The 

broker in Florida w ho~ad received $1. 00 per ton from International received the 

following letter dated September 21, 1933 (four days after the Code took effect): 

As you have been notified the Salt Code . .. became 
effective on September 17. In order to comply with the 
regulations of the Salt, Code, our brokerage rates to you 
effective on and after October 1st will be as follows: 22 

The ,rates listed were those contained in the unifonnbroker's contract. The listed rates 

were approximately one-half those previously granted. 

There also exists a letter to the NRA from the Southwest Company complaining 

about a similar change in its brokerage: 

...... 

Our regular brokerage on salt has been 10 percent of the net 
amount., of the invoice., ; Today we received the followi:pg 
letter:, 'at a recent meeting of the Executive Committee- or' 
the Salt Producers Association' operating under theNRA 
code, they passed a ruling' whereby the maximum 
commission that is pennitted to be paid to any broker for 
selling salt is 5 percent of the net amount of the invoice. 
It is therefore necessary that we cut your brokerage to the 

Unsigned letter from International Salt Co. to C.B. Gill, September 21, 1933, contained in 
Consolidated File. 
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maximum amount,' as allowed· by the Salt Producers' 
Association'. 23 

International's broker in Florida whose rates had been· cut also complained to the 

NRA. He received the following response: "While· it is the purpo~e of the 

Adm·inistration to be as helpful as possible to everyone, yet we cannot participate in 

matters of this kind." 24 In general, theNRA's position was that the individual 

producer was free to appoint whomever it wished as a broker and to offer any brokerage 

rate, providing that .the contract between the producer andbtoker contained no code ........ -.-. 

violation. Since the provisions in the unifonn· broker' scontract were' individually 

adopted by the' producers (alth()ugh the contract itself seems clearly to have been jointly 

proposed), and since no prOVIsion in this contract violated the code, there was said to be - . 

no ground or reason for the NRA to intervene. That the code also contained a provision . . 

that prohibited its use to promote monopoly and that the industry seemed jointly to have 

agreed on the uniform contract (which the producers then individually adopted) was 

considered of no relevance. 

The Code Committee also adopted a defInition of a broker (with the approval of 

the NRA). Thereafter, it was a code violation to appoint anyone as a broker who did not 

meet the defInition. The defInition is as follows: 

A food broker is a merchandise broker [ who] is an independent 
sales agent .who perfo~s the.services of negotiating the sale of 
food, groceries, ·or other merchandise for and' on account of the 

23 Letter from G.J. Albright, TheSouthwest Co., to Hugh S. Johnson, Administrator, NRA, 
. October 24, 1933, contained in Consolidated File. 

24 Letter from B.W. Dahlberg, Assistant Deputy Administrator, NRA, to C.B. Gill, November 
20. 1933, contained in Consolidated File. 
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seller as principal, and who is not employed or established by or 
affiliated with the purchaser or any purchasing organization, 
directly or indIrectly, and whose compensation is a commission or 

.: brokerage paid by the seller. 25 

The intent was in part to prevent brokeragep~yments from sellers to buyers that could ' 

provide a means to transact below published list. This prohibition was later interpreted " 

(in November 1934) by the Code Committee in the fonn of a question and answer: 

Do the words rebates or other similar .a11owances by any 
means or of any nature include the giving of brokerage 
when.,such allowance is .. given .to apurch~r -and .... is .the 

. result of eff~ting a sale below the lowest 'price fIled in the 
. specific . field of production in which the sale is made? 

. Yes. A brokerage commission cannot be given to a 
purchaser but is only a payment m~de to an agent or 
broker. Hence, the payment of broker commissions to 
purchasers is prohibited. 26 " 

. A few months before this the Committee had issued the following statement: . 

A purchaser for his own account is not a broker and is not 
entitled to and shall not receive either directly or indirectly 
payment as brokerage or deductions of any amount whi"ch 
would havebeen paid as brokerage to a broker had one 
been employed.·· 27 . 

The defInition of a broker" eliminated the receipt of brokerage by certain 

cooperatives that returned part of their earnings to their members (who were the 

cooperatives' owners). It was known tethe producers that the defmition of a broker 

would result in the elimination of brokerage that had b~n paid'to some cooperatives; and 

25 Minutes of M~ting of Code Committee, October 10, 1933, contained in Consolidated File. 

26 Minutes of Meeting of Code Committee, November 14, 1934, contained in Consolidated File. 

Minutes of Meeting of Code Committee, August 8, 1934, contained in Consolidated File. 
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it appears _ that an understanding that this would be desirable was reached before the code 

was submitted. When the code took effect, these organizations were denied brokerage 

(or other payments in lieu thereof); and this led to a host of protests. to the NRA, 

particularly by fanners' cooperatives that had previously received brokerage and now 

were denied it. 

h. -. Farmers' Cooperatives 

The fanners' cooperatives ~ere typically groups of'C6operative stores or elevators 

that jointly owned a central buying organization. The'salt they acquired was in part for 

household use but primarily for agricultural use. Salt was nonnally shipped directly to 

the stores or elevators but invoiced to the central organization which assumed 

responsibility for payment. If brokerage was denied, the stores or elevators would 

presumably be serviced and billed directly by the salt producers: the producers' 

salesmen would take the orders from the stor~s and elevators and arrange for shipment, 

whereas previously one would have thought this was done by the cooperative 

organization. If the cooperatives perfonn.ed these functions. for -its n,tembers more 

che,aply than the salt producers, the denial of brokerage would be costly to the 

producers. But producers would presumably gain from avoiding a more general erosion 

of' prices· if'·"brokerage" ·could· be paid to buyers (which,··considering. their -operations 

overall, the cooperatives would be). No doubt wholesalers and many other buyers in a 

particular location could have appointed one of their number as a "broker" through whom 

all of their orders might be placed. 
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Whether the central organizations of the cooperatives had actually provided 

services that resulted in the avoidance of selling. expense' otheIWise incurred by the 

producers (and which would justify the payment of brokerage) is not clear. Certain of 

the producers argued that the commissions that had been paid to many of the cooperatives' 

were simply discounts from list or rebates paid in t~e "guise of brokerage" and they were' 

anxious to rid the market of them. The implication of their position would be that list 

prices were above marginal cost, and that the' commissions paid to these cooperatives 
. ,.......- .. -.-. 

were simply price cuts. James B. Westcott, attorney for the SPA,srimmed ul)';the view. 

of these producers: 

Experience has proven that in many instances purchasers 
will set up a fictitious purchasing agency or broker with the 
sole and only purpose of procuring: a brokerage for them
selves, thus enabling them to purchase merchandise at 
lower prices than competitors who do not resort' to such 
tactics ..... As a result ... these purchasers ... naturally 
may ·resell ... at lower prices, resulting in merchandise 
being offered for sale at less than published prices and in 
effect practically demoralize any industry that sells its 
merchandise on a published price list basis. Our purpose in 
defIning a broker as we did was to prevent sales to 
fictitious brokers and not in any way to. limit sales to coops 
[which the industry continued to supply].28 

The denial of brokerage to the fanners' cooperatives and their protests to' the 

} NRA, particularly the protests by the Fanners' Elevator Service Co~ and its demands that 

the NRA acton the cooperatives' behalf, led to an ExeCutive Order that prohibited any 
I 

.,.;. code provision from preventing payment of brokerage to any cooperative organization 

for services rendered because all or any part of the cooperative's eamingswere returned 

1$ Letter from James B. Westcott, Attorney for Salt Producers Association, to Frank Morse, 
Secretary, Salt Producers Association, July 24, 1934, contained in Consolidated File. 
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to its members. Nonetheless, throughout the~, no brokerage was paid by the salt 

producers to fanners' cooperatives. This was accomplished, despite the Executive 

Order, by raising a number ofobjections to such payments for the NRA's consideration. 

By the time decisions about them were reached by the NRA authorities, the NRA itself? 

had about come to an eQd.29 

i. Wholesalers' Buying Organizations 

Just before the code was adopted, the producers'seem"t0ohave reached agreement 

on a list of w~olesalers'o buying organizations to which brokerage waS to be paid. The' 

list was oadoptedunifonnly by the producers in each territory, and brokerage could not 

be paid to any such organization unless listed. Pr"oducers in one territory could not add 

to the list of such organizations adopted by the producers in another territory: only the 

producers within a territory could name the organizations eligible to receive brokerage 

on sales made there. ° The list applicable to each territory .. was circulated to all producers 

by the SPA, and any sales made by or organized through these organizations earned 

brokerage of 5 percent. I be]jeve that no organizations were added to the list initially 

adopted. 

The existence of this list, which had been approved by the NRA, was also used 

to ,~gue againstthe·payment of brokerage to fanners:~ cooperatives.:. No oproducer in any 

~9 The objections were that the individual producers did not wish the services rendered by the 
cooperatives and therefore could not becompeUed to appoint any of them as a broker, that such· 
payments were often made without services rendered and therefore would violate the rebate provisions 
of the code, an~ that tllecooperatives did not meet exactly the defmition of a broker whichOthe NRA 
itself had approved. . 
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territory had listed a fanners' cooperative as a wholesalers' buying organization eligible 

to receive brokerage. Further, no producer in one territory could add to the list of 

buying organizations applicable to another territory, since to do so would haye been 

intetpreted (with the approval of the NRA) as a sale below the published prices of the' 

producers in the territory and therefore as a code violation. 

An example of the list to which I refer was circulated by Jefferson Island to its 

sales force on June 1, 1934: 
• #>'-".- •. _. ~. 

Jobbers Buying Organizations" Lotiisiana, Michigan, 
Kansas-Michigan, Kansas, Ohio, Utah, Texas and New 
York Fields 

To jobbers buying organizations we will allow a brokerage 
,of 5 percent on the net plant price as arrived at by 
deducting from the delivered price the freight rate from the 
shipping point having the lowest freight rate; excepting on 
items' on which a blanket price is made, from which no 
freight will be deducted. 

The above brokerage is to be paid', to 'the buying 
organization direct. 

The buying, organizations which we recogOize at this time 
as being entitled • to the' brokerage are as follows: 

Clover Farm Stores 
I.G.A. 
Jobbers Service, Inc. 
Mfrs. Jobbers Assn. 
Merchandise~ervice Corp. 
Plee-Zing, Inc. 
Red and White Corp. 
Nationwide Stores Corp.' 
Wholesale Grocers Exchange 
U nitedBuyers Corp. 
'National Brand Stores 
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I do not know exactly what relations existed between these organizations and the 

w'holesalers on whose behalf purchases were arranged, although I believe that· in general 

they arranged for the supply of salt (and various other items) to a. regular group of 

wholesalers· and had signed the unifonn broker' § contract with the salt producers. The' 

wholesalers (and not the buying organization) would thus be invoiced directly by the· 

producer, and no part of the brokerage commission paid to the buying organization was 

to be rebated to the wholesaler. Presumably, these organizations could arrange sales to 

these wholesalers.(in combination with services provided by the producers) more cheaply 

than could the producers, and the arrangements would make sense. I assume that 5 

percent approximated. the cost of their services. 

Certain wholesalers 'buying organizations were excluded from the list. For 

example, Biddle Purchasing Co. complained tothe Code Committee over its exclusion: 

We do not know why, when a certain group of wholesaler 
buying organizations were recognized as entitled to an extra 
5 percent on salt, our· company was not included when we 
were ... the largest in the business and by far the oldest in 
operation, representing the highest class of.trade. We tum 
orders direct to manufacturer without the use of brokers or 
sales expense and, therefore, are entitled to a brokerage of 
5 percent as paid to others.30 

Whether Biddle was ultimately added to the list is not known~ There is no evidence that 

it was. 

30 Letter from John P. Cole, Vice-President, Biddle Purchasing Co., to James B. Westcott, 
Attorney for SaIt Producers Association,May 4, 1934, contained in Consolidated File, supra note 1. 
Biddle was known to have returned some of its earnings to wholesalers under contract with it. For this 
reason, Biddle was later found by the FfC to have violated Sec. 2(c) of the Robinson-Patman Act. See 
Biddle Purchasing Co., 25 FfC 564 (1937). 
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j . Distributing Companies 

Contracts with dis1!it;>uting companies were also regulated during the code. The 

distributing companies were fmus under contIam with one or more salt pro,ducer to 

perfonn the various distribution functions otherwise undertaken by theproducer, typically; . 

. within some defmed geographic area. They soli~ited orders for salt, arranged straight' 

and pool car shipnients, sent shipping instructions to the producer, and maintained an 

inventory for local pick-ups and deliveries. The distributing companies typically received 
.' . ' 0 

...... - .. -.-. 

a commission. During theNRA, the distributing companies were required to sell at the 

producer's published prices and to adopt as their own the producers published terms. 

The contracts also specified, on threat of termination, that the distributing company retain . 

the whole of any commission earned. These provisions controlled the prices at which 

the distributor might sell, but they would not control competition among the producers 

to induce the distributor, by means of a higher c~mmission; to shift his efforts to one as 

against another producer, or to shift his efforts entirely to another producer. There were 

code provisions that sought to control t~s. On December 21, 1933, the Code Committee 

decided that "the rules and regulations established by a producer applicable to distributors 

in his territory [are required] to be followed by producers in outside territories when 

entering into distributor relations." On the same day, the Committee issued a bulletin 

to all producers that 

no producer ill an outside [territory] could make prices or 
-grant terms more favorable than the most favorable terms 
granted by a producer in the [territory] in which the distri
butor was located. If a distributor is representll'g a 
producer' on an agency basis , the producer is responsible 
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for al acts of the distributor insofar as they are governed
by the provisions of the Code.

I suspect, although this could not be altogether confined, that the price filg

requirement's were extended to cover commissions paid to distributing companes, and

that the producers in a given terrtory published uniorm commission rates (and perhaps

adopted a uniorm contract) applicable to distributig companes; and the rates and terms D

so fùed and published could not be exceeed by any outside producer.

I also suspect that the regulation of commissions to distrbutig companes led
...~ . )

some of the producers to begin sellg salt to them at prices that were not published and

which probably resulted in the distributing companes eag more than they would have

eaed had commissions been paid. It was probably activities along these Jies that led'

the Cçide Committee (on Februar 6, 1934) to issue the following regulation:

The makg of an agency contract with any person who
normaly buys salt competitively from more than one salt
producer when such agency contract is made with the intent
of or having the effect of evadig the provisions of the

code ... by using agency contract as a meas for makg
prices to such buyers which are not published as provided
by the code or which, in effect, constitute secret discounts;
and where the purpose aid/or effect is to procure al or the
major par of the business of such a buyer constitutes a
violation of the code.

How effective these controls were is not known. )

k. Bulk Salt

I

Salt in bulk (salt shipped loose or unpackaged in a carload) was sold to what the

trade called consumers -- those who used the salt directly in some manufacturig processc
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es. Bulk salt was sold in straight cars only, was priced separately by the producers, and 

was sold only to buyers who entered contracts in which they agreed not to resell or divert 

to other than their own use the salt so acqu.i!OO. The price scales of all producers 

contained markejing provisions that prohibited bulk . sales to' other. th~ recognized . 

consumers. Duringthe NRA, certain consumers who violated their contracts by reselling . 

part of' their bulk pil:rchases were denied future supplies -- at least until they provided 

greater assurance that they would no longer resell any part of their p~rchases -- and 
. J~' .... ~" 

, . ,.....- .. ---. 
certain buyers who 1?eforethe code were not consumers but had been buying bulk salt. 

and reselling it in packaged form were no longer able to do so once the code took effect. 

These restrictions applied uniformly in, all territories, and the buyers of bulk salt. 

who had been reselling it in packaged form (and ·who could no longer do so after the 

code took effect) complained to the NRA. The justification advanced by the Code 

Committee in response to such complaints was that salt shipped in bulk was' subject to 

deterioration and contamination, mid that it w~uld be undesirable if any part of it was' 

packaged and found its way to human consumption. But we get avery different view 

of the prohibition from International as it explains to the NRA why it discontinued bulk 

sales to resellers, in particular to the A.P. Ames Co. TheA.P. Arneseo. was one of 

the fmns that had been packaging and reselling bulk salt before the code and complained 

to the NRA when it was unable to purchaseblllk salt once the code took effect: 

Our price lists provide that bulk salt will not be sold ... to 
resellers, other than recognized salt distributors, for the 
reasons stated in our telegram ... 'dated December 23, 1933," 
to wit: 
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'To correct unfair trade practices existing prior to the code, 
it has become absolutely necessary, to 'decline to supply 
bulk salt to dealers to prevent chiselling of our published 
prices of packaged salt with our own salt. It has been the 
practice of some dealers as a subterfuge to purchase bulk 
salt solely with the object of defeating producers' published 
prices on packaged gnldes.There would be no, ObjeCtion 
to selling [Ames Co.] bulk salt in carloads for consignment 
direct to its' consumer custom~rs, .. providing complain~t 
would agree not. to, divert such 'shipments to its own 
warehouse for' packaging and· reselling ,and further· that 
complainant would agree to be bound' by applicable 
provisions of the Salt Producers Code """" 

In such case, [Ames] would be clas~ified "as aiiigent or a 
dealer and would receive prevailing rates of commission or 
discount _applymg to such classification.' " .. 

[A]ccording to its own admissjon, [Ames] desires to 
purchase bulk salt in order that it may resell at lower than 
prevailing published prices of producers. in the market ,in 
which it operates, thereby defeating, the efforts of the 
company~o stabilize its natural market .... 

We maintain the right to protect. ourselves and our 
customers against such competition, and to sell our· salt to 
whomever we please at such prices and terms of sale as we 
may publish in accordance with the ... Code. We cannot 
be forced to be placed ina position nor to adopt practices 
that will result in ,selling salt 'to customers who in tum 
resell in competition with ourselves, at prices and. terms that 
result in the demoralization of the market, and a loss of 
revenue to, ourselves and, the industry "... If we did not 
adopt this policy and protect ourselveS against 'such 
competition, it would inevitably result in a situation that 
would cause us t6 sell a major portion of our salt at little 
or no profit '.'~ . .[W]e Cannot sen bulk salt to customers 
who would purchase and resell same at little or no profit in 
competition with us. This is the manner in ,which 
complainant has operated in the past and would continue to 
do so according to his own admission. 31 

31 Letter from P. Silas Walter, Vice-President, International Salt Co., to C.E. Willis, Asst. 
Deputy Administration, NRA, February 14, 1934, contained in Consolidated File. 
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Similarly, a letter of February 23, 1934 from the Secretary of the SPA to H. T. 

Bibb. Co., states that the reason why Morton refused to sell bulk salt to resellers 'was to 

prevent "repackaging of salt for the purpose of defeating their published prices to the ' 

trade. " 

The NRA' s . response to the Ames Co. was that (1) no code provision prevented 

International, ifit wished, from supplying Ames and (2) no code provision gave the NRA 

authority to compel Intematio~al to supply t\IPes. It was aJ..s{). noted "that the controversy 
, . .~ 

is one not coming within the jurisdiction of the Administration." 32 This response was 

not lightly received by. Ames: 

Y our letter proves you have not considered the real issue. 
Why will not producers sell salt ill bulk to any resellers? 
We demand an answer to the question. The Code gives 
you authority to prevent discrimination and monopoly. Use 
it. . Shall push case to the limit. 33 

This in turn received two brief responses from the NRA: (I) that it could not act in this 

controversy 34 and (2) that "further investigation of the situation appears to be 

, unwarranted. ,,35 There the matter seems to have rested. 

"I: 

e~ 

32 Letter from R.B. Paddock, Deputy Administration, NRA, to Mr. Redman, Secretary, Peabody. 
Chamber of Commerce (writing on behalf of A.P. Ames, Co.), February 26, 1934, contained in 
Consolidated File. 

33 Telegram from Mr,. Redman, Secretary, Peabody Chamb.er of Commerce, to E. W. Dahlberg, 
Asst. Deputy Administrator, NRA, date unknown, contained in Consolidated File. 

34 Letter froin E. W. Dahlberg, Asst. Deputy Administration, NRA~ to Mr. Redman, Secretary, 
Peabody Chamber of Commerce, March 10, 1934, 'contained in Consolidated File. 

35 Letter from E.W. Dahlberg, Asst. Deputy Administrator, NRA, to Mr. Redman, Secretary, 
Peabody Chamber of Commerce, March 14, 1934, contained in Consolidated File. 
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. It seems reasonably clear that during the NRA the prices of packaged salt were 
I 

raised relative to bulk salt by more than the cost of packaging, and that this would have 

encouraged the purchase of bulk salt for resales as packaged salt, which would . tend to 

diminish the differences between bulk and packaged prj.ces to differences in packaging " 

costs. Since the list prices adopted when the code ~ook effect were those that existed just· 

before it, the same mcentive presumably existed before the code, particularly when the 

. producers sought to sell at list, so the existence of bulk sales to resellers before the code 

probably caused transaction prices· of packagedc salt to fafr beiow· published list. If the 

resellers could have converted bulk to packaged salt and distributed it more cheaply than 

the producers, then during the code, agency contracts might have been entered with the 

resellers, but with the understanding that resales· would be at published list. But the 

resellersoften did not wish to do this -- apparently some of them were offered agency 

contracts but refused to accept them -- suggesting that they were not more efficient 

packager.s and distributors than the producers. 

At any rate, the refusal to sell bulk salt to resellers suggests that during the NRA 

the producers were discriminating against purchasers of packaged salt. This is not 

altogether implausible. Consumers of bulk salt often converted the salt to brine for use 

in their. manufacturing :processes, and these buyers may have had relatively greater access 

to alternative brine sources (say through their.own brine wells,. ·or from fmns that only 

extracted b!ine, neither of which were under the jurisdiction of the salt code) than did 

users of smaller quantities who purchased their salt in packaged fonn. John L. Ryon, 
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~ales Manager of International, mentioned that bulk prices were kept close to costs 
.. 

because of these substitution possibilities.36 

At the time of the NRA, 45 percent of total salt output (in tons) was ~ontained 
~ i:.} 

in brine produced by fInns not subject to the code. George Haddock, who was involvea~" . 

in the NRA' s administraiion of the code, later wrote that toward the' end of the NRA, 

when it became reasonably clear that code violations were unlikely to be punished, the 

producers again began to ship in bulk to resellers; but more commonly, consumers 
. ~.- .. ---. 

buying in bulk began to sell part of their salt to ~esellers' wbo arranged its resale.37 

I. Discounts 

During the NRA, certain discounts from list prices were granted to what were 

called "quantity buyers." Each discount was published by the producers in eachterritory 

as was a list of buyers certified as eligible to receive it. Certification that a buyer was 

eligible for a discount on his purchases in a particular territory was made either by an 

individual producer in the territory (subject to verification by the Secretary of the SPA) 

or by the Secretary of the SPA. A list of eligible buyers in each territory was circulated 
~ . . 

to all producers by the Code Committee, and no producer in one territory could add'to>"'" 
OJ;' , . 

'the list of eligible buyers or grant a discount larger than that published by the producefs' . 

in another territory. The discounts applied to salt purchased for particular uses, and a 

complete listing of all discounts and the buyers who were 'eligible to receive them is not 

Record, 4307-4-3-6, at 24. 

37 Supra note 18, at 146. 
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available. General agreement on what discounts would be granted seems to have been 

reached prior to submission of the code, an~ except for a discount on table salt sold for 

household use (described more fully below), what evidence exists suggests that the 

... discounts and. the lists of buyers eligible to receive them were identical in all territories. ., 

The discounts were not strictly quantity discounts, insofar as this means that price' 

declines with the. amount a. buyer purchases from an individual producer. Instead, each 

discount was based on the buyer's aggregate purchases from all pro~ucers over the past 

12 months. Once a ~uyer was ce~ed, the discount loblCeffec~ in 10 days. ' All 

producers then granted the discount on all sales to the certified buyer subsequent to' the . 

effective date. Eligibility was lost if the buyer failed to purchase the annual volume 

specified by the producers as necessary to secure the discount. In practice, a producer 

either supplied an eligible buyer nothing or granted the discount on any sales made to it. 

Each producet'spublishedprice list indicated that a particular discount would be granted 

to any buyer whose aggregate purchases from all producers met the specified 

requirement. This satisfied the code requirement that the individual producer publish the 

tenns at which it would sell and abide strictly by them. To discount to any buyer who 

was not certified and w ho~e identity ... had not been circulated to all producers was a 

violation of tQe .code .. Except for the discount on table salt, for which some e~idence was 

developed 'during the··NRA· and·Vihich.I will discuss in Chapter .. V, .there is no evidence 

from the NRA fue suggesting how or why the producers' ~osts were lower on sales to 

the certified buyers. 
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One discount was granted on evaporated salt sold to baking companies that had 

purchased 1000 tons or more during the past 12 months. A memo from International Salt 

Co. to its sales department and to the Code Committee dated December13, 1933 ,indicates 

that II we_ have ascertained that the following buyers have taken 1000tons or more duritig'-

the past 12 months" and lists 7 large bakery companies eligible for the discount on 

baker's salt. The memo goes on to note that 

it is required to certify that [the buyer] individually 
purchased 1000 tons or more during the past 12 months, 
unless our sales records disclose that to have been the case. 
Should our records not confmn such fact, then certification 
of the buyer shall be subject to -confmnation through the 
Secretary of the Salt Producers Assn. 

If any producer- objected to International's certification, it would have been subject to 

verification by the SPA. International's list was circulated to all producers and any sales 

to these buyers in New York and Louisiana territories (where International produced salt) 

were discounted. By Jan 29,1934 four other bakery companies were qualified by other 

producers or by the Secretary of the SPA and their names also were circulated to all 

producers .. The list of baking companies eligible for the discount was unifonnlyadopted 

!p all territories. International's December 13 memo also lists three bakers 'buying 
. " :",:~"- ": 

9rganizations _ entitled to brokerage of 5 percent. This listing applied specifically to Ne!, 
~ . ; 'r·, .~' . 

York territory, although I believe t~at the _ same -list was adopted in -all territories. The 

memo notes that 

no additional Bakers' Buying Organizations will be listed 
unless by approval of the Producers in New York State, 
anq the usual 10 days notice shall be given to the Code 
Committee before such buying organization will be listed 
and entitled to a brokerage. 
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A discount similar to that to large baking companies was granted to butter and 

margarine producers who purchased lOaD bbls. or more per year. The list of certified 

buyers included 14 fmns. The discount and the list of certified buyers were uniformly 

- adopted in all territories .. 

A similar discount also was granted to "quantity buyers" of table salt. The 

discount was published by the producers in each territory and was granted to buyers 

certified as eligible by the individual producer 'or by the Secretary of the SPA. Eligible 

buyers were those whose aggregate putc~ases of table salffro-~aU producers during the 

past 12 months exceeded. a specified dollar value. Along with the dollar values, other -

defmitions were applied to quantity buyers that sought to insure that· discounts were 

granted primarily to the large retail chains. Each 'producer published the discount and 

specified that it would be granted on any sales of table salt made to an eligible buyer. 

That is, the grant of the discount by any producer to a quantity buyer did not depend on 

the amount sold by the producer to the buyer. The list of eligible buyers in "each 

territory was circulated to all producers by the SPA. A producer in one" territory could 

not certify name a buyer in another territory as eligible for a discount, nor could a 

producer in one territory grant a discount on its sales to" a quantity buyer in another' 

tenitory that was 'larger than the'discount"published by the producers in whose territory 

such sales' were· made." Further, flO producer could' grant a discount on table salt ex<;ept 

to a buyer certified as eligible to receive it. Table salt on which the discount was 

granted was unifonnly defmed as evaporated salt (and in certain instances rock salt) 

packed in standard containers of specified weights. The discount applied totne buyer's 
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purchases of these packages only. The annual value of purchases necessary to secure the 

discount was not the same in all territories, and this led to some differences across 

territories in the identity of qualified buyers. In New York territory only, there existed 

a scale of discounts based on a range of annual purchases. In all other territories, the .~. 

discount was 10 percent (of either the base price for delivered-price items or the blaflket ·"0 

price for blanket-priced items). Except in New York, the discount was granted to buyers 

whose purchases of table salt d~ring the past 12 months aggregated at least $100,000 (in 
........ -, '.. - --. 

Louisiana territory the minimum was $250,000). 

.:t{~\ 

The discounts on. table salt led to a host of protests to the NRA by wholesalers 

who did not receive them. Their aim was to get the NRA to eliminate the discounts. ° 

This the NRA did not do. But the protests as we~ as disagreements among the 

producers over the desirability of discounts on table salt led the NRA to investigate the 

issue. In Chapter V, I will return to discuss in greater detail the discounts on table salt 

during the NRA and the protests and disagreements and how they were handled by the 

NRA authorities. The character of the discount during the NRA is helpful to 

understanding the $50,000 annual-volume discount that the FfC later challenged. The 

$50,000 discount reflected a revision of the basic discount that existed during the °NRA';" 

and which was sqbsequently continued by the producers. The revision was adopted in ° 

1936, just after the Robinson-Patman Act was passed. In my view, the revision reflected 

an attempt to continue the discount in a way that the producers believed was unlikely to 

be challenged, and if challenged, would provide a better defense. It turned out that the 

producers were mistaken about this. 
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m. Territorial Pricing 

Prior to and during the NRA,probably over 90 percent of salt shipments (in tons) 

was sold under a delivered price system: the price at any destination equalled the f.o.b. 

plant price of the producers in ·whose "territory" the destinatiQn was located plus the' 

lowest rail-freight to that destination. The "territory" assigned to a producing state' 

usually wasdefmeifby the border where freight cost from the producing points in that 

state rose to equal (or approximately so) the freight from another prod~cing state. The 

producers in one territory making· shipments into~ another·tenitory adopted as their own 

the delivered prices of t~e producers into whose territory such shipments were made. . 

Pricing in this way is consistent with competition among salt producers. But since the 

code's aim was to reduce competition, such pricing" also cqu~d be the result of a lessening 

of competition among salt producers. 

To illustrate consistency with competition, suppose that the producers competed 

and that the marginal cost of production was constant and identical in each 'producing 

state. Then the de]jvered price to any destination would equal the marginal cost of 

produ~tion plus the lowest freight cost to it. Shipments from each producing state would 

be confmed to i~s "territory" as dermed above. If marginal cost differed across 

producing states or was rising, then. shipments from each producing state need not be 

confmed . to .its· territory . 

Thus suppose .that marginal cost in producing state A is less than in producing 

state B (when producers in A supply the total demand in territory A and producers in B 

supply the total demand in territory B). At the boundary of their territories (where 
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freight cost from A equals that from B) the net price (the price net of freight) that the A 

producers receive, given competition, would equal their marginal cost of production. 

This price would be below the net price that the B producers receive, since their 

marginal cost is higher. " This difference in net prices would lead the A producers to " 

divert some of their existing shipments from dest~ations iIi A to destinations inB, since" 

on shipments to som~ destinations" in B the net price they" receive would be higher. Such 

diversions would cause the net price throughout A to rise, because less is shipped there . 
. ~ .. - .. ----. 

Conversely, the net price throughout territory B would fall. At the destinations 

in B that receive ship~ents from A, the B producers would frod, on their cu~~nt 

shipments there, that the net price they receive is less than on their shipments to" 

destinations in B not reached by shipments from A. ~e B producers would gain by 

diverting some shipments from destinations in B reached by shipments from A to 

destinations in B not reached by shipments from A. Such diversions will cause the net 

price throughout B to fall. 

A rise in the net price received by the A"producers also will them lead to increase" 

their output, and this will mitigate" the rise in net price in territory A and influence 

shipments from A iDto B. Conversely, the B producers, when confronted with a lower 

net price, will reduce their output, and this will mitigate the fall in the net price1n 

territory B and also influence shipments from A into B. If the marginal cost of the B 

producers increases~"with output, then their marginal cost will equal the lower net price 

only at a smaller output. If the marginal" cost of the B producers is constant but above 
" "' 

the A producers', then a net price that equals the B producers' higher marginal cost could 
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only be secured at destinations in B closer to the point of production there -- where 

freight costs from B are. sufficiently below those from A to offset the difference in 

marginal costs .. This can only occur when the output of the B producers is less than what 

was initially assumed. 

In equilibriuln, the;delivered price of the ~ producers would equal· their marginal: 

cost of prod1)ction plus· freight to any destination to which they ship. The delivered priee 

of the Bproducers would equal their marginal cost' of production plus freight to any 

. destmation to wqich they ship. On shipm~nts by the A producers to any destination in 

territory B, the delivered price from either A or B could not differ. Since the A . 

producers. could charge no more on shipments into territory B than what the B producers 

charge, then the A producers, on shipments,into territory B, could do no better than to 

"adopt" the delivered prices of the B producers to any destination in territory B. 

Similarly, if shipments ins~ead were from the B producers into territory A (which,would 

occur if the conditions assumed above were reversed) , the B producers would adopt the 

delivered prices of theA producers to any destination in territory A. This essentially is 

the system that was adopted by the salt producers. 

As described so far, the delivered prices at any destination in territories A and B 

are competitive. But in fact, in certain producing states at the time of the code, there 

. was omy one producer.· :Consequently,deliveredprices may not:have been competitive 

at each location, alth~ugh producers making shipments into another territory ·still adopted 

the delivered prices of the producers into whose territory such shipments were made. 
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To illustrate this, suppose initially that the producers in A and B compete, and 

that the marginal cost of production plus freight from A and B are equal at the boundary 

of their territories (when the demand in each territory is met by the producer~ located 

there). Suppose next that the A producers reach an agreement not to compete, and that' 

as a result their net price is raised above their mc.rrginal cost of production.', Let the A" 

producers' shipments to each destination be such that they receive the same net marginal 

revenue (marginal revenue net of freight) on all of their shipments in territory A. The . ".,.....- .. -"-. 

delivered price of the A producers is now higher than before at alldestma.tions, and 

therefore is higher at th~ boundary of their territory with B. The B producers, assumed 

still to compete, would now fmd it profitable to divert shipments from territory B into ' 

territory A until the net price they receive is everywhere the same. Such shipments will 

cause delivered prices in territory B to rise and in territory A to fall. The higher net 

price received by the B producers also will lead them to increase their output, mitigating 

the extent to 'which price in both territories will rise. On their shipments into territory 

A, the delivered prices of the B producers could not exceed the delivered prices of the 

A producers; so again the B producers would "adopt" the delivered prices of the A 
,;;..;~ . 

producers for, shipments the B producers make into territory A. 

The extent to which shipments by the B producers would be made into territory 

A, given any rise in price by the A producers, would depend in part on how freight costs 

vary with distance "and ,how the B producers' marginal cost of production varies with , 

changes in their output. Presumably, the A producers would take these factors into 

account in deciding by how much to raise their price. The demand the A producers face 
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will be more elastic the more responsive are shipments from B to any given price 

increase by the A producers. Nevertheless, that additional shipments from the B 

producers into territory A may occur does not mean that the A producers would not fmd 

a price_increase profitable. In equilibrium, the net price the B producers receive at any . ~ 

destination in territ~ry A would be the same as th~t received. by the .A producers. This· 

result would again b~ reflected by the B producers adopting the prices set by theA 

producers on shipments to destinations in territory A. 

If the A. producers and the B producers .• had ecic!h ·reached agreements not to 

compete, price would be raised in both territories. If, for example, the marginal costs . 

of production of the A· and B producers. were the same and the territorial boundary 

defmed the area beyond which shipments from. either terri.tory would not be made when 

the producers competed, then this boundary also would defme where, at the higher prices 

set, marginal revenue. (net of freight) would be the same for the A and B producers. For 

if, at this common marginal revenue, price would otherwise be higher in (say) territory 

A, because the elasticity of demand in A is lower than in B, then buyers would purchase 

in B and ship to A, so that any such difference in elasticities would no longer hold. A 

restriction in output in both territories could thus occur. If the marginal cost of 

production of the A producers was lower than that of the B producers, shipments from 

. .. A..into·.B could occur, but : net marginal .revenue and net price .. in each territory 

nonetheless would be ~he same. On shipments from A into territory B, the A producers 

would adopt the delivered prices of the B producers;· and conversely, the B producers 
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would adopt the A producers' delivered prices if shipments into territory A from B were 

instead to occur. 38 

The territories existing before the code were incorporated into the code. 

Shipments from one territory· to another were not prohibited,· but \vere required t() 
."-.' 

conform exactly to the list prices and other tenn~ of sale of the producers into whose . 

territory such shipments were made. Initially, the producers in each territory adopted 

the list prices existing just before the code which had been published but largely ignored . 
. ~.- .. ---. 

Just before the c~de, it appears that transac~ions prices were often below list, suggesting· 

that the list prices reflect~ what the producers might have hoped to achieve. 

If before the code list prices were above marginal costs of production plus freight, 

. individual producers would have an incentive to cut pri~e in their own territory or on 

shipments into other territories. Such behavior if widespread or frequent would erode 

the published lists, as apparently occurred prior to and after the code. During the code, 

the inability of the producers to sell at other than· their published . lists , and the prior 

publication, circulation, and presumably enforcement of their published prices, as well 

as the control over ways to circumvent such prices (i. e., by controlling the defInition· of 

and payments to brokers, agents, jobbers' buying-organizations, quantity buyers, etc.'), 

probably led to far more sales occurring near published list than previously· had been 

experienced by the producers. The secret cutting of price from published list was the 

38. The price set in each territory may not maximize joint profits. For example, theA producers 
might reckon that a reduction in their price would draw additional sales from territory B, so price is 
reduced to account for this, and similarly for the B producers. Consequently, price may be too low to 
maximize joint profits, or too low relative to the prices that would be set if all prices were set 
centrally. 
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basic "evil" that D. Peterkin, Sr. stated that he hoped the code would eliminate, and I 

suspect that to some extent his wish was fulfilled. 

Within each territory, the joint· setting of prices (taking account of potential 

shipments from other territories) was probably not too difficult, if orily ~ecause inmost 

territories the number of producers was not large ~as will be noted in a moment). Also, . 

theNRA encouraged joint oehavipr, as well as the publication of prices and other tenns 

of sale to which eac~producer had to abide, all of which would tend to reduce 

competition. Efforts .. to maximize joint profits by setting -prices centrally for each 

producing state and defuting its shipping distances (beyond which shipments would not . 

be pennitted) probably posed a more complex problem, and a larger number of producers 

would have to be involved in resolving it. Such aD effort, does not appear to have been 

attempted. 

The extent to which price in one territory might be reduced so to capture 

additional sales in other territories probably was limited by the fact that certain of the 

producers· had plants in more than one territory . The relative gain from additional 

shipments from one into other territories would be less for the producers operating in 

more than one territory (since they would share in the loss in the territories into which 

such shipments were made), so these producers would be less inclined to 'make such 

shipments. -- Further, such additional shipments could not be made secretly under the 
", ",. 

code. 
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n. Blanket Pricing 

The delivered pricing discussed above did not cover table salt packed in cases of 

cartons for household use: in particular cases of 36 1-1/2 lb. squares and 74 2-lb . 
•.... . :.' , 

rounds, or Morton's BL,. packed 26 26-oz. rounds to the case. In all territories, these" " 

items were sold at unifonn (or blanket) dellver~ prices before; during and after the 

NRA. These" were Items of table salt sold to grocery wholesalers and chains on which 

discounts "were granted that the FTC later challenged. There is no evidence or discussion 
• #t'-.- .• ' ---. 

from the NRA's fIles or FrC~sproceedings suggesting why blanket pricing was used for" "" " 

these items and no other~. Blanket pricing is not easily understood, particularly when 

most of the industry'S shipments were priced differently. I offer just a few comments. " 

It is possible that table salt compared with other ~alt was relatively more costly 

for the producers to sell at greater distances from their plants. The producers' selling 

activities, which involved primarily generating orders and assembling them for shipment 
" "" 

in carloads,. could then have been accomplished more cheaply by the buyers at more 

distant locations. The producers' savings from this could have approxim"ated" the 

additional freight" for more distant shipments. A blanket price is consistent with" this 

possibility, but there is almost no evidence in support. Why table salt would be unique 

in this respect is not obvious. 

It also is possible that the cost of accounting for and billing actual freight for the 

many small orders for this salt exc~ed the ~dditional cost of freight on more distant 

shipments, so that a blanket price (including average freight) was more profItable. 

Again, although possible, there is no evidence in support. 
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It also is possible that the derived demand for salt was less elastic at destinations 

closer to the producers' plants, since relatively less is shipped to these de~tinatio~s by 

producers in other states. The producers jointly might account for this through blanket 

pricing, which,since freight costs rise with distance, yields higher margins at' 

destinations closer to the plants. Blanket prices would avoid reshipments by buyers only' 

if the highermargms. at closer destinations were less than the additional freight from 

more distant to closer destinations .. I do not know whethetthis condition was met. Why 
.. 

this possi9ility might hold only for table salt alsoois not cfear.-o-Further, if margins we~. 

greater on closer destinations, the producers, if they were to compete (which they seemed 

to do before and after the NRA) . would each attempt to sell more of their output closer 

to the.ir plants, causing downward pressure on tninsacti~ns prices there. At any rate, 

although I can offer little by way of explanation, the FrC's concerns in Morton and 

International focused on carload discounts and discounts to "quantity buyers" of table 

salt,' and these discounts were· not related to the buyers'· geographic locations. All in all, 

my gu~ss is that the cost of accounting and billing for actual freight is the more likely 

explanation. 

o. The Producers 

. I list b~lowthe.producers·of vacuum-pan:salt by territory. :These fmn~ were also 

the .. major producers 9f medium salt. The . list excludes the very small producers of 

medium salt only. All territories except Kansas had three or fewer producers of vacuum-

pan salt. Kansas had five produc~rs: 
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Louisiana: 
New York: 
Ohio: 
Michigan: 
Kansas: 
Texas: 
Utah: 

Myles, Jefferson Island, and International 
International, Watkins, Worcester 
Colonial,Ohio Salt Co., Union 
Hardy, . Diamond Crystal, Morton 
Barton, Carey, Morton, American, Diamond Crystal 
Morton 
Morton 

Oklahoma: Texaco 

The NRA file contains no infonnation on the production of the various Hnns, and 

the FTC's investigations did not collect this ~onnation systematically. Production 

infonnation that the ,FTC did. co~ect .reflects the output of~vaporated salt (vacuum p~n 

and medium salt) by some of the fInns in 1936 or 1937. The infonnation that exists?n 
-,J,..),,: .• , 

the output of the various producers relative to total production in each of the different 

producing states, and relative to U. S. production (excluding California production), is 

given below. 

The production. 6f evaporated salt in Louisiana in 1936 or 1937 is not known. 

The Bureau of Mines 39 did not report Louisiana production separately, but combined 

it with production in New Mexico, Oklahoma and Utah. There is no evidence that 

vacuum-pan salt was produced in New Mexico in 1936 or 1937. In these years, some 

medium salt was produced in New Mexico, but I suspect in very small quantities. In 

Oklahoma, Texaco Salt Products Co. was the main producer, and it discontinued 

production in 1936. There is no evidence that its facilities were used by others to 

produce salt in 1936 or 1937. Probably very little evaporated salt was produced in 

Oklahoma in 1937. Production in Utah, Which contained one of Morton's plants, is not 

3-1 The figures on total production are from 1937 Minerals Yearbook 1416; 1938 Mineral~ 
Yearbook 1271. 
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known for 1936 or 1937. Louisiana production plus that in Utah, New Mexico and 

Oklahoma was 133,936 tons in 1937.40 Jefferson Island reported production in Louisiana 

of 53,823 tons in 1936, or 40 percent of the above total.41 In 1937, its share of 

Louisiana production alone would probably have been well above 40 percent. The . 

production in Louisiana of Myles and Internat~onal is not known. International's 

production in New. York and Louisiana combined was 186,296 tons in 1937. 

International's production then equalled about 27 percent of the combined production in 

. : ".....-.... -.~. " 

New York and Louisiana (the latter Including production in New Mexico, Utah and 

Oklahoma). Of International's net sales of evaporated salt in 1942, 13 percent was 

derived from its production in Louisiana. 42 If this proportion also held in 1937, then 

International would have secured about 13 percent of LQuisiana production (including 

production in New Mexico, Utah and Oklahoma). Presumably, International produced 

more than 13 percent of Louisiana's production alone. 

The Bureau of Mines reported·Utah production in 1938. In that year, production 

in Utah equalled 42.5 percent of the combined production in Utah and Louisiana (the 

latter including production in "New Mexico, Oklahoma and also Colorado, which was 

added to the Louisiana figures in 1938). 1 believe that production in Colorado was 

relatively very small. If production in Utah as a percent of production in Utah plus 

" •• I •• " 

40 1938 Minerals Yearbook 1271. " 

41 Record, 4319-4-3, at 531. 

42 International's output in 1937 is contained in Record, 4307-4-3-2, at 211. Sales in 1942 are 
contained in Report on Review and Extension of Cost Analysis Advanced in Justification of Prices, 
Appendix A, Record, 4307-1-2 .. 
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Louisiana (including the production in New Mexico, Oklahoma and Colorado) in 1938 

also held in 1937, then Jefferson Island would have produced about 70 percent of 

Louisiana production alone, and International about 30 percent. ~yles, w~ch was 

::··";.uways reported to be a very small producer, would have produced just over zero percent " 

(and a larger percentage if International's output irl Louisiana relative to N ewYork was 

less .in 1937 ,than in 1942). Production in Louisiana was probably dominated by 

Jefferson Island and International. Louisiana production in 1938 (excluding Utah) was 
.. ~.- .•. ---. 

approximately 3.7 percent of U. S. production. Consequently, Jefferson Island produced 

about 2.6 percent of U~S. output, Myles ju'st over zero percent, and Intemation31 

(combining its New York and Louisiana production) about 8.5 percent. 

In New York, no information exists on the pro~uction of Watkins Salt Co. or 

Worcester Salt Co. In 1937, Intemational'sproduction in New York, assuming that 13 

percent of its total output occurred in Louisiana, would have equalled about 43.5 percent 

of New York production. The balance would have been produced primarily by Watkins 

and Worcester. (There were probably a few small producers of medium-salt only in New 

York.) Watkins and Worcester each operated one plant and International operated two 

-!~-:' 

plants in New York. The combined production of Watkins and Worcester in'j,1937'" 

"'probably equalled about 56.5 percent of New York production and 9.6 percent of U.S.:· 

production ". 

In Ohio, Colonial Salt Co. produced about 100,000 tons and Ohio Salt Co. about. 

190,000 tons in 1936.43 Total production in Ohio in 1936 was 414,046. tons, so Colonial 

43 Record, 4319-3-2, at 294,299. 
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secured about 24.2 percent, and Ohio Salt Co. 45.9 percent, of Ohio production. The 

balance (of 29.9 percent) was produced by Union Salt Co., and by a few small producers 

of medium-salt only. Production in Ohio equalled 19.1 percent of u.S. production in 

1936, so the three major producers in Ohio secured, respectively, ~about 4.6, 8.!8, and" 

something less than 5.7 percent of U. S. production in that year. 

In Michigan,. the major producers were Morton. and Diamond Crystal. Hardy,_ 

which also pro(luced in Michigan, produced about 50,000 tons in 1936, 44 or 6.8 percent 

of Michigan output. Except for relatively small quantities· of medium salt produced by 

a few other fInns (for example, Saginaw Salt Products Co. is known to have produced 

about 5,000 tons of medium salt in 1936), the balance of Michigan production was 

secured by Morton and Diamond Crystal. Neither f~' s production in Michigan is 

know;n. Total production in Michigan in 1936 equalled 41 percent of U.S. production, 

so Hardy secured about 2.7 percent. of U.S. output. 

In Kansas, C;rr~y Salt Co. produced about 65,000 tons in 1936, or 26 percent of 

Kansas production in that year. Barton Salt Co. produced 42,398 tons in 1936, or 17 

percent of Kansas production.4S The balance (of 57 percent) was produced by Morton, 

Diamond Crystal and American Salt Co. Kansas production in 1936 equalled 11.4 percent 

of U.S. production, .so (;arey produced 3.0 percent, and Barton, 1.9 percent, of u.s. 

production. If production in Kansas and.Michigan is' combined, then Hardy's production' 

equalled about 4.6 percent of this total, and Barton's and Carey's about 3.9 and 6.0 

44 Record, 4319, 4-3-3, at 541. 

45 Id. at 551, 567. 
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percent, respectively. Diamond Crystal's production (which occurred in Kansas and 

Michigan) equalled 16.3 percent of the Kansas-Michigan total.46 Morton and American 

would then have secured about 68.8 percent of the Kansas-Michigan total. 

Morton's total production (including thatin California) in 1936 was 574,763 tons", . 

or 22.7 percent of U.S. production (including C:alifornia). 47 Morton's production in .. 

California is not known. If Morton's output in each of its plants y;asthe same, then its 

production in 1936 would. have equalled 2201 percent of U.S. production (excluding 
........ - .', ,---' 

California) . 

To summarize t~ese bits of information, I list below the major producers of 

evaporated salt, and the production of each relative to total production in the various . _. 

producing states and in the U. S. (excluding California): 

46 . Record, 4319-4-3-2, at 313. 

47 Id. at 191. 
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Finn Production Share: Producing State Production Share: U.S., 
Excluding Calif. 

Jefferson Island 70.0 (Louisiana) 2.6 

Myles >0.0 (Louisiana) > 0.0 
~ 

International 13.0 (Louisiana) 8.5 

43.5 (New York) 

.Colonial 24.2 (Ohio) 4.6 .. 

Ohio Salt 45.9 (Ohio) 8.8 

Union 29.9 (Ohio) 5.7 I 

Watkins n.a (New York) n.a . 
Worcester n.a. (New York) '.' n.a 

American n.a (Kansas) n.a. 

Barton 17.0 (Kansas) 1.9 

~.9 . (Kansas-Michigan) 

Carey 26.0 (Kansas) 3.0 
.'.c,.". 

6.0 (Kansas-Michigan) 

Hardy 6.8 (Michigan) 2.3 

4.6 (Kansas-Michigan 

Diamond Crystal n.a (Michigan) 8.1 

16.7 (Kansas-Michigan) 

Monon n.a (Michigan) 22.1 

68.8 (Kansas-Michigan) 

100.0 (Tex~) 

" 
100 .. 0 (Utah) 

The. estimates. of OUtput of.the._ ~sted fmns account for about 80 percent of U.S. 

production (excluding California) reported by the Bureau of Mines. The discrepancy 

between the estimates and total output reported by the Bureau of Mines is accounted for 

in part by the absence of production figures for American Salt Company and for certain 
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producers of medium-salt only, by possible overstatement of Morton 's California 

production, and perhaps underreporting of output by the producers to. the FTC (which 

only requested estimates from them). 

All in all, although they are not very cOl}1plete, the' figures suggest that output".in-

each territory was. concentrated in a small number of producers, so that during the. code' 
. ~ 

'the setting of prices in each territory could have occurred, taking account of the effect 

that any rise in price in one territory would have on shipments drawn from other 
. ~.- .. -.~. 

territories. If so, combined marginal cost (given existing services) of producersjn eac~ 

territory would have equalled marginal revenue (net of freight) to any destmation to 

which shlpments were made. During the code, this marginal revenue would have been -. 

less than price, and a restriction in output would thus have occurred. 

In 1933, prices of vacuum-pan salt (exclusive of container costs) averaged $6.20 

per ton.48 The code took effect in mid-September 1933, but contracts previously entered 

at prices below the prices published when the code took effect were pennitted to continue 

into October, 1933 and for some of them longerthan this. The NRA file also mentions 

that buyers bought heavily in anticipation of the code. It was reported (in February , 

.~,1934) that these stocks "had not yet' been cleared from the merchant's warehouses .. '.'49 

During 1934, which is the only full year of operation under the code, output declined by 

about 13.2 percent, and the average price per ton increased by about 4.2 percent, from 

1934 Minerals Yearbook 931. 

4Y Report of the Committee in Support of Discounts at 5, contained in Consolidated File, supra 
note 1. 
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the levels existig in 1933.50 If demand had remaied constat or declined and the

producers were behaving competitively, the price increase in 1934 would not be expected

if marginal cost was either constat or increasing with output, unless costs shied up in

1934 relative to 1933.- If demand had increased, the reduction in output would not be

expected. Whether factors existed in 1934 that caused costs to shi up relative to 1933 . '.-y

is not known, although it is doubtfuL. In 1936 and 1937, when the inuence of the code

might be expected to have lessened, output increased on average by about 16.7 percent

. ~¡;. .

per yea from that in 1934, and prices fell on average by 7.2 percent per yea, which

would not be expected if the producers had been behaving competitively durig the code

and marginal cost was either rising or constant. 51

p. Events Mter The Code

The NR and the code care to an end in the Sprig of 1935. It is clear,

however, that the producers sought to contiue on a volunta basis the practices they

had mandated durig the code. Meetings of the Code Committee apparently contiued

in subsequent months, although this Committee was then the Executive Committee of the

SPA. Published prices and terms of sae contiued to be set by the producers in each

terrtory, and in each terrtory the published prices and terms of sale of the varous

producers. were identicaL. . Producers shipping salt from one terrtory into another

continued to publish the prices of the producers into whose terrtories such shipments

50 1936 Minerals Yearbook 918.

" 1938 Minerals Yearbook 1273.
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were made. These pricing practices, assuming they were not simply a price-ftxing 

agreement, need not be inconsistent with competition, although if the published prices 

that existed during the code were continued after it, competition would be refl<?Cted by 

~sactions occurring below published list, which is what the producers described as 

common practice before the code took effect. D~scounts granted to "quantity buyers" . 

were initially continued, and the buyers eligible for any discount were qualified in each 

territory by the individual producer 'there, or by the Secretary of the SPA. The' names 
. ~.- .. ---. 

of all qualified buyers were circulated to all producers. Qualified buyers were granted 

the discount on any sales made to them by each producer. I also believe that thelisi"'of 

jobbers' buying organizations was maintained and circulated, and the unifonn broker's 

contract containing specified brokerage rates was continued. 52 

But whether prices and other tenns of sale were maintained in other than a formal 

sense after the code is questionable, ,and the price reductions that occurred in 1936 and 

1937 suggest that they were not. Some practices prohibited by the code reappeared after 

it. Haddock, for example, mentioned that bulk shipments to packagers . began to appear 

toward the end of the code, and by the time evidence from the FTC's investigations 

begins (in 1936), this practice was not uncommon. Sales of private-label tablesaIt also 

reappeared as a common practice by all producers. In'March, 1937 the discount to 

5:! These practices were formally continued until 1941, when several of them were revised by all 
producers to conform to an order entered wi~b the FTC resolving charges that had been raised under 
Section 5 of the FTC Act. See Salt Producers Association et a1., 34 FTC 38 (1941). The order 

, prohibited any producer in one territory from publishing as his own the prices published by the 
producers in another t~rritory. Subsequently, the territpries were retained, and "outside" producers met 
the published prices of the pro~ucers within any territory., The order also forbade the circulation. of' ' 
published prices, so what prices were to be met were probably less clear. But if transactions often 
occurred below published list, the revisions stemming from the order would not be expected to have a 
major effect. The order also forbid the circulation of the names of buyers qualified for discounts. 
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baking· companies and to butter and margarine producers who had been identified as 

"quantity buyers" were withdrawn in all territories, 53 and I believe that when this 

occurred, the prices that had been charged to "quantity buyers" were extended to all 

buyers. However, discounts to "quantity buyers" of table salt were-continued after the ~ 

code. These discounts were continued, although ,in revised fonn after 1936 until 1948 

when the' Supreme Court found them illegal in Morto~. 54 The elimination of discounts 

to baking companies and to butter and margarine producers under conditions that would 

be expected to be more competitive than under the corte ·su~gests, in the absence of 

evidence of substantial c~anges in the character of distribution to these buyers, that these -

discounts were probatlly discriminatory. Conversely, the continuation of discounts on 

table salt suggests the opposite. 

Haddock notes that toward the end of the code, 

[a]s the producers began to discover that violations of the 
price filing requirements ... were hard to prove and that 
punishinent was. at most uncertain, some of them again 
commenced to allow secret discounts or other price 
concessions to certain buyers. By August 1935, the 
practice of granting discounts from published prices became 
serious. 55 

How serious is not known, although the previous figures on prices in 1936 and 

1937 prbb~bly suggest the extent, on average. Several International bulletins which 

appeared during the FTC '5 proceedings indicate that the prices of table salt in cartons had 

Record, 4319-4-3-2, at 465. 

54 . Daniel Peterkin, Jr., then President of~orton, when queried (in 1942) about Morton's 
discounts indicated that they existed only on sales of table salt. See Record, 4319-2-3, at 2311. 

55 Irwin s~ Moise and George BHaddock, supra note 18, at 96. 
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at times and in particular geographic locations fallen sub$tantially. In the trial against 

International, the FTC submitted invoices as evidence of what appeared to be discounts 

granted to particular buyers and not to others. In response, International indi~ated that 

these invoices, which had been issued after the Robinson-Patman Act was passed but' 

contained orders taken ,before this, reflected sales ,made at prevailing market prices. In 

support" bulletins to its ,sales force ,containing instructions on what prices to charge for 

table salt were submitted, ,and the prices reflected in the bulletins were shown to 
• r-.. - .. -"-': 

correspond to the <prices appearing on the ,invoices~ The discounts appearing on the. 

invoices were often expressed as percentage reductions' from published list, but very 

commonly, after November 1935, as list minus one or more discount units -- each unit. 

being a fixed amount of money equal to about 5 percent. of list. One such bulletin was 

issued in February ~936' covering sales of table salt in Alabama,Florida, Georgia, 

Mississippi, Tennessee and South Carolina, all within' Louisiana territory: 

Effective as of February 19, 1936 -- we' will'allow . six 
regular' Unit Discounts ... from net published' list to the 
J pbber direct .... 

Inthe event you are aIIowing to any resale buyer discount 
"w, eith~r as" units or percentages, in any amount in excess of 

what ,s~ regular unit · discounts would figure, then '. you are 
tO',reduce, such discounts immediately 'to an 'amount equal 
tO$ix units. This we will "do immediately without any 
protection to aIly customer enjoying such 'greater discounts. ' ' 
Weare allowing these excessive discounts beCause the 

- market has been demoralized in some instances to this 
extent, feeling that all customers, should be treated alike. 

These discounts will apply on shipments ... on or before 
March 13, 1936. Any business accepted as sold for 
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shipment March 13 and thereafter or until further notice our 
unit discount will be five (5) .... 59 

On March 23, 1936, a bulletin was issued reducing· the above discount to three 

units; and on April 21, the discount of three units was extend~ to sales, in North 

Carolina and parts of Kentucky.60 There is also a bulletin issued on May 25, 1936, 

reducing table salt prices by one unit in Texas. 61 Also on May 25, a bulletin announces 

that a discount from'list of 20 percent on table salt throughout New York territory'was 

to, be reduced to 15 :percent until further notice. 62 So~~t~~ before this, J .L. Ryon, 

International's Sales Manager, in a letter to W. J ~ Benger of Eastern· Salt Co., described 

conditions in New York City, in February of 1936: 

59 

I talked with Edward about the New York City situation 
with respect to prj.Ge on round cans, . and t9ldhim that, in 
my opinion, it was best to continue meeting competitive 
quotations with our 'established customers, at least until 
your return from Florida. If we announced an 80 cents ' . 
price for New York City, it would only be a matter of a 
short time before we would be obliged to establish this 
price for all of our Eastem Territory, and substantial floor 
stock adjustments would be involved.. I realize that other 
producers would be hurt very much more ~eriously than 
ourselves, because of their larger volume of round can 
business outside of New York City; but on the ()t~er hand, 
they .... would reduce the price of squares to 70 cents apd. 
80 cents per case respectively' for punch-table and spout 
packages, and adjustments on flQor 'stocks down to 'this 
basis 'would be terrific. I .reauze ''that it is not ail orderly 

, way of conducting busines$, but ~t the same time chaotic 

Respondent's Exhibit 27, Record, 1-3/4319-1. 

t{) Respondent's Exhibit 26, Id. 

61 Respondent's Exhibit 30, Id. 

Respondent's Exhibit 29, Id. 
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conditions like we now have force upon us policies and 
methods that are not in keeping with good merchandising 
practices. At the same time I believe that drastic action 
may result in a very expensive bill, which we may possibly 
avoid. 63 

Similar examples involving sales in other territories are not available, although 

lower prices in New York, Louisiana and Texas territories would provide an incentive 

to divert sales to Ohio, Utah, Michigan and Kansas territories, causing prices in them 

to fall. There probably were such cuts, although whether.of the magnitudes as those in 

New York or Louisiana is not known. Six discount units was approximately 30 percent. 

of list. Eighty cents for two-pound rounds to which Ryon's letter refers represented a 

discount from list of about 36 percent. 

During the FTC's proceedings against Morton and International, most invoices 

submitted as evidence co'vered periods after 1936, and reductions from list appearing on 

them and not explained or alleged to be discounts applicable to particular buyers of table 

salt were explained, through the testimony of Morton's and International's officials, as 

. price reductions granted generally to buyers within some geographic area. Such 

reductions seemed common. 

With the above as background, I now tum to consider the FTC's cases against 

Morton and International. Chapter.m considers the $1.50/1.60' differential on BL salt. 

Chapter IV considers what was called the carload discount. The discussion of both of 

these issues draws only slightly on direct experience during the NRA and just after it, 

largely ,because I was unable to uncover evidence about the finns' practices then.. The 

Record, 4307-4-3-6, at 925. 
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discussion of these issues begins in 1936, drawing primarily on" the evidence collected 

during the FTC's investigations. Later, in discussing the discounts on table salt to 

quantity buyers, I will return to consider in greater detail"the fInns' practices during the 

NRA. 

. ~.- .. --- .. 

,to . • : 
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ID. THE $1.50/$1.60 DIFFERENTIAL ON BL SALT 

a. Introduction 

Except during the ·war years when requirements were raised to 30 tons, a carload . 

. of packaged salt (or packaged salt mixed with bu~ or loose salt) contained a minimum . 

of 22-112 tons. Virtually all salt shipments during the years covered by the case against 

Morton moved from plant to destination by rail in full carloads and in· later years 
...... - .. ---,: 

(particularly.in areas surrounding the producing plants) in ·full truckloads. Some idea of 

the importance of carload movements is contained in evidence presented by Morton, to 

which I will later refer in greater detail, indicating that substantially less than 1 percent. 

bf its rail shipments of table salt in 1939-1940 involved·s.hipments in less than carloads. 

Although virtually all shipments of salt moved in carloads, not all purchases were 

individually of carload· quantities. Very .often they were not and instead the car when 

landed at its destination contained the orders of several buyers. As a general rule, full 

cars were loaded by the salt companies at their sidings and, whether a car contained the 

orders of several buyers (a pool car) or of a single buyer (a straight car), moved at the 

carload (CL) package rates, which inthe rail territories recognized by the ICC were 

commodity rates fixed at approximately 23 percent of frrst-class rates. 

The distinction between straight and pool cars relates to one of two uses. in the 

salt trade of the tenns Ilcarload discount." In the one case, the discount, at least when 

it was originally published, referred to a lower price (per item) charged to a buyer 

ordering a straight car compared with the higher price charged to each of a group of 
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buyers whose orders were pooled by the producer to make-up a carload. This discount 

bore no relation to differences in freight costs to a given destination: both straight and 

pool cars were shipped at CL rates. 

The discount on items shipped in straight versus pool cars had all but disappeared 

in practice from approximately the start of the FfC' s evidence in 1936 ~ntil the Supreme 

Court reached its decision in Morton in 1948. - What occurred is that the discount, 

although originally published to apply only to orders for straight cars, had been extended 

to the smaller orders shipped in pool cars .. Since almost afftitble salt was shipped in 

straight or pool cars, then almost all buyers received the discount, or were charged what -

was called the "carload" or "net" price. The qualification to this statement is that for 

certain periods of time in particular geographic areas, the d.iscount had not been extended 

. to all pool-car orders, but to only those orders exceeding some minimum size. For 

example, in New York territory, the discount was not granted on pool-car orderS under 

100 cases of table salt or 5 tons of miscellaneous salt items. I will discuss in detail the 

producers' practices in pricing straight and pool cars in Chapter IV. It is important to 

note here that througpout the FfC's investigation, Morton priced BL at $1.50 per case 

for any order shipped either in a straight or pool car. This was so whether or not any 

minimum-orderrequirement to secure the discount was imposed by other producers (or 

by-Morton on its sales of other than BL saIt) .. Morton . did' not . distinguish between 

straight and pool cars. in its pricing of BL. 

"Carload discount " (or "carloadp~ce") also referred to the difference in the 

delivered price (per item) when shipped from plant to destination at CL freight rates 
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compared with less-than-carload (LCL) freight rates. LCL freight rates were 

substantially above CL freight rates. LCL shipments of salt were rare and relatively 

unimportant. In pricing BL, Morton did dist~guish between orders shipped at, CL and 
:;1 

LCL freight rates. From 1937 until at "least 1948, BL was priced atSl.50 per case for' 

any order shipped at CL rates,whether in a straight. or pool.car. It charged $1 ~60 per 

case for any order not shipped in a carload and thus whenever LCL rates applied. 

111 this Chapter, I discuss the $1.50/$1.60 differential on BL, noting particularly 
• r-.- ... ---. 

how it was interpreted by the FTC and the Supreme Court. As we ~h'all see, the'FTC 

and the Supreme Court seem to have misunderstood when $1.50 and $1.60 were charged. 

It came to be argued that $1.50 was charged only on orders in straight cars, so orders . 

shipped in pool cars were assumed to be priced at' $1.69. This interpretation made it 

appear that most buyers (the bulk of whom could be described as "small" and whose 

orders were typically shipped in pool cars) paid $1.60, and only "large" buyers capable 

of ordering straight cars paid $1.50. In fact, virtually an buyers paid $1.50 ($1.60 being 

charged only on rare occasions when orders were shipped LCL). 

b. Salt Company Selling Practices 
..J~ 

One of the functions of the salesforces employed by the salt companies was to 

generate carload shipments, and this was done either by selling a full car to an individual 

buyer or by combllring' the orders of several buyers (whether .~hey be wholesalers or 

industrial users) sufficient when pooled to make-up a carload. On pool car orders, the 

salesforce would work out an agreement with one of the buyers to be the consignee of 
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the car, and the latter would notify the other participants when the car arrived. Tlle 

typical practice was that each buyer would be responsible for obtaining his salt from the 

car. 
~ 

Relative to the buyer of a straight car who took delivery on his own siding, the 

cost to the pool car participant of salt landed· at . his destination was probably higher, 

although this difference would be thought slight, since the car typically was delivered to 

a destination convenient to all participants, and it may well be that some of these buyers 

avoided storage costs relative tothe straight-car buyer. j\Ivarlous times and in different 

locations, the salt companies granted allowances to the consignee of the pool car for . 

"checking-out" the salt of the other participants, although this was not the normal 

practice. For example, throughout the period -1936-1.948 and perhaps longer, no 

check-out allowance was allowed in Louisiana territory, whereas in New York territory 

an allowance of 50 cents a ton was granted the consignee on other than his own salt; 

during 1941 and perhaps for longer, in areas typically supplied by the Kansas and 

Michigan producers, a $5.00 check-out allowance was granted to the consignee for 

handling a car. 

Alternatives to the consignment of the pool car to one of the participants were 

delivery to a broker or distributin~ fmngpeciaIizing in the receipt and distribution of 

pool cars. The salt companies also maintained' 'warehouse stocks primarily in the larger 

metropolitan· areas. Full carloads would be shipped to the broker, distributing company 

or warehouse from which in effect less than carload quantities would be drawn by the 
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various buyers. The typical arrangement would again be for the buyer to" arrange 

delivery from the destination of the carload. 

On pool car orders assembled by Morton or its brokers, no distinction, in price 

was made whether the carload was consigned to a broker, distributmg company, or to 

one of the participants. Similarly, almost without ~xception, the salt companies including 

Morton charged 6uyers the same price on orders picked-up from metropolitan warehouses 

as on orders shipped in pool cars. The only contrary example that I found involved 
.~,;.- .. ---. 

.,;r."",.;, 

International's pricing of warehouse stocks in certain cities where a surcharge of rolighly 

2 percent and occasionally more was added to the pool-car price. This price difference 

formed no part of the FTC' sproceedings and will not be further discussed. 

On salt orders moving in carloads (whether in str:rught or pool cars), each of the 

salt companies charged buyersa delivered price equal to a plant (or whatthe trade called 

a works) price plus the carload freight to destination, except for cases of table salt in 

cartons or cans for which each company, from 1936-1953, charged a unifonn or blanket 

delivered price wherever shipped. Sales of the latter were predominately to grocery 

wholesalers and retail chains. From at least 1936 (the earliest date. for which infonnation 

is available) ~ntil'August 1941, Morton's price lists (or scales) for shipments in wloads 

... , indicate that all orders for BL were to be sold at the same blanket price whethe~ the 
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order was· for a straight car or for inclusion in a pool car. 1 The blanket delivered price 

of BL from early 1937 on (after the change in carton size) was $1.50 per case. 

c. Testimony On The -Ubiquity Of The $1.50 Carload Price 

That $1.50 per case was charged' to all buyers whose orders moved in carloads 
- .. . 

was confmned by the testimony and invoices of wholesalers presented by the FTC to 

support its case, and by the testimony of D. Peterkin, Jr., the President of Morton and 

H~ St~tford, the fmn's Sales Manag.er. Peterkin went" so 'far' as to say that $1.50 was 

charged to all customers: 

Q. Are all customers buying [BL] ... paying $1.50 for that 
particular salt? 

A. All customers are paying our published prices on 
Morton's [BL] salt. $1.50 is the cost to any customer, with 
the exception that there are some buying in [annual] 
quantities for which we have lower prices published .... 

Q. . .. But am I correct when I state that all customers in 
every state where that product is sold are paying the list 
price of $1.50 per case, except those customers who get 
[~ual] quantity discoUIit[S]? 

A. With that exception, yes.2 " 

The scales are price lists for salt moving in carloads. Except for BL, Morton's .scales contain 
a discount for straight-car buyers from the "gross" scale (or the price for orders shipped in pool cars) . 

. Sales at the discounted price were said to be made at net scale or simply net. Only a net price is 
published for BL. This meantthat any order for BL moving in a carload (whether in a straight or pool 
car) was priced net, or at $1.50 per case. This is reflect~ in Morton's scales for the Texas, Ohio, 
Michigan, Kansas-Michigan, Kansas and Louisiana fields. See Record, 1-2/4319-1. The same practice 
applied on shipments of BL into New York territory. 

Record, 4319-2-1, at 30. 
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Some difficulty in interpreting Peterkin's testimony arose from what appeared to 

be a conflict between what he said and what was stated on Morton's carload scales when 

they were republished in August 1941. In the republished scales the price of $1. 60 

appears and is referred to·as a "less:-carload" price. Since thesewere carload scales, this·· 

would nonnally be interpreted/ to mean that BL w~s to be priced at $1.50 when shipped; 

in straight cars and at $1.60 when shipped in pool cars. However, Peterkin testified-that 

Morton's policy did not change in 1941 or subsequently and that in practice $1.50 
....... - .. -"- . 

. continued to be charged on all shipments.in straight or pool cars: 

Q. I notic.e [from the new price scales] that the price of ... 
BL ... is $1. 60 per case. Was there an increase on that 
particular type of salt? 

A. No. The reasol} for that apparent discrepancy is that 
we republished our scales, and in doing so we quoted ... 
[BL] ... at $1.60 less 10 cents, whereas we previously 
published the price at $1.50 net. 

Q. The list price is $1. 60. 

A. As a practical matter. 

Q. That is right. 

A. All customers pay $1.50. 

Q. All customers get the 10 cents? 

A. That is correct. 3 

Id. at 65. The 1941 scales are more difficult to interpret than those previously existing. From 
1936 until the revisions in 1941, it iscl~ that BL was priced the same. when shipped in either straigll"t
or pool cars. All testimony and invoices of wholesalers that reflected the situation before 1941 indicate 

.~ this, as do Morton's scales and the testimony of its officials .. As written, the 1941 scales indicate that" 
$1.50 would be charged only on orders in straight cars and those in pool cars would be charged .$1.60'."· 
This would have reflected a change in Morton's policy and Morton's officials denied that any such 
change occurred. It is possible that in 1941 Morton sought to restrict the $1.50 price to straight-car 

(continued ... ) 
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Stratford, the sales manager, also testified (in 1942) that $1.50 was charged to all buyers 

wherever BL was sold providing only that orders moved in carloads.4 

It turns out that Peterkin stretched things a bit far when saying that all customers 

paidS1.50. Morton was known to have had a price of $1.60 per case and presumably at ~ 

least some transactions occurred at it. When late~ queried about this, Peterkin testified· 

as to when $1.60· was Charged: 

A. In one instance the carload [price of $1.50] may not 
apply., If a few packages of our salt are ordered by a 
customer and are transported to him not inra carload of salt 
:'ut by local freight as a small unit,· which in our business 
would be .referred to as a strictly retail sale. 

Q. I see, but it would not be transported in a regular 
carload of salt? 

A. It would not move as part of a carload of salt. 

Q. You have some such customers? 

A. Very few. 5 

3( ••. continued) 
buyers (charging $1.60 to buyers :whose orders were in pool cars). If so, the effort failed:BL 
continued to be priced at $1.50 for all orders in carloads,whether in straight or pool cars. As 
discussed in Chapter lV, such an outcome would not have been unusual. Past efforts by any of the 
producers to charge higher prices on orders 'in pool v~rsus straight cars invariably failed. As a general 
rule. orders in pool or straight cars were priced the same. The pricing of BL is consistent with this. 
The testimony of Morton's officials concerning events after 1941 indicates that BL was priced at $1.50 
for all orders shipped in straight or. pool cars. .Any· wholesaler testimony and invoices presented by the 
FTC reflecting the situation after 1941 involved sales made in Louisiana territory. ·It is clear beyond 
doubt that on all sales made there from 1936 until the conclusion of the case,BL was priced at $L50 
when shipped in pool or'straight cars. What was confusing was· that Morton waS known to have 
charged $1.60 on certain purchases of BL. These were purchases shipped LCL and this came out later 
in the testimony . . 

Id. at463. 

Id. at 126. 
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Basically, on what tumed·out to be relatively rare occasions, orders for BL of less than 

carload quantities ~ere shipped by Morton but not as part of a carload. On these 

shipments, LCL freight rates applied and $1.60 per case was charged. Such orders were 

typically avoided by buyers in favor of straight or pool cars, which were shipped at CL· 

rates and priced at $1.50 per case. In general, the. testimony indicates that the only time· 

that items were shipped by Morton LCL was if the buyer ran short (primarily ofBL salt) 

and it ·would be some time before the next pool car would arrive,orif the buyer could 
. ,.....- .... ---. 

not obtain some salt as a matter of convenience through arrangements withothet local 

wholesalers (which wef{~ common). 

Most of the scales of the salt companies do not reveal how items shipped LCL. 

were priced. The scales themselves basically govern carload shipments .. LCL shipments 

were apparently so rare that scales or instructions were often not published~ Some 

examples exist. Instructions to International's salesforcefor LCL shipments were 

contained in its carload scales throughout the period 1936-1944. These shipments were 

to be priced by applying 

the printed list price delivered at destination to which 
shipment is· made less th~ carload freight rate printed in 
eastern (freight) rate books to point shipped. Buyer to 
stand the difference between the carload and less them 
carload freight. On blanket priced items charge the 
[carload] blanket pri~e plus 10 cents per case and allow less 
carload freight. 6 

Record, 1-1/4307-1, at 275-307. See also various of International's scales contained in Record, 
4320-4-2-10,1l, 12, 13,14. International invoiced buyers at the delivered price, the buyer paid the 
freight, and then deducted the paid freight in its remittance to International. International discontinued 
LCL shipments in 1944. 
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My understanding is that this was the general practice of all the companies. Morton 

priced LCL shipments of delivered-price items s~ilarly. Its salesforce in all territories 

was instructed to: 

Detennine the delivered car price to the buyer, deduct the 
actual freight on which shipment would move in a carload, 
the difference is buyer's cost f.o.b"plant.' 

'No.instI1lctions are given on pricing LCL'shipments of blanket items, but the testimony 

concernitig BL indicates that a 10 cents surcharge was added. 

In general, on otherthan blanket items, the higller-Clelivered prices for LCL 

shipments were equal to, the differences between CL and LCL freight rates. At any 

destination the difference in price for an order shipped in a CL compared' with its 

shipment LCL could hardly be ,thought other than cost ba~ed, because each'sale yielded 
,. 

the seller the identical net. On blanket items, the price to the LCL buyer was 10 cents 

per case higherthan the price ,to the CL buyer. But the seller's net at a given destination 

could only be the same if the blanket price was raised, since LCL freight was higher. 

A bit more can be said about the difference in freight cost~. Morton indicated 

that its freight costs on BL shipments averaged 9.5 cents per case in 1939-1940.8 This 

figure includes both CL and LCL shipments. However, ifLCL shipments are excluded, 

the average freight would fall only slightly.9 Assuming carload sales were made at $1.50 

7 Morton Bulletin of July 24, 1938 covering all fields, Record, 4319-4-3. In effect, the delivered 
price to the buyer on LCL shipments was higher by the difference between the CL and LCL freight 
charge;' 

8 Record, 4319 .. 2-4, at 2758-62. 

9 Given the proportion of LCL andCL shipments of BL estimated by Morton for 1939-40" the 
average freight falls from 9.5 cents to 9.44 cents if LCL shipments were excluded. 
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per case (taking no account of annual discounts or other concessions), the subtraction of 

freight would net Morton an average of about $1. 41 per case. CL shipments of packaged 

salt in the Official, Illinois, and Southern Territories lO moved at rates equal to 22.5 

percent of frrst-class rates. LCL rates were substantially higher. In the Official and . 

Illinois . Territories, LCL rates on packaged salt ~ere 4th class (which were equivalent 

to 50 percent of frrst~class rates) and in the Southern Territory, 5th class (or 45 percent 

of frrst class rates).ll Since the net on CL shipments averaged about $1.41, the LCL 
.'~.- .. _ .. -:, 

price would have to average $1.59 (at the 45 percent rate) or $1.61 (at the 50 percent rate) 

to yield the same net to ¥orton. If the geographic pattern of LCL and CL shipments is 

assumed the same, then the figures suggest that the 10 cent surcharge on BL salt covered 

the higher average cost of freight. 12 

10 "Official", "Illinois", and "Southern" Territori~s were broad geographic areas within each of 
which rml rates were j ointlyset . by the carriers and 3:pproved by the ICC. These territories plus. the 
Western Territory basically covered the United States. The Official, Illinois and Southern territories 
covered the areas of primary interest in the Morton and International cases. Western Territory rates 
were similarly structured and their inclusion would presumably lead to results comparable to those 
presented. 

11 See Consolidated Freight . Classification No. 14, Ratings, Rules and Regulations, Effective 
December 31,1940, Consolidated Classification Committee (Chicago, October 23, 1940). Mr. Scott 

;:,,; Kennedy ,Member, Uniform Classification Committee was very helpful 'to me in converting class-rates 
to percentages of 'first-class,rates~ The commodity rates on carloads of salt (as percentages of 
first-class rates) appear to have been in effect for many years. See Railroad Committee For the Study. 

'. of Transportation, Subcomm. for Economic Study, Assoc. of American Railroads,Salt, Group 9, 
September 5,1944. 

12· A ,similar calculation can be made for International. International estimated that its average 
carload freight costs were 13.9 cents per case of Sterling salt shipped from its New York evaporating 
pl~ts. Record, 4307-2-J, a~ 275. Sterling shipped in carloads was priced at $1.08 per case (in 100 _ 
case lots) yielding on average a net to International of about 95 cents per case. Most of these 
shipments occurred. in Official Territory, in which case theLCL price would have to rise lo about 
$1.21 per case to yield International the same average net (assuming the geographic pattern of CL and 
LCL shipments was the same). The LCL price ha4 been $1.18 per case prior to 1942 but was raised 
in 1942 to $1.23. Record, 4320-4-2-11. International's estimate of average freight costs covers 1944. 
The similarity in average nets for both Morton and International between CL and LCL shipments may 

(continued ... ) 
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d. Conditions Under Which $1.60 Per Case Was Charged 

Not all LCL shipments by Morton oGcurred directly from plant to destination. 

What little evidence there is on the issue suggests that such orders also were filled by 
. , 

shipments to a particular' destination in a p.ool car (and thus at CL rates) from which' 

Morton then arranged fOr reshipment to the buy~r's destination, which entailed LCL' 

. freight; . or if LCL orders were received at branch offices where Morton also maintained 

warehouses, the LCL shipments were arranged from the warehouses. Since carloads 

were always shipped from Morton's plants to its warehottses;"then in effect such LCL 

orders would involve carload rates from plant to warehouse, and then LCL rates from' 

the warehouse to the buyer's destination. There was some questioning of witnesses 

suggesting that shipments other than directly from 'plant tc? destination were not unusual 

ways to handle LCL orders. ,For example, the manager of Morton's New Orleans sales 

office, where a w~ehouse was also maintained, had this to say:13 

12( ••• continued) 
be somewhat deceptive. The correspondence would be as suggested if distance related differentials' in 
rail rate~ were the same or approximately the same for CL and LCL shipments, so that the difference 
between CL andLCL charges related almost entirely to such factors as assembly and loading costs 
incurred by the railroads and which apparently differed greatly between; CL and· LCL shipments. My 
understandirig is that the railroads themselves assembled and loaded LCL orders which they then 
shipped in ca.rloads.CL rates were charged on CL shipments that were assembled and 'loaded by the 
shipper. . Distance related costS would not bethought to vary .greatly between CL and' LCL unless 'the 
latter involved ·more frequent stops. Butseparatecharg~ were often imposed by the Carriers. for stop
overs, etc. I did not have access to old railroad tariffs to discover whether in fact distance related 
differentials varied· between CL and LCL shipments. : If CL and LCL tariffs for salt were. based strictly 
on a percentage of the first-class rate charged from one point to another, then the distance differential 
for longer distances would beeomeabsolutely larger forLCL compared with CL'shipments and beyond 
some point Morton's net on LCLshipments would fall relative.to·that on CL·shipments. In this case, 
Morton would have an incentive not to ship LCL very long distances, and this appears at least 
consistent with the testimony indicating the typical conditions under which its LCL shipments occurred. 

13 In ~ew Orleans, Morton maintained a sales officefroIIl which ~arloaci orders were assembled 
by the salesforce for shipments covering a good part of Louisiana territory. It also maintained a 

(co.ntinued ... ) 
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Q. . .. [I]fyou had a customer located at some outlying 
territory who purchases, say, 500 cases a year, but 
purchases through your office here, would you sell him at 
the same price' out there as you do here ... ? 14 • 

A. If he bought in carloads. [Le., if the order moved in a 
carload]. 

Q. No, in less than carloads. 

A. lfhe bought a less than carload shipment ,in New 
Orleans, and we had to go to the expense of shipping, the 
price would be higher, it would be $1.50 at New Orleans if 
he trucked it, but if we had to do the s.hipping,o-the price 

.'. . . . 

would be higher. 

Q. And ~hat would that price be, sir? 

A. $1.60. 

Q. And the difference between the $1.50 price and the 
$1. 60 price would then be the actual cost of transportation 
from New Orleans to the particular point of destination? 

A. Well, in some cases it might cover the transportation 
charges. 

Q. And in some it might not? 

13( ••• continued) 
warehouse to facilitate such sliipments and to supply saItto buyers in and around New Orleans who 
called on the warehouse for pick-ups. ',~5;~ 

14 In warehouse towns, the salt, companies occasionally delivered by truck to buyers within the 
metropolitan area. The' LCL shipments discussed in the text are different arid invo'lved reshipments 
from the warehouse to destinations outside of the metropolitan area and not served,. by local delivery. 
On local deliveries, a surcharge of 5 cents per case was often added to the warehouse price. Local 
deliveries. were not made by Morton in New Orleans. 'Obvjously, on local deliveries Morton incurred 
higher costs relative to serving local buyers who arranged their own delivery from the warehouse. 
Price discrimination on local deliveries would only exist if the surcharge exceeded~Morton's cost of 
delivery. This seems unlikely given that buyers were left free to arrange their own delivery or include, 
their purchases with others who found it cheaper to pick-up at the warehouse than to have Morton 
deliver. Local delivery charges were not made an issue in the case. 
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A.· It all depends on the distance .... Our price is $1.50 in 
carload lots or from a warehouse iri New Orleans, it is 
$1.60 flat price [if Morton reships] to· the country .... If 
you area merchant and you ask us to ship you a few cases 
of our Blue package out of New Orleans, our price would 
be $1.60 . 

Q. $1.60, no matter where the customer is located .... ? 

A. Well, it is not reasonable to believe that we would ship 
it any great . distance. He wouldn't buy it, because these 
people wou1d buy in carload lots. It is oilly when a man 
might run short. IS 

This witness was also asked about freight tates (ffif6rmation that was regularly. 

compiled by the salt companies for CL shipments) for LCL shipments and he had this 

to say: 

15 

Q. Now, do youhave,-a list of freight rates~ .. for less than 
carload shipments? 

A. We.do not. 

Q. You do not ... ? 

A. No ... 

Q. And that is only on carload shipments, that freight list? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q .. Would it be a great deal of difficulty to fmd out for us 
how you arrived at your freight prices for less than· carload 
shipments? 

A... We would have to get ... the destination and call the 
railroad, we have· no way of knowing it. . 

. ( 

Q. Is that the general procedure? 

Record, 4319-2-1, at 383-84. 
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A. Oh yes, we so seldom have stuff moved less than 
carload that we have to fmd out the rate; we have to call 
the carriers and get the rate. We have no rate list at the 
origin. 16 

Mr. Cameron, manager of Morton's Nashville sales territory (n~ warehouse was ' 

maintained here) indicated that the LCL price was also charged on reshipments arranged 

by Morton from the destination of a pool car: 

If, 

17 

Q. Have you any customers from the Nashville office that 
are charged $1.60 a case for [BLl? 

....... - ' .. -'.-. 

A. Yes, if they should buy in a pool car and it is 
reshipped from the car destination, they have to pay $1.60 
from that destination. I7 

Morton's attorney later queried Cameron on this point: 

Q. You testified ... that where you reshipped, . redistributed 
... cases of Morton's Blue [label] from the destination point 
of the car, that the price ... -was $1. 60, is that correct? 

A. Correct. 

Q. Are those shipments 
request. 

A. At the customer's request. 

done ... at the customer's 

Q. And does the customer in each instance know that he 
can take the salt at $1.50 a case f.o.b. the car, at 
destination, if he calIs for it? 

A. Yes .•.. 

Q. Do you have . very many such less than carload 
distributions to· which you just testified? 

Id. at 435. 

Id. at 611. 
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A. I would say one-tenth of one percent. IS 

Stratford confmned the views of the New Orleans and Nashville managers, and 

noted the following concerning the $1.50/$1.60 differential: 
~ 

A. The 10 cent differential is an arbitrary figure, obviously 
to approximate the extra cost of handling on our part when 
shipped from a destination point of qurcar to some outside 
point, . entailing double handling. 

Q. Then in some instances the freight would be more than 
the 10 cents allowance, and in other cases it would be less' 
than the 10 cents allowance, is that correc~l •. _0_. 

A. It_-may be one or the other. 

Q. Then it depends entirely on what the destination is? 

A.Yes, sir. I might add that these ~ases are so infrequent 
that it is hard to make any' defInite statem~nt on what the 
actual freight cost might be. 19 

Stratford went on to note that Morton's policy as to when it charged $1.60 applied 

unifonnly in all areas served by Morton. 

The quotations suggest that whenever poss~ble Morton included a LCL order in 

a carload shipped part way to the buyer's destination (and thereby secured CL rates at 

least on this distance) and then reshipped LCL from the destination of the carload (which 

. might be a warehouse) to the fmal point. Such orders would involve higber costs for 

Morton relative to the situation in which the buyer accepted tbe order at the destination 

of the carload (for which Morton charged $1.50 per case) because the order reshipped 

required rehandling plus LCL freight to fmal destination. Alternatively, and probably 

IS Id. at 682. 

19 Id. at 483. 
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on orders destined for points relatively close to its plants, Morton shippedLCL orders 

directly from plant to destination. Again, this would involve higher freight relative to 

a shipment to the same destination in a pool or straight car. 

In general, the additional cost of LCi.. shipments would only be covered if the· 

blanket price was raised. Morton made no effort· to cost justify the LCL surcharge in . 

detail. Whether the effort would have been worth making would in part depend on what" 

Morton might expect to lose if the FTC succeeded in abolishing the surcharge. ,This 
.~.- .•. _.-. 

would depend partly on the volume of trade at the LCL price (which the evidence 

indicates was inconseque~tial) and on the extent to which any loss from eliminating LCL 

shipinents (assuming that the surcharge was cost based) would be made up by . additional . 

sales shipped in carloads. It is not ·unreasonable to suppose that the latter would offset 

much of the loss, particularly if threats of FTC action would lead the other producers to 

discontinue LCL shipments. Morton's defense of the $1.50/$1.60 differential was that 

its sales at $1.60 were so infrequent and small relative to its total sales of BL that the 

surcharge could not "injure competition". (A fmding that a price differenceinjutes 

competition is a· prerequisite to a detennination of illegal discrimination, and I will say 

more about this in a.moment.) I note that the blanket price of $1.50 may have yielded 

Morton different nets in relation to differences in distance shipped. Such variatioI1s in 

nets were not part of the FTC's complaint. Had Morton shown that on average its net 

on LCL shipments of BL approximated that on its CL shipments, perhaps this would 

have carried the day. If more than this' would be required -- for example, that any 

difference in nets. would have to equal the difference in the cost of CL andLCL 
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shipments to-each destination to which both shipments were made-- the outcome would 

probably have been less certain and the cost and complexity of the justification greater. 

But no effort was made by Morton, and so what would have been required is not known. 

e. Other Evidence On The Infrequency _ Of Sales Of $1.60 Per Case 

Confmnation of the testimony of Morton's officials that sales of BL at $1.60 per 

case were rare came about in two ways. First, and somewhat sUIprisingly, support came 

from the FTC itself, through the testimony of its primarY"'witnesses, who were a group 

of 75 wholesalers located in various cities throughout Louisiana territory. The aim of . 

this testimony was to prove that Morton charged competing wholesalers different prices, 

from which the conclusion would be drawn that those buye~s charged a higher price were 

substantially injured in _ their ability to compete. The focus of the questioning was on BL 

salt _ and testimony concerning the prices they paid for BL was corroborated by the 

invoices issued to them by Morton. The testimony and invoices established that it was 

very unusual not to pay $1.50. Of the group of wholesalers, only two indicated that they 

had made purchases at $1. 60 and at that their testimony suggests that they did so only on 

occasion. Of the collection of invoices presented as evidence, 94 reflected shipments of 

BL s~t totalling 16,700 cases. Two of the 94 invoices contain LCL shipments totalling 

80 cases{.5percent--ofthe 16,700) billed .. at $1.60. All other invoices·reflect purchases 

at $1.50. 

Thirty of the 80 cases were shipped to the Interstate Wholesale Company and in 

particular to its branch in Huma, LA. From the testimony, LCL shipments were 
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occasionally made to Huma and more commonly to Interstate's branch in Morgan City, 

LA. There are no invoices for shipments to Morgan City in the Record. The Record 

contains three other invoices issued to Interstate totalling $1,759. The prices listed on 

each reflect movements in carloads. The LCL purchase of 30 cases represents 2 ~ 7 

percent of $1,759. How closely, this reflects th~ importance of LCL relative to CL 

purchases by Interstate' could not be detennined with certainty, but the figure probably 

does' not take us very far from the truth. 
• r-.- .. ---. 

Did Morton receive different nets on its" CL and LCL shipments to Hulllaand. 

Morgan City? The LCL jnvoice to Hurna indicates a net to Morton after freight of $1.42 

per case. Had the sale instead been made at $1.50 and shipped at the carload rate from 

Morton's nearest plant (in Grand Saline, Texas), the net would have been about $1.41. 

Similarly, if 30 cases were sold at $1. 60 and shipped to Morgan City at the LCL rate, 

Morton's net would have been $1.38. A comparable sale at $1.50 shipped at the carload 

rate would have netted $1.39. On average, the net is the same oil CL and LCL/shipments 

to Huma and Morgan City. 20 

The second example involved a LCL shipment of 50 cases to Consolidated 

Wholesale Co. in Plaquemine, LA. In this instance the invoice reflects' a $1. 60 sale: ,,"t 

shipped from Morton's New 'Orleans ,warehouse by steamer for which Morton netted 

$1.43 per case. On a CL shipment by rail from Grand Saline, the net would have been 

$1.37; and I believe on 'a LCL shipment, $1.35. Presumably, the st~er was chosen 

over rail because it yielded a larger net. But probably offsetting this in part would be 

20 See Commission Ex. 69, Record. 4319-1-1/4319-1. 
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higher costs on Morton's part from double-handling of the salt (shipped from Grand 

Saline to New Orleans in a carload, unloaded, and then arrangements made for 

reshipment of the LCL order by steamer to Plaquemine). All in all, these two examples 

do not suggest discrimination at any given destination according to the nature of the· ~ 

shipment to it. 21 

It is of wterest that wholesalers both in their original complaints to the FTC and 

in their testimony did not complain about the LCL price of BL. It was clear to them that 

shipments in other ~haI1 carloads were more costly to Morton and the other salt 

companies. Furthennore, virtually all of the wholesalers testified that they purchased in . 

straight or .p()ol.cars and so there was little reason to complain about a higher price that 

they rarely or never paid. 

Interstate's branches in Huma and Morgan City were located in rural areas. On 

its sales from Huma, Interstate typically resold BL at $1. 80 per case and· from Morgan 

City at $1. 90 per case. In New Orleans. and other more densely populated regions (in 

tenns of population and wholesalers) resale prices were typically $1.65 per case. The 

higher resale prices at Huma and Morgan City probably reflected a desire of retailers 

located there and served by Interstate to have ready access to a stock of BL salt and they 

. were willing to .pay . the higher cost this might have entailed, including occasional LCL 

shipments~ The higher resale prices. -might also have· ·reflected an absence of local 

competition among wholesalers. The only implication drawn by the FTC was that the 

21 See Commission Ex. 56(a)-(c), Record, 4319-1-1/4319-1. 
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$1.60 price hanned Interstate in that it would have been better off (all else assumed the 

same) if it could have purchased the 30 cases at $1.50. 

The LCL shipment to Interstate is quoted frequently in the FTC's arguments 

before the courts. However, the shipment to Interstate was combined by the FTC with' 

what was alleged to be many other instances it ha~ uncovered (but which in fact it had'" 

not) of shipments for which buyers p~d $1.60. In this process, the $1.60 shipment to 

Consolidated in Plaquemine was not mentioned. Consolidated was later used by the FTC 
. ~.- ' .. ---. 

as an example of a' finn that secured annual' discounts f~om' M6rton that most>~ of . 

Consolidated's competit~rs had not and who it was argued were injured in their ability. '. 

to compete against Consolidated. 

The second piece of evidence suggesting the infrequency of sales at $1.60 was 

. presented by Morton. This was an analysis of its invoices issued on what was called 

." Chicago billings" . 22 Morton's main office was in Chicago. The Chicago office billed 

for all sales' except those; made by Morton's sales offices in Kansas City , Da11as apd 

California~ The analysis included sales billed directly by the Chicago office plus those 

billed by branch offices within the sales area covered by Chicago billings.' Mr ~ Coyne, 

"j who supervised Morton's billings, testified that from his knowledge of the busin~ss, .. ;+. 

inclusion of the billings of the three Westerll sales offices would not have affecte<f;the 
. . . 

general picture but would ,have add~ to the cost of making the analysis. The included 

billings represented approximately 70 percent of Morton's total billings. All Chicag() 

billings involving LCL shipments were tabulated for every other month for a year 

Respondents' Ex. 17, Record, 4319-1-2/4319-1. 
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beginning August 1939. The total of such billings (net of freight) was doubled (to 

provide an annual estimate) and then expressed as a percentage of Morton's total Chicago 

billings (net of freight) for all salt shipped during the year. On all salt items for which 

a CL/LCL differential was maintained (which with minor exceptigns included all of ' 

Morton's salt), sales shipped LCL represented .1 percent of total sales. 

Considering BLalone, LCL shipments were ~stimated to equal $2756 for the year 

(net .of freight).23 We· do not have from this analysis or elsewhere Morton's total sales _ 

of BL salt. However, there is other infonnation 'in the R&cord· from which an estimate 

can be derived of the importance of LCL to Morton's total sales of BL. Assume fIrst 

that on average Morton's net after freight on CL and LCL shipments of BL was the 

same. Then for the year the total number of cases of ~L shipped LCL on Chicago 

billings was about 1969 cases (1969=$2756/$1.40, where $1.40 approximates Morton's 

average receipts per case of BL net of freight). The Record elsewhere contains the total 

number of cases ofBL sold to all buyers receiving the $50,000 annual discount and to 

buyers receiving either the 5000 or 50,000 case annual discount. Eliminating any 

overlapping entries and assuming that 70 percent of these shipments were on Chicago 

billings, then the 1969 cases shipped LCL would represent .3 percent of the cases 

purchased by the annual discount buyers _ alone. . Inclusion of cases $old to buyers who 

received no· annual ,discount would· . reduce' this- percen~ge substantially. . Morton 

elsewhere lists the nUJ;llber of its customers within Chicago billing~ classified by the 

Id. 
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number of cases of BL purchased in 1941.24 The size-classes are in 500 case 

increments. If we assume that buyers of up to 5000 cases per year purchased at the 

mid-point of each size-class and then add these cases to those purchased by the ~iscount 

buyers noted above, then the 1969 cases shipped LCL equal only. 09 percent of the total. ~5 -';. 

It is clearthat it was very unusual not to pay $l.~O. 

f. The $1.50/$1.60 Differential Before the Courts 
. ~.- . ---. 

Commission ~d the Supreme Court found the surchar~e on BL shipped LCL-"'c, 

illegal. Also found ille~al, although neither the FfC nor _the Court dealt with this-

explicitly, were similar surcharges on LCL shipments of other table salt items that were _ 

blanket priced, since the order against Morton (which is discussed below) prevented it 

from imposing any surcharge on blanket items. Given the facts as presented above, one 

cannot help but wonder on what grounds illegality was based. For even if we move 

away from general statements that it was against the advantages secured by large buyers 

that the Robinson-Patman Act was directed (which would bear little or no relationship 

to the differential at issue here), the Act does require that a price difference to -be found 

illegal must be sufficiently important to cause "competitive injury". If the additional $191'-·" -- '"" 

paid by the buyers of the 1969 cases of BL sold on Chicago billings at $1. 60 rather than>;' -

24 Respondents' Ex. 6, 18-20, Record, 4319-3-8. 

:!5 This percentage increases to .I if buyers of up to 5,000 cases are assumed to buy at the 
starting-point of each class- (except buyers of from 1 to 500 cases, in which case I have- assumed each 
buyer purchased 100 cases). LCL shipments of blanket items other than BL equalled only $430 per 
year in 1939-1940, an amount equivalent to about .006 percent of Morton's total sales of items for 
which CL/LCL differentials applied. 
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$1.50 were returned to them in proportion to their purchases, bearing in mind that some 

of these buyers may have been "large"; or if. Interstate Wholesale had purchased its 30 

cases at $1.50 rather than $1.60 (and thus saved $3.00), it is inconceivable that 

competitive injury could have resulted however this ~ight ~e defmed. 

Neither the FfC nor the Supreme Court~tated clearly what was meant by the' 

"competitive llijury . from Morton's $1.60 price. The Supreme Court's opinion in 

Morton (particularly that part quoted in the Introduction to this study) suggests that the 

Robinson-Patman Act was to· deter price-discrim.;.nation; ~ince·price differe~ces among :"] 

buyers that reflected differences in a seller's costs of supplying them were not made . 

illegal. Let us suppose that the hann· against which the Act was directed was that buyers 

discriminated against would supply too small a proport~on of. the resale market for 

efficient distribution; .and that so~e buyers, to avoid the discriminatory price, would use 

up resources to secure a lower price. The Act however, does not make all price 

differences illegal unless the seller shows that they are cost based, but only those first 

found "substantially to lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly ... , or to injure, 

destroy or prevent competition with any person who either gets or knowingly receives. 

the benefit Of such discrimination." That is, a price difference must be found to injure 

competition before it is illegal unless cost based. :' When the seller is the party potentially 

. discriminating among: resellers, "competitive injury" would seem·, to reflect two 

possibilities. The first is that the price difference would confmeresales into so few 

hands that the resellers would be unlikely to remain competitive. With respect to the 

surcharge on BL, this result is inconceivable, since virtually all buyers paid $1.50. The 
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second possibility is that the price difference would cause more than a minor diversion 

of trade from those charged the higher price to those charged the lower price; or it would 

cause those charged the higher price to forego substantial sales. Then if t~e price 

difference is not cost based, the potential hann from discrimination would itself be more . 

than minor. Again with respect to the surcharge o~ BL, competitive injury suggested by . 

this possibility also 'seems inconceivable. After all, the FTC uncovered only 80 cases 

(or 1969 cases on Chicago billings) sold at $1.60 . The buyers of them would of course 
.......... - .. --- .. 

have been bett~r off if they could havep~rchased them at $1.50 and saved $8.00 (or . 
. -. 

$197), assuming all else remained the same. They would also have gained had they 

purchased more than 80 cases (or 1969) if the LCL price was lower. But again it is hard . 

to describe these losses as other than rhinor or as reflecting a potentially significant 

s.cheme of price discrimination. 

I. The FfC's Opinion 

The Hearing Examiner issued a Report on the Evidence. His Report contains no 

recommended decision. By and large the Examiner correctly summarized the evidence 

as to when Morton charged $1.60. The arguments of Morton and of Counsel'supporting 

the complaint then· moved to the.Commission. 

Morton's position was that its LCL shipments of BL were so minor and infrequent 

that competitive harm could not have occurred from the LCL surcharge impos~. No 

effort had been made systematically to cost justify the $1. 60 price, although the task 

would probably not have been so easy and straightforward as it might seem. Morton's 
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view was that it need not justify that which caused no injury. Cost justification was 

reserved for its other discounts, and the success of this attempt will later be discussed. 

In their Brief to the Commission, Counsel supporting the complaint served only 

to confuse the issue. The $1. 60 price for the 30 cases sold to Interstate Wholesale is . / 

noted and this example is combined with a number of others in which the LCL price was . 

said to· be charged. but in fact was not. A general conclusion is then drawn: 

The above illustrations are similar to and practically 
identical with other areas where [Morton] sells its products 
and grants to some customers, the carlocm . discount and 
withholds such discount·· from other: of . its· custoPlers 

. comneting. with die fonner .... 26 

To this statement there is attached a series of references to supporting testimony and 

exhibits. In fact, each such reference indicates -that the buyer paid $1.50 per case. 

Consolidated Wholesale which had on occasion bought LCL is not mentioned. So the 

only valid example presented is that of Interstate. Later, when. summing up the 

competitive injury from Morton's practices, the discount on shipments of BL in carloads 

is combined with Morton's other discounts: 

The price discriminations were effected by means of 
so-called 'carload' discounts, ' quantity discounts' and 
, competitive adjustments' . . .. 27 

The evidence is clear. and un.contradicted that Morton's 
practices have seriQusly· injured competition· ·existmg 
between. the ·customers securing the benefit of the 
discrinlinatory discounts and those tow hom they are 

Brief of Counsel for the Commission at 11, Record, 4319-1. 

Id., at 58. 
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denied. 28 

The statement of facts heretofore set forth clearly 
demonstrates that non-preferred customers ... who are not 
securing the benefits of the respondents' discriminatory 
prices brought about by a. so-called carload and. quantity 
discount schedule have ~een placed at a competitive 
disadvantage by reason of the fact that the preferred 
customers receiving the carload discount and the quantity 
discounts ... have diverted business' to. them. by the use .... 
of the weapon placed in their hands ... , namely, lower . . ~ . 

pnce .... 

[T]he5liscriminations enjoyed by the favored eustomers are 
sufficiently large to ... hold that its effects may be 
substantially to lessen competition ... with such favored 
customers. 30 

How far the Commission accepted Counsel's statement of the facts is not known. 

The Commission did agree with Morton as to when -$l.60 was charged. Its opinion states 

clearly that $1.50 was charged on all purchases moving in carloads, whether in straight 

or pool cars, and that the 10 cents surcharge was added only on orders shipped LCL. 

No detailed reference to the frequency or significance of LCL sales is made. A 

conclusion is later drawn: 

that the discounts allowed by [Morton] in the sale of its BL 
salt, including price differences on carload and less than 
carload lots, purchases under so-called pool-car arrange
ments ... [as well as Morton's other discounts] constituted 
discriminations in price .... 31 

28 Id. 

29 Id. at 54. 

30 Id. at 57. 

31 l\1orton Salt Co., 39 FTC 35, 42-43 (1944). 
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The wording is difficult to follow because pool car arrangements are distinguished from· 

price difference~ between carload and less than carload lots. Nevertheless, since the 

Commission agreed that carload shipments were priced at $1.50 whether in straight or 

pool cars, I take the statement specifically to mean that the Commission found LCL " 

pricing of BL discriminatory. The tenn discrimin~tory has here a specific' meaning. It' 

means that there C!xists a price difference that is illegal if (a) it is found to injure 

competition and (b) is not cost based. The opinion goes on to conclude that the LCL I 

surcharge on BL injUI"ed competition: it tendedillto create a-'monopoly in those pur-

chasers receiving ... the. benefit of said discriminatory price .... " 32 Concerning cost 

differences, no consideration is given by the Commission to the differences between CL 

and LCL fr~ight rates, or to the testimony suggesting th~t LCL orders often incurred 

higher handling expense. This is dismissed with the statement that Morton did not cost 

justify the CL/LCL differential. The opinio~ contains no discussion of whether the 

surcharge on LCL might have reflected a scheme of price discrimination or whether 

competition among the salt producers, all of whom charged a, higher price for blanket 

items shipped LCL, was so lacking that the surcharge could be other than cost based. 

Morton appealed to the Court of Appeals and by stipulation the FI'C' s opinion 

and order were remanded to the Commission (for reasons that need not concern us here) 

for reconsideration~' : Ultimately, ·a modified opinion appears.. Specific reference to pool 

cars is omitted and in. its place the following statement is made: 

Respondent has discriminated in price by selling its BL salt 
... at ... $1.60 when delivery was made in less than carload 

Id. at 44. 
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lots, while at the same time it sold ... BL salt. .. at $1.50 ... 
when delivery was made in carload lots. There were 
wholesalers and retailers who secured the $1.50 ... pnce 
and wholesalers and retailers who secured the $1. 60 ... 
price who were in competition .... 1133 

The conclusion follows: 

The Commission fmds that the price differences on sales of 
its BL salt, including price differentials on carload and less 
than carload lots [as well as . all othe!' of Morton; s 
discounts] . constituted disc~ipations in price .... 34 

• #>'-.- .•. ---. 

Each of Morton's discounts, includmg that on shipments ()f BLin carload lots, 

was found to injure competition. Again, the discount was found illegal because Morton 

had not specifically justified it on cost grounds. . Whether the Commission meant that -

only straight-car buyers paid $1.50 cannot be determined, although the wording of its 

statement tends, in that direction. If the $1.50 price only applied to straight-car buyers, 

the importance of sales made. at $1. 60 would increase~ since all shipments in pool cars 

would then be· so . priced. However, the only eXaIIlple of a sale at $1. 60 that counsel 

presented in its- statement of the facts was -the 30 cases shipped LCL to Interstate 

Wholesale. 

33 

2. The Court of Appea~ 

Before the Court of Appeals, the FTC argued that: 

In selling-BL salt [Morton] allows three separate discounts, 
all based on purchases of very large quantities of salt. (1) 

Morton Salt Co. 40 FTC 388, ~44(1945). 

Id. at 396. 
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BL·salt has been sold at $1.60 ... when purchased in other 
than carload lots, but at $l.50 when purchased in carload 
lots; .... 35 

There follows a description of Morton's annual discounts on BL. None of the discounts 

are said to be available except to "large" buyers: 

In fact, only those already well advanced on the road to 
monopoly are so well favored fmancially, or possess 
storage. facilities so. extensive to enable them to purchase 
50,000 cases ... or even 5000 cases or carload lots. Those 
small busin~s~ concerns whose yearly needs are . limited to 
a few hundred cases have no more opportunity to obtain the 
lower prices, in fact, than they would utlie-'theoretical 
offers were not-made· to them.36

. 

Morton's position that virtually all buyers (even those purchasing a few hundred 

cases) paid the $1.50 price is later addressed: 

[Morton] itself admits that there is one exception to the 
stateqlent that every witness secured the discount. It is not 
necessary to show actual injury to competition since the ... 
Act is to reach price discriminations in their incipiency. 
Therefore, ... this discount would not be eliminated from 
the case. A discount against even one dealer -- especially 
should [Morton] be infonned ... that such discrifntnation is 
legal -- could easily be extended without limit. The 
practice 'may' result in the substantial injury to 
competition, and in the creation of a monopoly. 37 

I take this to mean that although charging the LCL price for many years cannot now be 

said to have caused competitive injury, it -should-be found illegal anyway because it later 

35 Respondents' Brief at 2, Morton Salt Co, v. FfC, 162F. 2d 94~ (7th Cir. 1947). 

36 Id. at 12. 

37 Id. at 26. -
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might. What defense one might raise against this approach is not obvious. At any rate, 

the FTC did not rest its case entirely on this. It is stated that: . 

the record, however, does not show that all dealers except 
one receive the discount. By its tenns. the discount. is "Only 
available to those who buy in carload lots. It is a matter of 
common . knowledge and the .record . shows that many 
dealers . cannot and do not buy in cM.load lots. Such dealers 
are excluded by the .·verytenns of the offer. It is 
immaterial how small a percentage of [Morton's] business 
moves in less than carload lots. It is evident that the 
number of people who do not buy in carload lots must be 
large,. regardless of percen~gesjn [MortQll~s-}-business. 
The injury to competition ~ay be substantial. 38 

All in all, the circumstances under which Morton charged $1.50 were changed to make 

its sales at $1. 60 appear more significant than they actually were. 

The Court of Appeals found all of Morton's discounts legal. 39 I note here only 

its view of the $1.50/$1.60 differential. The Court believed that distinctions in price 

based upon quantity sold and 

39 

40 

conforming with reasonable, customary and accepted 
economic differences [do] not inherently import adverse 
effects upon competition ... condemned by [the] Act. . 

The quantity carload discount ... was related. by substantial 
and uncontroverted evidence to the cost of the sale and 
delivery of [Morton's] product resulting from the differing 
methods of, handling. a carload quantity in the sale and 
delivery to a. carload quantity buyer '. (rom the method,of 
handling lesser quantities. It cannot be said ... thatthls 
differential exceeds a due allowance for the difference in 
such costs. 40 

Id. at 27. 

Morton Salt Co. v. FfC, 162 F.2nd 949 (7th Cir. 1947). 

Id. at 955-57. 
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Although the Court did not seem" to have right the situations when Morton charged $1.60 

and when $1.50, and aside from the fact that substantial evidence was not presented 

reflecting the actual cost difference between blanket items shipped CL and LCL: it seems ~ 

clear that the Court· believed that the differential was probably cost based and not the sort . 

of established practice that the Act was designed to condemn. 

3. The Supreme.Conrt's Opiuioft-· 

The FrC appealed to the Supreme Court. Its brief discusses the $1.50/$1.60 . 

differential in very general tenns. Specific references to the evidence are not made. In 

general, the FrC' s position was the same as that adv~ced in the Court of Appeals. 

Morton's position was again that virtually all of its BL sales were made at $1.50, so that 

its sales at $1.60 could not have "injured competition". The upshot of the Court's 

opinion can be briefly summarized, leaving little of substaDce out: 

(I) In a case involving competitive injury between a 
seller's customers the FTC need only prove that the· seller 
charged one such customer a higher price than one of the 
customer's competitors; . 

(2) In detenniningwhether a price difference found in (I) 
resulted in competitive injury, the Act only requires that 
there be a r~sonable possibility that . competition may be 
in)U!ed; 

(3) Evidence sufficient to prove (2) is satisfied by a 
showing that the price difference could influence a resale 
price. 
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It is interesting that the Court centered virtually the whole of its opinion around the 

$1.50/$1.60 differential, so that its analysis of Morton's annual discounts which were. 

secured by relatively few buyers are h~dly mentioned. 

The Court goes on to discus~ how (3) is satisfied using as its example Morton's" 

CL/LCL pricing of BL: 

The adequacy of the evidence to support the Commission's 
fmdings of reasonably possible injury to competition ... 
between competing c.arload .. and less than carload purchasers 
is singled out for special attacks here~ It i~;..~Qgg~sted that 
in considering the adequacyo( theev~dence' to show i11jury 

. to competition, [Morton'slcarload discounts and its other 
quantity discounts should not be treated alike.. The 
argument ·is. that there is. an obvious savings to a seller VJ hOe 
delivers goods in carload lots. Assuming that to be true, 
that fact would not tend to disprove injury to the merchant 
compelled to pay the less than carload price. For a 10 
cents carloaddiffe~ential against a merchant would injure 
him competitively just as much as a 10 cents differential 
und{!r any other name .... Sucn discounts, like all others, 
can be justified bya seller who proves that the full amount 
of the di~count is based on his actual savings in cost. The 
trouble with this phase of [Morton's)' case is that it has thus 
far failed to make such proof. 41 

In fact, Morton had not sought to prove, nor did it otherwise rely, on the obvious 

savings on goods delivered in carload lots. Instead it had argued that its sales at $l. 60 

were too limited to cause compet~tive injury. The Court's specific response to this istq 

note that: 

in enacting the Robinson-Patman Act, Congress was 
especially concemedwith protecting small businesses 
unable to buy in quantities, such as the merchants here who 
purchased in less than carload lots .... Since' there was 
evidence to show. that the less than carload purchasers 

. 41 BC v. Morton Salt Co., 344U.S. 37, 47-48(1948). 
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might have been handicapped in competing with the more 
favored carload purchasers ... , the Commission was 
justified in 'fmding that competition might have thereby 
been substantially lessened .... 42 

The stateI!1ent seems clearly to imply that only straight-car buyers s~ured the-CL price., 

There also is a footnote reference to Morton's analysis of its LCL shipments. This was' 

rejecte· of hand:, 

It app~ars that the figures relate only to a single one year 
period and was obtained by lumping together statistics on 
respondent's sales of table saltalorig with. t~c;>s_y_on sales of 
its, other products, such as salt tablets",'coarse rock, salt" and 
salt soda.. Since this proceeding is concerned only with 
discounts on table salt, these figures are of dubious value. 
Furthermore, they were limited to' sales in respondents 
ChiGago area whereas [Morton] carried on a nation-wide 
business.43 ' ' . 

No mention is made of the fact that the analysis covered Chicago billings which 

represented 70 percent of"Morton' s total sales" that there was testimony of Morton's 

officials that the inclusion ,of' Western territory would not have altered the general 

picture, and that the figures indicated that LCL shipments amounted to about .1 percent 

of its total shipments of BL. 44 

One cannot help but feel that it was by ignoring the facts and thus by redefIiling 

the price relationship at issue that the FI'Cand the Court were able to conclude that the 

42 Id. at 49. 

43 Id. at 48. 

44 There was a dissent which deals almost entirely with whether the standard of competitive 
injury is whether a price difference "may probably" injure competition or "may possibly" injure . 
competition (which the majority had adopted). What this distinction would mean in practice is not 
clear. Under either standard the minority found the CULCL differential legal, because $1.50 was 
charged to all buyers whose orders moved in carloads. 
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$1.60 price injured competition and was therefore illegal because Morton did not cost 

justify it. Perhaps this was done to satisfy what was often said to be an aim of the' Act: 

to prevent unjustified price differences favoring large buyers. No doubt buyers who 

ordered straight cars were larger than buyers whose orders were typically shipped in pool-

cars. Or perhaps this was done to establish what might be taken as a more a general' 

point: if buyers of straight cars secured a discount of about 6 percent (.10/1.60) from 

,':' the price charged buyers of smaller quantities, this would provide the sort of advantage 

, sufficient in magnitude to meet the 'competitive injury-standard, and so would be illegal it, 

unless cost justified. (It ,might also have been believed that this point could be made at 

little cost, since if the surcharge was made illegal, probably the worst that could happen 

, would be the elimination of LCL shipments by Morton, which would injure buyers only 

slightly, since so little trade was involved.) Nonetheless, if we take what the facts 

actually showed, or a roughly comparable situation and assume that the facts would be 

similarly treated, then theupshot of the FTC's and the Courts's opinions was to make 

illegal any systematic price difference charged to competing buyers unless the difference 

is cost justified by the seller. 4s The injury standard would impose no hurdle to be met 

-'}:"'before a price' difference could' be challenged as discriminatory. When this is coupled "_. 

";with the absence, of any apparent consideration by the FTC or the Court (judging from' 

- 4S The Actalso contains a "meeting competition" defense. Mortondid not rely on this to justify 
the CULCL differential on :aL.The defensepenriits.a seller to charge a lower price to particular 
buyers to meet a lower price offered by a competitor. If the Act is to deter price discrimination, 
systematic and persistent price differences could not be defended oil this basis, since sellers could 

,}:liscriminate and justify this by each claiming that it was meeting the price of a competitor. The 
defense would be thought applicable only to short .. term, unsystematic price differences unrelated .to 
price discrimination that the Act seemed designed to deter. Morton and International relied in part on 
this effort to justify the $50,000 annual-volume discount, but the defense was rejected. This will be 
discussed when the annual discount is considered in detail. 
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the conduct of the trial and the opinions) whether market conditions conducive to price 

discrimination existed, or whether the surcharge might have related to a sensible scheme 

of price discrimination, and given also the absence of any independent consideration of 

costs ,by the FfC, then· any systematic price difference, even in a competiti~e industry 

in which price discrimination would not be possible, would be illegal unless costjustifi,ed 

by the seller. How easily cost 'differences might be established is suggested later in 

considering how Morton and International fared in their efforts to justify their annual 

discounts· and. by considering, as is done in the last chapte~o{ this study, the competitive 

struCti.;re of the industries· in which the FfC has obtained orders, resolving charges raised . 

under the Robinson-}'atman Act. 

g. Price Discrimination And The $1.50/$1.60 Differential 

It is clear that on other than blanket items Morton's net at a given destination was 

the same on CL'and L<";L shipments. The difference in the delivered price equalled the 

difference in freight costs. If discrimination occurred according to method of shipment 

(perhaps reflecting something . about the greater urgency of demand on LCL) , it is 

reasonable to suppose that discrimination would have occurred on these items as well as 

on blanket items. It is also clear that the costs of shipping blanket items LCL were 

higher than when shipped in carloads. Given the available evidence, it cannot be said 

with certainty that the. 10 cents surcharge just covered the difference in Morton's average 

costs, although what evidence I could gather suggests that this was so. 
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Morton itself provided buyers the options to avoid the surcharge by purchasing 

in straight and pool cars. OvelWhelmingly buyers chose the options because any increase 

in costs this entailed (which would be thought primarily an increase in inventory cost, 

since for example orders·for inclusion in pool cars could be placed only when pool cars 

were being organized, whereas LCL orders coulq be placed at any time) was less than 

the surcharge on orders shipped LCL. Each buyer would not order BL in such quantities 

that he would always have inventory to meet every request, and there were occasions 

when LCL orders were placed. Suppose Morton had raised its LCL price relative to its ... 
,'. 

CL price by more than t~e cost difference that such orders entailed. This would induce 

buyers to increase their inventory acquired at the CL price (given what would now be· 

the relatively higher cost of meeting shortfalls through orders shipped LCL), it would 

encourage additional sales from these larger stocks to buyers whose inventory was 

depleted and who otherwise WOUld. have purchased LCL from Morton, and it would 

encourage buyers located outside of one area and who purchased at the CL price to resell 

to buyers located in another who would otherwise have placed an LCL order with 

Morton. The option to purchase in pool and straight cars at the CL price through which 

.. buyers themselves and resellers could accommodate' the LCL demand would obviously""';~: 

limit the extent to which Morton's CL and LCL prices could differ . 

. If Morton's CL . customers could supply the LCL demand at the same cost as 

Morton, then Morton's' CL/LCL differential could not have exceeded the difference in· 

its costs of supplying CL and· LCL buyers. There would be no injury to buyers or 

discriminatory gain to Morton. Nevertheless, because Morton supplied part of the LCL 
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demand, it presumably supplied these buyers more cheaply· than could others. How 

much more cheaply is not known, although one would not think by a great deal (because 

Morton would have to incur many of the same costs as others and there is little reason 

to believe that it could ·have assumed them much more cheaply): To these buyers,' 

Morton's surcharge could have exceeded the. ad~itional cost of its LCL shipments, so 

some LCL purchases could have been deterred that would otherwise have been made, 

and there is an injury from this. But the discrimination against Morton's LCL customers 

would have been only a portion of the sur~harge givetir-tliaC()rders shipped LCL cost 

more than orders in carloads. Let it have been as high as 20 percent. Then the annual . 

discriminatory gain to Morton on the 1969 cases of BL shipped LCL on Chicago billings 

would have been on the order of $39. The amount hardly seems worth challenging, or 

defending for that matter. 46 

The Record in Morton (and in International)· covered several thousand pages of 

testimony largely devoted to the question of "injury to competition". Injury waS 

established by asking a wholesaler whether he would be better off if he could have 

purchased Morton's salt cheaper than what he in fact paid, assuming all else remained 

the same. The answer was obvious and the questioning seemed pointless. A sufficient 

number of buyers were asked the same question until "proof' of competitive injury was 

46 In addition, while the LCL price set by Morton could have exceeded the higher .cost directly 
associated with these sales, it could be that a reduction in the LCL price to just equal the difference in 
the average costs of shipping CL and LCL might diminish the demand for pool cars and cause the 
overall cost of their assembly to rise. The loss associated with this could have exceeded the gain from 
the additional sales at a lower LCL price. This would b~ a cost of supplying LCL buyers, although 
this would certainly have been difficult for Morton to show. Overall, the Record suggests that Morton 
made LCL shipments in a few instances when the buyer's cost of obtaining BL primarily from other 
wholesalers exceeded 10 cents per case (which on average probably approximated Morton's higher cost 
of making such shipments). 
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established. In a move for judicial economy, the Supreme Court eliminated this burden. 

Henceforth, it would be enough for the FTC to show that a price difference existed 

among competing resellers that could possibly influence a resale price, and from this the 

requisite injury could be inferred. 

The order required Morton to charge the same price of BL to all competing.' 

wholesalers (includmg the retail chains). This required the elimination of the 10 cents 

--surcharge on BL and on other blanket items shipped LCL. To raise the price to buyers 
.,..... .. _ o. _,,_. 

whose orders moved in carloads would have reduced Morton's net receipts. Lowering 
'.>' 

its LCL price to equal th~ CL price would also have lowered its net receipts and would 

probably have resulted in the cost of such sales exceeding the receipts from them. 

Lowering the LCL price would also have encouraged additional orders to be shipped 

LCL, and this may have imposed other costs on Morton. What Morton did was perhaps 

obvious. It subsequently refused to accept LCL orders, confining all future shipments 

to movements in carloads at the CL price. 47 Buyers who previously purchased LCL 

from Morton were undoubtedly made worse off by this, although one cannot believe by 

a very great deal. Nevertheless, those who the FTC might have wished to help by its 

actions were actually injured .. 

. / 

47 That Morton behaved in this way is supported by statements in future scal~s that no discounts 
of any type exist, that its prices were to apply only on orders moving in carloads at CL freight rates; 
and by statements of counsel for the PrC that LCL shipments were discontinued sUbsequent'"to the 
order. See Morton scales contained in Record, 4320-3-3-2-4. 
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IV. TH CAROAD DISCOUNT ON OTHER THAN BL SALT

a. Introduction

At about the time of the FTC's complaits agaist Morton and International,

many of the salt companes published scales contag a discount! grted to straght-car

buyers from the prices charged for the same items to each paricipant in a pool car.

Since pool and strght cars both moved at CL freight rates, any cost justifcation of this
...~ .

discount must relate to factors other than freight costs. As discussed before, there was

no straight car discount on BL: al such orders whether shipped in straght or pool cars

were priced the same from at least 1936 (the earliest date of observation) to the end of

the FTC's case and beyond.

The difficulty in discussing this discount (which was caled a carload discount)

is that the practices of the producers differed from what their published scales sometimes

stated, and there is a good dea of evidence to suggest that the efforts of the producers

to establish the discount in the varous terrtories faied, in most cases alost

immediately afer the discount was published. What typicaly occurred is that the

discount published to apply only to straght cars was extended to orders in pool cars,

providing in some cases that the orders in pool cars met cert rninum purchase

requirements (usually 5 tons, or 2 tons of salt). Extensions of the discount to orders in

pool cars were not tempora reductions from published list but were the typical practice

throughout viraly the whole of the time covered by the FTC's investigations. Ths

The published discount applied onsaIt in packages to a straight-car buyer who required a
single invoice.
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pricing practice is consistent with Morton's pricing of BL, except that Morton never 

imposed a minimum purchase requirement on BL. 

Indeed, one difficulty the .FTC had was that before the complaint was issued and 

continuing after it, Morton had extended the straight car discount to orders in pool cars. 2 
-

. -

So what the FrC challenged in its case against Mo.rton did not exist in practice, and this· 

was confrrnied by the testlniony and invoices that the FTC presented to support its case. 

In its case against International, what the FrC challenged was a relatively minor discount 

that remained after a brief but unsuccessful attempt to establish a straight-car discount . 

. This challenge is also dis~ussed in this Chapter. 

h. Evidence Of The Discount Before ·1936 

I was unable to uncover much evidence about the carload discount prior to the 

FrC's investigations. Price scales existing during the NRA and before it are no longer 

available, and there is virtually no mention of the discount in the NRA's records. That 

there had often been some discount· in the published scales seems clear. It appears, 

however, that as a general rule it was not restricted to straight cars. Instead,much as 

during the period covered by the FfC's investigations, the discount was extended to 

orders in ppol cars. Peterkin, Jr. refers to this in his testimony in Morton. He states 

The published discount applied on packaged salt, so a straight car of table salt .alone or of table 
salt mixed with other items. of packaged sah.(for example, 100 lb. bags) would secure the discount 
applicable to each item. . Suppose a wholesaler ordered a straight car containing BL and other table 
salt. The BL would be priced at $1.50 per case and the other items would secure the discount 
applicable to each~ Suppose the wholesaler placed an order containing BL and other table salt for. 
inclusion in a pool car. The BL would be priced·at·$1.50 per case but the discount would not apply to 
the other salt. The extension of the discount to pool car orders resulted in extending the· straight car 
price to the other items, so orders in either straight or pool cars were priced the same. 
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that Morton "always had a discount ona carload of salt, salt moving ina carload." 3 

His statement appears in the context of a discussion that 'Morton granted the discount on 

orders in pool cars; and since a pool car always involved "salt moving in a carload", it 

seems clear that at least from Peterkin's perspective Morton's practice was not of recent' 

origin. Similarly, a letter in the NRA files from F.J. Venning, President of The Union 

Salt ,Co., indicates 'that the discount had in the past almost always been extended to 

include orders in pool cars: . ~.- .. ---. 
The inevitable result [of competition] has been in the sale 
of pool cars with Salt for several in the same carload at the 
same prices F.O.B. car as carload [straight-car] prices, 
which has been the practice for about 18 of the last 20 
years, and the exception was a comparatively short period 
of 2 years or less, when we attempt~ to obtain 3 cents per 
1001bs .... in pool cars above the straight carload prices, 
but so unsuccessfully we were compelled to discontinue 
it. 4 

Just prior to November 1935, the straight-car discount published (but apparently 

not in practice applied) by Morton and I believe by the other producers was 5 percent 

of the pool-car price of each item of salt. 

On November 22, 1935, Morton issued Bulletin No. 900 to its sales force. This 

bulletin changed the expression of the discount from a percentage reduction from the 

pool-car price to a specific amount of money per item of salt: ' 

Our present' method of figUring discounts on a percentage 
basis . [of 5 percent], either on the works net or on the 
delivered 'price [for blanket items], has brought forth many 

Record, 4319-2-1, at 269. 

Letter from Frank J. Venning, President, The Union Salt Co., to Frank Morse, Secretary, Salt 
Producers Association, March 19, 1934, contained in Consolidated File, supra note 
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misunderstandings as to the proper amount to be allowed. 
In order· to simplify and make a unifonn discount we will 
establish what is known as a 'unit' discount, which is a 
specified amount per package. The amount of this discount 
will be approximately the same as a 5 percent discount. ... 5 

There is attached to Bulletin 900 a list of common salt packages and the unit discount 

granted for each. (I have appended this list as AppendixBof this study). The original 

list makes no reference to BL, and this is consistent with the absence of any straight-car 

discount for this salt. On cases of 24 2 lb. rounds and on 36 1-112 lb. squares (common 

items handled by grocery wholesalers) the unit was 5 cenis~per-case, which in each case 

appro~ated 5 percerit of the pool-car price. That the units continued a discount 

previously expressed in percentage tenns is confmned by Peterkin'stestimony: 

Q. This unit discount of approXiffiately 5 percent --that 
came about apparently recently, did it not? ' 

A. No, the application of the discount in a unit fonn came 
about comparatively recently -- and the origination of the 
idea of applying it as a unit [was] to make the discount a 
fIXed amount and not have to continually figure out what it 
would· amount to if it were a percentage discouilt. It was 
merely a simplification of accounting practices. 6 

How or why this simplified accounting practice is not clear, since it would not seem 

easier to deduct units o,fmoney per item ordered than to deduct 5 percent of the amount 

due. But this need not concern us here. 

In his testimony,Peterkin~ Jr~·· referred to ,the· discount:;units as "arbitrary" 

amounts and this was Qnfortunate,. for this was later used by the FTC to mean that they 

Record, 4319-4-3-2, at 271. 

Id. at 197-98 .. 
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were arbitrary discriminations, whereas it is clear that Peterkin meant that the units, 

being flxed amounts of money, resulted in different percentage discounts depending on 

variations in the market prices of salt, which were common after the demis~ of the 

~ -

NRA; 7 and that the units· as originally set up did not correspond exactly to 5 percent of . 

the pool car price for each item. 

Bulletin 900' was circulated among the salt· companies much as were all price 

announcements during the NRA and I believe was adopted by· them· all as the common, 
• r-.- .. ---. 

published expression of the tenns and magnitude of the straight -car discount. The' , 
".,°f 

discount as so published ,incurred no subsequent modifications throughout the period of 

the FTC's investigations. What came to differ from the terms expressed in Bulletin 900 ' 

were the purchase requirements that in practice were imposed' to secure the discount. 

These requirements differed greatly from what appeared in Bulletin 900. In what 

follows, I discuss what the price scales collected during the FI'C's investigations reveal 

about the discount. These scales begin in 1936, after Bulletin 900 had· been circulated 

and adopted by the producers. What other evidence I could gather on the fInns' 

practices is also presented, turning flrst to International and pricing in New York 

territory. 

New York Territory: 

Just after passage of the Robin son-Patman Act and arising from uncertainty about 

the legality of their practices, International and the other New York producers 

discontinued all discounts. They subsequently readopted those discounts or modifications_ . 

., There are many examples of sales, below list in the Records of the FTC's cases against 
Morton, International and the Salt Producers Association. 
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of them that at least from International's perspective were cost justified or necessary to 

meet discounts offered by competitors. 8 The Robinson-Patman Act was passed in June 

1936 and in September of that year International. adopted (or' perhaps readopted) 

Morton' s straight-car discount as reflected in Bulletin 900. International justified this / 

before the FTC on the ground that its receipt in the nonnal course of business of Bulletin 

900 which Morton had not rescinded after passage of the Robinson-Patman Act, indicated 

clearly and with certainty a disc0tlnt offered by a competitor, and so its adoption by 

Intemat~onal was nece~sary to meet competition. I bate -it good bit of fiction in 

International's claim, for it was still the typical practice fOF the producers in any outside 

territory to adopt as therr published prices those of the producers within any territory, 

as during the NRA. Morton's Bulletin 900 did not actu~y apply to its shipments into 

New York territory, but only to those within the territories in which it produced salt. 

In fact, Morton had discont~ued its discounts on shipments into New York territory 

when' International and the other New York producers eliminated their discounts after 

passage of the Robinson-Patman Act. Shortly after the carload discount was 

reestablished and announced by the N~w York producers, it was adopted by Morton on 

its shipments of other than BL into New York territory.9 

At any rate, International, in September of 1936, adopted th~ discount contained 

in Morto~ ~ sBulletin 900.· The discount when frrstpublishedwas to apply to straight cars 

Record, 4307-2-3, at 271?~2822. 

9 The discount that soon evolved in New York territory qiffered from that in Bulletin 900. This 
discount was then adopted by Morton on its shipments there. See Morton's instructions to its salesmen, 
Record, 1-1/4319-1, Commission Exhibit 2q. 
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only. Items shipped in pool cars were to be priced one discount unit higher than those 

in straight cars. The discount fITst appears in International's scale of September 15, 1936. 

It "is there noted that: "the unit discounts listed below will be allowed on carload sales 

to one buyer from our price list No. 1244 (September 15, 1936)." 10 The prices listed 

in scale No. 1244 applied to orders in pool cars. 

When International discontinued its discounts just after passage of the Robinson-

Patman ,Act, its prices were the same on orders shipped in either pool or straight cars . 
. ~ ... -"-. 

" The pric~structure adopted in September changed this. The ch,ange. was accomplished 

by r~.stricting the prices" previously charged on all orders to straight cars only, and by 

raising the prices for orders in pool cars by one discount unit. For example, the price " 

of Sterling (International '5 major brand of table salt) before September 15 was $1.08 per 

case to buyers in either straight or pool cars. After September 15, $1.08 per case was 

{charged on orders in straight cars, and $1.13 per case was charged on orders in pool cars. 

However, whether this change persisted for other than the briefest moment is doubtful. 

J.L. Ryon, International's Sales Manager, who was largely responsible for the 

frrm's pricing policies, referred to problems that International encountered just after its 

prices" for orders in pool cars were raised: 

10 

" " " 

I ::\vill just make a statement describing the policy of our 
company, which has always been to work in the direction 
of establishing a carload of salt with an allowable 22 112 
tons minimum weight to get the carload rate of freight as 
the unit of sale, with any smaller sales carrying some 
premium. This principle was put into our pricing policy 
some years ago [referring here" to September 1936], but due 
to the fact that competitors' salesmen and our own, in some 

Record 1~1/4307-1, Commission Exhibit 155B. 
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instances, broke down the practice ~y appointing alternate 
buyers to receive the billing of the carload and thereby earn 
the full unit discount, guaranteeing to collect the accounts 
for the smaller participants in the car and giving the 
smaller buyers the benefit of the carload price, we were 
forced to recognize this competition. We, therefore, 
established the limits of 5 tons and/or 100 cases on which 
we would grant the discount. 11 

Ip effec.t, sometime after September 15, the. 'p~~lished price for orders in straight 

cars' was extended to orders in pool cars, providing that at least 5 tonsllOO cases was 

ordered. In tenns of Sterling, $1.08 per case was charged on orders of 100 cases or 

more; and $1.13 per case was charged on orders under 100 'cases~ A straight·drr 

composed of Sterling would have contained over 800 cases. I will later preseIit evidence 

suggesting that virtually. all of International's orders from wholesalers exceeded 5 - . 

tonsIl OO~ cases. This change in International's policy shows uP' in its scale of December 

20, 1937. It is there stated: 

"The discounts listed below will be allowed from our price 
list No. 1258 on lots of not less than 100 cases of Table Salt 
in c~oris or cans, or on lots of not less than 5 tons of 
miscellaneous items. 12 

In response to a query . whether it was necessary in order to secure the listed 

prices and discounts that the salt be shipped in carloads, Ryon stated: "Absolutely, in 

every instance that applies. tl13 The original straight-car discount (or the extension of 

II Record, 4307-4-3-2, at 152. The discount was granted on orders of at least 5 tons of 
miscellaneous items of packaged salt or 100 cases of table saIt. 

12 Record, 1-114307-1, Commission Exhibit 158B. 

13 Record, 4307-43-2, at 153. 
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it to orders over 5 tons/l00cases) had nothingto do with a distinction between CL and 

LCL shipments (as in the case of the $1.50/$1.60 differential on BL). 

The December 20 revision appeared about 15 months after the straight-car 

discount was published (or republished) in September1936. But it is dou~tful that it took 

anywhere near this long for the discount to be e~tended to pool cars. For exampl~;'.,. 

Diamond Crystal (a Michigan producer) published a scale applicable to sales in New 

York territory effective June 15, 1937 indicating that the discount was applied to orde~s 
. ,......- .. ---. 

over 5 tonslIOO cases. 14 . In fact, Ryon testified that in practice International never had . 

a discount on. straight car~ only afterthe Robinson-Patman Act was passed: 

Q. Do you, in fact, or have you, at any time since June 
19, 1936 had a special discount to any person who 
purchases a freight carload of your salt? 

A. No. ls 

As to when the straight-car discount was extended to orders over 5 tonsllOO cases, Ryon 

testified that this occurred in the Fall of 1936 (which is when the straight-car discount 

was itself published). He went on to note: 

14 

15 

It might be worthwhile to consider that prior to the time we 
put in . . . the discount on purchases of 100 cases or more, 
we had a price of $1.08. a case on Sterling in any quantity, 
and then, when we decided to limit our sales to 100 cases, 
at the going price, we altered our price list and we put a 
premium on sales for less than 100 cases. Our Donnal 
price of $1. 08 still maintained on sales of 100 cases or 

Record, 114319-4. 

Record, 4307-2-3, at 2842-43. 
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more,and in less than 100 case lots, we charged the higher 
price [of $1.13]. That is actually what was done. 16 

Ryan's testimony is corroborated by invoices issued by International on sales made in 

New York territory well before December, 1937 and which indicate that the st~ght-car 
~ . 

price applied to orders down to 5 tons/lOO cases. The testimony and other evidence. 

indicate that. the straight-car discount publishooiD. late 1936 was in practice extended .. 

more or less immediately to pool-car ordrrs exceeding 5 tons/lOO cases. 

It was not possible to discover' whether International's attempt in late '1936 to ..... - . -.-. 

restrict. the discount to straight cars and to ·raise· price ·on smaller orders. (by one discount 

unit) represented an attempt to return to a price relationship that existed· before the 

Robinson-Patman Act, or during the NRA. But a~. any rate, the price increase was not - . 

sustained, and the pricing structure that appeared, in which the straight-car price was 

applied to orders over 5 tons/ 1 00 cases and a surcharge of one discount unit was applied 

to orders below these amounts, remained in effect until 1948, when International, in 

response to the Supreme Court's opinion in Morton, abolished the surcharge on the 

smaller orders. 17 There were thus a good many years during which a straight-car 

discount might have been sought or established, but such· efforts either by International 

or the other New York producers never emerg~; and although there were many 

instances uncovered in the FfC' s investigations (far too many to enumerate here) during 

16 Record, 4307-2-4, at 3030-31. In warehouse towns, the same purchase requirements were 
imposed. 

17 In 1939, International considered but did not adopt a price structure in which one discount unit 
would be granted on straight cars and one~half unit on pool-car orders over 5 tons. No discount was to 
apply to orders under 5 tons. Some minor changes did occur in the defmition of what items constituted 
cases (and thus what items counted toward the 100 case minimum). These changes might be described 
as a slight liberalization of policy. . 
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which the prices of table salt in New York territory fell from published list, at times 

substantially and apparently from the competitive activities of the producers, the 

'Surcharge imposed on orders under 5 tons/lOa cases remained intact. 

One change of substance occurred in August 1941, when International imposed a 

minimum order of 2 tons: Orders for less than this amount were no longer accepted for 

shipment. 18 The unit surcharge then applied on orders under 5 tons/lOa cases down to 

''!: the 2-ton minimum. In tenns of Sterling salt 'packed 361-l/21b cartons to the case, , the 

2 ton minimum was reached with 74 cases. 

The changes in In,ternational' s pricing were adopted on approximately the same 

dates by Worcester Salt Co. and Watkins Salt Company (the two other New York 

producers) and by all other flnns shipping into New York territory19 and were similarly 

continued by them until the Supreme Court reached its decision in Morton in 1948. 

To sum up, beginning probably in late 1936 andco~tinuing until 1948 (well before 

and after the FTC's complaint against International in 1940), ,the discount originally 

published to apply to straight cars was inpntctice extended by International to pool-car 

orders over 5 tonsl100 cases. A surcharge equal ~o one discount unit was imposed on 

18 Record, 4320-4-2-3, at 714. 

19 The scales reflecting New York pricing are: Diamond Crystal, September 16, 1936 (Record, 
4319-4-3-2); Hardy, January 15, 1937 (Record, 4319-4-3-3); Diamond Crystal, June 15, 1937 (Record 
114319-1); International, September 15, 1936; June 15, 1937; December 20, 1937; January 15, 1940; April 

;1 15, 1942 (Record, 1-1/4307-1); Watkins, September 15, 1941; May 15, 1943 (Record, 4320-4-2-3); 
Worcester, September 2, 1941; March 18, 1942; May 15, 1943 (Record, 4320-4-2-3); International, .May 
15. 1943; May IS, 1944 (Record, 4320-4-2-3); Morton, August 28, 1941 (Record 1-114319-1); Watkins; 
September 10, 1946; June 21, 1947 (Record, 4320-3-3-2-5); Set of scales and bulletins of International 
covering the period 1943-1948 contained in Record, 4320-4-2-10, 11, 12, 13, 14. 
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orders below these amounts. From late 1936 to mid-1941, no minimum-order existed. 

FroIll mid-1941 until 1948, International required a minimum order of 2 tons. 

Louisiana Territory: Whether the carload discount was announced in Louisiana 

territory in late 1935 (with the .circulation of Morton's Bulletin 900) is not known. One 

reference indicates that the discount described in Bulletin 900 arid applying to straight 

cars. had. been published in Louisiana territory sometime before August 1936. The 

reference is to a bulletin of Diamond Crystal's to its sales force OR pricing in Louisiana 

territory indicting that this discount was to be discontinu~: -0-

Effective August 15, 1936 we will discontinue allowing any 
unit discount to the resale trade throughout theentiie 

,Louisiana field. Scale prices for the Louisiana field will 
henceforth be net. 20 

The bplletin specifically meant that prices previously pUblished as applicable to straight 

cars only were to be charged on orders in pool cars. When the bulletin was issued, there 

was no corresponding change in the scale prices from which "net" prices were derived. 

Most evidence concerning pricing in Louisiana territory begins later in 1936, and by then 

it is clear that there existed no discount applicable in practice to· straight cars only. In 

fact, from late 1936 until at least 1948, straight and pool cars were priced the same. 

This is reflected in scales issued by Morton, International, Diamond Crystal, Jefferson 

Island, Myles, Ohio, Colonial, Carey, Barton and Hardy during the period 1936-1941; and 

after 1941 by the scales of Jefferson Island, International and by the other producers in 

20 Record, 4319-4-3-2, at 427. 
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instructions to salesmen on pricing in. Louisiana territory. 21 These scales and 

instructions variously indicate that all orders were to b~ priced "net" whether in straight 

or pool cars (the expression itself giVingSOffiy indication that a carload disc<?unt had 

. previously existed or at least been attempted) or they simply indicate that orders were not 

subject to a carload discount. In the latter case~, the fInns' scales contain the· same· 

prices for orders in st~ght and pool cars and these prices were equal to the II net" prices 

in the fonner cases. No minimum order was imposed in Louisiana territory until 1944 . 
• r-.. - .. ----. 

In May of that year, 'International fIrst ,announced that· it would not accept orders unddr 
.'. 

2 tons. 22 I believe this minimum was adopted by all suppliers. In 1947, International 

published a scale containing a surcharge of one discount unit for orders under 5 tons/lOO 

cases down to the 2-ton minimum. But this change seems to have lasted for less than a 

month, after which International reverted to its previous practice, in which the same price 

was charged on any order down to the 2-ton minimum. International's instructions to 

its salesmen reflect .. this change: 

21 The scales and bulletins reflecting Louisiana pricing are as follows. For the period 1936.,;1941: 
Hardy, July 1,1937 (Record, 4319-4-3-3-3); Carey, July 1, 1937 (Record, 4319-4-3-3); Barton, June 25, 

·'.1936 (Record, 4319-4-3-3); Diamond Crystal, July 1;1937 (Record, 1/4319-4); Morton, June 25, 1936 
(Record, 1-114319-1); International, June 25, 1936; July I, 1937; March 28, 1938; ¥ay 20, 1939 (Record, 
1-114307-1); Colonial, Nov. 20, 1937 (Record, 4307-4-3-6); Colonial, March 25, 1939 (Record, .,. 
4307-4-3-6); Ohio, June 20, 1939 (Record, .4307-4-3-6); Myles, October 27, 1938 (Record,· 4307-4-3-6):;· 
Diamond Crystal, August 15, 1936 (Record~ 4319-4-3-1); Diamond Crystal, September 15, 1936 (Record, 
4319-4-3-2); Diamond Crystal~ August 12, 1937 (Record, 4319-4-3-2); Jefferson Island, July 1,1937 
(Record, 4319-4-3-3); International, March 28, 1939 (Record, 4307-4-3-4); Avery, March 28, 1939 
(Record, 4307-4-3-4); Avery, June 25, 1936; July I, 1937; March 28, 1938 (Record, 1-114307-1). For the 
period after 1941: Morton, August 28, 1941 (Record, 4320-4-2-1); Mulkey , August ·28, 1941 (Record, 
4320-2-1); Avery, October 6, 1941; May 15, 1943; May 15, 1944 (Record,4320-4-2-3); Jefferson Island, 
July I, 1942 (Record.4320, 4-2-2~2); Avery, June 15, 1947 (Record, 4307-4-5). International's sc~les 
and bulletins from 1943~1948 (and beyond)are contained in Record, 4320-4-2-10,11,12,13,14 .. 

See Avery List No.3, May 15, 1944 (Record, 4320-4-2-3). 
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[I]n view of the competitive conditions found to exist ... , 
temporarily disregard the 2-ton column [which reflected the 
surcharge]. Quote from 5-ton column only with minimum 
order at this price being two tons. 23 

No attempt was later made to impose the surcharge on orders unde~r 5 tonsl100 cases. 

In August 1948, the minimum order was·raised from 2 tons to 5 tonsl100 cases, and this. 

ch~ge was also . adopted by· . all suppliers.·.,· 

To sum up, no straight-car discount existed in Louisiana territory from mid-1936 

until at least 1948. This is reflected in the scales of all suppliers and in the testimony 
, . ~.- . -"-. 

of the many wholesalers located in Louisiana territory who were called as witnesses· by 

the .FfC in its cases against Morton and International. Of all who testified, and of all 

invoices submitted as evidence of pricing in Louisiana territory, not one indicat~. that - . 
r . 

straight and pool cars were priced differently. 

Ohio and Kansas Territories: Whether the Ohio and Kansas producers had 

attempted, as had those in New York and apparently Louisiana, to establish a straight-car 

discount sometime before or during 1936 could not be discovered from the available 

evidence. I recall the statement of Mr. Venning of The Union Salt Co. ~ which produced 

salt in Ohio,. suggesting that historically all such efforts had failed. At any rate, from 

. mid-1936 (when the evidence begins) until mid-1941, prices in Ohio territory were the 

sall1e for orders in pool and straight cars, subject (until sometime in 1939) to a one-ton 

minimum order, and subsequently (until August 1941) to a 2~ton minimum.24 In Kansas 

See Avery List No.5, Bulletin of June 15, 1947 (Record, 4320-4-2-10). 

24 See International. April 19, 1937 (Record. 4307-4-3-5); Morton. July 1. 1936 (Record. 
1-2/4319-1); Morton, June 5, 1938 (Record, 4307-4-3-5); Colonial, Februaty 25. 1938 (Record, 

(continued ... ) 
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territory from mid-1936 until mid-1941, straight and poot' cars were.priced the same. No 

minimum order was imposed. 25 

In August 1941, the Ohio producers published new scales that contained a unit 

discount to be granted only on straight cars. 26 But shortly t~ereafter, supplements to . 

these scales and bulletins to salesmen appear that ~xtended the discount to orders in poo~· .. 

cars, subject to a 2-ton minimum order.27 Scales reissued by Colonial Salt Co. in 

August 1942 and by Ohio Salt Co. in Novemb~r 1942, reflect this extension. 28 Therr . ~.~ .. -.-. 

is no evidence· (up until 1948) of other efforts to restrict the discount to straight cars. 

There is substantial evid~nce from International's pricing for shipments into Ohio, West 

24( ••• continued) 
4307-4-3-6); Union, August U, 1937 (Record, 4307-4-3-6); Diamond Crystal, July 1, 1936 (Record, 
4319-4-3-1); Mulkey, July I, 1936 (Record 4319-4~3-I); Diamond Crystal, April 19, 1937 (Record, 
114319-4); Ohio Salt Co., Aprl119, 1937 (Record, 4319-4-3~2); Colonial, April 19, 1937 (Record, 
4319-4-3-2). Stratford of Morton testified that in Ohio territory net prices applied on pool and straight 
cars. See Record, 4319-2-3, at 2280. International's scale states: "On shipments of evaporated salt, 
quote net delivered price in straight carloads and pool car lots. The carload discount allowed to all 
buyers of evaporated salt in straight carloads and pool car lots .when moving by rail at the carload 
rate." All other scales give similar instructions except those of Ohio Salt Co. which quote net prices 
only and do not list unit discounts. 

25 See International, February 18, 1938 (Record, 4307-4-3-41); Diamond Crystal, April 22, 1937 
(Record, 4319-4-3-2); Carey ,March 22, 1937 (Record, 4319-4-3-3); Barton, March 22, 1937 (Record, 
4319-4-3-.3); Barton, February 10, 1938 (Retord, 4319-4-3-6); Morton, February 18, 1938 (Record, 
4307-4-3-5); Morton, March 22, 1937 (Record, 1-2/4319-1). 

26 Union, August 18, 1941 (Record, 4320-4-2-1); Ohio Salt Co., August 18, 1941 (Record, 
4320-4-2-2); Colonial, August 18,: 1941 (ReGord, 4320-4-2-2); Hardy, August I; 1941 (Record 4320, 
4-2-2). . . 

rT Ruggles and Rademaker Salt Co. and Mulkey Salt Co., Pricing Supplements for shipments into 
Ohio, Virginia, West Virginia and Kentucky starpoints, August 28, 1941 and September 26, 1941 
(Record, 4320-4-2-1); Morton, Pricing Supplement for shipments into Ohio, Virgiilia, West Virginia 
and Kentucky starpoints, August 28, 1941 (Record, 1-1/4319-1); Diamond Crystal, April 19, 1937 (Record, 
1I4319-4); International, Bulletins and Instructions, 1943-1948 (Record, 4320-4-2-10,1l, 12, 13, 14) .. 

28 Bulletin of Ohio Salt Co., November 4, 1942 (Record, 4320-4-2-2); Colonial, . April I, 1942 
(4320-4-2-2). 
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Virginia, Virginia, Western Pennsylvania and Kentucky (comprising Ohio territory) that 

until 1947 all sellers charged the same prices for orders in straight and pool CarS (subject 

to the 2-too minimum). On July.3, 1947 and continuing for a brief period thereafter, a 

surcharge of ~ne discount urut was imposed 00 orders under 5 tonsl100 cases down to the ~ 

2-toominimum. This resulted in a pricing struc~re identical to what then existed in . 

New York territory.·.The surcharge in Ohio territory (as in New York territory) was 

eliminated in October 1948, after the Supreme Court's decision in Morton. 29 

Subsequently, pool and straight cars were priced the same; but-the minimum order was . 

raised from 2 tons to 5 tonsllOO cases. 

Events in Kansas teiritory took a similar tum. As in Ohio, the Kansas producers 

in August 1941 published new scales that restricted" the carload discount to straight cars 

only. 'Prices for orders in pool cars were raised by one discount unit. But by at least. 

1944 (and probably a good deal before,. although the evidence on this is more limited) and 

continuing to late 1948, the dis~oul1t was extended to orders in pool cars. Whether a 

minimum order was imposed is uncertain, although if it was, it is unlikely to have 

exceeded 2 tons.. 30 Stratford of Morton testified that the discount was granted on pool 

car orders in Kansas territory in 1941. Morton produced in Kansas. The implication of 

Stratford's testimony is that the extension of the discount to pool cars occurred just after 

publication .of the revised scales that had confmed the. discount to straight cars .. 

29 Pricing bulletins and instructions, International Salt Company 1943~1948(Record, 4320-4-2-10, 
11, 12. 13, 14). . 

30 Barton, February 15, 1944 (Record; 4320-2 .. 2-); Barton, June 10, 1946; September 10, 1946, 
February 17, 1947 (Record, 4320-3-3-2-1); International's bulletins and instructions for Avery shipments 
(Record, 4329-4-2-10,11,12,13,14). 
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The Remaining Territories: 

. In the remaining territories--Texas, Michigan and Kansas-Michigan--it is clear that 

the producers had published a discount applicable to straight cars in 1936.31 I~ is a bit 

less clear (particularly for Michigan) that the discount was subsequently extended to pool' 

cars as quickly as this occurred in the other terri~ories, althoughI suspect that it was. 

Morton produced . in 'Michigan and Texas and published prices applicable to 

Kansas-Michigan. In its answer to the FTC's complaint (flIed in 1940) the following 
.r--.. - . ----. 

statement appears: 

With regard to certain products a discount amounting to 
approximately 5 percent of, the list price is allowed to a 
buyer who purchases a carload, and in all cases where such 
discount is allowed to a buyer who purchases a carload, an 
equal discount is allowed to buyers whose individual 
purchases are much less than a carload lot but who 
combine their purchases to forma carload, such carload 
being known in the trade as a pool-car. 32 

This is consistent with testimony of Morton's officials to which I will refer in greater ' 

detail later but briefly note 'here that of Peterkin, Jr. concerning Morton's pricing after 

passage of the Robinson-Patm.an Act up until the time of his testimony in 1942. Peterkin 

31 Texas: ]nt~rnational, March 28,1937 (Record, 4307-4-3-4); Avery, March 28, 1938 (Record, 
4307-4-3-4); Morton, July 3, 1936 (Record, 1-1/4319-1); Diamond Crystal, August 12, 1937 (4319-4-3-2); 
Carey, June 27, 1937 (4319-4-3-3); International, Nov. 14, 1938 (Record, 4307-4-3-5); Morton, March, 
22,]937 (Record, 1-2/4319-1); Banon, March 22, 1937 (Record, 4319-4~3~3); Morlon, August 15; 1941 
(Record, 1-114319-1). Michigan: Morton, June 27, 1936 (Record, 1-2/4319-1); International, June 7, 1937 
(Record, 4307-4-3-4); Diamond Crystal, June 27, 1936 (Record, 4319-4-3-1); Hardy, June 7, 1937 
(Record, 4319-4-3-3); Carey, June 7, 1937 (Record, 4319-4-3-3); Barton, March 22, 1937 (Record, 
4319-4-3-3). ' 

Kansas-Michigan: International, November 14, 1938 (Record, 4307-4-3-4); Morton, November 
14, 1938 (Record, 4307-4-3-5); Diamond Crystal, August 12, 1937 (Record, 4319-4-3-2); Carey, March 
22, 1937 (Record, 4319-4-3-3); Barton, March 22,1937 (Record, 4319-4-3-3); Morton, March 22,·1937 
(Record, 1-2/4319-1). 

Answer of Morton Salt Co. at 2, Record, 4319-1 (filed Oct 10, 1940). 
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indicated that throughout this time the carload discount was granted in all territories on 

orders in pool cars. Stratford, who focused primarily on Morton's pricing after 1941 

testified similarly. Othcr evidence is spotty. There. is a bulletin published by 

International on December 21, 1936 indicating that table salt in pool or straight cars was 

'to be Priced the same throughout Texas. 33 There.is also an. announcement of Morton's 
-. 

made in 1941 that it would meet Louisiana competition on table salt shipped into Texas. 

On their sales in Texas, the Louisiana producers had been charging the same prices on 

pool and straight cars. 34 No minimum order was m;-posed in Texas. Morton's 

announcement was not later withdrawn, although in 1944, a 2-ton minimum order was 

adopted. There are invoices of Morton's and Diamond Crystal's for shipments into 

Kansas-Michigan territory in 1937 and 1938 indicating t~at orders in pool cars were 

priced the same as those in straight cars. 3S Beginning in 1937 and continuing until at 

least 1939, pool car shipments into lower Michigan and Indiana (part of the Michigan 

field) secured the straight-car discount, subject to a 'lO-ton minimum order. 36 But by 

at least 1941 (and probably before if we take Peterkin;s testimony at face value), the 

discount had been extended throughout Michigan territory to pool cars. (subject to what 

was then a 2-ton minimum order). In August 1947, the Michigan producers established· 

33 International, Dec. 21, 1936 (Record, 4307-4-3-4). Texas territory compri.sed the state of 
·'Texas.· - -; 

34 _ Morto~, November 28, 1941 (Record, 1-114319-1). 

35 Morton, invoices conWned in Record 4319-4-3-1 and in Record, 1-114319-1. Diamond Crystal, 
invoices contained in Record, 4319-4-3-2. 

36 International, May 5, 1937; March 15, 1939, State of Indiana (Record, 4307-4-3-4J; Hardy. 
January 7, 1937 (Record, 4319-4-3-3); Carey, January 7, 1937 (Record, 4319-4-3-2); Diamond Crystal, 
January 7, 1937 (Record, 1/4319-4). 
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a surcharge of one discount unit for pool-car orders under 5 tons/100 cases (down to the 

2 ton minimum). This structure was identical to what then existed in the New York and 

Ohio territories.· 37 As in New York and Ohio, the surcharge was eliminated in June 

1948, after the Supreme. Court's decision in Morton. After the Court's decision, the 

- prices that had been applicable to orders down to 5 tons/100cases were temporarily'" 

extended by Morton to orders down to the 2-ton minimum.38 But by October 1948 at 

the latest, the minimum order was raised from 2 tons to 5 tonsIl 00 cases.' Orders below 
. . .......... - .. - ~ - . 

these amounts were no . longer accepted. 39 

None of the discu~sion of pricing in the various territories directly applied to BL. 

But we know that from 1936 until at least 1948, BL was priced the same on orders in _ 

straight or pool cars. No minimum order applied to BL, although Morton did pennit 

purchases of BL to count toward the minimum weight of salt required to secure the 

discount on other items. 

c. The Evidence Elicited During The Trial Against Morton 

During the proceedings against Morton, the fInn's pricing scales were introduced 

-'. by the FTC as evidence that Morton granted a straight-car discount. Morton published'P 

scales for all territories, and those introduced as evidence . were published in 1936 and in 

1941. The scales themselves painted a mixed picture, although in practice the fmn's . 

37 International, August 6, 1947 (Record, 4320-4-2-10). 

38 International, June 29, 1948 (Record, 4320-4-2-11). 

39 International, October 1, 1948 (Record, 4320-4-2-11). 
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pricing did not. Little questioning by the me was directed toward the scales 

themselves, for example, to uncover why a straight car discount was published for some 

territories but not others, or what accounted for the.cbange in the scales published in 

1941 by the Ohio and Kansas producers from those they published in 1936. 'Instead, .~ 

what FTC counsel sought to do was to present the scales, and then, through the· 

ques·tioning ofM~rton.'s~fricials and of wholesalers and chain buyers, prove that Morton 

charged competing buyers .different prices because some of them ordered straight cars. 

(and secured the discount) and others ordered in pool can- (and· thus did not secure the 

discount). As the case pro~ressed, the results must have been a disappointment. 

All of the wholesalers who testified were located in Louisiana territory. It was clear 

beyond doubt, both from the scales themselves and from the wholesalers' testimony (and 

from the invoices submitted as evidence) that a discount applicable only to straight cars 

did not exist on transactions there~ Without exception, all of this evidence indicated that 

orders in strilight and pool cars were priced the same. Similarly, invoices that were 
. . . ' 

~ubmitted as evidence of pricing in other territories (of which there were not a great 

many). indicated that orders in straight and pool cars were priced the same. 

The questioning of Morton's officials also indicated that in all territories orders 

in straight and pool cars were priced the same. This testimony conflicted with certain 

of the published scales,that.reflected a straig~t-car:discount. .~ow.ever,. the tes~imony 

went unchallenged, and I have little doubt that the testimony of. Morton's officials 

represented the firm's practice. 
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When queried by FTC counsel specifically about the carload discount on items 

other than BL, Peterkin, Jr. had this to say: 

A. We grant what we call a unit discount to a participant in 
a carload, and that part~cipant may be purchasing less than 
the required minimum weight of aearload but his ·sa1t moves 

. as part of the carload. 

Q. And [the buyer] receives the unit discount on the 
amount that he purchases? 

A. That is correct.40 
.~ .. -. ---. 

A bit later, the following exchange occurs: 

40 

Q. Do you have customers who purchase less than a 
carload who receive the carload discount? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Will you tell me that class of customers, sir? . 

A. A customer who purchases a quantity of salt less than 
that ordinarily. used to make-up a full car under ICC terms 
of a full carload would receive the carload· discount if the 
salt moves in a carload. 

Q. If the salt was part of a carload of salt, and that would 
apply to custoiners who purchase other· than BL table salt. 

A. Yes. 

Q. Would it apply on ... brands of table salt other than 
[BL]? 

Record, 4319-2-1, at 47. 
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A~ It would not apply on [BL] as you have termed it .... 
[Except for BL] a carload discount of one unit is allowed to 
any purchaser of salt moving in a carload. 41 

Other similar questions ~licited the same response: 

Q. Thep. yap, grant the· approximate 5 percent discount . . 
. [when] a group of customers combine their purchases in 
order to purchase' a carload?" 

A. When a carload of salt moves from· our plant as such, 
that is correct. 

........ - .. ---. 

Q. And do you grant .•. the discount to each and every 
customer that has purchased your products on [this]c(:lrload 
basis?· , 

A. So faras I know that is true. 42 

Later in the proceedings" Stratford testified along similar'lines: 

Q. Is it the policy of ate Morton ,Salt Co. to grant the 
carload discount to a group of purchasers . [who] combine 

. their purchases and purchase on a carload basis? 

A. For all who participate in a pool car, such carload 
discount is granted [and applied] to the items purchased by 
each participant in the car. 

Q. Now, in order that the Record may be very clear on the 
subject, would you explain how a discount on a carload 
basis is effected? 

, A.Our current scales [referring to certain of those issued 
in 1941] show a carload discount, for those who buy a ,full -
carload of salt~ those single buyers [who] buy a full carload 

41 Record, 4319-2-1, at 259. BL was sold net if the order moved in a carload, so no "carload" 
discount applied on BL saIt. The witness'went on to note that "it is not. our practice" to grant a carload 
discount on BL. "That is a net price." Id. ' . 

42 Record, 4319-2-1, at 127. 
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of salt, [but] weare applying [this] discount to all buyers in 
cars. 

Q. Whether pool or otherwise? 

A. Yes.43 

To sum up, it seems clear that the salt companies sought in 1936 and in some instances 

before, to establish a straight-car discount but that their efforts failed, in some territories 

immediately, whereas in others this may have taken somewhat longer. Judging from the 
, .~ .. - .. ---. 

testimony of Morton's officialsand its answer to the complaint, the straight car di~co:unt 

had in practice disappeared completely before 1940. Other evidence indicates that in most 

of the territories it had disappeared much earlier than this . The testimony and other 

evidence presented by the FTC uncovered no contrary' evidence. 

43 Record, 4319-2-1,. at 487. An interesting example appeared in 1943, after Morton acquired 
Worcester Salt Co., one of the New York producers. Before the acquisition Worcester published a 
discount applicable to pool-car orders of 5 tonslloo cases or more. Morton revised Worcester's scale 
after the acquisition. !he revised scale states: "The carload discount is allowed to any buyer of the 
minimum quantity required to secure carload rates." The reader.is then referred to Marketing Pr~vision,,',.
No. 10. Provision 10 states that "carload costs [prices] also apply on either 5 ton lots of miscellaneous 
items or 100 cases of table salt in cartons. ~ Only orders under 5 tonsllOO cases did not secure the 
discount, so in practice Worcester's pricing was not changed. Worcester~ May 15, 1943 (Record, 
4320-4-2-3). j 
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d. Morton's Carload Discount Before the Commission and the Courts 

How was Morton's "carload" discount handled by the Commission and the Courts? 

Throughout the proceedings, Morton's position was that it priced orders in straight and 

pool 'cars the same, so that there was 110 discount for the FTC to challenge: all buyers 

paid the same price~ Morton made no mention of New York territory where it imposed 

a surcharge (except,onBL) on orders under 5 tons/IOO cases down to the 2-ton minimum .. 
. ~.- ~ -"-. 

However, evidence about this had. not been presented by ·the FTC, and .Morton did not 

volunteer it. Had the issue been raised, no doubt Morton would have argued that it was 

meeting the competition of International and the other New York producers. 

As in his discussion of BL, in which he concluded that Morton charged the same 

price (of $1.50 per case) for any order shipped in either a straight or pool car, the Hearing 
- ::' 

,~ 

Examiner accurately summarized the evidence presented to him on the carload discount 

. as it was applied by Morton on its sales" of other table salt. He refers to the fact that 

certain of Morton's scales reflected a straight-car discount for items other than BL, but 

notes that the testimony and all other evidence indicated that in practice the same prices 

were charged on orders in either straight or pool cars (as he had found in the case of BL). . 

The Examiner made no decision, so the argument moved before the Commission. 

The argument of counsel supporting the complaint is at best hard to follow so far 

as it deals with the matter at issue. It is stated that 
.,J 
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an amount equal to approximately 5 percent .. : is granted . 
. . by [Morton] to its carload purchasers [and] amounts to 5 
cents per case on grades of table salt other than BL .... 44 

Counsel argued that thi~ discount should be found illegal because Morton did not prqye 

it to be cost based, and because buyers who were denied it were sufficiently injured 

to permit the Commission to hold that its effect may be substantially to lessen competition. 

45 

On what eyidence did counsel rely to indicate that._buyers paid different prices? 

Reference is made to those of Morton's scales that reflected a straight-car discount. But 

the scales are said to be misleading, and it is stated that Morton 

grants the approximately 5 percent discount on the carload 
basis to customers who pool their purchases to obtain a full 
carload of salt. Such discount is known as a pool car 
discount. 46 

In which case, one is led to wonder what it was that counsel found objectionable. This is 

soon stated: 

to other of respondent 1 s customers who purchase salt 
products of the same grade and quality, [Morton] has not 
allowed ... the so-called carload discount. 47 

44 Brief of Counsel for the Commission at 57, Record, 4319-1. 

4S Id. 

46 Id. at 10. There is no mention that the injury was felt to stem from the fact that small buyers 
had to incur the costs of pooling.· The Record was clear that organizing' the cars was done by Morton. 

47 Id. 
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But who were these customers? If pool and straight cars were priced the same, what 

counsel must have found ~bjectionable was that some buyers made LCL purchases and 

therefore incurred LCL, surcharges. 

There is some support for this interpretation: counsel at this point in the argument 

refers' to a'statemertfby"Peterkin, Jr. 'that some of Morton's customers purchased LCL. 

48 Of course, the unit discount that counsel described and which he argued should be 

illegal had nothing to do with· the LCL. surcharge but wnh'whether the carload discount 

was restricted to' strai~ht cars, and by his interpretation' of the evidence it was not. -

Further, the surcharge on LCL shipments of blanket items· was not the unit discount that 

counsel described as illegal. TheLCL surcharge was 10 cents per case on blanket items. 

Counsel had previously dealt with this in considering why the $1.501$1.60 differential on 

BL (and on other blanket items) should be found illegal. 

Actually, throughout the proceedings, no evidence had been presented or uncovered 

of LCL shipments of other than BL salt. Excluding the few examples involving BL,. none 

of the wholesaler testimony or invoices· reflected. LCL shipments. What evidence existed 

about this was presented by Morton (based on its Chicago billings) and this showed that 

virtually no salt was shipped LCL. Of course, Morton's aim in presenting this evidence 

.was to suggest the absence of competitive injury from the LCL surcharge, however injury 

, might be defmed. Morton's evidence based on its Chicago billings indicated that its sales' 

of table salt excluding BL shipped LCL were only $433 (net of freight) for the year 

48 Id. at 11. 
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stud.ied, an amount equal to about .006 percent of Morton's total sales of salt for which 

CL/LCL differentials were maintained. 
~ 

FTC counsel in arguing his case relied on examples from the Record that were 

thought to show that the carload discount was granted to certain buyers and not ~ihers ~ 

N one of the examples supports the point. 

FTC Counsel's first example is the following: 

[Morton] sold 100 cases of 36 1-112 lb. KI~~r ·T~ble Salt to 
Grocery Company of Columbia, SC at 80 cents a case while 
at approximately the same time sold 50 cases of 36 1-112 
Kleer Table Salt to its preferred customer at 75 cents a case, 
the 5 cent differential in price reflecting the difference 
between the carloac:Iand less than carload price.49 

In fact, the price difference to which counsel refers, and which was. clearly shown as such 

by Morton, reflected· a change in the market price of salt between the time that the two 

orders were placed. It did not reflect the receipt of a discount in the one case and not the 

other: the orders of both buyers moved in carloads and were always priced net. 50 

A second example refers to a shipment of BL salt. This is the example of the 30 

... ,cases shipped LCL to Interstate Wholesale. But the matter at issue was not the, LCL 

surcharge. Moreover, the evidence is overwhelming that Morton from at least 19~6 on 

charged the same price for BL wh~ther shipped in a straight or pool car. 

49 

50 

Counsel goes on to state that these two examples are 

similar to and practically identical with other areas where 
the respondent sells its products and grants to some 

Id.' at 10 .. 

Record, 4319-2-3, at 1686-1770, 1842-1862. 
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customers the carload discount and withholds such discount 
from other of its customers competing with the former in the 
resale of the respondent's products. 51 

Page references to the R~cord then follow. All such references are to .BL salt, 'and all of. ~ 

them reflect purchases made by wholesalers at $1.50 per case. As far as I can tell, this" 

was all of the: evidence used to show that Morton~granted a carload discount on table salt 

other than BL salt to some buyers and not others. 

.,.... .. - . ---. 

e. The COnmlission' s Opinions 

The Commission's initial opinion closely follows the argument of FTC counsel. 

It is stated that on table salt items other than BL, Morton 

maintains a schedule of discounts known . as the 'unit 
discount' . . . . One unit is allowed to a customer who 
purchases in carload' lots. This discount is also allowed to 
customers whose. individual purchases are less than a 
carload but who combine their purchases to fom a carload 
on the so-called pool-car arrangement. 52 

No reference to the evidence is made nor is there any . other discussion. What follows is 

a conclusion: 

51 

52 

53 

The Commission flDds that the discounts allowed by the 
respondent in the' sale of its BLSalt ... as well as unit 
discounts allowed on carload lots [of other table salt items] 
constituted ,'discriminations in price ..... 53 

Brief of Counsel for the Commission, supra, note 44, at 11. 

Morton Salt Co., 39 FTC 35, 42 (1944). 

Id. at 42-43. 
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The opinion goes on to find the "discriminations in price" resulting from the unit 

discounts illegal, because competition was injured between buyers who received them and 

those who did not, and .because Morton did not prove the units to be cost based. Re~d 

together the two statements imply that what theColl11llission found illegal was the price 

difference between CL and LCL shipments on items other than BL. This seemed to be so 

even .thoughthere was no evidence of such shipments (except ~hat Morton presen,ted,to 

which the .FTC.does not ~eferand which had been presented to show that such shipments 

were. insignificant) and even though the unit .discounts described in the opinion did not 

reflect price difference between CL and LCL shipments. It may be recalled that on other _. 

than blanket items, the difference between the delivered price for an order shipped to a 

given destination in a carload and in less-than-a-carload equalled the difference betw~en 

CL and LCL freight costs. OJ? blanket items, the price difference was lO,centspercase, 

which was. not the unit discounts described in the opinion and found illegal. 

In the Commission's modified opinion, no. reference is made to the fact that orders 

in pool and straight cars were priced "the same. No other references to the evidence are 

made, and the following statement appears: 

On the sale of ... salt other than BL [Morton] '" maintains 
a schedule of discounts known as the 'unit discount' .... One 
unit ... is allowed to a customer who purchases in carload 
lots .... There were wholesalers and retailers not receiving 
such umt discounts who were in competition in the same 
trade areas with wholesalers and retailers who received the 
unit discounts on carload shipments·..... The Commission 
finds that the ,.. unit discounts allowed on carload lots of 
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salt other than [BL constitute] discriminations in price 
[injurious to competition and thus illegal]. 54 

As so written, the opinion implies -that the discount was granted on straight cars 

only and that this was what was injurious. What seems to have occurr~d is a recogIlition 

by the Commission' that its previous opinion had described the unit discounts as reflecting 

the LCL surcharge and that this was incorrect. Its revised opinion shifted focus to -indicate· 

that the unit discoun~s reflected the existence of a straight-car discount received by some 
.~,;-. ---. 

corripeting buyers and -not -others. -But _ since the, unit discounts were granted on ordets'iii 

pool cars (as recognized in the previous opinion), there actually was no price difference 

that might be said to injure competition. 

In the Court of Appeals, FTC Counsel argued that each of Morton's discounts, 

including its carload discount, was available only to buyers of very large size (those 

described as already' "well advanced on the road to monopoly ").55 Buyers whose 

yea.rly needs are limited to a few hundred cases of salt have 
no _ [greater] opportunity to obtain the lower prices ... than 
they would if the ... offers [of discounts ] were not made to 
them. 56 

Mention is not made of pool cars, or to the fact that, except for certain of Morton's scales 

(which are not themselves mentioned), the evidence indicated that pool and straight cars 

were-priced the.same.: 

Later in the argument, the carload discount is dealt with explicitly: 

54 Morton Salt Co., 40 FTC 388, 395-96(1945). 

55 Brief for Respondent at 10, Morton Salt Co. v. FTC, 162 F.2nd 949 (1947). 

56 Id. 
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In the sale of salt other than BL, [Morton] maintains a 
schedule of discounts known as the unit discount ..... One 
unit ... is allowed to a customer who purchases in carload 
lots .... The Record shows that the recipients of either this 
discount [or 'another of Morton's discounts] .had 'competitors 
who were not so favored. 57 

' .. 

In support, some examples are given . Several wholesalers are mentioned: 

. Lipscomh-Russell Co. of Greenville, S.C.; Grocery Supply Co. of Columbia, S.C.; and 

Philip-Stone and Company and Wholesale Grocery Company. of Winston-Salem, N. C. , 

which were all said to compete with Thomas and Howard andlor C~D. Kenney Co., . 

. . 

. wholesalers located in the same cities. Thomas & Howard and C.D. Kenney were said 

to secure discounts whereas the other wholesalers did not. 

Nevertheless, the evidence indicates th~~,. so "far as the .carload discount was 

concerned, all oithe buyers mentioned purchased in pool or straight cars atthe same 

prices (their orders always inoved in carloads). This was confmned by the testimony and 

. invoices of these wholesalers. It is true that Thomas and Howard and C.D. Kenney 

secured annual-volume discounts from Morton and the other wholesalers did not. But the 

issue being dealt with here was whether the carload discount applied only to straight ~,ar~. 

The evidence indicates that it did not. 

The Court of Appeals did not deal explicitly with· the carload discount as applied 

to Morton's sales of other than BL salt. No'mention is made of the unit discount. But , 

given the Court's view of the $1.50/$1.60 differential on BL, I presume that it would have 

found a straight-car discount legal (assuming the Court believed that Morton granted one). 

57 Id. at 38. 
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The Supreme Court focused its opinion almost exclusively on BL salt and in 

particular on an analysis of the $1.50/$1.60 differential. Mention is made of the carload 

discount on other items, but the language is not sufficiently precise to determine whether 
~ " 

the Court believed that buyers in pool cars were excluded from it. Since the Court's. 

" analysis oLthe $1.-50/$1.60.· differential on BL,seemed to assume that only.buyersof 

straight carswe~e charged $1.50, I presume that a similar view would have been held had 

its opinion dealt explicitly with the. unit qiscounts. At any rate, the FTC f S conclusion that .. ~.- . ---. 

the carload discount was ill~galwas upheld. 

All in all, the evidence showed that Morton charged buyers the same price on 

orders in pool and straight cars. Some published scales restricted carload discounts to - . 

straight cars, but in practice Morton's discounts were extended to pool cars almost 

immediately. Nonetheless, the frrm was found guilty of price discrimination because it 

was said to charge different prices on orders in pool and straight cars. The evidence .used 

to support this conclusion had little to do with differences in pricing orders in pool and 

straight cars. 
. ) 

f. The Effect Of The COJllmission's Order 

The ,FTC's order requk,ed Morton to charge .competing wholesalers (including the 

retail chains) identical prices for table salt. Morton abolished .its.discounts on June 15, 

1948. 58 "Concerning" only the carload discount, what effect did the FTC's order appear to 

have? 

58 Morton, Report of Compliance, filed August 16, 1948 (Record, 4319-3-3). 
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If we return to earlier discussion of pricing in the various territories, the situation 

by mid-1947 (about one year before the order) was as follows: (1) on all shipments 

except those in New York territory, the producers charged the same prices ·for o~ders it! 

straight or pool cars, subject _to a 2-ton minimum order. In New York territory, the 

same prices were charged on orders in straight cars and on orders in pool cars over 5 

tonsllOO cases. A surcharge of one discount unit applied to orders under 5 tonsll00 

cases down to the 2 ton minimum-order. Except in New York territory, the FfC's order 
.~{ 

would have had no effect. . (2) A bit later in 1947, by October or November, the 

producers in Michigan an~ Ohio had adopted the pricing structure existing in New York 

territory. S9 The FTC's order made the surcharge on orders under 5 tons/lOa cases 

down to the 2-ton minimum illegal. Morton had piants ~ New York, Michigan, Ohio, 

Kansas and Texas. The immediate result of the order seems to have been to lead Morton 

on . its shipments in the Michigan, Ohio and New York territories to eliminate the 

surcharge on orders under 5 tons/lOa cases and to extend the "net" price to orders down 

to the 2-ton minimum. 60 But this change was short lived: by October 1948 at the latest, 
'\ 

all of the producers in New York, Ohio and Michigan had raised the minimum order 

from 2 tons to 5 tonsllOO cases. 61 The order thus seems to have eliminated an option 

to purchase in very small lots, and no doubt this made those buyers· who on occasion 

chose it worse-off. The 5-ton minimum was soon adopted by the producers in all other 

59 International, Bulletin of November 1947 (Record, 4320-4:-2-10). 

60 International, Bul1et~ of June 29, 1948. 

61 International, Bulletin of October 1, 1948 (Record, 4320-2-11). 
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territories, except in Kansas, where? smaller minimum was retained. 62 The spread 

of the 5-ton minimum carinot be attrHlted to the FTC's order unless in its ~bsence the 

producers in these other territories would have adopted a surcharge on orders under 5 

tens/lOa cases (in which ·case a smaller minimum-order might have been maintained).' 

Whether they would have done so could not be d~tennined. 

g. The Carload Discount In The Case Against International 

What the FTC challenged in its case against International was the remnant of the 

fInn's effort in 1936 to ~stablish a straight~car discount in New York territory. This . 

. effort failed, almost immediately, after which the discount was extended to orders down 

to 5 tons/lOa cases. On orders under 5 tons/lOa· cases down to the 2-too minimum, 

prices· were higher by one discount uniL This surcharge was challenged and found illegal 

by the FTC in its case against International. Testimony of wholesalers (and invoices in 

support thereof) were presented by the FfC involving International '8 pricing in the 

Louisiana and New York territories, where the fmn produced ~d sold most of its salt. 

As in Morton, the evidence involving Louisiana territory indicated that straight and pool 

cars were priced the same, so no challenge was made to International's pricing on its 

s~pments there.' Instead, attention focussed· on New York, where a price difference 

6: Morton, April 30, 1953 (Record, 4320-3-3-2-4); Avery, August 22, 1948; August 21, 1949; July 
16, 1950 (Record, 4307-4-5); Hardy, July 29, 1951 (Record, 4307-4-5); Avery, July 20, 1953 (Record, 
4307-4-5); International, August 22, 1948; Aug. 21, 1949; July 15, 1950; July 20, 1953 (Record, 
4307-4:-5);·Hardy. December I, 1953 (Record, 4320-3-3-2-3); Watkins, 1954 and 1955 (Record, 
4320-:-3-3-2-5); Barton, 1954 and 1955 (Record, 4320-3-3-2-1); Carey, 1955 (Record, 4320-3-3-2-2). 
Hardy's scale of December I, 1953 indicates that. the 5-ton minimum applied in all territories· except 
when meeting Kansas competition. (Record, 4320-3,.3-2-3). Barton's 1954 and 1955 scales for Kansas 
reflect a minimum order of 50 cases of table salt. 
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existed. It is interesting that International's pricing in Louisiana territory was found 

acceptable, whereas the identical pricing by Morton provided the support for rmding 

Morton's pricing illegal. 

The testimony presented by the FTC was concerned almost exclusively with the 

question of injury. What the FfC sought to show was that wholesalers who paid ~ 

higher price for salt (because they ordered less than 5 tons/IOO cases) would have been 

better-'offifthey could have purchased at a lower price (all else assumed the same). This 
, , 

~was the proof of injury . This testimony was what the SUpreme Court in its Mdrton'" 

""opinion said would no longer be necessary. But the testimony in International was taken',j, 

well before the Supreme Court issued its Morton opinion. 

h. ,Importance Of Sales Under 5 Tons/tOO Cases 

During the proceedings, no effort ~as made to 'uncover the importance of orders 

on which the surcharge was imposed. One piece 'of evidence on which the FTC relied 

was a statement by W.J. Benger, President of Eastern Salt Co. (a subsidiary of 

International's distributing salt in New England) that his fmnhad "many" buyers who 

'Ordered in lots of less than 5 tons/IOO cases. But Benger's testimony is not helpful,' 

'because Eastern operated a warehouse in Boston from which sales to retailers in very" 

small lots were often made. On these sales, Eastern typically charged prices comparable 

to those charged by wholesalers. 

Two pieces of evidence bear on the significance of sales under 5 tons/100 cases 

to wholesalers. One appeared several years after the conclusion of the case. In 1958, 
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International sought unsuccessfully to have the FrC's order set aside and in support of 

its petition presented evidence on its sales of table salt in less than 100 case lots. By a 

count of invoices for 8 months in 1942 (which was projected to an annual estimate), sales 

in less than 100 case lots were equal to 0.4 percent of Intemational'$ total sales of table~ 

salt. For New York territory alone, where the surcharge on orders under 100 cases 

existed;,·the'petcentage;~~was equal: .. to·O.45·{ Whether the tabulation included sales to 

retailers from· metropolitan warehouses is not known. Their inclusion would overstate 

the importance of sales to. wholesalers.i.n less than 100 case· lets. 

That so. small a ,proportion of sales occurred in lots under 100 cases should 

probably not be surprising. The estimate covers 1942 when the 2-ton minimum order 

was in effect. The minimum represented 74 cases (of 36 1-112 IbSterling pkgs.). It 

would probably be unusual for a buyer considering the purchase of 74 cases (priced at 

$1.13~percase) . not to increase his order to 100: purchasing' 26 cases now in addition 

to 74 would lower the price to $1.08 per case for the 100 cases, and so would involve 

an,outlay for the 26 cases equivalent to 88 cents per case (as against $1.13 if just the 26 

cases were purchased later). The 26 cases would be worth buying now if the cost of 

money over therelevCUlt time (Plus any additional costs of storage) was less than 25 cents 

per case for the 26 cases. The money· savings from buying the 26 cases now {with the 

74 )~resents 'about 21 percent of the price if purchased later in the smaller lot. Typical 

operating expenses of grocery wholesalers were ·10 percent. of sales (in 1939). 63 There 

is no evidence about other costs of storing salt. But I doubt that they would rise so 

63 1939 Census of Business ll, Wholesale Trade, Table 4, Business Size, Wholesale Merchants 
541 (1939). 
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greatly as to offset the savings from buying the 26 cases now. At any rate, 

International's submission 'indicated that virtually, all sales of table salt occurred in lots 

over 100 cases .. 

The second piece of evidence is from the testimony of wholesalers and their 

invoices presented by the FfC during the proceedings. The invoices were offered tQ 
.. 

corroborate the wholesalers' testimony about the prices they paid. It is reasonable to 

sup~ose that the'PTC's selection of both wholesalers and invoiceswas not random. The 

invoices inv~lving s~es in New York territory were issueitQunng 1937-1942 and 'in total 
,- ~~. 

contained shipments of about 47,200 cases of 361-112 lb. or 24 2-1b. containers"(thetable 

salt typically carried by wholesalers). About.9 percent of all cases were in orders under 

5 tonsllOO cases on which the surcharge was imposed. The invoices reflect a higher 

proportion of such sales than International estimated for 1942; but this might be expected, 

because the 2-ton minimum was fIrst imposed in 1941, and this minimum might have 

diminished sales in less than 100 case lots. 

Thirty wholesalers (not counting the retail chains) operating in New York territory 

testified for the FTC. It was possible to detennine for 28 of the 30 their typical practices' 
. h" '. . . 

in buying from International. Twenty-three of the 28 always ordered ill lots 'oimore than 

5 tonsl100 cases. Or'the remaining five, three typically did so, but on occasIon did not. 

No reasons were given why these three ordered the smaller lots. The impression from 
" 

their testimony is thai these orders were infrequent and unimportant. 

Two of the five buyers typically ordered from International in lots of less than 5 

tons/lOO cases. Invoices submitted by one of the two (Letendre and Boule Co.) reflect 
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purchases from International of $220.90 (net of freight) over 14 months, an amount that 

. would have been reduced by $8.55 had there been no surcharge. Whether these invoices 

reflected Letendre and Boule's total purchases from International is not known with 

certainty, although the impression is that they did.64 The other buye..r typically ordering 

in lots under 5 tons/IOO cases was National Distributing Cooperative. National was ~ 

,memberofa larger cooperative organization through.which it.typically placed its orders 

for salt. On occasion, however, National purchased Sterling directly from International 

in very small lots. Over 18 months, these purchases totaled. $69.90 (net of freight) .. 

National would,have sav~ about $3.50 had no surcharge been imposed. When queried. 

about these purchases, National's buyer indicated that Sterling was ordered in lots of 

lO~15 cases to accommodate the preferences of certain of his customers for this brand: 

the purchases were made with immediate resale to specific buyers in mind. That this 

was a losing proposition for National is doubtful: the salt was resold at $1.28 per case, 

well above typical wholesale prices of Sterling (of $1.20 per case). National purchased 

most of its salt in larger lots from suppliers other than International.65 This is less clear 

with respect ~o Letendre apd .Boule.· But when International's counsel sought ·to clarify 

this, the. questioning was not allowed. -- the Exaininer would penn it no witness to be 

questioned .aPoutppces paid to any. other supplier. 

64 Record, 4307-2-1, at 967. 

65 Record, 4307-2-1, at 982-86. 
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i. The Decisions By The Examiner And The Coinmission 

The Hearing Examiner concluded that International' ssurcharge on orders under 

5 tons/I 00 cases "injured competition" because some buyers (presumably one would have 

sufficed) paid a higher price and would have preferred to pay less (all else assumed the 

same). No analysis of any kind or detailed reference to the facts is presented. 

International's position was that the surcharge was cost based. Its effort to show this will 

be discussed later. The Examiner rejected the defense and so found the surcharge illegal. 

The. same conclusion was reached by the FfC: buye:rs ·~ho paid'~~he higher price 
':! 7~ v~." 

(all else assumed the same) would have to resell at a higher price (causing a diversion 

of their sales to others) or they would secure a lower margin. Either was judged of 

sufficient importance 

to injure, destroy or prevent competition between those 
purchasers· receiving the benefit. of said. discriminatory ... _ . 
discount and those to whom [it] is denied." 66 

No meaning is attached to injury other than that a price difference may divert sales or 

lower a seller's margin. Given the facts previously presented, the diversion of sales or 

reduction in margin can be of any amount to satisfythe competitive injury standard. The 

FfC also rejected International's cost defense, for reasons I will lat~;' discuss. No 

. argument is given why the surcharge might have reflected a scheme of price 

66 International Salt Co., 49 FTC 138, 152 (1952). 
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discrimination. The request by International in 1958 to set aside the order which 

prohibited the surcharge was rejected. 67 

j. The Effect Of The Commission's Order 

The order against International was entered in 1952. It is identical to that against . 

. Morton. What. effect. might..the . order against International: have had? Let us recall the 
. . 

situation existing just before the Supreme Court's decision in Morton .. The producers in 

Michigan and Ohio had adopted the pricing st~cture .1!t~~._in effect in New York 

territory: a surcharge of one unit was imposed on orders under 5 tons/IOO cases down 

t6 the 2 ton minimum. The Court's decision led Morton on shipments in Michigan, Ohio 

and Ne~ York territories (on about June 15, 1948) to eliminate the surcharge and to 

extend the net price on smaller orders down to the 2-ton minimum. International 

responded to this on June 29, 1948. The following" bulletin was distributed to its sales 

force: 

Upon advice of our legal counsel; based on a recent 
decision handed down"by the Supreme Court ... concerning 
quantity discounts, effective immediately there will be no 
overage charged for less than 5 tons or 100 cases. The 
present 5 ton or 100 case costs will apply on all sales down 
to out lowest acceptable minimum order of two" tons for 

67 Grounds for rejectmg the request were (a) that the figures on sales of table salt in lots of under 
100 case~ which International had presented to suggest the absence of competitive injury referred to 
1942 only, whereas sales in less than 100 case lots could have been "hundreds or even thousands" of 
ti~es greater in earlier years. No reasons were given why this might be so; and (b) that the evaluation 
of such sales for 8 months of 1942 (rather than for a period covering many years) represented Ita type 
of statistical gerrymandering that is unacceptable and should be rejected." Record, 4307-1-2. 
Int~mationaI' s records for earlier years had been destroyed in a flood,. 
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shipment from our plants in cars or through our 
,metropolitan warehouses. 68 

" On July 20, 1948, there is another announcement: 

Recently we are getting6rder~ calling for less than two 
tons to be shipped in pool-cars. Two tons is the smallest 
tonnage we" should accept and unless competition makes it 
necessary all of our representatives should limit orders to 
2 tons or more when shipp¢ in a pool car. 69 

On August 5,1948, a fmal announcement is made: 

68 

69 

70 

Effective August 15, 1948 - The minimum 2r~~~we will 
accept for shipment in pool-cars will be 5 "tdnS/IOOcases. 
[Louisiana] as wellas New York. The previous pool-car 
situation created by the "two "ton minimum has made it 
advi~able that we" establish the new minimum.. . . This 
change will have no effect on warehouse and warehouse 
truck delivered costs. Continue warehouse prices as they 
apply at present. 70, 71 

Record, 4320-4-2-11. 

Id. 

Id. 

71 Warehouse prices were thus to remain net for orders under 5 tons/1oo cases down to 2 tons. 
Sometime later, although exactly when is not known, the surcharge for orders under 5 tonsll00 cases 
down to the 2 ton minimum was reimposed on warehouse sales. When the PrC's order tOok effect in 
1952, the surcharge existed in Boston, Baltimore and New York City, where warehouse operations were 
maintained by International in New York territory. " In New York City, the surcharge seems to have 
taken a different form than in the past: on warehouse pick-Ups by the buyer, the minimum purchase 
was? tons/loocases (so the same minimum was applied as on pool cars). On local deliveries, a 
delivered price only was quoted· that distinguished between orders for 5 tonslloo cases or more and 
small~r orders down to the 2 ton minimum.. The difference in the delivered price was one discount" 
unit. The previoUs" surcharge for local delivery had typiCally been independent of lot-size. The change 
probably reflected the imposition of the surcharge for orders under 5 tons/loo cases. International 
requested that it be permitted to retain this difference on the ground that it reflected the differ~nce in "f" ' 

delivery costs between larger and smaller orders. This was permitted by the FTC. The order did 
result in revisions in warehouse prices in Boston and Baltimore. In these cities, the surcharge was 
eliminated in1953. In Baltimore, a single price "was then charged forall orders down to "a minimum of 
10 cases. The price set substantially e~ceededthe 5 tOnS/loo case pri'ce: by 20" cents per case, using 
Sterling 36 1-112' s as an example. "Presumably· sales to wholesalers were no longer made from the 
Baltimore warehouse. It is difficult to see how this change would have benefitted the wholesalers. In 

(continued ... ) 
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The establishment of the 5 tonslIOO case minimum by International (and by the other 

New York producers) corresponds in time to whenthe same minimum was adopted by 

the Michigan an(l Ohio producers. The same minimum was simultaneously adopted .by 

the Louisiana producers (~here International also produced salt) and· was gradually. ~ 

extended throughout the country, except in Kansas territory. Presumably, the order . 

. .. - against· Morton 1ed·to~hanges· in International's· behavior· in·J 948·· in the New York:and 

Louisiana territories (and on its shipments' into Michigan and Ohio territories in 

competition with the producers there) that· it presu!mably~ w()uld have had to change in 

1952. The change was to eliminate the option to order less than 5 tons/IOO cases, which -

some buyers had preferred. This was a change that made these buyers worse-off. Using 

the FTC's own standard, the order injured competition and by more than what it was 

hopedto cure. Given the limited importance of sales in lots of under 5 tons/100 cases, 

the overall effect of the change would be thought minor -- but then so would be what 

might have been hoped thedesinibleeffect of the case. 

k. International's Cost JustifiCltion. Of .. Tbe Surcbarge 

International tried to cost justify the unit surcharge on orders under 5 tons/IOO 

cases.· Its attempt was· confusing, ~d the interpretation of what was shown differed 

I 

between J~L~RyOil, who was iIlchargepfInt~mational's'pricing and marketing, and the 

71( ••• continued) 

Bostop,· the price for orders of 5 tons/lOO cas~·ormore was extended to smaller orders down to the 2-
ton minimum. The extension' of the net price appliedonIY to cases of table salt in cartons and cans. 
The surtharge was retain~~n all ot11er salt.Th~s in part· a· result presumably hoped to be' achieved by 
the FTC occurred. Why International behaved in this way in Boston and nowhere. else could not be . 
determined. Record, 4320-4-2-10, 11, 12, 13, 14. 

. .~ 
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accountant who prepared and testified about International's submission, and in the end 

the FfC rejected the defense. 

The surcharge applied to orders in pool cars, so its justification would 

presumably relate to the rise in' costs of selling and assembling carloads, and perhaps of 

plant loadings and invoicing, if no surcharge existed and average order-size fell. The 

extent to which order-size might fall would depend on such 'factors as the buyers' costs 

of storage and carriage, and of more frequent pickups from pool cars. The change in 

order-size could be 'small or rel~tively important.· The· p~eviousL'quotation rfom 

International indicating that the brief extension of the "net" price' fronr;S tons/IOO case~" 

to 2 tons, in the New York, Michigan and Ohio territories just after the Supreme. 

Court's decision in Morton, created an "undesirable pool car situation" (after which the 

minimum order was raised to 5 tons/lOa cases) suggests that very small orders had 

increased in overall importance. The qu~stion posed for the FTC was whether the 

surcharge was necessary to cover the higher costs that very small orders might have 

entailed. If it 'was, then its elimination would disadvantage the buyers whose interests 

the FfC seemed most to have at' heart.' . That it was necessary is' suggested by the refusal, 

after the surcharge was made illegal, of International and the other ~producers in' the .:. 

territories .noted above to accept orders under "5 tons/lOO' cases~ and perhaps also by the 

spread of the 5 ton minimum to other territories where previously a 2-ton minimum had 

existed. 

The question as posed is not easily answered, and International did not attempt 

to answer it carefully or directly. Perhaps it would have made a more careful effort if 
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eliminating the surcharge was expected to result in a substantial loss to it. But 

International might have reckoned that success by the FfC would lead it to require all 

sellers to eliminatethe surcharge. If the surcharge was cost ba'sed, its elimination would 

then be likely to result in a higher minimum-order by all producer~ (which it did); an4 

the loss to International (and to the other producers) might in large part be offset by 

'additional sales' in larger"lots'. - In '1944, International sold from its New York plants 

(which supplied most of its salt where the surcharge was in contention) about $890,000 

of table salt fu cartons. In 1942, its sales in lots of 16&s- than 100 cases equalled .45 

percent of its total carton sales. If this percentage also applied in 1944, then sales in less. 

than 100 case lots would have equalled about $4000 for the year. 72 The amount is not 

so large as to suggest that much of the loss from eliminating these sales could not be 

made up by additional sales. of larger lots. ,I note that the $4000 in sales in lots under 

100 cases would, have amounted to about $3800 had the same quantity been sold without 

the surcharge. If the surcharge . was altogether discriminatory, the gain from it would 

have been on the order of, $200 per year minus the gain from any additional sales had 

a unifonn price ~een .. charg~. Whether the surcharge was discriminatory or cost based, 

it is unlikely that International expected to lose a great deal from eliminating it. 

'Ryon in his testimolly tried to make clear that very small orders made pool cars/) 

more difficult and- costly t() assemble, process 'and invoice, and that- he did not want 

, -

International's pricing, to encourage these orders, which in his view explained why a 2-

,72 SaJes figures are from Respondent's Ex. 14(a)-(b}, Record, 1-2/4307-1. The proportion of sales 
in less than 100 case 'lots is contained in Report on Review and Extension of Cost Analysis at 26, 
Record, 4307-1-2. 
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ton minimum and a surcharge on orders under 5 tons/100 cases existed. But the burden 

of cost justification cannot be met by assertion, so International also sub~itted an 

example ofa calculation that'it made from time to time and which stemmed'from Ryon's 

'concern, after the Robinson-Patman Actwas passed, that the flnn have in writing some ' 

indication that it had evaluated the surcharge and considered it justified. ,Ryon said tha~: 

the calculations were made to estimate whether the unit surcharge covered the higher cosi';M"i,~ 

"of very small orders,and to help detennine t4e minimum order under 5 tons/lOa cases 

that would not be accepted, given that a ,unit surchargeWflS to' be imposed on orders)\'c' 

under 5 tons/IOOcases. 

The example contains an estiInate of the longer-tenn cost of producing a case of 

table salt (Sterling packed 24 1-112 Ibs. to the case" was the example used) excluding any 

return to investment and selling expense. The estimated ,cost of salt was $.96 per case, 

so a lot composed of 100 cases cost $96 in tenns of salt, and a lot of (say) 50 cases cost 

one-half this amount ($48) . The example compares the return from the sale of a lot of 

100 cases with the returns from the sale of various smaller lots each under 100 cases~ 

To do this, selling expense iricurred ii1 the sale of each lot was added to the cost 'of salt. 

, Selling expense was assumed independent of lot size and equal to $5.62 for any sale.: 

This was derived bydividmg the salaries and expenses of its salesmen by the number of' 

transactions made during a"7 month period 'in 1944. The return from,the'sale of each lot 

equalled ,total 'receipts minus the cost of salt and the 'selling expense of $5.62. Total' 

receipts were deriVed by assumingfrrst, that each lot was sold at $1.08 per case (which 

was the price of Sterling in lao case lots); and second, by assuming that each lot under 
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100 cases was sold at $1.13 per case (which was- the price of Sterling in lots of under 100 

cases). 

The returns are listed below in Columns (a) and (b). Column (a) lists returns 

when each lot was assumed sold at $1. 08 per case; and Column ~) lists returns when, 

each lot under 100 cases was sold at $1.13 per case. 73 The remaining Columns will b~ 

explained shortly.· .;" .. 

Lot Size (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) .'. (f) 
'.' 

100 cases 6.38 6.38 5.62 5.62 1.57- 1.57 

80 cases 3.98 7.98 4.50 8.50 1.26 5.26 

75 cases 3.38 7.13 4.21 7.97 1.18 4.93 

60 cases 1.59 4~58 3.37 '6.37 .94 3.94 
, " F' 

50 cases .28 2.88 2.81 5.31 .79 3.79 

40 cases' -.84 l.18 Z.24 4.24 .63 2.6 

The results were used by Intemational as follows. Consider the returns when all 

lots are sold at $1.08 per case (Columna). The sale of 100 cases returns $6.38 over the 

cost of salt and selling expense, whereas, the sale·ofeachsmaller lot returns less than 

this. According to Ryon, the sale of each smaller lot would not cover its cost, in that 

a sale of 100 cases wouldretum more. The conclusion drawn was that sales of lots 

under 100 cases should not be made at $1.08 per case, since each'such sale returned less 

than the sale· of 100 cases. Consider' next the returns from lots under· 100 cases sold at 

$1.13 per case (Column b). The sale of 70 cases at $1.13 per case returns roughly the 

73 The figures are from Respondent's Ex. 14(a)-(b), Record, 1-2/4307-1. 
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same amount as 100 cases sold at $1.08 per case ($6.28 vs. $6.38). The sale of each 

lot under 70 cases returns less than 70 cases (or than 100 cases sold at $1.08 per case). 

The conclusions drawn were (a), that lots under 70 cases would not be sold at $1'.13 per 

case (the cut-off was 74 cases at the time), since each such sale returned less than 70 

cases (or 100 cases at $1.08 per case); and (b), that lots under 100 cases down to 70 

would be sold at $1.13 per case, since each such sale would co~er (actually more than . 

cover) its cost, or the return from the sale of 70 cases at $1.13 per case (or 100 cases 

at $1.08 per case). 
.~ .. -. ---. 

That the above corresponds (as nearly as I can tell) to Ryon's use of the 

calculations is suggested by his testimony, of which part is reproduced below: 

Q. Mr. Ryon, why was the figure of 100 cases selected as 
the line of demarcation between the purchasers getting the 
discount and those to whom the discount was denied? 

A. The 100 cases was about the breaking point in the 
calculation of the cost of sales, and the 100 case minimum 
was selec~ed because we were trying to avoid sales in very 
sm;al1 quantities, which was upsetting our whole scheme of 
sales, you see. 

Q. Well, how did you arrive at the 100 [case] sale? Why 
wasn't it 50 or 500? . 

A. At the time we made the calculation, the breaking 
point was slightly under 100 cases, so that I had one of our 
accountants make a calculation of the differential of 5 cents 
per case, and it showed that at $1.08 per· case, for 
ex~ple, .on 100 cases we would make a slight profit. On 
85 cases, . at one time we found that the price of $1.13 
would give us the same profit as we made on the sale of 
100 cases. 

Q. You mean proportionately, or actually? 
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A. I·mean, when·the figures were made, it was actually·-
the calculation that. proved that to be true. - That had the 
effect, however, of fluctuating to some extent. As the cost 
advances, the number of cases changes, so that it might be 
that in 1940 the breaking point might be 85 cases. In 
1944, it might be 70 cases, or 65 cases, and .wecan't 
change that quantity from month to month and from .year 
to year. 74 . 

A. basic';assuinption underlying Ryon's interpretation is that each -lot must yield the. same 

absolute return, but why this should be so was not explained. In fact, requiring the s~e 

return implies discrimination in the price of salt. against .smaller lots, and of course the 

point of the example was to reflect the absence of such discrimination. For example, . 

consider the sale of each lot listed in Columns (a) and (b) that yields a positive return. 

Each such sale covered selling expense, so if each lot is required to yield the same return 

net of this expense, the price per case of salt, when sold in lots under 100 cases, would 

have to exceed the price per case when sold in a lot of 100 cases (since the num~er of 

cases sold differs). But we are told that the cost per case of salt was the same whether 

sold in larger or smaller lots. To require a higher price of salt when sold in smaller lots 

but when the cost of salt is the same implies. discrimination against . smaller lots. In 

general, in the absence of price discr4nination, each case of salt would be expected to 
& 

yield the same return, so price per case would also be the same, unless the cost of selling 

salt 'in particular ways'or to particular·buyersdiffered.-' .. .. ,,'. 

In the example,. the only factor bearing on the latter is that selling expense was 

the same for any lot. We can recast the example to account only for the fact that in the 

74 Record, 4307-2-3, at 3028-29. 
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absence of discrimination, International would not wish to accept a smaller lot that 

returned less per case than a larger lot because selling cost per case was higher for the 

smaller lot. If the smaller lot is to be accepted, the return per case could be raised to 

equal that from the larger lot by raising the price per case when sold in the s~aller lot, , 

or by lowering the cost of selling the smaller lot. Interna.tional' s exatIlple implies that· 

the latter was not done. 

The example as so recast is listed in Columns (c) and (d)·above. The assumption 

is retained that it cost '$5.62 to sellt.any lot. 'I assume that lIDs cost is coveted on the sal~::~;':' 

of 100 cases at $l. 08 per case. Column (c) then lists how much of the selling expense~~)~:'''" 

is covered on the sale of each lot under 1 00 cases when all lots are sold at $l. 08 per 

case; Column (d) lists how much of the selling expense is covered when each lot under 

100 cases is sold at $1.13 per case. When all lots are priced at $1.08 per case, each lot 

under 100 cases would not . cover selling expense and would return less .per case than the 

sale of 100 cases, so in the absence of a surcharge, lots under 100 cases would not be 

accepted, consistent with International's policy. When $1.13 per 'ease is charged on lots 

under 100 cases, lots under 50 cases (actually under 53 cases) would not cover selling 

cases, so as recast, the example does not approximate what International's policy was. 
. . 

Lots over the actual minlmum of 74 cases up to 100 cases would return more per case~ 

than 100 cases sold at $1.08 per case, and so would suggest discrimination against lots ',~ 

from 74 cases up to 100. The discrimination is less pronounced as lot-size approaches 
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74 cases. Bear in mind, however, that lots close to 100 cases would presumably be 

ordered so infrequently as to be virtually a fiction: Increasing an order from (say) 85 

. cases to 100 would secure the buyer a discount of 35 percent on the additional 15 cases, 

well above typical wholesalers' margins. All in all, however, tb.e recasted example, 

provides little support for International' 5 policy. 

~ In International':s' example;> the selling . expense of $5 .. 62 .is: the. ·ave:rage per sale 

to all types of buyers and for all grade~ of salt, and may not reflect selling expenses 

actually incurred on sciles of table salt towholesal,ers. Such.expenses could be higher or 
, "' ' , .~,t) 

lower than what International incurred on its sales of other grades of salt, or on its sales . 

to other classes of buyers. No consideration was given to this iIl the discussion 

surrounding International's submission .. International 's estimate implies that its salesforce 

on average spent the same tim~ and effort on any transaction. But it could be that sales 
. . . . '. 

(say) of large quantities to industrial users required· less selling time and effort than did 

sales of relatively small quantities of table salt to wholesalers. 

International '5 carl9ad representatives (hereafter reps) sold salt of all types to· all 

classes of buyers, and presumably they allocated their efforts to· equalize the expected 

gain from any sale. Salt that> requiredIittle or no selling effort would presumably be . 

priced below that which required relatively greater seIling effort. IT so, and if the sales 

reps allocated·. th.eir effort in proportion to- the expected· gain" from· sales· of different 

grades, or to different classes of buyers, then no close relationship need exist between 

average selling expense per sale of table salt and $5.62. For example, suppose that all 

seiling effort was devoted to table salt (because this was the only salt the sales of wlUch 
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responded to this effort). Then average selling expense per sale of table salt would 

, exceed $5.62, since the latter figure is based in,part on the inclusion of transactions that 

(by assumption) imposed no selling expense. If the actual average differed from $5.62, 

the extent to which discrimination would exist against small lots (as 'suggested by the / 

figures in Column (d» would change, as would the minimum order with the surcharge 

imposed. But for, the minimum order derived from International's example to')" 

approximate the actual minimum, of 74 cases, average selling' expense would have to 

, about double the figure used by International.' Smaller changes in the average selling~i"c 

if expense would have correspondingly smaller effects on the tnirilinum order, and on' the ~,:;:{ 

extent to which the figures in Column (d) suggest discrimination. Selling expense 10 

percent above or below $5.62 would change the minimum order from about 53 cases to 

50 and 55 cases ~espectively. 

To sum up, International's example as intetpretedby Ryon implied price 

. . 
discrimination against lots under 109 cases. When the example is recast, some 

discrimination would remain, and the minimum order would fall to just ,over 50 cases 

from the minimum, of 74 actually imposed. For the minimum to approximate 74 cases, 

'average selling' expense would have to about double the figure used by International. In:~'; 

"general, the example is not particula;rlyhelpful in understanding International' s policy, "1.

or in suggesting the absence of discrimination. One wonders whether the example was ,; 

'::E;~actually more than evidence that International' had put something in writing about the" 

'surcharge after the ' Robinson-Patman Act was passed. 
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The limited usefulness of the example is reinforced by considering International's 

practices in selling table salt. In substantial part, International's efforts in selling table 

salt involved what it called merchandising service. In assembling carloads for shipment 

to any particular area, International relied primarily on merchandi~ing reps to develop, 

the orders for table salt. The merchandising reps called on grocery retailers to generat~ 

orders taken for the:accountof any w~olesa1er designated. by. the .retailer. " '1 . will have 

more to say about these efforts later, in discussing possible reasons why a straight-car 

discount did not exist: The orders generated by th~ mercmndising reps were turned over 

to the carload .reps who called on the wholesalers (and other direct buyers of salt) to . 

convert the orders . into ~ales, and to assemble them into carload shipments. The cost of 

merchandising service per . case would not be thought to vary in· relation. to the lot-size 

ordered by a whole~aler. That is, there is no reason to suppose that the merchandising 

service devoted to a particular area varied in relation to differences in the lot~sizes 

ordered by wholesalers. In its cost justification of the $50,000 annual-volume discount, 

International estimated that about 72 percent of the total expense of its. salesforce incurred 

in selling table salt was incurred on merchandising. service. :u- we suppose that $5.62 

approximated average selling expense (of both carload and merchandising reps) per sale 

of table salt, then we might also suppose that only about 28 percent of this amount varied .~.) 

in relation "to the lot."sizes sold to wholesalers by: the carload~ reps."" ,", 

To account for this possibility, I have again recast International's example. That 

is, I have assumed (a), that the selling expense to be covered on the sale of each lot is 

$1.57 (28 percent of $5.62); and (b), that this expense is covered on the sale of 100 
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cases at $1.08 'Per case. I 'have then listed in Column (e) above the amount of this 

expense returned if each lot is sold at $1.08 per case; and in' Column (f), the amount of 

this expense returned if each lot under 100 cases is sold at $1.13 per case. When all lots 

are sold at $1.08 per case, the selling expense would not be covered~on any sale below ' 

100 caSes, so without a surcharge such lots would not be sold. With the surcharge on ' 

lots under 100 cases,. selling expense .is more than covered for all . lots _listed, so no 

minimum order would, be expected. The figures in Column (f) also' reflect a higher 
~ '.. . . ;~. 

return per case on lots' under 100 cases sold at $1.13perCise tlian onlots of 100 cases 

~ . ~. 

sold at $1.08 per case, and so would again suggest . discrimination against lots under '1'00 

cases (and in fact discrimination greater than that reflected in Column (d)) . 

. Second, the carload reps appeared to call on-virtually all wholesalers when selling 

efforts were devoted to a particular area, so that calls on wholesalers who purchased 

larger lots did not obviate any calls on wholesalers who purchased sm!iller lots. If so, 

wholesalers buying smaller lots did not (at least in any obvious way) mise International's 

costs of supplying table salt to the area. The cost per case sold in smaller lots would be 

the' same as when sold in larger lots, and the price per case would be expected to be the 

'~rune. . Consideration of this point increases the extent of discrimination against ~lots:' 

under 1'00 cases. suggested by the figures in Column (0. 

Th~ sale of small lots could have mised in a general way the time and difficulty 

of assembling carloads for shipment to any particular area .. These sales also could ha"e 
1 

raised the cost of loading cars at the plant, and of invoicing. These were the concerns 

about very small orders that Ryon expressed (at least in part of his testimony) and which 
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in his view explained why the surcharge :was imposed, and orders under 2 tons were not 

accepted. But none of this is reflected in International's exhibit. 

In fairness to International, it did not try very bard to get the Commission to 

accept its example as a defense. It was submitted for whatever use t~e FTC might make? 

of it. The example brought forth a criticis~ from the FfC's accountant: 

The. principal· objection that 1 have .... :.wouldnaturally be 
to the calculation ofa cost of $5.62 per sale. 1 rather think 
that some sales ... would cost considerably more than 
$5.62, and .... some sales might cost considerably less than 
that, and when we toss them ·into just o~ fQJ.Jnd figure, 
take all of our cost, divide all of our sales, I think we get 
a distorted result. . I am afraid that we· would. 7S 

What the accountant wanted was no~ altogether clear, but presumably he wanted a 

detailed study showing that the same ~e1ling expense was incurred to supply each buyer 

of table salt, so that a unifonn surcharge on smaller lots could be justified. No reasons 

are given why selling expense across buyers might have varied significantly, or why 

accounting f~r such differences through greater price variations might have made sense; 

nor does he indicate why in general the selling cost per case when sold in smaller lots 

might have been less than the cost per case when sold in larger lots, so that a surcharge 

could not bejustified. Nothing was made of the fact that orders under 74 cases were not 

accepted after 1941 even though the surcharge existed. There is no reason to believe that 

such sales· would . be refused if they could .. have been made profitably, ·suggesting that very 
\ . . 

small lots imposed higber costs. 

75 Record, 4307-2-4, at 3398. 
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The Hearitlg Examiner accepted the accountant's criticism and found the 

surcharge unjustified. He also would have required International to justify separately the 

unit discount granted on each item of table salt: 

anything less than a complete justification for each ... ~ unit 
quantity, discount, would not, be, a. defense to the charge of 
price discrimination. 76 ' 

The point refers to International's use of Sterling salt as an example. But other table salt 

in cartons sold at approximately the same price as did Sterling, 'ana since these items 

,carried essentially the same surcharge and were all jointly·sold'and could be.purthasecl 

.- in ~y proportions that the buyer wished, the Examiner's demIDtd would have done little 

more than to impose an unnecessary burden.77 
\ 

The Commission also found the surcharge unjustified. Interestingly, its rejection 

of the defense was based on testimony about International's example by the flOll' s 

accountant. The accountant's interpretation of the example differed from Ryon's. Ryan, 
. . . 

it may be recalled, argued that the absolute return (net of cost) from the sale of any lot 

should be the same, from which he concluded that lots under 100 cases should not be 

;t," ____________ _ 

76 Trial Examiner's Recommended Decision at 164, Record, 4307-1-1. 

77 I note that the minimum purchase of 2 tons applied to all types of salt. The surcharge was 
avoided if th~ buyer ordered 100 c,ases of table salt, or 5 tons of miscellaneous items. Five tons 
exceeded the weight of 100 cases.' Orders for 5 tons contaiiling less than 100 cases of table salt 
involved grades and packs that sold for less per unit weight of salt tbandid table salt. Suppose that a 
minimum order of table salt just covered selling expense when the surcharge was impo$ed. Suppose 

, that selling expense did not change with an increase in lot-size, and' that a sale of 100 cases of table . salt 
alsojust covered selling expense at the "net" price. Suppose furtper that a minimum order of 
miscellaneous items just covered selling expense when the surcharge was imposed. Then a lot of 
miscellaneous items sold "net" would have to exceed by weight 100 cases of table salt to cover·the 
same selling expense, because the-unit discount on each salt item was 5% of list, and was,therefore 
absolutely smaller per unit weight of salt. for the miscellaneous items. Considerations along these lines 
may have resulted in setting 5 tons/100 cases as the minimum orders required to secure unit discounts. 
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accepted at $1.08 per case; and that lots under 100 cases down to about 70 should be 

accepted if priced at $1.13 per case. Orders under70 cases were not to be accepted. 

As discussed before, Ryon's interpretation implied price discrimination against lots under 

100 cases down to the minimum order. The accountant's inte.rpretation was that 

discrimination would not e~st if each lot (nef of cost) returned the same amount per case 

(which"woul~imply -that-,·the·return,relative to cost ,f~om .the' sale of any lot was the 

same). In fact, his interpretation is . the same as that underlying the recasting of 

International's exampie which. I have reflected in;.C<?~umBS·(c)- and (d) above. 
. . - . . 

In the accountant's view, the sale of lots. under 100 cases if sold at $1. 08 per case . 

would return less per case than the sale of 100 cases (because the cost of selling smaller 

lots was the same as the larger lot). From this be concluded that lots under 100 cases 

should not be accepted at $1.08 per case, wllicb .was con~istent with International's 

policy. At $1.13 per case, a lot of about 55 cases yielded the same return per case as 

100 cases at $1.08 per case.78 Lots under 55 cases returned less per case than did a lot 

of 55, and so (it was argued) lots under 55 cases should not be accepted. This minimum 

did not correspond to International's policy. On lots over 55 cases up to 100 sold at 

. $1.13 per case, the return per case exceeded that on 55 cases (or on 100 cases at $1.08 

per case), so discrimination was implied on lots'over 55 cases up to 100. But this was 

not· mentioned by International' s a~countant. . It is 'curious· that . the testimony of 

International's officials differed; since this would obviously create confusion as to 

meaning. Nonetheless, the testimony of both officials implied discriminationag3inst lots 

78 Fifty-five cases was an approximation used by the accountant. The minimum implied by his 
interpretation was cl,oser to 53 cases. . 
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. under 100 cases, although the example was used by both witnesses to suggest the absence -

of discrimination. 

The Commission relied on the accountant's interpretation but rejected the exhibit· 
, . 

. as justification of the surcharge. It rejected the exhibit because the minimum order was, " 

set at 74 cases rather than at 55, and beCause sales in lots of over 55 cases up to IOn 

when sold at $1.1? per case yielded a higher return per case than did 100 cases sold at 

$1.08 per case. The implication drawn was that the surcharge discriminated against lots 

under 100 cases down to the minimum actually sold. THe· Commission's position is 

J.i.~. 

":reflected in the following statement: 

[U]nder respondent's own theory, a 5 cent per case higher 
price would be fully cost justified only on purchases of 55 
cases or less. Even assuming it would be proper for 
respondent to maintain the price differential if their sales in 
single order quantities under 100 cases averaged 55 cases or 
less per order, the·record shows that this· is not the fact. 
Since August 27, 1941 ... respondents refused to sell table 
salt in .quantities of less than 2: tons which equalled a 
minimum sale of 74 cases of Sterling .... Respondent's 
average sale of table salt in lots of less than 100 cases, 
therefore, must have been in excess of the minimum. 
Thus, respondent's attempted justification by comparing the 
cost of selling in 100 case quantities with the cost of selling 
in 55 or less case quantities is not adequate to justify 
respondent's actual discriminatory pricing practice.79 ' .. , 

All in an,·· International's submission was of little help to it, and in fact provided the 

evidence on which the Commission based its fmding of discrimination. 

While the example implied discrimination against small lots, this does not· mean 

'that such discrimination actually existed. The problems that International experienced 

79 International Salt Co., 49 FfC 138, 154 (1952). ' 
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when the discount was briefly extended to orders under 100 cases down to 74 after the 

Supreme Court's opinion in Morton, which seemed to be the same problems that Ryon 

had. mentioned as leading to the surcharge and the refusal to accept orders under 74 

cases, were not revealed in the example submitted as a d~fense. That s~all orders 

imposed higher costs, and that the surcharge imposed on them was thus unlikely to b~ 

. discriminatory,. is indicated. by the· refusal of International and the other producers .to 

accept orders under 100 cases after the surcharge was made illegal. But evidence bearing 

directly on the issue was not 'present~, nor did the FfC; ~~~~. it out. 
; 

Besides the refusal to accept orders under 100 cases after the surcharge was made 

illegal, other reasons suggest that the surcharge was not discriminatory. If 

discriminatory, IntemationalwQuld·notbe expected to offer buyers the option to 

circumvent the higher price' surcharge simply by increasing their orders to .100 cases 

from a minimum of 74. I previously noted that increasing an order to 100 cases from 

74 would be profitable for the typical wholesaler, and in fact almost no buyers ordered 

lots under 1 00 cases~ Further, if the surcharge was discriminatory, at least some 

wholesalers who wanted lots under 100 cases would attempt to buy them' from 

wholesalers who purchased in larger lots and avoided the surcharge. There were no 

prohibitions on such resales. In such cases, the buyer of the smaller lot would in effect 

consider the buyer of the.larger lot as . the destination of·a pool car, and it is hard to see 

why. his cost of picking up salt from the one would differ from the other. Some cost 

would be incurred by the reseller, but such costs would also be incurred by International, 

and there would seem little reason to suppose that the one could do this much more 
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cheaply than the other. Such possibilities suggest that discrimination of any significance 

would neither eXist nor be attempted. 

It also is not clear why the elasticity of demand of buyers of under 100 cases 

would be less . than that of buyers of 100 cases or more.' All of the buyers were " 

wholesalers, and it' seemsdoubtful·that those who purchased under 100 cases supplied 

re;~j]ers whose elasti~ity of demand for salt was less than that of r~cij]ers supplied by 

wholesalers who purchased 100 cases or more, or that such differences would relate to 

. orders that'could~differ by as little as between 74 and IO(}oases-~ I also mention many 

instm'cesof price cutting 'in New York territory often for what app~~ to be prolonged 

periods of time during which·the surcharge did not disappear. Itsdisappeanmce would 

be expected' if the surcharge was discriminatory. -

All in all,the FTC's challenge to the straight-car discount, which had disappeared 

in almost all areas of the country before the complaints againstMorton and International 

were issued, ended up by prohibiting a surcharge that almost . certainly was not 

discriminatory ~n orders for very small lots. 

I. The Absence Of A Straight-Car Discount 

In the remainder of this Chapter, I set out what the Records in Morton and 

Int~mational reveal about the producers' selling practices, and discuss what light this 

sheds on the absence of a straight -car discount. It' is clear that the producers had made 

efforts to establish a straight-car discount, but these had failed, in most instances almost 
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immediately. These efforts could have reflected attempts to discriminate against buyers 

ordering less than carload quantities. If so, the failure of the attempts suggests that the 

producers were not able to control their competition, or that the buyers adversely affected 

were able to make discrimination unprofitable; through various means of pooling or 

reselling. Given the· speed with which 'the discount was extended to buyers ordering in 

pool cars, it is hard 'to believe' thaf,the 'incentive:, to dis~riminate through' a, straight-car 

discount was very strong. The FI'C's orders would have prohibited attempts to 

discriminate in the futUre, but given past failures, the praetical-eff~t. of the orders would 

seem minor. If discrimin~tion is not the explanation, then the straight-car discount ,must, . 

have reflected the producers' expectation of a cost savings,' which did not materialize, 

consistent with the general absence of the discount; and the failure of the brief attempts 

to establish (or reestablish) it incerta.in territories in 1936 and 1941. We should thus fmd 

that the producers' distribution practices. can be interpreted to suggest the absence, of a 

cost difference between orders for straight cars and smaller orders shipped in pool cars. 

All of the salt companies generated orders for salt and assembled po()} cars, 

although their practices differed in detail and organization. International (used here to 

illustrate) employed several classes of sales reps. Those called special representatives 

sold primarily to large industrial buyers but on occasion called on wholesalers to generate 

new accounts or discuss problems·'and':prices. Most selling to wholesalers was done by 

the, carload reps whose primary functions were to sen to smaller industrial buyers and 

wholesalers, and to organize the pool cars typically involved in shipments to them. 

, International alSQ employed merchandising reps who called on retailers, taking orders for 
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the account of any wholesaler designated by the retailer. These orders were used by the 

carload reps to facilitate the selling efforts made to wholesalers. According to Ryon: 

Ournonna! practice is to develop as much package salt 
business as we can through the operation of retail 
missionary salesforce. Then by using ~bese sales ~as a 

. lever ,get the Jobbers. to balID.lce out their requiremeIl!.~.with 
whatever miscellaneous sizes they may need. Our.:carload 
salesman follows the retail.salesforce and writes the . o!"d~r, 
whether it is a straight carload for one man or a pooi~tar 
for [several].80 

Orders generated by the merchandising reps were almost entirely oftab.h~ ~t ill cartons . . " .. ~.- . ---.. . .. ~ ... :" . 

The wholesalers typically purchased more salt than this: Intefllatio~,al~s experience was . 
. .. . .;-::.:,,~: :-~. 

that carton salt represented about 80 percent of the wholesaler's total order. 81 In less 

densely popUlated areas, when carloads were being generated, the merchandising reps 
would move in and in conjunction with merchandismg work also done by carload reps 

generate the orders and then move on. 

Morton similarly employed merchandising reps. Bringhurst, manager of the New 

Orleans sales district, describes the general pro~ess: 

A. Well, we have. some men, I would say three or 
possibly fOUf, of the .• ten [sales reps in the district] who 
devote their entire time to -missionary work, retail work. 
The remainder are what·.we Call combinationmeil,'carlbad 
and jobbing trade. 

Q. Now, when you say 'missionary work' will you ... 
elaborate C?n that point a little? 

80 Record, 4307-4-3-2, at 148-9. 

81 Record, 4307-2-4, at 3162-72. 
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A. Well, they go to a retail store and solicit his order for 
the account of a wholesale groceryman,and the order is 
billed by the wholesale groceryman. 

Q. The wholesale groceryman doesn't pay any 
compensatfon for that service? 

~ 

A. Oh,nq ..... The [carload men] will gather orders from 
these retail men ... and take them over to the wholesaler 
and will figUre. up the amount of business that he has sold 
for the. jobber,·. and .endeavor~.to:.get ·a. carload order : from 
him. 82 .. 

From what I can gather, selling effort of this sort was undertaken by all of the 
. ~ ... "-.- . 

. producers, although it JDay not have been.as·fonnally structured as in the cases of 

Internationa,J.(Jlld Morton .. Diamond Crystal's selling efforts were organized in much the 

same way as Morton'S and International's. Barton, one of the smaller producers, - . 

indicated that it was typical for it to sell a straight car to a wholesaler and then assist in 

its resale, partly to other wholesalers, but often by taking orders from retailers for the 

wholesaler's account. 83 This effort would compare to those of Morton, International 

and Diamond Crystal, although the sequence of events might occur in a different order. 

One of the w.holesalers who testified in Morton noted this practice: 

83 

A. When-we buy a car of salt it is usually the custom to 
have SpeCialty work, promotionaI work done with our men 
in the way of reselling the salt, and to that extent· they 
travel with our men and push their· own products. . 

Q. They go . out· with· your own salesforce? 

Record, 4319-2-1, at 293. 

For example, See Record, 4319-4-3-6, at 1128. 
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A. At times, and then they travel independently.S4 

Since in any trading area salt of the various producers (except for BL) typically sold at 

the same prices, it is reasonable to suppo.se that in general the various services accorded 

buyers by the different suppliers were of equal value to them. 

There were. certain buyers not offered and who did not accept merchandising 

service, and the saving of this expense was advanced by Morton and International as a 

major' reason why these buyers were granted the $50,000 annual-volume discount. 

Excluding these buyers, the amount of merchandising ,..serviceprovided··wQuld be 

influenced by the fact that the orders that it generated relied on carload reps. to call on 

wholesalers to sell these orders and other salt. Similarly, the amount of carload service 

provided would be influenced by the fact that . the orders generated . by it relied on 

merchandising service to develop orders from retailers (which facilitated sales to 

wholesalers). In general, one would expect total selling services to be expanded until the 

cost of an increment in their supply just equalled the additional revenue generated. 

Further, the amount of merchandising and carload services supplied would be such that 

in equilibrium the cost of· a given . increment to the supply of either would increase 

'revenue by the same amount. 8S 

84 Record, 4319-2-3, at 1200. 

85 The costs of carload and merchandising service could have been interrelated, so in determining 
the cost of an increase in the quantity of one service, account would be taken of the change in the 
quantity of the other required' to maintain any given value of output produced by it. To illustrate, 
suppose prices to wholesalers and retailers are given. An increase in merchandising service would 
increase orders· by retailers. Fewer calls might then be required by carload reps to sell a given quantity 
to wholesalers, so less carload service (and therefore expense) would be required per unit sold. -The 
fall in carload expense would reduce the cost of the increase in merchandising service, and so would 
tend to increase the relative amount of merchandising service for any given quantity sold. Similarly, an 

(continued~ .. ) 
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The discussions in Morton and International suggest that when selling efforts were 

devoted to a particular area, the merchandising -reps made calls on all or virtually all 

retailers (except the large chains) and the carload reps made calls on all or virtually all 

wholesalers. On orders generated by the merchandising reps, the retailers designated the 
, ~? 

wholesalers with whom their orders were to be placed. The orders were later billed to 

_ the--retailers',:·by"the-'wholesalers -atprices,:setby-,thec:wholesalers. No quantity discounts 

were offered by the producers on these orders. Similarly, no quantity discounts were 

offered by the producers to wholesalers, (beyondthediscpJ}~tQP orders above 5 tons/100 

cases and-which was secured by.almostall buyers). 

Since calls were made on virtually all retailers and wholesalers when selling 

efforts were devoted to an area, no merchandising expens~ was avoided if one retIDer -

ordered a larger quantity than another, and no carload expense was avoided if one 

wholesaler ordered a larger quantity than another. Without the avoidance of selling 

, expense, a discount on a larger order_ would not be justified, since a discount would 

lower price without a corresponding reduction in costs. The total amount of salt supplied 

to an afeawould -depend on prices charged ~d selling services provided. But given 

these, unless the sale of larger quantities to particular wholesalers or retailers eliminated 

8S( • • '. continued)' 
increase in carload service, would increase orders by wholesalers. If as a result, retailers became more 
familiar with the producer's products, or if wholesalers' deliveries to them improved, less 
merchandising service might be required per unit ordered by retailers. This fall in merchandising 
expense would reduce the cost of the, increase, in carload service, and so would tend to increase the 
relative amount of carload service for any given quantity sold. These effects might be stronger in one
direction than the other or differ for different outputs of salt. What we can say is that, for given prices 
to wholesalers and retailers, the quantity of carload service that would lead the producer to supply a 

-given quantity of merchandising service would be the same quantity of merchandising service that 
would lead the producer to supply that quantity of carload service. 
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selling calls on other wholesalers and retailers, then selling expense would be the same 

regardless of the quantities ordered by individual buyers, and would be considered by the 

producer as a cost unifonnly incurred per case sold and provide no basis for a discount. 

As no discounts were granted (beyond the discount for orders over 5 tons/ 1 00 cases), the " 

producers may have· considered selling expense in this way. 

A discount on a carload (or on larger lots generally) might· be justified if it :';>~' 

resulted in· a reduction' in the number of selling calls (and therefore in' a reduction·' in 

selling expense) relative to the number of calls that would. be. made (and therefore in.~:[\'} _ 

selling expense incurred) if no . discount was granted, all· else assumed the same. For·'·~:·;l. 

example, suppose that at given prices to wholesalers and retailers, wholesaler A would 

purchase a carload (or a quantity smaller than this but specified, in amount). A discount 

for a carload order (or for an order larger than the specified amount) would increase the 

chance that A would.buy a carload in the fIrst place (or a larger quantity than otherwise). 

If the money cost of any discount that increased the quantity ordered by A was less than 

what it would cost to generate the same increase if another wholesaler (say B) was called 

upon, then a discount would make sense, since it would permit a given quantity to 'be 

I"supplied at lower 'cost to the producer. The saving .would materialize only if the number·W.;: 

of wholesalers called upon' was reduced from the number required to sell the same' 

quantity in the absence of a discount. Thus, if the money cost of any. discount that 

~.increased the quantity ordered ·by A exceeded what it would cost to generate the same :,~t 

. increase in quantity ifB was· called upon, a discount would not make sense, since it . 

would not permit a given quantity to be supplied at lower cost. The implication would 
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be that wholesaler A valued the additional quantity less than B by an amount that 

exceeded the additional cost of selling this quantity to B, so that the value of production 

would ,increase by supplying the additional quantity to B and not A. 

That wholesaler B might value the additional quantity more than ,A is not 

implausible. With no discount, retailers specified the wholesalers with whom their 

orders' were'to'be'placecLby merchandising men: .. ,,'Theretailers'~ choices of wholesalers 

would have to change ifa discount was to be granted. That is, a discount to wholesalers 

would have to induce 'retailers to place relativ,ely m.Qfe ,_of their orders with the 

wholesalers with whom the producer's sales were being consolidated. This would be . 

encouraged by, a discount, since lower resale prices could be charged by the, wholesalers 

who received it. 'But retailers, would presumably . select wholesalers on the basis of a 

great many factors other than differences in the price of salt. Furthennore, a discount 

must also offset any higher costs of distributing additional salt by the wholesalers with 

whom the producer was consolidating his sales. Costs may rise because relatively more, 

of this salt is delivered to retailers more distant in location than those who were supplied 

in the absence. of a discount, or because some of the salt is purchased by retailers who 

order only' salt and not the other items that wholesalers typically distributed jointly with 

salt~ ,Consequently, the discount, required to influence retailers' choices sufficiently to 

result in a given consolidation of sales into fewer" wholesalers· may cost.' the producer 

more than what it would cost to supply the same output usingadditionai wholesalers. 

The absence of a discount implies this. I note that a given consolidation of sales to 

particular wholesalers could, be made bya discount to ' retailers; although, obviously the 
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discount required to bring this about ~ould differ from that offered to wholesalers.86 

Some indication can be given of the potential savings in carload expense if the 

number of selling calls required to generate a given volume was reduced. At a 

minimum, selling effort was devoted to a particular area until a carl9ad was generated, -' 

since virtuaIlyno wholesalers placed orders 'for LCL shipments. In its example tojustify , 

the unit surcharge, International estimated that its selling expense averaged $5.62 per 

sale. International also estimated that about 72 percent of total selling expense (of. 

carload and merchandising reps) in selling table salt in~o!v.e(Lmerchandising service;~ ,\;:;' 

,1;Suppose that $1.57 (28 percent of $5.62) of carload reps' expense was incurred per sale':'~?i:' 

of table salt, and that this expense was covered if a straight-car was sold. Suppose the ' 

car contained 900 cases of Sterling (which slightly -exceeded a carload) sold at $1.08 per 

case. We can then ask: by how much would price per case have to rise to cover carload 

reps' expense if the 900 cases contained the orders of more than one buyer, assuming 

that each buyer required the same carload reps' expense on average? The rise in price 

on smaller orders would reflect the potential saving if a straight car ,had been sold: the 

sale 'of a straight car would avoid the selling expense required to generate the carload 

'through a combination of smaller orders. The number of additional sales avoided bythei~~ . 

;:sale of a straight car would depend on the amounts ordered by other buyers. The total 

number of orders could be as many as 9 (each buyer ordering 100 cases), or any smaller 

~tnumber of orders that in combination would sum to 900 cases. If two orders were, 

86 Quantity discounts to retailers could also con~olidate sales to fewer retailers and possibly 
reduce merchandising expense. Such discounts were not granted by the producers. A discussion of 
discounts to retailers would parallel that of discounts to wholesalers to reduce carload men's expense. 
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required, there-would be no difference in expense if the carload was generated by the 

sale of 800 and 100 cases" or 700 and 200 cases, etc. If three orders were required, 

there .would be greater expense, but it would be independent .of the amount ,ordered by 

any buyer. Obviously, the sale of a larger lot (but less than a carload) to ,one buyer 
. . ......,/ 

could make it more likely that the remainder of the car would be ftIled with fewer 

,orders:~·,· .;If--so,··an· incentive> to·~grantdiscounts:on largerJots· g~nerally migltt exist (but be 

most pronounced for a straight car). I note that the incentive to.discount would .be.larger 

if the number of calls' on wholesalers\,equired, tpgene1C!~ .a_~p-aight-car ol"der was less 

than the number of calls requiTed to generate a smaller order. I suspect that in practice 

the incentive to discount would be diminished. by consideration of this point, although 

there is no evidence bearing. directly on it. 

Listed below are the prices per case that would cover the. additional carload reps' 

expense'if the sale of 900 cases required more than one order. Column (a) assumes that 

carload reps' expense per order was $1.57. Column (b) assumes that $1.57 understates 

carload reps' expense, so the amount has been increased arbitrarily by a multiple of 

three: 
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) 

no. of (a) (b) 
buyers 

I $1.08 $1.08 

2 1.082 1.084 

3 1.083 1.088 

4 1.085 1.092 
-

5 1.087 1.096 

6 1.088 1.100 
.~ .. -

7 1.090 1.104 
• " "i.r .. ~., 

8 1.092 1.108 

9 1.094 1.112 

Column (a) indicates that increasing the number of buyers from 1 to 7· raises price 

over the straight-car price by less than 1 percent. Increasing the number· of buyers to 9 

raises price by just over 1 perCent. Column (b), based on a larger expense per order, 

indicates that increasing the number of buyers from 1 to 7 raises price by· about 2 percent . 

of· the straight -car price; increasing the number of buyers to 9 raises price by about 3 

percent. Only the figures in Column (b) suggest much of an incentive to discount; the 
. . 

figures in Column (a), drawn directly from International, suggest virtually no incentive 

to discount. Thus, for example, if a straight-car discount reduced the average number 

of buyers per··car from 9 to 1, the potential saving in carload men's expense could have 

been as little as 1 percent per case. That it would cost substantially more than this in 

terms of the money value of a discount to effectuate a consolidation of sales of this 

magnitude is not· an unreasonable view. 
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How many sales were typically required to make up a carload in the. absence of 

a discount is not known. Some idea is contained in the invoices presented in 

International. These invoices probably reflected a .disproportionate number of small 

orders since the FfC' s aim was to show the existence of buyers purchasing under 5 , ' 

tonsll00 cases who paid the surcharge. Of these invoices, about 50 percent contained 

ordersO-ver-:.60Q·:-cases', and 63 percent contained: orders over 300 cases .. When it is 

realized that the orders also contained other salt (the above reflect cases of table salt 

only), it was probably the case that most cars were filled with the orders of 2 - 4 buyers . . ,..... .. - . ---. , 

For three buyers, the price inc~se in Cobimn (a) is substantially less than 1 ~ercent of 

the straight-car price; and in Column (b), just . less than 1 percent. A di~count of about 

1 percent might have been granted if it reduced the aveli.lge number of buyers per Car ' 

from 3 to. 1. That it would require a discount larger than this to effectuate such a 

consolidation is again not an unreasonable view. 87 

Only selling expt;nse has been considered. But there were other expenses tlIat 

could have fallen with larger .. orders. A straight car, for example, required one invoice 

whereas a pool car required several. Pool-car orders were also segregated in the car 
. . - ~ . . - . 

whereas straight ;qars,did not req~iretbi~, so, the fQnnermay have imposed som~what 

greater >expens,~. . But it. i~ .. hard to believe that such . differences were substantial, or 

necessarily decisiv.e in' d~iding the question of ,discounts; since giventheir magnitude, 

it may be that the reflection of them. through discounts wouldnothave made sense. If 

87 If cost differences justified a discount but no discount was granted, the implication would be 
discrimination against buyers of larger lots, contrary to the FTC's position. There is little reason to 
suppose this would be profitable. If it did exist, the FrC's orders would not have eliminated it. 
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. they were insufficient to result in a . consolidation of sales into fewer accounts and 

therefore did not avoid selling expense" then most of the factors of productiol) used in 

invoicing and car loading would be retained in these uses, so there would be little saving 

to reflect through a discount. 

In general, given the method of selling, it is reasonable to suppose that costs were 

covered when no discount was granted. What then might account for"the efforts of the 

producers in particular territories to establish a straight-car discount? It is possible that. 

the producers tried to 'reestablish sales at list but believed. tbat -they could not succeed in 

. ;'the case of wholesalers capable of buying straight cars. This view;'is consistent with 

evidence from New York in 1936 and Ohio and Kansas in 1941, where the efforts to 

establish a straight-car discount were made: in each case, the published list price existing 

before the new discount and which applied to all buyers whether in straight or pool cars 

was to be applied only to straight-cars after the new discount was published. The pool

car price was raised by one discount unit. Assuming costs did not differ between straight 

and pool car orders (or did not differ by as much as the discount), then the implication · 

would be discrimination in favor of buyers of straight cars. These efforts failed, 

)~according to Ryon, because the individual sellers or the buyers simply assigned one 

imember of a pool car to accept the billing for it. In fact, the efforts to establish straight 

car discounts failed almost immediately, and in most areas of the country well before the 

':,;FTC issued its complaints. 
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v. THE DISCOUNT TO QUANTITY BUYERS DURING THE NRA 

a. The Character of the Discount 

In this Chapter I discuss the discount on table salt granted du~g the NRA by all " 

producers to· what were called "quantity buyers". The $50,000 annual ~volume discount 

that· the FTC came to challenge in its cases against Morton and. International was a 

, revision of the discount that existed during the NRA and continued after it. The revision· 

was adopted by the producers in 1936, just after passage. !!f. t~~Robinson-Patman Act.:. 

Discussion of the discount existing before the revision leads to a clearer understanding . 

of the discount that the FfC later challenged. 

The Hearings on the Code uncovered few,. details about the producers' pricing 

practices and no mention was made by the producers that a discount had been granted 

or was contemplated. The Administrator of the NRA, in recommending to the President 

that the code be approved, stated that it "is not designed to promote monopolies or to 

eliminate or oppress small enterprises and will not operate to discriminate against them. " 1 

This conclusion was .probably r~ched without knowledge that a discount was to be 

granted to large grocery chains .. I suspect that the Administrator based his conclusion 

on the specific provisions in the code 'that· prohibited the promotion of monopoly· and 

price discrimination.. These provisions. were soon usoo by opponents of the discount in 

efforts to have the NRA declare it a code violation. The opponents were grocery 

wholesalers whose salt purchases were too small to secure the discount and certain of the 

Hugh S. Johnson, Report to the President on the Code of Fair Competition in the Salt 
Producing Industry VI (1933). 
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producers who opposed the discount but who nonetheless granted it to maintain their 

sales to the buyers who were granted the discount by other producers. The code 

contained a provision that "differences in price based on differences in grade, quantity; 

quality, selling or transportation costs, or made in the same or diff~rent commumties ~ 

good faith· ·to meet competition, shall not constitute discrimination. ,,2 Producers who 

favored the ,':discount'relied 'on· this provision: to ' support. its continuation~·.', Opposition.to.·, 

the discount· was strong and persistent --throughout the NRA demands were made ,by 

wholesalers and by certain producersjthatthe NRA·'take.$.!eps.Jo eliminate it.' In the end 
. , . . 

however, "the-NRA authorities, although they, investigated the issue,required no change _ 

in the discount. This occurred later, when the wholesalers brought their complaint to the 

Fre. 
-

. A resolution considered by the Code Committee on March 29, 1934 (to which I 

will later refer in greater detail) states that "[i]t has been the practice of a number of salt 

producers over a long tenn of years to grant discounts to large quantity buyers ... 3 

Whether the discount during the NRA simply continued past practice or represented a 

revisioncQuld not be detennmed. .. My belief is that the discount granted' just before the, 

NRA . was similar to the discount granted during it,and opposition 'to the discount no 

doubt existed before, al.though there probably was no government agency to whi~h the 

opposition' 'co~ld·be directed with 'any-hope 'of success"until after: 'passage of the 

Robinson-Patman Act., 

2 NRA, Code of Fair Competition for the Salt Producing Industry 6 (1933). 

Resolution considered by the Code Committee, March 29, 1934, contained in Consolidated 
File. 
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The setting of prices during the NRA by the producers within each territory 

included discounts. In each territory a discount on table salt was granted to buyers for 

resale whose annual purchases of evaporated salt from all producers during the past 12 

months aggregated more than a specified minimum. The disco~nt bo!e no necessary (if , 

any) relationship to the amount the buyer purchased from an individual producer: the 

discount was granted by each producer on any sales of table salt to a buyer certified· as 

a "quantity buyer" according to his total purchases from all producers during the past 12 

months. In qualifying, a buyer's purchases were summ~ .oy~r all territories. Any 

producer who shipped salt from one territory into another could not, without violatipg 

the code, discount (1) by more than the amount published by the producers within the 

destination territory and (2) to any buyer who -did not meet the annual purchase 

, requirement (the qualifying volume) established by the producers there. Except in New 

York territory, where discount practices differed somewhat, the buyers who qualified as 

quantity buyers and who received a discount were large grocery chains. 

In May 1934, Ovid Roberts Jr., of the NRA Administration, requested a 

statement from the Code Committee II setting forth the manner in which quantity discounts 

are given in the industry ... 4 In response, the following statement was.~ubmitted: 

To. resale buyers whose total purchases during the past 12 
months· aggregate any. of the amounts mentioned below, 
discounts are allowed as follows on Table Salt: 

4 Letter from O. E. Roberts, Jr., Dep. Administrator, NRA, to Frank Morse, Secretary, Salt 
Producers Association, May 3, 1934, contained in Consolidated File. . 
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New York Producing Field: 

Total Purchases Rate of Discount Applying 

$ 25,000 2% 

$ 50,000 3% 
~ 

$ 75,000 4% -

$100,000 4% 

"""$150,000 ' " -... ""7~5% 

$250,000 10% 
r: 

. ~.- . ---. 
Ohio, Michigan, Kansas, California, and Utah Producing 
Fields: Annual Purchases $100,000 or over, 10 % 

Louisiana Producing Field: Annual Purchases $250,000 or 
over, 10% 

The granting of a quantity discount is always an individual 
action on the part of any producer and he is' at liberty to 
allow any discount he pleases so long as he publishes it in 
compliance with the provisions in the -Code. S 

Greater -detail is contamed -in a memorandum by -International to its sales force. 

The general practice -described was the same in -other territories, the ~erences- resting 

primarily on tbe annual volumesneqessary _ for a buyer to qualify:· . 

December 7,1933. Quantity Discount - :Eastern Key 
Letter Territory - Superseding all previous notices on 

. Quantity Discounts in :Eastern': Key Letter Territory. 
[Eastern. Key Letter' Territory refers _ -to New York 
territory]. Effective 10 days from this date in Eastern Key 

Letter from Frank Morse, Secretary, Salt Producing Industry Code Committee, to O. E. 
Roberts, Jr., Dep. Administrator, NU, May 4, 1934, contained in Consolidated File. The 10 percent 
discount to buyers of $100,000 or more also applied in Kansas-Michigan territory. A short time "later a 
)0 percent discount to $100,000 buyers was published for Texas territory. In all territories, the 
discount was granted only on table salt packed in cartons and cans for household or table use. The 
qualifying volume included purchases of other evaporated salt. . 
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, . 

Letter Territory, to a smgle buyer where there is one credit 
risk and where there is centralized control of buying and 
selling and direct control· of merchandising and advertising, 
and to such buyer's wholly owned subsidiaries where the 
payment is guaranteed by the centralized control, who buys 
salt for resale and whose total purchases of evaporated salt 
from all sources equal any of the amounts stated below, 
figured at net plant prices, and considering the blanket 
price items such as round cans and square cartons, etc. ,as 
being the plant price, we will grant .the following discount: 

To such buyers whose respective total purchases of 
evaporated salt during the ·past 12 months aggregated any 
of the amounts mentioned below, we will allow the rate of 
discount applying as stated on purchases of Table Salt only: 

.,.... .. - . ---. 

Rate of Discount 

$ 25,000 2% 

$ 50,000 3% 

$ 75·,000 4% 

$100,000 5% 

$150,000 7.5% 

$250,000 10% 

Every buyer is required to certify that he individually 
purchased such quantity of salt during the past 12 months, 
unless our own sales records disclose that to have been the 
case. Should our own records not confmn such fact, then 
certification of the buyer shall be subject to confmnation 
through the Secretary of the Salt Producers Assn. before 
any buyer may qualify for such quantity discount, and the 
usual advance 10 day! s notice. shall be given to the Code 
Committee before such a discount is named to any buyer. 

The net plant price is to be arrived at by deducting from 
the delivered price· the freight from the shipping point 
bearing the lowest freight rate, except on items on· which 
a blanket price is made, such as round cans and square 
cartons, from which no freight shall be deducted .... 
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In alI other territories . ' .. , the quantity discount in effect 
will be 10 percent of the net plant price on Table Salt to 
buyers whose aggregate salt purchases amounted to 
$100,000' or more during the past i2 months, subject, 
however, to likequaIifications, tenns, and conditions as set 
forth'in ,the 1 st paragraph, of this memo.6 

Whether qualified by the SPA or International (or by another producer), the name 

of anyqualifiedbuyerwas'circulated,by,theSPAto alt'producers; and the discount could 

begi"anted to any such buyer no sooner than 10 days after qualification. The Code 

prohibited the producers from malciJ:tg effective' any· change iq price unless 10 days 
. .....-...... -"-. " 

advance notice was given to the Code Committee. A ruling wcrlved this requirement if ' 

any producer was meeting a price published by another producer and effective 10 days 

hence. As a consequence, the date when adiscountwasm~de effective to any qualified ' 

buyer was typically the same for all producers and occurred, 10 days after the buyer ~as 

qualified. 

An example of buyer qualification by a producer is contained in a bulletin to 

International's sales forc~ circulated in early 1934. The bulletin was sent by International 

to the SPA froIilwhlcl1 it w~;circulated to ail producers. The buyers so qualified were 

granted the applicat?le discount' by all New York producers and by any outside producer 

making shipment~' into N~w York teqitory to these buyers: 

We,qave developed that. the following. concems .. hav,e. 
purchased evaporated salt during the past 12 months valued 

. in exce,ss of $25,000 and less than $50,000 and are entitled 
to '2 percent discount from the net plant price on table salt 

6 Bulletin from John L. Ryan, Sales Manager, International Salt eo., to International's sales 
force, Dec. 7, 1933, contained in Consolidated File. 
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only with the exception of cases of cartons and cans on 
which the discount will apply to the delivered price.7 

There follows a list of 12 buyers. Also in this bulletin three buyers were qualified as 

purchasers of between $50,000-$75,000 during the past 12 months and were qualified for 

a 3 percent discount on table salt. There is a later circulation from International noting 

. that A. Krasne, who previously qualified as a $50,000-$75,000 buyer, 

has purchased from salt producers during the past 12 
months a total in excess of $150,000, figuring case goods 
at delivered prices, and balance of purchases at the 
f.o.h. work prices; therefore A. K. is entit1~ !Q.~ discount 
of 7.5 percent on all items of table salt at f.o.~. works' 
prices, with the exception of case goods which will he 
figured at the delivered price. 8 

Except for the large grocery chains (which I will identify in a moment), I believe the _. 

above were the only buyers who qualified for discounts on table salt in New York 

territory during the NRA. 

. An example of buyer qualification by the SPA is contained in a bulletin circulated 

to all producers about one month after the code took effect: 

We [have] verified . . . that the following buyers 'salt· 
purchases for the past 12 months were [each] $100,000 or 
more; after deducting freight, excepting items on which a 
blanket price applies. 9 

7 Bulletin from !~hn L. Ryon, Sales Manager, International Salt Co., to International's sales 
force, Jan. 16, 1934, coijtained in Consolidated File. 

8 Letter from A. A. Walter~ International Salt Co., to :frank Morse, Secretary, Salt Producing 
Industry Code Committee, contained in Consolidated File. . _ 

9 Bulletin from Frank Morse, Secretary,. Salt Producing Industry Code Committee, to all 
Members, October 21, 1933, contained in Consolidated File. 
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The buyers listed are: First National Stores, A&P, Kroger, National Tea and Western 

States Grocery Co. (Safeway), all very large grocery chains. The bulletin notes that "on 

receiving infonnation of other buyers qualifying in like manner, you will be advised." 

This bulletin was sent by the SPA to all producers to identif¥ the buyers eligible, 

for a 10 percent discount, or at least the producers interpreted it this way. The 

interpretation,:'wQuld:be correct on shipments: to the. listed buyers in. most territories but 

not necessarily in New Vorkor Louisiana, where the minimum purchas,e, requirement to 

secure 10 percent was$250,OOO~ Nevertheless, of the~jj~t~. buyers who operated in 
. . 

Louisiana territory--A&P, Kroger and Safeway --each had purchased $250,000 or more. 

over the past 12 mont~s, and so would have qualified for the 10 percent discount on any 

shipments to them there. Similarly' for the listed buyers that operated in New V ork 

territory, except for First National Stores. First National operated only in New York 

temtory and confusion arose over the appropriate discount to grant it. This was clarified 

two days later in a memorandum from the SPA: 

Please be advised that saIt purchases made by the First 
National S~ores ... were in excess of $100,000 during the 
past 12' months, but less than $250,000. According to
published discounts applicable to quantity buyers in<Eastem 
Key Letter Territory, it would follow that this organization 
is entitled to a discount of 7 1/~ percent on the net plant 
prices of table salt items on all shipments of table salt to 
their branches in Eastern Key Letter Territory. 10 

About one week later, in a bulletin to all members, the SPA announced that 

'i . 

"American Stores purchased over $250,000 this past 12 months, exclusive of freight, i;) 

10 Bulletin from Frank Morse, Secretary, Salt Producing Industry Code Committee, to All 
Members, October 23, 1933, contained in Consolidated File . 
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excepting on items carrying a blanket price. 1111 Consequently, in the territories in which 

American Stores operated (primarily New York and Louisiana) its purchases would have 

qualified the fIrm for a discount of 1 ° percent. 

In early 1934, Walter Ince of Colonial Salt Co., who was ~owledgeable about" 
," 

these matters, wrote to the NRA listing the buyers eligible for the 10 percent discount. 12 

.. The letter lists A&P, Kroger, National Tea, Safeway and American Stores. Am"erican," 

havirig been certified as purchasing over $250,000, would have qualified in all 

territories. A&P," Kroger and Safeway also purchaseci oy~r. $~50,000 and qualified"for " 

10 percent in all territories. National Tea had no "operations in New York or Louisiana "" _ 

territory and its purchases, which were certified as over $100,000, would have qualified 

the fInn for 10 percent in the territories in which it operated (primarily Michigan, 

Kansas-Michigan and Ohio which all had the $100,000 limit). Ince lists First National 

as eligible for a discount of 7.5 percent. These were the only buyers during the NRA 

who received a discount on table salt, except for the buyers in New York territory who 

were granted discounts under 10 percent. 

The discounts described above continued without modification throughout the 

:;,NRA, except in New York where a revision occurred. Exactly when this occurred is 

",not clear. The revision appears in correspondence in late September 1934 between" 

II "Bulletin from Frank Morse, Secretary, Salt Producing Industry Code Com.mittee~ to All 
Members, Oct. 30, 1933, contained in Consolidated File. 

12 Letter from Walter Ince, Vice President, Colonial Salt Co., to E.W. Dahlberg, Asst. Dep. 
Administrator, NRA, Jan. 3, 1934 contained in Consolidated File. 
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International and the SPA and is noted below. U No other changes were made at least 

up to the demise of the NRA in May 1935: 

New York Producing Field 

Annual Purchases Rate of Discount-

previous .. Revised 

$ 25,000 to $ 50,000 2% 5% 

$ 50,000 to $ 75,000 3% 6% 

$ 75,000 to $100,000 4% .~ .. - ··-'-7% 

$100,000 to $150,000 5% 8% 

$1$0,000 to· $250,000 7.5% 10% 

$250,000 to over 10% 10% 

The effect of the revision was to raise First National's discount to 10 percent (to 

equal the discount grnnted to the other but larger chains that operated in ~ewYork 

territory al1d had been qualified for. 10 percent) and to raise the discount to buyers in 

each classification under $150,000 by three percentage points. 

To sum up, during theNRA the producers granted a discount on table salt to a 

buyer for resale whose aggregate purchases o(evaporated salt overthe past 12 months 

exceeded $100,000($250,000 in some territories). Except in New York territory, the 

mininium . purchase requirements (as well as other statements respecting buyer 

. characteristics) insured that only the maj~r grocery chains qualified for the 10 percent 

13 Letter from P.Silas Walter, Vice President, Intemational Salt Co., to Frank Morse, Secretary, 
Salt Producing Industry Code Committee, September 24, 1934, contained in Consolidated File. 
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_ discount. In New York territory alone, smaller discounts were' granted .to buyers who 

. met smaller purchase requirements. 

., 
,';, 

"i.' 

b. Controversy Over the Discounts During the ~ 

Complaints to the NRA about the discounts from wholesalers and certain of the 

producers were made throughout the NRA·. The complaints centered on the fact that the 

discounts were granted primarily to the large grocery chains and thus excluded most 

wholesale grocers. The complaints required investigation. RY.th~ NRA. and efforts (>n its 

part to resolve a controversy in which the parties held strong ·views. An account of 

events follows. 

Shortly after the Code took effect, the National-American Wholesale Grocer's 

Association forwarded to the NRA complaints it had received from its members about 

the discounts. To these complaints the Secretary of the Association ad~ed his ow~ view: 

[U]nder the provisions of the NIRA, . and in fact under the 
provisions of Article i of the Salt Industry· Code, nothing 
in such Code shall be designed to promote monopolies, nor 
to eliminate, oppress, or discriminate against small 
enterprises .... If the quantity discount plan to which I 
have referred has been adopted, I doubt very much whether 
it is within the spirit of the statute and the code, since it 
certainly will 'discriminate against small enterprises.' .... 
Under Article 4 of the ... Code it is provided that ,each 
producer 'shall indivi~ually publish to the trade and to the 
Code Committee the prices at which he will sell. ' 

I do not believe that under this provision it was 
contemplated that producers should agree upon uirif'orm 
quantity discount percentages ,but it would seem to me that 
each producer would be required to establish his own 
individual prices and terms of sale .... Paragraph ( c) of 
Article 4 provides that differences in price based on 
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differences in grade, quantity, quality, etc. , shall not 
constitute discrimination .... While it i~ ... true that an 
individuai manufacturer may discriminate in price based on 
the quantity sold, I know that it was not contemplated by 
the Clayton Act, nor do I believe that it was contemplated 
by the recently approved Code, that manufacturers should 
agree Upon tinifonn quantity discounts along the fu.:tes of 
that which I have quoted earlier .... 14 

The main point was that the producers appeared jointly to have identified a group 

of buyers who were· supplied at a lower price by all producers regardless of the amount 

that· the individual pt:0ducer supplied to any such buyer. This was different. from the 
. ~.- .. --- . 

. individual producer offering.a lower price· based .on the quantity or volume that a buyer' 

acquired specifically from it and which according to the Secretary was what the code 

contemplated. 

This complaint led up to a meeting in November between the producers and the 

NRA. Reference to this meeting is made by the Code Committee in December 1933: 

The Deputy Administrator met in [Washington] D. C. on 
Nt}vember 13 to discuss secret rebates and special 
discounts, often in·· the guise of brokerage, previously 
allowed to fann bureaus and cooperative associations which 
had been discontinued. Discount to large· quantity buyers 
questioned. The· Administration requested a· .small 
committee of producers· be appointed to present the data·· in 
regard to· the practice. 15 

At this meeting, salt producers who opposed the discount were represented and made : :} 

their views known. . Their disagreement with· salt producerswbo supported the discount 

14 Letter from M. L~Toulouse, Secretary, National American Wholesale Grocers' Association, 
to Frank Morse, Secretary, Salt Producing Industry Code Committee, Oct. 26, 1933, contained in 
Consolidated File . 

. 15 
Minutes of Code Committee Meeting, Dec. 12, 1933, contained in Consolidated File. 
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who also were present (coupled with the wholesalers' complaints) led the Deputy 

Administrator to request that a committee of producers be appointed to present data in . 

favor of and in opposition to the discount so that the NRA could reach an informed view. 

No reference was made to the scale of smaller discounts in New York territory. 

The establishment of this committee was fonnally requested by the NRA in late 

November 1933, and after some controversy over membership and structure, ended up . 

in the· appointment by the Code Committee of two subcommittees. One subcommittee 

was composed of producers who opposed the 10 percen~.diseount and was to pt:esent 

arguments and evidence suggesting why it should be abolished. The·other subcommittee 

. was composed of pro'ducers who favored the discount and was to present the arguments 

and evidence· suggesting why it should be continued. It was contemplated that the 

subcommittees' reports were to fonn the basis of a single report for submission to· the 

NRA. This never happened. Instead, the reports of the subcommittees. were submitted . 

directly to the NRA without any comment or analysis by the Code Committee. 

Not long after the subcommittees had been appointed, the· Code Committee 

received the following letter from the NRA: 

.We pointed out to you [at the November meeting in D.C.] 
the seeming. discrimination afforded 2 or·3 large buyers, 
and how it would result [in] the serious detriment of the 
great number of independent wholesalers and retailers and 
to the Farmers' Bureaus. 

It is our belief that since the ruling issued by the Code 
Authority limits the special discount to accounts purchasing 
more than $100,000 annually, it does not, take into 
consideration the basic reasons for quantity discount;:.i.e., 
that big shipments made possible a reduced packing and 
shipping cost t6 the producer. In many cases the $100,000 
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accounts place orders -for large amounts of salt to, be 
broken down by the producers and shipped in small 
quantities to various points in the U.S. a~ in the cas~,of the 
chain stores, etc. It now develops' that a' number of the 
members of your industry, as well as hundr~s of the 
independent consumers, have written the Administration 

. requesting that the Code Authority for your in~u$tryhi~sue 
a ruling to an members to eliminate price discrimination in 
all· fonns of extra discounts. 16 

The letter concludes with'a request-for, the industry's. views on whether the dis~ount 

should be pennitted or not. 

What motivated this· letter is not clear. At. the. tjrnl,!,. tl1~NRA kne\V that the 

subcommittees had not completed their work. Perhaps the ~~saint was to insur~ that. 

the subcommittees'work was done quickly, or at least not neglected, so that the whole-

salers' complaints· could receive an informed response~The.Jnention of members of the 

industry writing to, the.Administration probably refers to an earlier note from Walter Ince 

of Colonial Salt Co .. in . Ohio. IDce writes: 

I sincerely hope you have not overlooked this very 
important matter, which is important as far as the salt 
industry is. concerned, and that very . shortly. you will take 
some action concerning it.17 

Ince was opposed to··the discount and his views were. known to the industry and the· 
,-", 

NRA. At the November meeting i~ D.C., he was one of thegn>up representing the 

producers. 

)6 Letter from R. B~ Paddock, Dep. Administrator, NRA, to Frank Morse,.Secretary, Salt 
Producing Industry Code Committee, Jan. 26, 1934, contained in Consolidated File. 

17 Letter from·W. F. Ince, Vice-President, Colonial SaltCo., to R. B. Paddock, Dep. 
Administrator, NRA, Jan., 23, 1934, contained in Consolidated File. 
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No fonnal response to the NRA's letter was made by the Code Committee. 

Instead, it decided to forward the reports of the subcommittees as soon as possible. This 

was done on February 13, 1934. A letter from the NRA acknowledges receipt of the 

reports .and requests that the Administration "be infonned of the action of ' the Code" 

Committee in connection with the quantity discount problem. ,,18 

During February, March and April of 1934 complaints from".·wholesalers about 

the discount continued to ¥rive at the NRA and apparently with great frequency. The 

l\{RA's typical response was to state that the discount waS,..llnder review and that it was 

awaiting infonnation from the producers to help assess the discounf'S desirability. But . 

what'infonnation the NRA was to receive from the producers had already been received 

in the subcommittees' reports. I suspect that what the NRA really wanted was a decision 

by the Code Committee and a ruling by it setting forth whether and why the discount to 

quantity buyers was to be .continued or not. That this is what th~ NRA wanted is 

suggested by its letter to the Code Committee of January 26, 1934 (from which I quoted 

above). With a decision by the Code Committee in hand, perhaps the NRA would have 

been in a better position to accept or reject what the Committee decided and to respond' 

to those who complained. 

Two examples of the complaints received by the NRA that I believe can be 

considered typical are given below. The fIrst is from the Secretary of the 

u.s. Wholesale Grocers. Association (who later brought the disc,?unt on table salt to the 

FTC's attention after the Robin son-Patman Act was passed): 

18 Letter from E. W. Dahlberg, Asst. Dep. Administrator, NRA, to Frank Morse, Secretary, Salt 
Producing Industry Code Committee, Feb. 16, 1934, contained in Consolidated File. 
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Please pennit us . to' add our protest to that of the Hamill 
Co., to the effect that the spread in the quantity discount 
set forth by the Salt Manufacturers is to [sic] large, and 
works an injustice upon the average buyer. 

We have also had an additional protest from the James 
A.Dick Co., wholesale grocers of El Paso, Texas. They 
state that these salt discounts are so arranged that only 4 -
preferred dealers in the U.S .. will get the' maximum 
discounts. 19 

A few' days later .. the Secretary again writes: 

Please permit us t() urge you to consider this letter with the 
view of reme<Jying the '.' situationwhereby-"'the-se quantity 
dis.counts,op~rate so largely to the advantage of tbebig 

.' buyer anel t~e detriment of the small buyer. 20 . 

/-

The second example expresses the sentiments of the Buffalo, New York Food 

Distribution· Council: 

Unanimously resolved that the wholesalers comprising the 
area are utterly and absolutely opposed to the salt code 
. . . as' being detrimental to each and every wholesale 
jobber, and that these code~ penalize each and every 
wholesale jobber in their district and as favorable to our 
competition, the large' chain store operator. We do hereby 
petition you to eliminate the quantity discount· as being 
unfair and discriminatory. 21 

19 Letter from R. H .. Rowe, Secretary, U.S. Wholesale Grocers Association, toNRA, Feb. 23, 
1934, contained in Consolidated File. 

20 Letter from R. H. Rowe, Secretary, U. S. Wholesale Grocers Association, to NRA, Feb. 26, 
1934, contained in Consolidated File. 

21 Letter from Peter J. Schmitt, Buffalo, N. Y., to President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Feb. 7, 
1934, contained in Consolidated ~i1e. 
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c. Consideration of the Discount by the Code Committee 

At its meeting on March 29, 1934, the Code Committee took up the discount 

question. The reports of the subcommittees had been in hand for over a month. Ince, 

Chairman of the subcommittee opposed to the discount, had earlier Jnfonned the Code " 

Committee that: 

My committee after fully discussing the matter, decided 
that it would not make a combined report ... . We have no 
data to collect and therefore we decided that each member 
would make a separate and distinct report. 22 

• ,fot'-.. ~.. - .~. 

The members of Ince's committee (an opposed tothe discoun9wereO.E. Schupp of 

Myles Salt Co. in LOuisiana; Howard Carey of Carey Salt Co. in Kansas; W.W. Clute. 

of Watkins Salt Co. in New York; and Ince of Colonial Salt Co. in.Ohio. Schupp mad~ _ . 

no report. Carey, Clute and Ince 'submitted letters the. contents of which I shall later 

note. The subcommittee supporting the discount submitted a single report. This 

committee was chaired by W. G. Wilcox, President of Mulkey Salt Co., a subsidiary of 

Morton, and his views no doubt reflected those of Morton. Morton itself was not 

represented on the subcommittee, although it submitted data to it. The remaining 

members wereH. H. Torango of Diamond Crystal Salt Co. in Mi~higan; E. H. 

Pendleton of Worchester Salt Co. in New Yo~k; L. F. Fiely of Ohio Salt Co. in Ohio; 

and John L. Ryon of International in New York and Louisiana. 

2: Letter from W. F. Ince, Vice-President, Colonial Salt Co., to Frank Morse, Secretary, Salt 
Producing Industry Code Committee, Feb. 12, 1934, contained in Consolidated File. 
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There is no detaiIedrecord of the Code Committee's deliberations at the March 

29 meeting. Two resolutions were presented and votes on them were taken. The resolu-

tions probably give some idea .of what was discussed and are reproduced below: 

Under unfmished business, the subject of quantity discounts 
to large resale buyers was considered by the Code 
Committee, and after much discussion the following resolu
tion approving the continuance of quantity discounts to 
large' resale buyers 'was"introducech:, .. ,,:. 

Marketing provisions of .the Cod~ .. j>rovide .' that 'Each 
producer in each field of production s4all individually 
publish to the trade·and to·the Code Coml1liU~_t):le price at 
which hewill·sell.' Under this provision, any producer in 
his field of production may individually quote and sell his 

.' s(Jlrat such prices as he may establish andit would appear 
likewise that this carries with it the' right to make such 
prices net or· subject to discount. Under our Code the only 
limitation on this right is that he may not sell his' salt at a 
price which will nethim at his plant less than his current 
cost Of production. . 

Should the Code Committee fmd prices in any field 
unreasonably high, it may require them to be reduced to a 
reasonable figure, and this might further be construed to 
give the . Code Committee the right to require! a reduction 
of discounts if found to be unreasonable' or economically 
unsound. . 

It has been ·the.prnctice of a· nuIIlber'of salt producers over 
a long· teon of years. to grant discounts to large quantity 
buyers, and this C9l1l1l)itteerecognizes that price 
differentials are an established practice. in many industries. 
They are not necessarily discriminatory, but ,are the resu,lt 
~f considered judgment inappraising~the.value of different 

. marketing channels, from the standpoint of volume or 
distribution facilities or for other reasons. We believe that 
differentials based on quantity niost fairly recognizes the 
value of such channels of distribution, and that the total 
business over a period of time rather than individual 
transactions more equitably establishes the true status of the 
quantity' 'buyer, in that such a method affords each 
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competitive seller an opportunity to share in the business ~f 
the large buyers, whereas if the discount were applied to a 
quantity purchased at one time from one manufacturer, it 
might result in excluding competitive sellers from, that 
particular business. 

Discounts allowed should bear a defmite relationship t9 the 
benefits accruing to the seller. The report of the special 
committee submitted in favor of quantity discounts .. quotes 
figures submitted in favor of quantity discounts by a 
number (of manufacturers, showing their differences· in 
selling costs as between: the large buyer,and the genentl IVn 
of trade, which indicate that the discounts now allowed. are 
less· than the saving in selling costs alone, without 
considering other defmite advantages w hic;h. accrue to ·'the 
manufacturer through' selling to these large buy~rs., 

The report· of the committee opposing quantity discounts' 
sets forth a number of meritorious arguments why quantity 
discounts should not' be allowed, and while we recognize 
many reasons why it would be desirable to discontinue all 
discounts or differentials from quantity buying to the resale 
trade, and have given full weight to the attitude of. buyers 
whose purchases -are not of sufficient volume to entitle 
them to the benefit of such discounts, we believe tha~ at 
this time it will be unwise and constitute a hardship on such 
manufacturers in our industry who for many years have 
enjoyed a large share 'of the business of these quantity 
buyers and are dependent on such business to a large extent 
for the efficient operation of the their plants. 

Therefore, upon motion made and seconded, it is resolved 
that"~his committee should not 'interfere with the selling 
prices or discounts of individual producers' selling" to 
quantity buyers so long as such discounts are not out of 
proportion to the benefits accruing to the seller through-the 
enjoyment· of such business. 

A v'ote having ·been taken, three members of the Code 
Committee voted in favor' thereof and four members 
.... voted in the negative. TheChainnan declared the 
resolution lost. There was then presented to the Code 
Committee the following resolution: 
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Marketing conditions of' the, code provide that 'Each 
producer in each field of production shall individually 
publish to the trade and to the Code Copunittee the prices 
at which he will selL' Should the Code Committee fmd 
prices in any field unreasonably high, it may require them 
to be reduced toa reasonable figure, and this might further 
be construed to give tbe Code CoJJUirlttee the rig!!t to 
reqU'rre the elimination of discounts fo~nd to be 
unreasonable or' economically unsound. It has for some 
time been the practice of. a number of salt producers, to 

'grant discounts.to~large quantiW.buyers-andthis committee., 
recognizes that. such· discounts may result in discrimination 
as "between buyers conducting similar 'businesses and 
marketing similar grades' of salt .. 

.,.... .. - .... /-.-. 

The report of" the",Special" CQJJUirltt~ .()ppos~ to the 
granting of . quantity discounts does, m the opinion of this 
Committee; set forth such facts in support of their 
recommendation that the Code C()mmitiee feels justified in 
recommending the elimination of quantity discounts to 
resalebuyers~ . 

Now, therefore, be it, Resolved that the Code Committee 
recommends that the practice of granting quantity discounts 
.... to resale buyers be discontinued. Motion having been 
duly made,'and seconded, 'and a vote having ,been taken, 
four'members of the Code Committee voted in favor 
thereof" 'and three members of the Code Committee voted 
in the negative. 

The chainnan declared the resolution adopted and 
instructed the Secretaty to inform the Deputy Administrator 
tathe action taken by- ,.the Code Committee.' and request 
advice as to what, further steps should be taken in 
connection with this sUbject.23. 

It thus appeared that the dis~ount would' be 'discontinued: (subject. to NRA 

approval) because it was "economically unsound" or made the price to quantity buyers 

"unreasonably low". Authority to require'a price chaIlge along these ,lines had been used 

23 Minutes of Code Committee meeting, March 29, 1934, contained in Consolidated File. 
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by the Code Committee on two previous occasions: once for example, to require Texaco 

to lower its price in Oklahoma territory for salt packed in hexagon cartons. Texaco did 

not sell hexagon cartons but under the code was responsible for publishing a price for 

them in Oklahoma territory. It had set the price "unreasonably high"~ --according to the" 
, . 

Code Committee to discourage consumption (and therefore imports) of hexagon cartons 

in Oklahoma. The resolution passed by the Code Committee did"'hot state that the 

discount did not reflect cost differences and therefore violated the specific code 

provisions that prohibited price discrimination. • #tI-.- •. ---. 

The resolution passed ~Y the Code Committee on March"29 was only a 

recommendation that the discount be discontinued. It was not a ruling that the discount 

violated the code and had to be discontinued. In fact, the discount continued to be 

granted by all producers after the resolution was passed. Apparently, the Code 

Committee was waiting for the advice of the NRA whether a . formal· ruling should be 

made. This is reflected in correspondence between the Code Committee and the NRA 

which arose as follows. 

In'late April 1934, the NRA received a complaint about the discount from 

S~dard Grocery Co. The NRA's response to Standard -- which no'doubt was received 

without enthusiasm -- was that the 

salt producers are· not required by any provision in their 
Code to extend the quantity discount to large purchasers of 
table ,salt" neither does the Code prevent salt producers 
extending such discounts if they so desire. 24 

24 Letter from O. E. Roberts, Jr., Dep. ~dministrator, NRA to Standard Grocery Co., May 1, 
1934, contained in Consolidated File. 
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The NRA fOlWarded Standard's complaint to the Code Committee, which 

responded as follows: 

The quantity discounts to which [Standard refers] are 
allowed by the producers [in the New York territory] who 
grant them· on the theory that they .are econo~cally 
justified. The Code Committee is awaiting the Deputy's 
advice as to what further steps should be taken in 
connection with the subject. 25 

The Deputy's advice was as follows: 

We are under the impression that there exists in the 
industrY a situation which requires true. ~ooperationand 
diplomatic handling in order .that· there not be· .created . a 
feeling~of dissension in the Industry coup~ed with a gen~ral 
misunderstanding among the purchasers of the Industry's 
product. 

A number of protests have been reeeived. .. from various 
purchasers of salt. These specifically' protest certain 
disc~unts given ... to· large purchasers .... There. appears 
no provision in the Code ... which prohibits the 
procedure. There is, however, evidence that ~uch is 
undesirable and cr~tes a condition. of unrest which might 
well be avoided ..... It is our desire that this office be of 
assistance to the Industry in every manner possible to the 
end that we may aid the Industry in its efforts to become 
self-governi?g. It appears ... that the practice of granting 
quantity discounts .. ~. to resale purchasers was voted to be 
discontinued. It further appears. that the Code Committee 
desired . advice from. the Administration as to what further 
steps should be taken in connection with the subject. There 
would appear to be 3 courses of action open: 

1 .... '. Industry'·· may" by amending'· code prohibit 
discounts. 

2. Administration . may propose equivalent 
action. 

25 Letter from Frank Morse, Secretary, Salt Producing Industry Code Committee, to O. E. 
Roberts, Jr., Dep. Administrator, NRA, May 4, 1934, contained in Consolidated File. 
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3. The Industry members may by mutual 
consent discontinue discounts. 26 

The letter concludes by asking whether the Administration might help in implementing 

any such course of action and expressing hope that an understanding might be reached 

on what course to follow.· 

It seems clear that the NRA was willing to. see the discount disappear should this 

eliminate the "unrest. II But this would not have pleased the producers who favored the 

discount nor the buyers who received it. There appears to have been.no direct response 
..:~ .. 

• r-.. -. o •• ----. 

to the NRA' s advice and no steps were taken ·along the lines s~ggested. Instead, at its 

meeting in May 1934, the Code Committee reached the following conclusion: 

The Code Committee gave further consideration to the 
subject of quantity discounts and after a careful 
examination of all facts found a divided opinion in the 
industry on the question .... Pricing salt at which it will be 
sold has ~ways been an individual matter for each 
producer and· this is so recognized in the Code by· the 
provision that each producer in each field of production 
shall individually publish to the trade the prices at which he 
will sell. The Code does not provide for the Code 
Committee to make or fIx prices at which producers in the 
industry shall sell salt above cost. 27 

Since the membership of the Code Committee was the same as that which had 

passed the resolution recommending that the discount be discontinued, 'this change in the 

Committee's position (which reflects the same position as in the resolution previously lost 

that the qiscount be continued) is interesting. There is no indication of what led up to 

26 Letter from o. E.· Roberts, Jr., Dep. Administrator, NRA, to Frank Morse, Secretary, Salt 
Producing Industry Code Committee, May 2, 1934, contained in Consolidated File. This letter . 
probably crossed paths with Frank Morse's May 4 letter to O. E. Roberts. 

Minutes of Code Committee meeting, May 9, ·.1934, contained in Consolidated File. 
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this reversal. It could be that the producers who- wanted the' discount simply indicated 

that they were .going to continue it, perhaps believing that the NRA would be unlikely 

independently to prevent them from doing . this .. Without direct action by. theNRA, it 

seems doubtful that the producers could have been prevented from .granting a discount., 

If these . producers continued to discount to qu~tity buyers, the opposing producers also 

would have to' discount if theywishedto·maintain~theirexisting sales to these buyers. 

Given the locations of the producers known to favor the discount, the publication of a 

discount by them would have covered all ten1tories .with--the possible exception of 

Oklahoma. Amending the Code as suggested by the NRA was not attempted. This_ 
, . . 

would have required a vote of all industry meIllbers (not just those on the Code 

Committee), and it may be that.the producers opposing the discount did not have the 

votes to win. Of the 15 fInns that produced salt for table use, the views of 11 of them 

concerning the discount are known. Six favored it (Diamond Crystal, International, 

Morton, Union, Ohio and Worchester) and five oppoSed it (Carey; Colonial~ Jefferson 

Island, Myles and Watkins). Of the remaining four, Barton 1 believe was almost 

certainly opposed and Hardy and American were probably in favor. Texaco's position 

is not known. 

d. Absence' of Direct Intervention by":the'NRA'" 

As of May 1934, the efforts to abolish the discount had failed, and it seemed clear 

that any future success would require direct intervention of the NRA. '. But such 

intervention was not forthcoming. This is revealed by' the NRA' s handling of a 
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, wholesaler's complaint fIled in late 1934 and which was fmally resolved just one month 

. befQrethe d~mise of , the NRA itself in May 1935. 

,.:,In December 1934 Milo Rowell, an attorney representing Hobbs-Parsons Co. (a 

California wholesaler), complained to the Code Committee that the quantity discount " 

violated Article 1, Section 3(a)(2) of the National Recovery Act. That section provides 

that such code or codes are not designed to promote 
monopolies or to eliminate or oppress small enterprises and 

. will not ~perate to discrimmate against them. 28 

Rowell notes that Hobbs-Parson purchased insuffieient--salt to earn the discount 

'and that its bu~iness 'suffered in thatb1.lyerswho di~expandect relative to his client. 

Rowell's complaint states that: 

Members of the salt ... industry have been consulted in 
regard to . the discritllination; . and state. that· under the 
provisions . of the Code and certain supplemental agreements 
thereto, it is' necessary for' them to' follow the practice, 
above Qutllned,'and . that·, should they give a discount of 10 
percent to. small business it would be in violation of the 
Code and they would suffer a' penalty therefore. 

We disagree with·'such an irit'erpretation on the part. of the 
. .. industry and request a ruling of the Code Authority on 
the point. 

The . price provisions of the Code limit members·· of the 
industry only to . selliIig at or above cost according to our 
interpretation. . We believe the code permits the sale' of salt 
at any price which ~ay 'be posted by any niemb..er ... so· 
long ,as such ,price is at or above coSt. This is denied by , 
members of the industry.. We request a ruling of the Code 
Authority. on this point also. 29 

28 Letter from Milo Rowell Jr., attorney, to Salt Producing Industry Code Comrirlttee, Dec. 17, 
1934, contained in Consolidated File. 

29 Id. 
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Rowell was correct that the code did' not prevent· the individual producer from 
. . 

publishing a lower price. Perhaps producers found that indicating they' were'" unahle 
. . 

individually to lower price because of the code was an easy answer to any buyer seeking 

better tenns. But as described by Rowell, the 'situatio~ would have violated "the code. 
. . . ~, .. . 

The Code Committee in its response to Rowell argued that the discount was not 

discriminatory and· went'on to note that: 

Members of the Industry.are of the opinion that there isa~ 
consideiable~vingtoth~gt m.,selling largAA~tity .buyers 
(and . for this reason publish the . discount). The 
Hobbs-ParsonCompanytpwhich you r~fer ittayreceive. tbe 
benefit of' the discount, provided its purchases are of 
sufficient volume. Under the tenns of the Code ... , all 
producers are required to individually publish the prices 
(including discounts)·. at which they selland. the Code 
further. requires' that ;no producer. may . sell his product at 
less than his . published price. . The fact that these producers 
publish prices anel discounts applicable.to certain volume 
purchasers is not, in the opinion of the C()de Committee, 
a violation of the Code in any way, ·nor does it ·oppress 
small enterprises •. 30 

Rowell did not let the matter rest. He forwarded to the NRAlPs letter to the 

Code' Committee and the latter's response to him, along with the following comment: 

In my .. letter I requested a ruling from the authority whether' 
it-would be allowable to give a discount of 10 percent to a 
purchaser of less than $100,000 ,worth of refmed sa)tper 
year. This inquiry was not answered. I also requested a 
. ruling· of the Code Authority 'whether()rnot the·Code .. 
would pennit any member of the industry to sell. salt at any 
posted price so long as such price was at or abovecosL 
This inquiry was not answered. 

30 Letter from Frank. Morse, Secretary, Salt Producing Industry Code Committee, to Milo 
Rowell, Jr., attorney, Jan. 14, 1935, contained in Consolidated File. 
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In addition to these requests I complained· of the oppression 
and ·discrimination against·· small erlteIprises by' the 
[producers] .... The response from ·the Code Committee 
was arbitrary and apparently made without considemtioh of 
the facts. 31 

The NRA's response was to note that the code "specifically states that a'discount " 
.~;~:. 

based on quantity purchased shall not constitute discrimination; .. 32 and that each member 
't, 

"may fue any price that he so desires as long as it is not lower than the cost of 

production. There is no setting pf prices or discounts provided for by the Code ... 33 But 

it was clear that the producers had established a discount~ted only<to buyers whose,·;~r 

"aggregate purchases from all· producers exceeded $100,000 (or $250,000 in some:;:;", 

territories). This discount was granted by each producer regardless of the amount 

individually sold to any such buyer. Whether this discount was discriminatory or not 

was a question that theNRA seemed never to address directly. The NRA' s response to 

Rowell continues: 

31 

Your letter implies that members of the Industry have 
stated that 'under the provision of the Code and certain 
supplemental agreements thereto,' it is necessary for them 
to follow certain outlined pmctices in the quoting of 
prices. Other than the ·provisions of the Code which allow 
for the filing. of a member's own selling price, and the fair 

. pmctice provisions of the Code, there is no restriction upon 
the selling price of a member of the industry. This office 
has no record of the existence of any supplemental 
agreements. 

Letter from Milo Rowell, Jr., attorney, to NRA, Feb. 4, 1935, contained in Consolidated File. 

-
32 Letter from E. R. Stoll, Asst. Dept. Administrator, NRA to Milo Rowell, Jr., attorney, 'Feb. 

20. 1935, contained in Consolidated File. 

33 Id. 
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You . make the statement also that the Code is uilfair in 
operatiolland aids in the-promotion of monopolies. -These 
. ..are general allegations,and do not offer· any specific 
evidence in substantiation thereOf. It is therefore requested 
that you furnish this office with defmite data upon which 
such charges mig~t be sustained. 34 

The letter concludes by noting that the Code Committee was _to be requested to make 

sure that all producers were abiding by the Code. 
:,::.'/:" ~'/_ ~:';':;;":.'~ ~'f"~ __ _ •• • •••• ~ ~ • :.::~ ." 

With respect to the latter request, the Code Committee writes: 

According to the prices individually" published by the 
Paciflc'Coast Producers:, a 10 % <uscount on table salt is 
appliCable to any buyers whose aggregate- satt purchases 
amount to $l00,OQOor,more per year, but the quantity 
discount is' not applicable to. a purchaser ofa lesser amount 
. • .., The prices, posted by any member of the industry are 
within his discretion and not within the province of the 
Code Committ~, to IIX, unless they seem to be 
unreasonably high, in which case the Code· Committee may 
require their reduction. 

This question of quantity discounts has heretofore had the 
attention of the Code Committee as well as the 
Administration, and the __ principle by. which quantity 
discounts are computed is fully set forth in brief fued with 
the Administration a year ago.35 

In an internal communication, the Deputy Administrator of the NRA notes that 

he- examined Rowell's complaint and found t'no violation of the Code H. or that [it] is 

unfair in operation ..... ,,36 His recommendation to the Division Administrator was to 

3S Letter from Frank Morse, Secretary, Salt Producing Industry Code Committee, to E. R. Stoll, 
Asst. Dep. Administrator, NRA, March 4, 1935, contained in Consolidated File. 

36 Memorandum from O. E. Roberts, Jr., Dep. Administrator, NRA, to J. F. Battley, Division 
Administrator, NRA, April 8, 1935, contained in Consolidated File. 
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dismiss the complaint and iri this be was joined by theNRA~sLegal and Industrial 

Advisors. Just before this recommendation was made, A.B. ' Quinton, Jr., the 

Administration's member on the Code Committee, submitted his View of Rowell's 

,.,~omplaint: 

Mr. Frank Morse [Secretary of the Cod~ Committee] 
... answered correctly the practice relative to quantity 
discounts within the ,industry. However, he' made no 
specific. reply to the claim that the greates( quantity 
discount is given to 'any purchaser who buys one hundred 
thousand dollars of rermed salt per year from any or' all 
members 'of the salt, prodUcing indu'stry /h-·[Rowell] - is'''';';;:-
correct ... that the above ... practice is followed . 

. . '. [W]ithout taking issue at this time on the merit of such 
practice, I do believe that certain aspects of. the methods ' 
used, deserve further study. [1]t is suggested that you 
review [the reports' by the Committees on the quantity 
discount] with the end in view of detennining whether or 
not the Code Committee should be directed to re-open this 
matter. I strongly recommend that it be so re-opened.37

, 

Quinton's recommendation was not followed, and Rowell was notified as follows: 

The matters brought out in your letter have been given 
careful consideration and since no, additional evidence has 
been submitted to substantiate these statements, the matter 
has been ... fIled as closed. 38 

The NRA' s records contain no' evidence of any further deliberations overthe discount. 

In sum, during the NRA, efforts were made by wholesalers and some of the"'-

producers to abolish the 10 percent discount granted in all territories to large grocery 

37 Letter from A. B. Quinton, Jr., Administration Member, Code Committee, toO. E. Roberts, 
Jr., Dep. Administrator, NRA, March 7, 1935, contained in Consolidated File. 

38 Letter from E. R. Stoll, Asst. Dep. Administrator, NRA, to Milo Rowell, attorney, April 22, 
1934, contained in Consolidated File. 
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chains and the smaller discounts granted in New York territory to certain other buyers. 

So far as these efforts· were directed to the. Code Committee, they. were doomed to failure 

unless the NRA intelVened directly. But this the NRA did· not do. 

c. The Subcommittees' Reports 

The :'reports' <of·thecommittees·~ ,are,.·sometl)ing· ofa disappointment. They lack 

detail' and reveal little why costs. of supplying the l¥ge chains as against wholesalers 

were or were not-lower.' ,What is ·clear is that the sav.iQgs .. tbat the subcommittee in 
r' . . - . -'.'." '.' .' .'". ",;'" ; .-". ,',': _ 

support of discounts alleged to exist resided almostentirely in selling '(or more' broadly . 

distribution) expense on sales to the large chains as against wholesalers generally; and 

that the subcommittee in opposition focussed less on costs than on other reasons why they 

favored eliminating the,discount. Neither report mentions· the sliding scale in New York 

territory. 

1. TbeReport of the Subcommittee in Support of Discounts 

The report of the subcommittee in support· contains the following statement: 

The Committee believes the only qqestion at· stake is 
whether the present published· discounts available to buyers 
of $IOO,(}QOworth of salt· or more 'per annum are justified 
by the difference in cost' in selling buyers of this classifi
cation' as compared with the cost of selling the" average 
buyer. The committee has, therefore, requested six 
different ,salt companiesw ho have made substantial sales to 
buyers of $100,000 or more of salt per annum and who also 
do a substantial volume of business. with all other types of 
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buyers to submit to you their direct seUingexpense in the 
two cases.39 

The figures are listed below, expressed as a percentage of sales (net of freight) 

to the b~yers as so classified. The estimates are not identified by company: 

Selling .. Expens~ Rates by Buyer Classification, 1933 

Company' .... ,. In :Sellirig Quantity In Selling All Others DiffeJ::~~ces in Exp~~se 
Buyers Rates 

A (l.9 21.52 . 15.03 
.' 

• r-.. - .. - -"-. ,~.~.~ 

B 13.60 21.89 15.20 
... 

.' I· .'. 

6.0((:;;:~:: ~;~~~t: .. 
'C 7.50 13.50 

D 1.19 16.89 15.70 

E 9.13 20.37 12.24 

F .92 17.00 16.08 

Average 6.30 19.68 13.38 

For each fmn the difference in reported expense rates is substantial, from which the 

committee concluded that the discount to quantity buyers "is certainly justified by the 

experience reflected' in these figures ... 40 No detail is submitted how the estimates were 

derived in general, or by the individual producers in particular. Nor does the report-: 

identify the components of selling .expense and why they ~ere' reduced' on sales t6 

quantity buyers. The reported expense rates vary substantially across companies, 
\,-,' 

39 Letter from W.G. Wilcox, Chairman, Committee Supporting the Discount to Quantity Buyers, 
to Frank Morse, Secretary, Salt Producers Code Committee, February 7, 1934, contained in 
Consolidated File. 

Id. 
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although for each producer the difference between the two buyer classifications is 

similar, except for' Company C. Why C would be supplying the chains is not clear, 

given that the discount was 10 percent. 

The variation across producers probably reflects. that the fInns d!ffered in, what they 

included as selling expense but much less ·soin terms of the' components believed to 

diffetr:between:quantity,and· llall· othet" .. buyers~"., I .. suspectthattbe:estimates were: made 

with some care, in .part because the fmns were anxious to continue ·the discount and 

because it was known . that their figures were to besubmjtte<.itotheNRA. At the time, 
.' \ ........... ---. . 

the expectati6ntbaf the NRA would examine :theestimates in detail and perhaps decide 

on the basis of them whether the discount should be continued would seem reasonable, 

particularly giverit~epre~sure for information that the NRl\ had imposed. Nevertheless,- . 

. the NRA . apparently never requested greater· detail or clarification and the undedying. 

support for the estimates never sutfaced. 

2. Analysis of the Possible Cost Differences 

Reasonable guesses can be made about what the estimates sought to reflect, drawing 

primarily on th.e evidence.andtestimony from the FTC's proceedings against Morton and 

International. As submitted, the comparlsons:are said to reflect differences in direct 

selling expense on sales to thediscounLcbains (whose purchases were predominately of 

tal?le salt) and to "all other buyers." The latter classification includes wholesalers (whose 

purchases were predominately of table salt) plus all other buyers (whose purchases were 

predominately not of table salt). Since the basic question was whetherthe cost of 
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distributing table salt to the large challis differed from that to wholesalers, the 

comparison would have relevance only if direct selling expense on sales to wholesalers' 

was relatively the sake as on sales to other buyers within the "all other buyers" 

classification. The assumption is that they were the same, although'l!o support is given. 

The' major 'direct selling expense ,of the salt companies (or'at least the~predominant 

expense that might bethought to vary across buyers) was the salaries and eX!penses of the'; 

salesmen who geIi~rated and assembled orders for carload shipments from all classes of 

trade. The basic question would'thus seem to be w~ther_,salesmen's"expense ~h, 

"supplying the chains was typiCally less than what was incurred in supplying,;::whqlesalers,;~. 

and further, whether the difference in expense was consistent with the magnitude and 

character of the' discount granted. 
) , 

In terms of magnitude, the figures themselves seem to more ,than justify 'the discount: 

the differences in expense rates' average about 13 percent, and the discount was 10 

'percent. In tenns of character, what .would be relevant is evidence that the savings 

applied on any sales made to the quantity buyers: the discount was granted by each 

producer independently of the volume it supplied to any particular quantity buyer, so the 

difference in expense rates should, similarly be unrelated to the individual seller's volume, .. 

, to any of them. The study throws no light on this issue. The cosLjustifications", 

submitted by Morton and International during the FfC' s proceedings do suggest that the 

differences in expense ~tes were independent of the seller' sindividual volume to any 

quantity buyer. The savings,then were shown ,to relate to the character ,of the chains~ 

buying,practices which differed from those of wholesalers generally, and which imposed 
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. less cost on the sellers on all sales to them. Basically~ the chains themselves assumed 

certain distribution functions and so relieved the sellers of them, whereas the sellers 

assumed them on sales. to 'wholesalers and, so· relieved the buyers of them. From all 

appearances the . differences' in buying practices between chains and .. wholesalers had, 
. "-.'-" 

existed forfilany years and bad not changed in fundamentals during and after th~ code . 

. . ' The ··discount'·chains·.tnaintained·:branch',:',warebouses~ to .. which all shipments, of salt 
. -

were made and from which they made shipments to their stores. Order~ f()r salt were 

placed by branch buyers and were sbippedeither instmightorpool cars. ,The latter 

were assembled by the sales reps employed by: the. producer&. On sales made to ,grocery _ 

wholesalers, merchandising work was performed. That is, when sales were being 

assembled for shipment into particular areas, the salt companies WOUld. canvas retailers ' 

taking orders for the account of any wholesaler that the retailers might designate. These 

orders were used to facilitate sales to wholesalers,. whose orders were also gathered by 

the Sales reps and shipped in pool or straight cars. Morton, International, Diamond 

Crystal and Mulkey employed merchandising reps whose primary function was to call 

on retailers. The orders they generated were turned over to carload reps, who called on 

wholesalers (and on buyers of other grades) and assembled the pool cars. Carload reps 

also spent part of their time'onmerchandising work. The smaller producers typically did 

not employ merchandising' reps, although comparable or- substitute· service was provided 

by their carload reps. ,Undoubtedly these services were of roughly comparable value to 

buyers given that published prices in any territory were the same du~g the code (and 

transactions prices seemed clearly to be the same before and after the code ). 
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Merchandising sexvice was neither offered nor supplied to the' discount chains, so this 

class of expense was avoided on sales to them. No doubt the estimates of the cost 

differences contained in the committee's report account for the avoidance of this expense. 

In the case of fInnslike Morton and International which employed' sep(J.fate , 

merchandising reps, fIgures on this expense were readily available. . In:International 's 

cise, the fmn also kept detailed records ·to estimate the proportion of-carload reps'time' 

devoted to merchandismg wo~k. We know that International reli~ on these figures in 

preparing its estirilates for the' committee. For' these fmns merchandising'~expensewas 

aliriost certainly assigned to "all' other" buyers. As reported' the fIgures may understate 

the relevant differentials in expense rates, because merchandising expense was incurred 

on sales to wholesalers but not to the otl)er buyers contained in the "all other" 

classifIcation. In the case of the' smaller fmns who employed only carload reps, it is not 

known how they might have estimated merchandising expense and I suspect that. they 

probably did not do . so directly. What these fmns probably .. did was to estimate the 

proportion of the carload reps' time spent on sales to discount chains. and then allocated 

sales reps' salaries'and expenses between the chains and '''all other"'buyers in proportion 

to'Gthis. Thiswou~d be reasonable in terms of the comparisonsought·,;providing that the 

sales' reps allocated their efforts across different grades and classes of; buyers roughly in 

proportion to sales.' The report implies that this was so, although no support is given. 

I also suspect~ although this could not be confmned, . that the carload reps' expense 

of the fums which employed merchandising reps was allocated to each buyer 

classification in proportion to sales. Whether this is reasonable in light of the 
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compansonsought is subject to the same qualification noted above .. For example, if it 

required the use of relatively more carload reps' s~rvice to supply table salt to 

wholesalers than to supply other. buyers, then the price of· table salt would be expected 

to reflect this;' and since the sales reps would be expected to allocate their effqrts across 

grades and:buyers so that· expected .gains areeverywhe~ the same, then the. allocation 

ofexpense',in'proportion;:to sales could yield> a ,reasonable. approximation of carload '8 

reps" expense' on sales to wholesalers. But prices also ret:J.ect other differences across 

. grades and types"ofsalt: table salt imp9sedrelatiyelYp~t~~'packagingcosts than most 

other grades, so a 'given ainountof salt sold. as table . salt would geQerate higher sales. 

But· sales reps would not be·· expected to allocate their efforts in relation to price 

differences reflecting packaging diff~rentials. 

. All in all, although the figures reflect a cost difference, it is not certain what costs 

they reflect or. w bether they can' be taken as reasonable estimates of cost differences in 

supplying chains and·. wholesalers. Morton, International and the other producers who 

favored the discount always supported it in teons of a difference in selling expense 

stemming primarily from the avoidance of merchandising work on sales to the chains and 

also from the fact that relatively less carload reps' service was required to supply these 

buyers. Evidence that bears mo~closely on these poin~s was later presented by Morton 

and Intemationalduring the. FfC's proceedings.' Intenns of carload expense, what the 

later evidence reveals is that the· carload reps called on the chains' branch warehouses 

relatively much less frequently than on wholesalers because the chains, under agreements 
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reached with the producers,'ordefedmore of their requirements directly , without the 

intervening servic~ of the carl()aq.· reps· (and without any associated· merchandising work). 

The discountgninted during the code is' not inconsistent with lower costs, providing 

that the lower C9sts. r~flected the avoidance of inerchandise~xpense'" and a general" 

reduction in services of carloadteps on sales'to the large grocery chains) i. To any seller 

.' . ' '. . '.... '. . . .... ."'. ..t. .•. . 

supplying adisc0ll:nt buyer, merchandising expense would be avoided"·,'oI1'!~all·· sales, and 

this would be md~endent of theartIiti31 volume individually' supplied to! any such buyer. 

Similarly, reductions'in carload reps' service would be reflected on aU:isaIes to discount 

buyers and again would:;seem independent of the volume supplied by;-the;\seller to any -
" <. ( • 

particular quantity buyer. The circulation by'the code committee of the names of buyers 

who had quali;fied as quantity' buyers would no doubt diminish t~echances of error or 

the likelihood thatlowefpricesw6uld be charged to buyers said to be quantity buyers 

by the individual seller but who really were not,., since incentives to cut· prices almost 
,/ 

certainly existed duriIig the code. The procedure also would identify the buyers within 

any territory who were to secure a lower price (and by how much price to them was to 

be reduced) and therefore the buyers and price that outside suppliers could meet but not 

offer "to any buyer other than those identified~ 

Toward the end of the committee's report appears the following statement: 

During recent years and up to the signing of the Code ... , the 
industry suffered from excessive over capacity, from the entrance 
of new factors into the industry, and in short from all the ills 
affecting any commodity business. It became a buyers'market. 
The struggle for attractive business became intense and bitter. 
Concessions were freely given and immediately met. Secret 
discount,s, confidential deals and all other devices, always resorted 
to under such condition in the past, eventually made the 
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manufacturer ~ost powerless in the face of concentrated buying 
power. The . inevitable result was that the large quantity 'buyers 
were securingpJices that were undoubtedly in· some cases below 
actual manufacturing. cost. These special' conCessions applied to 
any types of salt sold... As the conditions became worse the 
buyer of lesser buying power was <?f necessity being increas;ingly 
discrimina.ted againsL The small buyer is now buying all items . 
except table salt on exactly the same basis as the biggest ·buyers in' 

. thecounto'~ Only tb()seacquaint~with th~ troubles which b~set 
this industry in the past can appreciate; the immense effort which 
the. industry:·: has ·put.forth t() .. eliminat~ .qiscriInination. Today the· . 
only difference between the average smaIl buyer and· buyers of 
such size thatJheir annual purchases 3.Jl1ount to $lOO,OOO~OO or 
more is· a quantity discount open and published applymg·'to··table 
salton1y' .... 

. . ~ ........... _ ...... , 

. W;hi1e·i our .·.c04~ ,~as . awaiting approval. . ... ,the .·~uyers of. salt, 
knowing that the old deals and special favors' \Vould"be eliminat&i; 
bought heavily at the th~nprevailingprice basis to them.· . :The 
large stocks' of salt purchased at those prices h~ve not' yet entirely . 
cleared from themerchants'waryhouses. :por this. r~son, it is still 
too early to see the true benefits and actual'effectsof our. present 

. price structure~ It is the belief of your Committee that it will take 
another six :months to develop sufficient experience under our 
present pricestnIctureand our pubIish~ quantity discount. The 
question is solely as to whether these discounts are discriniinatory 
or not; on the· basis' of economics or law or code they are 
absolutely justifiable. This committee strongly recommends that 
these facts be ~garded impartially and fairly and that no 
conclusion be reached and that no fmn decision be made until a 
sufficient amount of time has elapsed to indicate whether or not the 
amount of . the discount or the basis of discount needs revision as 
shown by its practical working .. 41 . 

The quotation suggests that conditions prior to the code were competitive, or 

approximately so. There is evidence that before the code a discount to quantity buyers 

existed,. although·itsexact nature and the buyerswho secured itare not known. The 

quotation from the committee"s report suggests that prices to the large chains were 

41 
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probably below those tYPically charged wholesalers genetally, and no doubt this in part . 

reflected the existence of a discount. If conditions were competitive, persistent price 

differences "among buyers would be expected to be cost based. 

3. Price Setting to Discount. Chains and Wholesalers 

Suppose that the cost of supplying the large chains was less than that of vl'holesalers;':"; 

and let us consider' how account for this' might have been taken during the code. Suppose; . 

. t~at in each temtorythe sellers wereto set a unifonn priee·to-·wholesalersand chains.;' 

"If at this price the chains' elasticity of demand was the same as that of wholesalers, art~i?! -

incentive would exist to lower price to the fonner, since an increment in output 

distributed to them could be made at less cost·and would yield more than if the increment 

were sold to wholesalers. Let the sellers consider lowering price' to the chains. How' far 

pric~ would fall would depend on how the elasticity of the chains' demand is altered as 

the price to them is reduced, on how marginal cost changes with increases in the quantity 

sold to them (and on how the marginal cost of supplying' a given amount to wholesalers 

might be affected if the chains ' supply is increased) and· on the change in net receipts 

'''from wholesalers (at any price initially charged to them) that would accompany any' 

lowering of price to the chains, since the demands of wholesalers and chains were almost 

certainly interrelated. The latter implies that any reduction in the price charged the 

chains would lead the producers to wish to change the price to wholesalers, since at the 
f';-,' 

price initially charged to them, the~ demand would now be less. But any change in the 
~:(.-. 

price to wholesalers would in turn have effects on the demand of the chains (at the price 
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charged to them) and thus on the price that the producers might them wish to charge 

them;. and so on. Whether in . making. a decision to lower price to the chains these. 

attendant effects could be accounted for other than very imperfectly by so large a group 

of producers, particularly when consideration is given to the fac~ that prices in one, 

territory will effect the demand in another, is uncertain,and there is no record of the 

. fmns!~deliberations,lead~g.:up.'.:to· the deCision to fIX' the 'price to quantity, buyers 10 

. percent below that to wholesalers. Given the disagreement among the producers about 

the advisability ,?f the discount, those .who established !t...~~tpub1.iShed ~ts tenns mu~st 

have taken account atleastroughlyoftheamolltltthat,would be supplied to the quantity _ 

buyers by those who objected to the discou,nt, since the marginal cost of supplying the 

quantity buyers as. well as wholesalers by those who flXedand published the discount 

presumably would be related tothe proportion of the quantity buyers' demand that they 

believed they would supply~ 42 

Although there are complications, suppose that prices are set so that the marginal cost 

of supplying wholesalers approximates the net marginal revenue derived from them and 

similarly for the chains. Suppose further that at these prices the elasticity of the chains' 

demand . sufficiently. exceeds that of wholesalers that the difference between price and 

marginal cost is smaller on sales lathe ch$s thmttowholesalers.Thatis, supposethat 

the price set discriminates in favor' of' the' chains~Then all or at least some of the 

producers considered. individually would wish to divert sales from the chains to 

42 There is som~ evidence, although this relates to the period after the code, that those who 
opposed the discount supplied part of their output to buyers who received it. See Record, 4319-4-3-2, 
at 295; Record, 4319-4-3-3, at 531, 552, 567. 
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wholesalers. Assuming a given total ()utput, any such diversion . would at the margin 

raise the return from the chains and lower that from wholesalers, either because price to 

the· fonner would rise and that to the latter would' fall; or if price did' not change by an , 

amount' sufficient to equalize retUrns, because the seIVices that the pr~ducers offered on . > 

sales to wholesalers would increase. Any such increment in service expense, could), 

presumably be avoided by setting the discount to approximate the cost difference, sincekr 

this substitutes a less costly for a'more costly adjustment mechanism. : If services to ' 

wholesalers were inefficiently supplied, individual sellers ~uld.offset this bypublishing\; 

'a·s6meWhatlower price, since even if met by other sellers net returns would be expected~.:, 

to 'increase, assuming the supply of services could not be controlled. 

Lowering price in this way might encourage other price cuts, 'although it is by ,no 

meaIis 'clear that it would. If pricing were such as to induce an increment of service to 

wholesalers" then these 'buyers· would be disadvantaged in that the quantity of salt 

distributed through them 'would be less than if price had fallen. The disadvantage would 

stem from the fact· that the additional service is unlikely to substitute perfectly for 

services otherwise provided by wholesalers,' so that the overall cost of· distribution 

through them rises. Nonetheless, the disadvantage ,might be very small.if ,the sellers.~,; , . 

service closely substituted for that which the wholesalers themselves perfonned -- for, . 

example, the generation of orders from retailers through merchandising work. At any 

rate, the disadvantage would relate only to the difference between the price charged 

chains and wholesalers minus the difference in the marginal costs of their supply, which 

might itself be small. 
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The Code contained no provision that in any clear way restricted the supply of service 

and there is no 'evidence . or code provision suggesting that particular proportions of the 

output of each, producer had been assigned. to' quantity and other buyers . Such controls 

would seem necessary" if at the margin sales to wholesalers yielded a higher n~t. There 
. ~ 

are :rtocomplaints during the code period that suggest violations of any such agreements. 

FrOlllall appearances" the sellers. were leftfree to. supply, any lluyer. at the. prices set, and 

the buyers were free to chose from whomever they wished to. obtain all or any part of 

their ,requirements.- Tbereisalso no .;~videnCe that the. ~1l:~~ty buyers resold ,salt to . 

Wholesalers. There were no· restrictions .on resales of table salt. The absence of 

restrictions on buyers and sellers suggests. that the discount was probably cost based and 

that at the time 10 percent approximated the extent-to ,which any such differences could- . 

be maintained. The alternative would be to assume that the sellers could agree among 

themselvesinfonnally and without sanctions to maintain prices to chains and wholesalers 

that differed' by more than the d.ifference in the costs of their supply. TIle description 

of conditions . before and after the, code suggest that this was unlikely, particularly given 

the' disagreement among the producers' over the discount itself. It is doubtful that. the 

producers.whoopposedthe discount bad agreed to some allocation of the less profitable 

business. 

4. Complaints by Wholesalers 

If the discount approximated a cost difference, wholesalers might nonetheless fmd it 

sensible to co.mplain to. the NRA in hopes that the discount would be abolished, for if this 
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was expected to result in'a rise··in" the' chain price the 'demand faced by the . wholesalers 

would be expected to increase .. They would also complain if the discountdiscriminated 

against them. The complaints by wholesalers would not . reflect the view that the discount 

was cost based but would instead assert discrimination.. If the price difference· reflected

a 'cost difference, the ()utcome from eliminating the discount is complex. A rise in the" 

cfiain price perhaps contemplated as a result if eliminating the disco~ntw6tild increase~ 

the demand faced by wholesalers. But such a rise would impose a loss from' the chains .. 

Consequently ,to dimillisbthis loss the chain price might Dat ·rise to equal the;:'wholesalef~' 

price, m which case there is a loss from wholesalers. What the price would be in the,,> . 

absence of a discount is not clear. Obviously, the producers who favored the discount 

presumably believed that they would incur an overall loss from any such change, whereas 

the wholesalers believed otherwise. The producers who opposed the discount specialized 

relatively. in supplying -wholesalers. 43 Consequently, if they believed that a uniform 

price would approximate that previously set to wholesalers, they might also have believed 

that they would gain relative to the producers who favored the discount (and who in fact 

supplied both wholesalers and chains). If the chain price were to rise to the previous 

wholesaler price or approximately so, the wholesalers' demand would riserand insofar 

as additional service was encouraged on sales to the chains at the higher price, these 

buyers would 'be inefficiently ·supplied. 

'. If price to chains and wholesalers exceeded costs of supply during the code, then the 

producers would individually have.an incentive to increase services on sales to both. 

43 Id. 
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Were this to occur, it is not clear that wholesalers would be disadvantaged,because their . 
. . 

demand may have been more responsive than the chains to an increment in service. This 

would be likely if the sellers ,could o,ffer: services that more closely substituted (at 

cOinp~ble cost) for thos~offeredby wholesalers than it was true ~or the·chctins. That 

this :'mightbe. So is not an unreasonable point .ofview . But in either case various money 

payments "might\ have.:~been '·,.made.'iduring . ..the·:: code that.· effectively substituted for price 

cuts. 1 note here the payments. to wholesalers. when the producers' sales reps travelled 

with those' of the wholesalers. ' .. This ,pJilctice waspnnt~!~ly._stopped.when disco,,~red; 

but no doubt there were many' 8ubstitutes.lnote that the average price of a!l. vacuum- .. 

pan salt as reported by the Bureau of Mines appeared to fall after the code by less than 

the prices of catton salt, as reflected.bythe various bulletins issued by the<companies: 

This could reflect the fact that duril)g the code salys of carton SaIt w~re effectively made 

below list, and the relatively steep reductions from list appearing after the code may ~ 

fact.have represented relatively smaller:reductions in transactions prices. 

S.Possible ~ice Discrimination 

All, in.aU . however, discrimination favoring. the chains cannot be ruled out with 

available infonnation. We could suppose. that costs of supply did not differ at all w 

. (although I doubt that the figures submitted by the committee faVoring discounts were 

altogether fictitious) and that the chains' .. demand for salt.was more elastic than that of 

wholesalers,either because the chains supplied more price responsive consumers, because 

one or more of them threatened to enter salt production unless price was closer to cost, 
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or because their purcha~es were so large that it' was worthwhile for them but not. small 

buyers to contract or threaten to contract with suppliers outside of a gi~en territory .for 

a relatively large amount' of salt (possibly without any selling service), so that the 

producers' within the territory reckoned that the chains' demand for !heir,salt was more, 

elastic than that of wholesalers (at the price set towholesruers); or it could be that it was 

wbIthwhile . for the chains' to induce 'individual sellets inside the territory through,",,). 

potentially large shifts in orders to cut price which, though this would violate the code, 

it"was believed could·notbe controlled effectively. So p~e. tQ.the chainsis'loweredin{~i 

anticipation of all of the above. Similar comments might also explain why~;.price to the4'i. _ 

chains could have born a closer relation to cost than in the case of wholesalers, as 

. discussed before. The difficulty again rests in what would appear as the absence of any 

scheme to allocate the less profitable business, which would seem necessary, since each 

seller would wish to supply the who.le or at least a relatively larger part of his output to 

the wholesalers. 

It could be that a subgroup of the producers (say those who favored the discount) 

agreed to supply the chains at a lower price and to restrict only their output to 

wholesalers, taking· account of the supply from those who opposed .the.discount and whQ 

might be expected to divert the whole or a very substantial part of their output to 

wholesalers. If the subgroup was' sufficiently small in number and produced a suffi

ci~ntly large proportion of total output, price discrimination could exist. But then one 

would wonder why the producers who opposed the discount did so. For it would be 

assumed that the~e sellers were not restricted in their sales to the high-priced market. 
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They might object if they believed discrimination was a mistake.· But it is not reas?nable 

to suppose' that fmns as experienced as Morton and International would adopt a 

discriminatory price in error. I note that there were 6 or 7 producers who favored the 

discount and agreement by them .to restrict their sales to w~olesalers, witbou,t evidence 

of formal· sanctions, would itself pose difficulties. Further; 60r 7 produ~ers opposed the 

discount,.and ·these'fmns·,supplied,about 19·percentof.the total market. Consequently, 

. sales 'of table. salt to . wholesalers by them (taking. account of the fact that. table salt 

represented only apart of their. total output of vacuum-pan salt) would Seem almost 
,,~.- -:: -,,-;. -. -,' " . . ... :' 

certain to eliminate any. gain . from discrimination ~ 

6. The Reports of the Committee in Opposition 

What objections were . raised by thecomtnittee opposed to· the discount? Three. of the 

committee's fouT members fIled separate statements. That of W. W .. Clute of Watkins 

Salt Co. was very brief: 

I beg to advise that this Company is opposed to quantity discounts, 
as we believe in quoting everyone· the same price on carloads 
whether they take one carload or ten or more. 

I am mailing you a Jew bulletin.s,: only a small part that have been 
received here in the past two months. You will' note that there are 
a· number of dealers favored with di~countsranging from 2 percent 
to 10 percent which giv~s the chain stores, and other buyers who 

,get these' discounts, : quite· an advantage over the smaIl' dealers; 
which we. consider· yery unfair treatment. 44 

44 Letter from W.W.·Clute, President, The Watkins Salt Co., to E.W. Dahlberg, 
Asst. Dep. Administrator, NRA, January 12, 1934, contained in Consolidated File. 
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Watkins SaIt Co. was'a New York producer and the discounts ranging from 2 percent 

to 10 percentreftected the sliding scale 'in New York territory.> Thebullet~s to which 

Clute refers were those "qualifying" various discount buyers. New York was the only 

terr:itory with a discount granted to other than the large chains. 1)le latter had been _ 
\ . 

'qualified immediately. after the code took effect and before receipt of the bulletins 

'received in the "past two months" to which Clute refers. Clute's. concerns may have 

related more to the smaller discounts granted to buyers other than the large chains. 

"Concern over the discounts to smaller buyers y;as late.r .... -expressed by Ihternationai,: 

although International clearly favored the discount to the large chains. The problem _ 

seemed to be that smaller buyers in New York were assigning to one of their number all 

of their salt purchases, so to secure a discount (or~a larger one ). This practice was not 

effectively controlled by the producers, .particularly toward the end of the code. I will 

later note' Ryon's comments about this, since he refers specifically to the problem in 

greater detail. In general, Clute's statement is not particularly helpful or infonnative, 

particularly as it relates to the discount granted to the large chains. 

Inee of Colonial Salt Co. in Ohio was the most outspoken critic of the discount and 

1:he most active in his efforts to have the NRA abolish it. Inee's statement-is composed 

:of two partS.45 The fIrst raises a series of "pointed questions," the answers to which 

he alleged cast doubt on the cost justification likely to be advanced by the committee in 

support. I reproduce the more important of Ince's questions and comment briefly on 

them: 

45 . Letter from W.F. Ince, Vice-President, Colonial Salt Co., to E.W. Dahlberg, -
Asst. Dep. Administrator, NRA, January 3, 1934, contained in Consolidated File. 
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(1) Is it not a fact that in' their relations with one chain store at 
least (Safeway Stores) it has been a practice to bill each unit 
[branch warehouse], direct which ,involves extra expense in bil1iAg 
so many invoices? 

All orders were placed by and' shipped to the chains' branch warehouses. Invoices 

were typically prepared whenever shipments were made. That the branches of Safeway' 
. . '. , 

paid the bills (rather than central headquarters) would have imposed little if any 

additional billing cost; ,There is no evidence that the committee supporting the discount 
, , 

relied on differences in 'billing cost as partial justification of the discount. Nevertheless, 

I note that Morton does in its justification of discounts before the PTC. 

(2) Is it not a fact that the chain stores do not always confme their 
purchases to straight carloads? Do they not often order 
L.C.L. shipments, to be delivered in pool cars to their various 
units? This would 'represent ,a"heavy,expen~e to,the prodllcers, 
because it would necessitate salesmen spending a day, or possibly 

_ two days, making up the balance of the car at a point where the 
unit, or units, are located. 

This is an interesting point and what evidence bears on it appears later, during the 

FfC's proceedings against Morton ,and International, and will be discussed in the context 

of the cases. Ince implies that the selling process was one in which the carload men call 

oQ the chains' branches, accept an order for a partial 'car, and then call ,on wholesalers 

to fill it. If so, the chain call would impose carload men's expense comparable in 

character and magnitude to that incurred if the sale had fITst been made to a wholesaler. 

But this does not appear to describe accurately the character of the frrms' sales to the 
. -

chains. In general, it appears that the chains through agreements reached with the ~) 

individual sellers placed their orders directly to the seller without the intervention of sales 

reps, much more than it was true in the case of wholesalers whose orders were almost 
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invariably solicited by sales reps. Thechains'orders were often for ·straight cars, but 

not always. Orders for shipment in pool cars were also placed directly; for inclusion in 

the next car assembled. When such drs were assembled, the salt companies would have 

their carload cmd merchandising'reps provide service to wholesalers, and typically would ' 

not· call or would caIiwith less· 'frequency on the chains' branches. This behavior would· 

be expected if cOnditions . were competitive and if services of car~oad and merchandising 
. -

reps were the main . cost difference in supplying discount chains~ and wholesalers~ 

Whether chain orders for partial cars influenced significantly the·time when Qrders from 
. . 

wholesalers were assembled is not known with certainty . There is no evidence that they 

- did. I suspect that during the code greater service was encouraged on all sales but th~t 

this was unlikely after the code, when the code could no longer be' enforced. 

(3)·ls it not true that these chain stores are often supplied from 
warehouse stocks, ~d the salt is invoiced at net carload prices, no 
charge being· made for warehousing, which charge is absorbed by 
the producer? 

In certain of the larger cities, warehouse stocks were maintained . from which local 

wholesalers and chain branches typically picked-up their requirements. There is no 

evidence that sales from warehouse stocks occurred with greater frequency to chains than 

wholesalers. This practice continued after the demise of the NRA. The warehouse· 

stocks probably substituted for the services of the carload reps whose activities were'"; 

primarily devoted to buyers not conveniently located to the warehouses. Warehouse 

prices were usually the same as when delivered in cars. Imposing a surcharge on 

warehouse sales would probably encourage local buyers to purchase for delivery in cars,,",:, 

so their orders would then require assembly. Assembly costs would thus be avoided by 
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providing arrangements for loca1pick-ups. The quantity buyers secured the discount on 

all of their.purchasesof table. salt.!,f the discount were granted only on deliveries in 

cars, SOme<' increase in carload reps' expense would .pro~ably be . r~uired, although 

perhapsnotas Illuchas in :the, case of wholesalers. '. On the whol~, m()~t orders were, 

delivered in cars, and the question wasVlh~tber thediscou9t reflectOO, ~~vings in costs 

ovelilll,. even though:o.n.sometransac!ions.s\lch. s~vings might not .ma:teq~e.:. 

'(4) Is it not 'also true· that certain. producers .arepayinglegitintate 
brokers a commission on sales to'these chain stores, ranging from 
3 percent to 5 percent'? · ..... - . -'-. 

Irisdifficu:lt to respond,to this with available infonnation.:. In all territories, th~ salt, _ 

companies relied partly on brokers for distributjon.· The brokers. perfonnecl much the 

same service as the carload reps directlyemployedJ?y the companies. Brokers w~re 

never employed ·.to the complete exclusion ofcarloaq reps, although on sales to more 

distant destinations they might have been. Morton and International later indicated, 

referring to events after theNRA, that on sales to the discount chains brokerage was not 

paid at all, . and this is consistent with the view that most of the chains' orders were 

placed directly to the sellers. During the NRA, brokerage commissions were fIXed by 

the Code Committee. It. was an unfair trade practice to pay rates above those fIXed or 

for the broker to remit any part of his commission to the buyer. If prices during the 

code exceeded cost, the payment of brokerage on chain sales would be encouraged 

assuming the brokerage rate was less than the producer's margin over cost, since the 

chains would presumably be responsive to greater selling efforts of brokers. It cannot 

be assumed that the payments to which Ince refers reflected only an increment in cost 
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that offset in whole or in part the savings that might otherwise have existed on sales to 

the chains. 

(5) Why is it that. the 10 percent bonus is not applicable to the 
Texas Territory? 

When the Secretary of the Code Committee responded, just after the code took effect, 

to the NRA' s request for a desc~ption of the discount in each territory, none was listed 

for Texas. This simply reflected the fact that a discount had yet to be. published for 
I" .... • 

. Texas. Shortly after the response was submitted, the 10 percent discount was published 

for sales in Texas. Its existence is reflected in the goodly number of complaints about 

the discount received by-theNRA from wholesalers in Texas. 

In general, I believe that Ince's aim was to cast doubt in the minds of the NRA's - . 

officials about the desirability of the discount; and although he might well have succeeded 

in doing this, his efforts· clearly' had no . real effect. The second part of Ince' s statement 

reveals other of his sentiments: 

Now let us view the matter from another angle, namely Unfair 
Trade Practices, Unjust Discrimination .... 

[W]hy penalize the Wholesaler Grocer to the extent of 10 percent 
and indirectly, also, the independent retail grocer? Please note 
Exhibits 1 and 2 attached. No. 1 represents a Kroger ad ,appearing 
in the Pittsburgh paper .... They price two pound packages to the 
consumer, 3 for 10 cents, which is approximately $~0333 per 
package. The same pac~ge costs the Pittsburgh Wholesale Grocer 
$.0315. In selling to the independent retailers, he must consider 
a fair margin of profit for himself, and this is also true of the 
Independent .Grocer when he sells to the consumer. 

Exhibit 2 is another Kroger ad appearing in the Akron, Ohio paper 
.... The price to the consumer is again $.033 per package, the 
same package costing the Akron Wholesale Grocers $.0294. In 
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the two cases cited, would it be considered fair competition, or 
. discrimination in favor of the chain stores? 

It is only fair to point out that ~here are probably hundreds of 
wholesale grocers and other buyers of salt in carload lots, who 
would gladly dispense with any and all sales expenses. on the part 
of the producers, and thereby qualify for the 10 percent ~discount, ' 
or any other discount established by a pro,ducer, based on less 
sales expense, or in other words 'Earned Discount.' 

.. Conclusion:' :'large 'discounts'~",-and 'ever larger' discounts to ,chain., 
storeS, has 'been the procedure brought about by the ~gemess of 
manufacturers to sell, and the playing of one manufacturer against 
another, b)' said chain stores~ 

. ...... ~ - --. 
The . Result - Forcing . even lower' prices to smaller, buyers; 
wholesalers and retailers, so that they might have 'some chance to 
stay in business. Further Result - Even lower prices required of 
salt manufacturers. 46 

Ince's conclusion is that the net carload price on resale salt "should be the lowest 

price to anyone. .. If:Incebelieved that the costs of supplying chains and wholesalers 

were the same, which the fIrst part of his statement implies (although this view seems 

contradicted by the second part), then presumably he believed that the discount was 

discriminat0ry. His advocacy of a unifonn ,price implies that the industry was making 

a mistake. I doubt this position is defensible, particularly given the' absence of any 

apparent restrictions on Colonial' s sales to the high-priced buyers. Alternatively, we 

might suppose that Colonial specialized m supplying wholesalers (which I believe it 

did)47 and that, the lower chain price, which I assume here to be cost based, reduced the 

wholesalers' demand and therefore the' price ·that could be charged for any quantity ;~ 

Id. 

47 See Record, 4319-4-3-2, at 295. 
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supplied to them. The reference toKroger's ads seem clearly to point in this direction. 

A rise in the chain price, by increasing the wholesaler's demand, might have been 

expected to raise ColQnial's net receipts on'its sales to wholesalers; and any loss from 

potentially fewer sales to the chains could have been more than offset by this. 

Ince's comment in the secondpait of his statement --

that there were probably hundreds of wholesale, grocersahd ,other""~ 
buyers of salt in carload lots who would gladly dispense with any 
and all sales expense on the part of the producers, and thereby 
qualify for the 10 percent discount --

,~,;-'. _.-. 

implies a cost difference. There was of course nothing in the code to prevent Colonial ' 

from publishing a discount to wholesalers who dispensed with selling seIVice, but this 

Colonial did not do. According to Ince, this would not be unprofitable, presumably even' -, 

if met by other sellers. The publication of a discount to wnolesalers Who dispensed with 

services would have been' difficult for the producers to police, and no doubt would have 

caused erosion of the code, and clearly Ince wished to avoid this. But without a 

reduction in price, wholesalers would not be likely to dispense with selling services. 

What seemed so upsetting to Ince was that the chain price made it difficult to maintain 

the higher price to wholesalers. I fl11d it difficult to believe that Ince wished to do other 

than to raise the chain price to equal that charged wholesalers, which be might have:: 

expected to increase the wholesalers' demand or at least make it easier to maintain the 

- existing price to these buyers. 
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It is interesting to. contrast· Ince' s views with those of Frank Venning, of The Union 

Sal~ Co. ,_ also in Ohio.48 In comments later made to the FTC, Venning supported the 

discount as strongly as Inceopposed it. Union supplied most of its table salt·to large 

chains. In Venning's view, eliminating the discount would lowerth~ chain demand; and, -

the loss from this could only be offSd to buyers. (who would now include the large 

chains) who:-required- greater -:service~·· In-supplying these- &ervices;Venning did not 

believe Union was .particularly. efficient .. 

.. The fmal statement is from Howard Carey of Carey SaIt Co. in Kansas, from ~hich 

-extracts are reproduced below : 

It is argued.that no resale work [missionary work] is necessary in 
case of large quantity buyers. This is not a justcl~, because no 
resale work is necessary in case of many carload sales. In fact, in 
most instances resale work has been- proffered or suggested or 
arbitrarily given by producer for the purpose of forcing brands in, 
and incomp3:f3.tive1y few cases is it demanded by any buyer. 
Furthennore, producers have consistently refused to make any 
differential or additional charge for salt sold by -resale work or 
intensive selling over that salt on which no resale work is given. 

It is greatly to the benefit of the salt industry if the product in its 
various. fonns. and packs can. be placed in plClcticallyall stores or 
shops .... This ideal cannot be attained if anyone buyer or class 
of buyers is accorded a disc.ount, or an inside or lower price, than 
any other buyer. . Viewed from the standpoint of the -salt industry, 
mere membership in· or ownership . by any organization or 
corporation, -or- group, _ or so-called chain, -does not give any 
greater value to the retail outlet or wholesale distributor. Nor 
should such membership or ownership entitle that outlet to own its 
salt at any lower price than another individual outlet of similar 
importance to the salt business. 

48 Letter from Frank J. Venning, President, The Union Salt Co., to Federal Trade Commis-
sion, February 1, 1937, Record, 4319-4-2. 
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... [I]f such is the case, the salt industry is guilty of foste~g one 
class of buyer as compared with another, with the probable result 
that more and . more of the tonnage will· move through the outlet' 
with the lower cost price. This is not at all a desirable thing 
economically because' it not oruy works for the exclusion of 
distributive outlets but to the exclusion of producers as well .... 

It is argued by those proponents of a discount to quantity buyers 
... that the cost of doing business with such concerns' is so much 
less, and that there is so much less service required .... I submit 
to you that any . study of the cost of doing business with . such 
concerns will be only a theoretical study, and in making such a 
study, the cost of rendering that extra service will be arbitrarily 
charged against hundreds of orders received by various producers 
bymail,:ielegraph and telephone, Oil whieh· -flO service lis 
necessary, and m~y hundred other orders taken by salesman of 
the various [wholesalers], and on which··n<? 'additional service is' 
necessary or rendered. 

. " 

. .. Discounts ... paid large quantity buyers or buying organizations 

. .. do not in any way promote or increase the use of salt one iota. 
Rather is the use of salt promoted by having it-universally handled 
by all possible outlets, rather than by concentrating its distribution 
through a few limited· channels which receive more favorable 
prices, and enjoy more favorable costs~ 

The ideal for the industry, for the distributor and for the 
consuming public is, one price to all with no discounts ... of any 
kind. 49 

, ", I~' 

··b.¥.''':', ". 

Carey's fmn also specialized in supplying wholesalers.so In general character 

Carey's comments are similar to IIice' s. There is mention by Carey of higher selling" 

expense on sales to wholesalers, but that many such buyers would prefer a lower price." 

Whether Carey wished to lower the wholesaler price to equal the chain price is not clear, 

49 Letter from Howard Carey, President, The Carey Salt Co., to E. W. Dahlberg, 
Asst. Dep. Administrator, NRA, January 18, 1934, contained in Consolidated File. 

Record, 4319-4-3-3, at 552. 
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although it is a move in this direction that would diminish the servige on sales to 

wholesalers. Carey did not directly suggest a lower wholesaler price, nor did· he publish 

one. 

There is contained in Carey's statement the view that the dis~otint caused some 
. '. . . 

wholesalers to discontinue handling .salt. The implication is that the producers in setting 

the discount, had, not ·takent·fuU. atcounLofits.;effecLon,:~e : wholesalers 'demand. This 

could 'be true whether the discount stemmed from discrimination. or a.cost-difference. 

Account for this effect could DoCbe talcen under·competjtion~.cJfthe·discount stemmed 

from a cost difference (which.¢arey;implies),thenthe chain~price would n()t be expected 

to equal the wholesaler price, so Carey's proposal would seem to suggest that the chains 

should be discrimitlated against. 

7. The View of Barton Salt eo. on thel)iscount 

There is aninterestjng comment made by the President of Barton Salt .Co., another 

Kansas producer, who also opposed the discount and who later indicated to the FrC, as 

a reason for his opposition, that Eastem producers were more likely to ship into Kansas 

territory to the chains than. to wholesalers. 51 I believe Carey shared this view. Barton 

also supplied little of its output to the chains. \ If "outside" shipments to the chains 

required little bywaY' of selling expense' whereas those to wholesalers did, then outside 

suppliers might have been less inclined to supply Kansas wholesalers than chains, 

because sales to the former may have been relatively more costly for outside suppliers 

51 Record, 4319-4-3-3, at 567-70. 
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than for the Kansas producers, since the .. maintenance·' of a distant sales force .by an 

outside supplierperhapsona limited volume may have,been more costly when compared 

with the local producers. In the absence of a cQst difference it is difficult to see why 

shipmehts.from outsiders would favorbuyers charged a lower price, and in itself this cuts , 

against discrimination' as the explanation of the discount. A higher .ch~. price would ·be 

expected to raise the wholesalers' demand from which Carey mighf'~have expeCted to·:, 

. benefit. 52 

All in all, the committees' reports do not getus very f~ The committee favoring the" 

discount advocated its position'on cost grounds; but the evidence presented is incomplete, 

and it is difficult to assess the claims made. Those who opposed the discount did so on 

grounds that were perhaps primarily self-serving and provide little clear reason to believe 

that price. discrimination favoring the chains existed. How consistent this view is with 

the evidence presented during the FTC's proceedings will later. be considered. What is 

interesting is that the evidence presented· during the FTC's proceedings provide.s greater 

support on cost grounds for the discount existing during the NRA than .for the discount 

challenged by the FfC·. The discount challenged by the FTC was a revision of the 

discount existing during the NRA adopted by the producers just after passage of the 

Robinson-Patman Act. 

52 . The chain price set by the Kansas producers would be lower than if no or fewer outside 
shipments were made to these buyers. At the lower chain price the wholesalers' demand would faIl 
and therefore_the price charged to them by the Kansas producers would presumably be lower. If the' 
discount is eliminated, the chain price' would be expect~ to rise. If greater service is induced on sales 
to the chains, some loss is incurred. But outside shipments are also reduced; and the wholesalers' 
demand is also greater. Producers who specialized in supplying wholesalers might have expected to 
gain. 
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d. The Discount· Scale in New York Territory 

the'discount in· New' York differed from· that in other territories. In New .York, the 

10 percent discount to buyers of $250,000 or more of salt per year (which later was 

reduced to $150,000 or more per y~ to accommodate FirstNati~nal Stores) initially 

identified large chains only. This was . also true- of the, qualifying volume required in 

-other··territories·to'·.secure the 10 percent.·discounL. ;·In New Y~rkho\ll~ver, sm~er 

discounts were also granted to buyers of lesser annual volumes. This discount scale was 

trrstpublished iri December 1933 and replaced a previous .discount of unknown. chru,:acter. 

The smaller discounts shared features with that granted to the large chains: buyers .. , 

were qualified either by the individual New York pr~ducer or by the SPA. Once 
- . 

qualified the buyers' names were circulated to all producers. No outside producer could 

grant a discount larger than that published by the New York producers or to any buyer 

riot so qualified. Qualification 'was based on the buyer's aggregate purchases ·over the 

past I2 months from all suppliers. No requirement was imposed. that the buyer purchase 

any amount from 'an individual seller. The tenns of the discounts also specified that the 

buyer retain· centralized control· of merchandising . It appears that. this provision had no 

practical effect, so that the primary determinant of the discount earned was the buyer's 

purchase volume. 

'What savings- (if any} the New York'producers believed the discount ,scale reflected 

is not clear. The only comment about it is by an official of International'·s responding 

to a complaint to the NRA by a wholesaler: 

It is realiied that an accurate measurement of the degree' of 
economic justification is difficult to arrive at, on relative quantities, 
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purchased, although undoubtedly there· is some saving to a 
manufacturer in the cost of solicitation, selling and accounting 
expenses, on larger sales volumes to a single buyer, and with only 
one credit risk involved ... . 64 

The statement seems to imply that certain expenses would fall if the buyer purchased a 

larger annual volume from the individual seller. But the discount was not structured in 

thi~. way.. There is no· evidence that the individual ~ellers limited their sales to only those 
, .• :'.'.,;,::(~, .... :-

discount buyers who purchased from them the volume specified as necessary to secure 

a given discount. If they. did, one would wonder why buyers were· classified for 
. ~.- .. -~~.' 

discounts according to their aggregate purchases. 

I previously mentioned the cost savings said to justify the discount to the large chains. 

The savings derived from the character of the chains' buying, which eliminated or -. 

reduced the services typically supplied on sales to wholesalers: in particular the services 

of merchandise and carload reps. If these expenses were comparably reduced on sales 

to buyers within each smaller discount-classification, the discount granted to them would 

be expected to equal that granted the chains. But the size of discounts varied: they 

ranged initially from 2 to 10 percent and later from 5 to 10 percent. I note that many of 

the buyers who secured smaller discounts were wholesalers,. and it is doubtful that 
-of-, 

l~·'·".':··_-: 

merchandising or carload reps' expense was avoided or reduced on sales to them, given 

typical practices. That is, unless th~ sellers dealt comparably with these buyersand the 

chains, there is no reason to suppose costs would be reduced comparably. But there is 

64 Letter from P. Silas Walter, Vice-President, International Salt Co., to Frank Morse 
Secretary, Salt Producers Code Committee, September 24, 1934, contained in Consolidated File. 
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no evidence suggesting that wholesalers who secured a discount were dealt with 

differently from -wholesalers who secured no discount. 

There could have been some savings in invoicing and related expense as suggested. 

But again this would seem to relate to the individual fmn' s sales to t~e buyer. ,To some , 

extent the specification that the buyer retain central control of merchandising could have 

meant that the discounts corresponded to savings ~omp~ble in character to those used 

to justify the large-chain discount. These buyers might have had some clearly identified 

group of retailers for 'whom the buyers did all or mos~ ... of _the solicitation work,- so 

merchandising expense by the seller is avoided or reduced. -But then the discount might _ 

be expected to be equal (but perhaps less than that granted to the large chains) across the 

buyer classifications at issue here. 

Although difficultie~ exist in understanding why the smaller discounts reflected cost 

differences, difficulties also exist in explaining them as a scheme of price discrimination. 

Discrimination would require some scheme to allocate the less profitable business, so the 

producers would be presumed to have agreed to supply specified quantities to buyers as 

so classified. There is no direct evidence of this, although this does not mean that such 

an- agreement did not exist. If an agreement about individual fmn' s supply to discount 

buyers had not been reached, the discount spread would be reduced or eliminated, since -

the sellers who fonned -no part -·of the -agreement would supply the whole or a very 

-

substantial part of their output to the high-priced market. 

If discriminatory, the reductions in prices with increases in the buyer's volume imply 

that the elasticity of the various buyers' demands increased consistently with this. Since 
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larger as "against smaller buyers would presumably differ primarily' in tennsof the 

number of retail outlets they 'suPPlied (in many cases large wholesalers simply operated 

multiple branches), and because the retailer's customers in tum would not be thought to 

differ in their responsiveness to changes in the price of salt, it would not appear, that' 

discrimination would make sense if judged along these lines. The producers in New York 

,could have reckonecfihat larger buyers would,have more incentive to~buy from outside 

unless price to them was cut. The'larger buyers might'then have been reckoned to have 

more elastic demands',for NY salt, so a gradua(ed scale of-discounts was introduced.·c'But 

if the price differences were not cost based' and if the buyers at issue' here all secured -

merchandising and carload reps' services, outside suppliers would be more inclined to 

supply the smaller than larger buyers since sales to the fonner buyers" would be more 

profitable, so variations in price for the reason stated would also not make a great deal . 

,of sense. Furthennore, no restrictions on resales of. table salt existed·, so if prices were 

discriminatory the discount buyers would gain' from resales, if the cost of rese~g was 

less than the discount. Similarly, buyers would jointly purchase if the cost of this was 

'less'than'the discount. If buyers secured merchandising and carload reps' service but 

purchased through one of their number, the additional cost would primarily be that·;of 

rebilling. 

'r 1., Abandonment of the Graduated Scale 

At any rate, although the reasons for the discount structure are difficult to discern 
, - , 

there is comfort in that the structure did not last for very long. When the graduated scale 
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was· announced, buyers were qualified according. to. their salt purchases over the past 12 

months. . Few buyers were initially qualified: approximately 12 for 2 percent, 3 f~r 3 , 

percent. and perhaps one (or a very small number) for any larger discount, excluding the 

large chains. The.past 12 months was bas~ ona running calen~: _the buyer could a~ 

any time.qualify depending on his .purchases ::during the immediate, past 12 Jltonths. So 

an-incentive existed:to .purchase-more : salt;; ·'Vhich,: could ,. be facilitated -by lowering resale 

price but also by ,making, arrailgements with other wholesalers to buy salt jointly or for 

one wholesaler to assume th~ $upply of-others. If.prices .~ceeded marginal cost by more 

than the' discounts;jndividualsellers, without direct ,code violation, could engage.in_ 

Donnal selling efforts but also offer a price cut to particular buyers by combining their 

- -

purchases with those of other buyers and~ging the:billing through one of them. As 

time progressed,more buy~rs might be expected to "qualify" for discounts, and that they 

did so is suggested by the letter of Clute whose opposition to the discount structure 

seemed to stem primarily from the increase in the number .of bulletins announcing 

quantity buyers reyeived "in the past two months. tf 

In October of 1934, less than one year after the graduated scale was frrst announced, 

the NewYorkproQucers. abandoned it, . and in its place tbeyadopted a. single discount of 

3 percent granted to buyers of $150,000 or more of salt per year and who maintained 

centralized control "of merchandising activity~' ,The reason given ,by Ryon of International ' 

for the abandonment of the graduated scale was the problem posed by joint buying 

arranged either by sellers or buyers. In response to questions about this, Ryon stated: 

.A. . . .. [The graduated scale] was abandoned because we found 
that smaller wholesale and retail buyers were combining to 
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purchase collectively and put themselves in higher brackets for 
larger discounts. 

Q. With what effect? 

A. The effect was very demoralizing. It was a plan which 
confused the·correctrecord of business and which allowed· small 
concerns, purchasing as little as 2 or 3 carloads of salt per year, 
to get into a group·· which had' qualified for the top quantity 
discount and participate somewhere alpng the line~ It developed 
into a fItst -class racket. 6S:'-r,; ". ;~ . 

. . About one month before its abandonment the graduated scale was· revised. The 

revision did essentially two things: (a) it lowered ·the minimum .purchase volriine to 

secure a 10 percent discount from $250,000 t6$150,000, andthispennined First Nati()nal -

Stores to secure the same discount as the larger national chains operating in New York 

territory and who had qualified for 10 percent in all other territories; and (b) it retained 

the remaining volume classifications but raised the discount applicable in each of them 

unifonnly by 3 percentage points. There is no indication why this increase occurred. It 

could be; consistent with Ryon's statement that buyers purchasing between $25,000 -

$50,000 per year and who would have been eligible for a 2 percent discount were 

combining their orders with other buyers of the same or larger amounts, so granting a 

larger· discount to them· (of 5 or 6 percent) may simply have reflected the fact that the 

market price to thenihad effectively fallen, so a grant of 5 percent (rather than 2 percent) 

to buyers within the smallest volume 'classification might have been thought to reduce the 

extent of joint buying and eliminate some inefficiencies in transacting that had arisen. 

Offsetting this is the fact that the unifonn increase did not eliminate the spread across the 

65 Record, 4307-4-3-2, at 158-9. 
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discount classes, so incentives for one group to pool with another would not be changed; 

and by increasing the size of the discount in each classification, buyers who had 

previously not pooled would now have greater incentive to do so. Further, buyers after 

the revision need purchase only $150,000 per year rather than $250,000 to ,secure the 
~ , 

largest discount-But the revision lasted only about alllopth,andthen was replaced by 

. a~ingle.discount.of 3 percent .to ,buyers of $15.0,000 armore.per.year. I could not 

discover whether list prices were also reduced when the graduated scale was 

discontinued..No <dpubt.therevisjon eliminat~. a gO?2.~~Il1ber of jo~tpurchasing 

arrangements,becatise·purchases.of $150,000 .were .far larger than· what previously was 

req\,lired to secure a discount of 3 percent or ·more; and the costs of ananging this 

volume by ... individual sellers or buyers could surely have exceeded 3 percent.66 

2. General Adoption of the 3 percent Discount in New York Territory 

As requ~ed by the code, the 3 percent discount was adopted by. all outside producers 

for sales iQNew York territory. Presumably, in setting prices in New York, the New 

York producers would reckon that . outside suppliers would have greater incentive to ship 

to :the. chains in· New yprk .. territory if list prices. remained the same as before. To 

account for this, list prices. in. New York may well have been reduced in conjunction with 

the establishment· of the 3 percent . chain discount~ . It is not known ··whether they were 

reduced,. nOr is it known whether. shipments to the chains .in New York by outsiders 

6<i The qualifying volume was also changed to purchases over the past calendar year. This 
would have eliminated discounts paid in 1934 to joint buying organizations formed during 1934. 
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increased relatively after the change.67 '·An . increase in outside shipments would be 

expected if list prices remained the same whether the 3 percent discount was 

discrinlinatory or not. If cost based, such shipments would be more profitable than 

before, and similarly if discriminatory,' since marginal.revenue on existing shipments by, 

outsiders would be higher 'thari before. 

The discoliht of 3 percent is far less·- than the difference in costs of 'supplying 

wholesalers and chains alleged to exist by the committee in support of discounts. Ryon 

was on this' committee, and the figures he submitted for. IptemationalwereweU"above 

3 . percent. A' cost difference of more than 3 'perce~t is also reflected, in::figures submitted 

by International during the FrC's proceedings. If list prices remained the same, the 

reduction in 'the discount suggests discrimination. against the chains;, or that services 

supplied to them increased. If the latter, this would be imposed on them by the New 

York producers, since the services were presumably supplied more cheaply by the 

chains. The gain to the New York producerS would derive from avoiding 10s~es from 

wholesalers who received services and jointly purcbased to. secure a discount. 

If the original 10 percent discount represented a cost difference and no additional 

service was supplied to the chains, then these buyers would be discriminated' against by 

approximately 7"percent; or perhaps by 3 percent if an increment in service was supplied· 

to·them. If list prices were reduced with the adoption of the 3 percent discount, then the 

service level on .. ,sales to. wholesalers would be expected to decline. A change of this 

67 One change in practice adopted with the 3 percent discount was to permit its deduction 
from the delivered price rather than the plant price, in effect lowering the chain price on more distant 
deliveries, presumably to diminish shipments from outside. This would·not have affected the pricing of 
blanket items, which were the primary purchases for re,tail outlets. 
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nature likely would impose aloss from 'wholesalers,but there would be a gain from 

reducing. the .. Ioss from the chains: the lower list price is closer to t~e -lower cost of 

supplying the chains. The discount of 3 percent could then be interpreted asa remaining 

CDstdifferences in supplying the chains, or if the same service was s~pplied tDJhe chains 

as to w hDlesalers, it could also be intetpreted as acMscrimination in favor of them . 

Why:"inNew:,York,butapparently.-not.elsewhere buying groups appeared to. pDse.So. 

substclntialaproblem is nDt certain. In Louisiana, the .djscount -was restricted to buyers 

of at least $250,000. So high -3 limit was possibleQeca~§~, Qmy _ the very large national 

cllainsoperated;~here.~;WhDlesalers were 'also said to' be geographically.dispersed. In 

other terrItDries however, the purchase minimum was $100,000 per year and .surely in 

SDme of the larger metropolitan aI:'e3rs·who~~§al~rs mu~t h~ve been IDcated in ciose- . 

proximity. In New YDrk territDry, the concentratiDn Df wholesalers in New York City 

and surrounding area may have greatly facilitated jDint buying, sincethe destination of 

cars may have been inclose proximity to the buyers, and involv¢ table salt purchases 

by wholesalers only. If only part of the 10 percent discount represented discrimination, 

then these buyers by agreement may have been willing to accept less service from the . 

sellers -in exchange for a lower price,since the assembly ~d: merchandising functions 

may have been performed by them at almost the same cost as by the sellers. H price to G , 

these buyers' was' significantly reduced~ then it 'may not have been possible to maintain 

the existing service level to other buyers, because these services could also be consumed 

by the buying groups, given the nature of the services provided; so the previous service 

level would no longer cover costs. On the whole, less service might have been supplied, 
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and list price was reduced to reflect this. The discount may then have been reduced to 

3· percent, representing a remaining cost difference'or possibly a discrimination favoring . 

the chains. The discount in all other territories was reduced to·5 percent in 1936 (and 

will later be discussed) at which time it appears that certain wholesaler groups. had' 

secured the discount. There is no direct evidence that the decision to reduce the discount 

, stemmed from this~:{although it could have 'had a bearing. 

All in all, the New York experience, although interesting and difficult to interpret, 

does not in my view'suppott strongly the view that the 10 percent discount was alt6gether 

discriminatory, antf;bn the whole probably suggests, if discriminatioIi''''existedaFall;'that 

. . 

it represented only a part of the discount. 

e. The Discounts After the NRA 

After the demise of the NRA the producers continued the practices adopted during 

it, or at least they attempted to do so. ·Haddock notes (in March 1936)· that the 10 percent 

discount granted to buyers of $100,000 or more per year ($250,000 in Louisiana) was 

still in effect, as waS the 3 percent discount to buyers of $150,000 in New York.67 We 

know that the New;"York discount was still in effect in May 1936. This is reflected in 

a bulletin by Ryon t() International's sales reps: 

67 

68 

To quantity buyers who have purchased $150,000 worth or more 
of salt during the calendar year, we will continue the quantity 
discount'applying in the New York field of 3 percent [on] ... table 
salt items up to and including 50 lb. bags. 68 

IIWin s. Moise and GeorgeS. Haddock, supra note 18, at 104. 

Respondent's Ex. 28, Record, 1-3/4703-1. 
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In all territories,··· 'buyers were qualified as during the. NRA, .either by the individual 

producer or by the SPA, and the names of all qualified buyers were circulated to all 

sellers. No discount in any territory was to be granted to any buyer other than those who 

had.· been qualified; and no discount larger than that published was t? be granted to any 

qualified buyer. One change occurred in late 19,35, when the 10 percent discount came 

. to be expressed in units of -money ,:.~c.h unit rqJresenting approximately 5 percent of the 

. plant price on delivered-price items and 5 percent of blanket prices .. This cbange was 

adopted by all. producers, ~d applied on all slrl,pmen~SiOe.~ept .those in New York 

tenitory , .. ·whetethe.· 3 perc~nt.· discount . was continued. A g()od example of the discount 

units as well as the basic features of the discount is contained in a bulletin from Ryan, 

issued in late November 1935, to International's salesforce covering sales in Louisiatla 

territory. Excluding New York, the ·basic description. would apply to all territories, 

except that the minimum purchase volume would be stated as $100,000 per year. 

Quantity.Discounts, Louisiana Field 

Effective December 1, 1935, to a single buyer where there is one 
credit risk and where there is centralized control of buying arid 
selling. and direct control of me!chandising·and advertising and to 
such buyers' wholly~owned subsidiaries, where the payment is 
. guaranteed by the. centralized control,· .. whO buys salt for resale .. and 
whose· purchases from all sources amounted to $250,000 or more 
per year, we will allow two 'Unit Discounts' on Table Salt only . 

. The 'Unit::~Discounts'-referred to· above ' ... are in lieu of. the 
percentage discounts fonnerly allowed in our Bulletin K-185, and 
which is hereby cancelled. 

Any such buyer will be required to certify that he has purchased 
such quantity of Salt, or if a new organization, that the constituent 
companies making up the organization shall have purchased such 
quantity of Salt during the past 12 months, unless our own sales 
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records disclose that to be the case. Should our own sales records 
not disclose this fact then the certification of the buyers will be 
subject to verification through the Secretary of the Salt Producers 
Association. 

Other than above mentioned discounts, . sales made to Quantity 
Buyers will be on such regular tenns, booking period, ~etc., as 
applied to.all othe~ buyers in the Louisiana Field.69 

- . 

f. The Revisions Made in July -1936 

The Robinsori-Patman Act was passed in June 193~. 'm July of tila.t year, ~(;fevised 

discount -t() quantity _Buyers appeared, --- which -was soon adopted in aU ·lemtoriesir::'by -all 

producers. It -is the revised discount that the FrC challenged in its -case against 

International and in part of its case against Morton:- this discount covered Morton's sales 

of table salt except BL. BL had its own annual-volume discount. 

With the passage of Robinson-Patman, there is little doubt that the producers would 

have reckoned that the wholesalers who opposed the discount during the NRA w<?uld shift 

their attention to theFrC. In fact it was the wholesalers who called the FrC's attention 

to the discount -on salt. Recognizing- this, it is- reasonable to suppose that the producers 

would have consideroo whether their discount would be challenged· and cOuld be 

successfully defended; and also whether revisions could be made thatlllight dimihlsh the 

chances of its being challenged and if challenged perhaps provide a more solid defense. 

The producers who supported the discount no doubt knew that a united front could not 

be maintained and in fact, in responses made to the FfC' s initial queries about the- fInns' 

69 Respondent's Ex. 25, Record, 1-3/4307-1. 
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discount .practices,cena,in producers noted their opposition or stated that they welcomed 

the FfC' s investigation as a means fmall y to resolve the iss~e. 70 This opposition was 

relatively mild in nature, even by Ince, althoiIgh he did submit to the FfC his comments 

in opposition earlier subDlitted to the NRA. 

Apparently, just after passage of the Robinson-Patman . Act, meetings were "held under 

the auspices" of the SPA' and legal·.·counsel·was·', sought -to decide; or perhaps more .. 

accurately to make suggestions, how each producer might respond to the Act's 

reqQir~ments .. Circulations were later made PTob~bly refl.~~mg the ~ommended. course 

of action~?l,<Details of these,meetiitgs and .circu~pon$.arenot ~vailable, so it is possible 

only to sunnise what was d¢Cided by examining the changes in the discount and the 

. arguments made by the producers to justify their-pract~ces to the FTC .. What was put . 

into effect seems more an ,effort to adjust to the requirements of the law than a reflection 

of any basic change in the character of salt distribution. All of the producers who 

favored the discount revised it identically after the Act's passage, and they each made 

essentially. the same arguments. to defend it. The producers who opposed the discount, 

when confronted with a revised discount granted by their competitors, also adopted the 

sam: tenns (virtually all opposing .fmns<made some sales to quantity buyers). These 

producers argued that they granted the discount to meet competition but would prefer that 

no discount:existwhose·tenns they were' required to meet .. Two revisions of importance 

occurred. 

70 See Record, 4319-4-2. 

71 See list of materials requested from International Salt Co. contained in Record, 4307-4-2. 
Most of the information dealing with this does not seem. to have been . submitted. 
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1. Revision in Buyer Qualification 

First, the discount was tied to the buyer's purchases from an individual seller. Each 

producer published a discount granted to any buyer from it of $50,000 or more of table 

salt per year. 72 This reflected a change from past practice in which the discbunt ~as ' 

granted to a buyer whose purchases from all sources aggregated $100,000 or more of salt 

per year ($'250,000 in Louisiana territory and $150,000 in New York)l73
. Asin the past, 

the name of any buyer who qUalified for the discount (by purchasing $50,000 or more 

per year from one'producer) wascircutate(fto all produceF~Once in "receipt of any such 

announcement, aIfbf the other producers would grant the buyer the identical discount on 

any sales made to it. No volume requirement was imposed to secure the discount on 

such sales. This change basically meantthat the ."qualification" of a buyer was to be 

based on his purchases from an individual seller rather than from all suppliers combined. 

Once qualified, the buyer 'secured the identical discount on any purchases from any 

producer. All of the 'large chains that had previously qualified as discount buyers were 

qualified (and their names were circulated by the "qualifying" producer) immediately 

after and in some cases jointly with the publication of the revised discount. Each of 

, these buyers had purchased $50,000 of table salt over the past 12 months; from at least 

one and in some ciises more than one seller. 

7':. The discount was to be granted to a buyer of $50,000 or more over the past 12 months and 
who continued to buy at that ~te. ' 

73 This discount was also granted to a buyer of the specified minimum over the past 12 
months (except in New York where the calendar year was used) and who continued to buy at that rate. 
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The publication of the new discount by· each producer and the circulation by bulletin 

of the names of any "qualitied It buyer provided each producer with clear and 

unmistakable ·evidence of a discount.of·specified amount being granted by a competitor 

to· identified buyers. The grant of the discount to these buyers ·by each producer making 

any sales to them (even though these sales wereless than $50,000 per year) was said'by 

all producers·to ·benecessarytomeet .colIlpetitioD:and therefore legal under the Act's 

meeting competition defense. If we assume for the moment that a seller's costs were less 

to supply a buyer who purchased $50,000 or more of ~ble. salt per year from. it, then 

there seemed tObenorecogmtionthatgniriting thesame~scou~t by the seller to a buyer _ 

who purchased less than this amount from it (and at ,times substantially less) would be 

an unlikely result under competition at least if the -discount was ~ted persistently. It 

would imply that certain buyers secured a lower price who cost the seller no less to 

supply than other buyers who paid.a higher price. But at the time, with .little experience 

under the Act, it may be that the producers believed that meeting a competitor's price 

provided an unqualified defense. 

This change in the· discount is reflected in the testimony of Ryon and Peterkin, Jr. 

in response to questions later put to them by FrC counsel: 

. Q. Now, Mr. Ryon, so far as International Salt .Company is 
concerned, a purchaser .... who. is to qualify with your company 

. for the $50,000 quantity discount . -- must he purchase $50,000 
worth of salt from your company in a twelve consecutive month 
period, or may that $50,000 be from all [sources] of which you 
have only a part? 

A. No, he must buy that from us. 

Q. In order to qualify with you? 
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A. ,In order to qualify. 

Q. Now" ·[it was]·testified·that International Salt Company would 
grant the unit discount to any customer who purchases $50,000 
worth of ~ble salt from other 'sources of supply [but n~otfrom 
International]. ' When you do that why do you do that? 

A. When we have done it, we have done it to meet a competitive 
price by another salt producer.74 

' rf."_ 

Peterkin, Jr. testified similarly: 

74 

,.~.- .. -.-. 
A .... [A] discount [is] paid to any purchaser of table salt grades 
whose purchases in any twelve consecutive months .... [are] eqyal\ ' 
to or in excess of $50,000. 

Q. Now, do such purchasers ... have to purchase that amount of 
salt from· you ... in order to be eligible for the additional· discount? 

'A. If they were buying their salt from us they would have to 
purchase an amount equal to $50,000 annually .... 

Q. Well, if they bought $50,000 worth of salt from International 
Salt Company and $500 worth of salt a year from you would they 
get the ... discount ... ? 

A. They might or might not. . 

Q. What would be the governing factor. 

A. Competition. 

Q. If International Salt Company were granting five percent 
discount on $50,000 would you grant a five percent . .. discount 
... on $500 worth of salt. 

A. We· might. 

Q. Has that been done, ~ir? 

Record, 4307-2-3, at 2811, 2857-58. 
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A. Yes .. 

Q. Then it is the policy of the Morton Salt Company to grant the 
approximate five percent ... discount ... .to any customer who is 
receiving a similar discount from a competitor of Morto~ Salt? 

A. We endeavor at all times to be competitive.75 

2. Change in ·the Argument About Cost Justification 

The change in the . way buyers were qualified was aC~~q1p'~ed by the argument,·· at 

least by those who favoredthediscount~that a.buyer.ofS50,OOOor more per year from· 

an individual seller was cheaper to supply than a buyer of any lesser volume and that this 

was why the discount was granted. The reduction in price to the $50,000 buyer was said- -

to be cost based, which was also a defense pennitted by the Robinson-Patman ACt.76 

This argument had not been advanced to justify the discount during the NRA, no doubt 

because it would have been very hard to make, given that II quaIification" was based on 

the buyer's aggregate purchases from all suppliers and was thus independent of the 

. amount acquired from an individual seller. 

Both Morton and International argued that cost savings were achieved only if the 

buyer purchased at least $50,000 or more per year from the individual sener. This 

would-be expected,. given the revision-in the discount: . it is hard to.,see why a fmn would 

publish a discount· to .a buyer of $50,000 or more per year and defend it except on 

75 Record, 4319-2-1, at 57-58. 

76 The lower price met by a seller of less than $50,000 per year to a buyer qualified by 
another seller was also said to be a legal, cost-based price. 
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grounds of lower costs. What ·is less clear are the considerations· that led up to the 

producer's decision to relate the "qualifying" volume to an individual seller. 

I suspect that the qualification of a buyer based on his aggregate purchases was felt, . 

were an investigation to start, to leave the fmns open to a charge of jointly determining / 

a group of buyers who were to be supplied at a lower price, and perhaps also leave them 

more open to a charge of price discrimination, since no obvious or· simple relationship 

existed between the seller's costs and the discount granted. Relating the discount to the 

. )volume·· acquired from an individual seller could hav@ ... .been seen.} to eliminate the 

'potentially collusive nature of the discount and perhaps also to structure it more in accord 

with common sense: that a seller obviously would secure a saving in supplying a large 

annual volume to a particular buyer~ Morton also.advanced the view ,particularly in its 

argument before the Supreme Court, that the Robinson-Patman Act was not applicable 
, 

to a fInn's quantity or volume discounts publicly announced and available to any buyer 

meeting its terms, so the revision could have been believed to restructure the discount 

in a way that would escape legal challenge altogether. When the revision was adopted 
I 

there was no experience under the Act, and perhaps this view was not unreasonable at 

the time. In fact, the Court of Appeals in Morton went a good part: of the way toward 

:accepting it, although the Supreme Court did not at all. 

3. Avoiding Mention· of Past Discounts 

Throughout the proceedings against Morton and International almost no mention is 

made of any previous discounts to quantity buyers. Morton never mentions the previous 
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10 percent· discount,except to· note that a discount to large buyers had been granted for 

many years. There were a few detailed references·by International to earlier discounts. 

This was done not ·so much by choice but by' necessity, to offset . inferences that the FrC 

was likely to draw from certain invoices that it had submitted as ~ evidence jn its cas~ 

against International. . These invoices indicated that .discounts were granted to some 

. buyers and :not. others~··. from ··which '. the-~FrC:-.Jnight conclude, ,that. price _ disc,rimination 

existed. These invoices'. were issued after the Robinson-Patman Act was passed but 

reflected orderstakeilbefore this.· II1t~mational subm.itted.J)ulletins to _ its salesforce 

reflecting: the discounts to.quantity buyers.in effect when the <?rders were ta]{en. These_ 

discounts were what appeared on the invoices. International's point was that the invoices 

could· not be taken as evidence of illegal dispriminationsince they ret;J.ected discounts 

existing before the· Robinson-:-Patman Act that had been discontinued just after the Act 

was passed. 

4. Difficulties Posed by the FrC'sChallenge 

Whether the producers . believed that the revision in the discount would· lead the FrC 

not to challenge it is not known. . But of course the discount was challenged, and this 

posed certain difficulties that the producers might not have anticipated and that might not 

have 'arisen under the-previous discount. Much of-the discounting by individual sellers 

was to "qualified" buyers who did not purchase $50,000 or more per year from each of 

I 

them. These were the discounts granted independently of volume to a buyer qualified 

by another seller. If for any reason the FI'C rejected the meeting competition defense, 
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this discounting to continue would have to be justified on the basis of cost. But this 

could not be done (or could not be done easily) if lower costs were said to relate to the 

buyer's purchase of $50,000 or more per year from the individual seller. 

I also note that relating a cost difference to the purchase of a large annual volume, " 

from the individual seller might also increase the likelihood that the FI'C would reject 

~the meeting competition defense on which the pr~ducers relied to defend much of their 
, ' 

discounting. This is because, in all cases in which the purchase volume from the seller 

;was under $50,000 per year and the discount was grantoo,.:a lower Price 'would be seen 
. . . . 

>to be charged to 'certain buyers and not others whose costs ofsupply2;were the same -.. -

and this by the sellers,' own admissions. If so, the pricing structure might be thought by 

the FfC to be discriminatory, in that one would not expect competitive sellers to charge 

different prices to buyers who cost them the same to supply. One' can doubt that the 

FI'C would pennit the meeting competition defense to justify prices that it might perceive 

systematically to discriminate in favor of a particular group of "large" buyers. 

Relating the cost difference t() the volume purchased from an' individual supplier 

would seem to make cost justification more difficult to establish than under the discount 

,:!structure existing during the NRA and up to the revision in 1936~., What the salt 

icompanies argued throughout the FTC's proceedings was that the large' chains (who could 

be identified by their purchases of very large annual volumes) were' cheaper to supply 

':'because merchandising ,and carload reps' services were avoided or reduced on sales to 

them. A discount to these buyers' ~ould be j'ustified on grounds of lower costs, which 

by and'large would'occur independently of the volume supplied to them by the individual 
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producer. The testimony of Morton's and International's officials during the FTC' s ~ 

proceedings about the character of salt distribution and the services provided on sales to 

different types of. buyers dealt almost entirely with the avoidance of merchandising 

expense and savings inC3!load reps' expense on sales to the large ch~ains. In ~arge ~art, 

particul~ly in the case of International, these were the savings said to give rise to the 

. discount~ ~urther ,the cost justifications' subIllitted ~y M.orto.n and International, again 

particularly that by International, focused on the avoidance of merchandising expens~ and 

savings in carload reps'. expens.e on. sales to the large chains that seemed almost 
. . '" .. ,: ,,',, . ~~- :~. ----. 

completely independent of the annual volume sold by t~e individual seller to any such 

. buyer. In general, the nature of the cost differences said to exist seemed unrelated to the 

discount stnlcture that they were toexplain,and this strengthens the view that the- . 

revisions in the discount were primarily an effort to accommodate to the passage of the 

Robinson-Patman Act. 

Arguing that costs were reduced on sales by the individual . seller to a buyer of 

$50,000 or more per year from it would obviously make it difficult to justify on cost 

grounds the discounts granted to buyers. who purchased less than this amount from the 

seller~- these discounts were to be defended, on grounds of "meeting competition." In 

fact, International. ended up presenting a cost study that sought to justify its pricing only 

to A&P. Itthen aske<Lthe. FTC.to accept on. faith that similar results would be found in 

the case of other buyers who secured the' discount. The reason for restricting its study 

to A&P is thatthis was the only buyer that purchased $50,000 or more per year from 

International, so it was the only buyer, fr9m thelogic of International's position, that was 
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cheaper for International to supply. First Nationa.l Stores also purchased more than 

$50,000 I?er year from International but did so indirectly, through a marketing subsidiary 

of International's (Eastern Salt Co.). Justification of its discount to First National would 

have required separate study, and I do not believe that Eastern kept its records in the " 

sante detail as International. Detailed records were neCessary f9f any such attempt. At 

any rate, since m~st of the buyers granted a discount by Internationhli(did not purchase 

. $50,000 or morep~r year from it, whether the expansion of its justificationto include 

two buyers would have made much difference can be doybted:,· It iSnbt surprising that 

I~ternationat placed great weight on the meeting competition defense. Tl: · 

g.Change In The Size of· the Discount . 

The second change adopted in 1936 was that in all territories except New York, the 

discount was reduced from two units to one uIiit (or from approximately 10 percent to 5 

percent of list). In New York, the discount was raised from 3 percent to one unit. 

There are no references indicating why this occurred. No doubt a smaller discount on 

balance would be· less opposed by wholesalers and by the producers who opposed 

dIscounts; and a smaller discount might also be less subject to FTC challenge. Whether 

such considerations had any bearing on this change is not known. During the code list 

77 The adoption of the revised discount by the New York producers may again have caused 
some problem with joint buying, although I am not certain of this. There are two wholesaler groups in 
New York territory who secured a discount after the $50,000 purchase minimum was imposed that may 
not have secured a discount just before this change. I note here that the discounts on baker's salt and 
butter salt, which were abolished in 1937 or 193-8, were also altered after the passage of the Robinson
Patman Act to reflect purchases from an individual seller. In the case ,of baker's salt for example, 
qualification was changed from 1000 tons per year from all sources to 500 tons per year from an 
individual seller. Any qualified buyer received the same discount from all sellers. See Record, 4319-4-
3-2, at 319-20. 
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prices were higher than transactions prices after it, and service levels maintained during 

the code or which would have been encouraged by it might not have been maintained 

afterward, when· prices more freely varied. . The reduction in the discount in most 

territories might have taken account of this, since under more competitive conditions .. 
, " 

some downward adjustment in services might be. expected. IT service levels were 

reduc~(l;t. then·" the savings expected,.on;. sales to. the chains, from the avoidance of 

merchandising expense and reductions in carlo,,;d reps' service would be less, and 

represent a smaller percentage of list .. , This wouldcertaiply. ~~,true if list prices remained ' 

the same when the changes were .made in J9~6 as during the code~ If list pri~es fell in. 

1936, this is much less clear. When the change in the discount was announced, new 

price scales were issued at about the Same time. Whether they contained changes in 'list' 

prices could not be discovered~ IT list prices during the code went about as far as the 

producers could g.o t.o set prices jointly, then the retention of the same list prices in 

future might make sense -- to reflect what the producers might hope to achieve. I tum 

now to consider in detail the FfC's proceedings against Internati.onal's.$50,OOO discount 

~d what the evidence developed, during the trial reveals ab.out the likelihood of price 

discrimination arising from it. 
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VI. THE CASE AGAINST INTERNATIONAL 

a. Introduction 

The FrC's challenge to International's $50,000 annual volume discount is the subject / 

of this Chapter. The discounts to quantity buyers existing before the· Robin son-Patman 

A~t,> but which did not continue after it was pass~, were not subjeet"'to challenge, so 

virtually no inquiry was made or information uncovered about International's discounting 

pnittices prior to the Act. In fact, International's attorney.ebjected to' :any such inquiries 

by,;iF'rCcounsel, no matter how limited in nature they were. . These":'objections were 

sustained. About the only information that was uncovered stemmed from the bulletins 

introduced by International to refute the inferences likely to be drawn from discounts 

appearing on invoices issued after the Robinson-Patman Act was passed. These invoices 

were shown to reflect discounts on orders taken before the Act was passed. 

Intematienal's defense of its $50,000 annual volume discount was based on cost 

justification and meeting competition. International argued that it adopted the $50,000 

discount only after it was clear that its competitors were offering it. International's 

adoption of the same discount was said to be necessary to meet competitors' offers to 

buyers that International also wished to supply. Of course, a seller would be unlikely 

to publish a discount to· buyers who met· specified purchase requirements unless it cost 

the fInn less to supply these as against other buyers -- or unless the discount was part of 

a scheme of price discrimination. Presumably the latter was the FfC's position. So 

International also argued that it adopted the discount because it cost less to supply buyers 
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who purchased $50,000 or more of table salt per year from it than buyers who purchased 

less than this aplount. 

A difficulty arose in that International' also granted the· discount to buyers who 

purchased less (often substantially less) than $50,000 per year from, it. These were the 

discounts granted to buyers who International argued it was clear purchased $50,000 or 

more' from·::one 'or 'more·' of its competitors .. : and . who .. therefore . were known to secure· a 

discount from· them. It knew this because it bad come into possession of competitors' 

bulletins ·establishing the discount (that Internatio~allat~J; adQpted) and identifying the 

buyers eligible to, receive it. Intemationalcould not argue (at least not convincingly) that . 

it granted the discount to these buyers because it cost less to supply them: it would then 

be arguing that it cost less to supply buyers who purchased $50,000 or more per year 

from it and also buyers who purchased less than this amount from it. Further, if 

International were to argue that it cost less to· supply all of the buyers who secured the 

discount from. it, then why would International publish a discount available only to 

buyers who·purchased $50,000 or more of table salt per year from .it? 

International's position was that in all instances in which it granted the discount to 

buyers who purchased from it less than $50,000 per year, it did so to meet the discount-

- or:equally low price -- known to be grcmted to these buyers by competitors. This was 

argued to 'be·· a defense to any 'charge ·that· the ·FI'C 'might raise;under. the Robinson-

Patman Act about International's pricing to these buyers. Presumably, the FTC would 

be reluctant to accept this view, because the discount granted by International to these 

buyers would seem to imply discrimination in their favor, given International'sposition 
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that it cost less to supply only those buyerswho purchased $50,000 or more per year 

from it. In fact, the discount to buyers who purchased less than ·$50,000 of table salt 

from International may have suggested to the FTC that the discount was part of a 

discriminatory scheme, because· it was granted to particular buyers, by the seller(s) from / 

whom these buyers purchased over $50,000 per year and by the sellers from whom they 

purchased less th~ this amount. The cost of these latter sales were' said to be no less 

than the cost of sales to· wholesalers generally. 

If the FTC viere'to reject the meeting competition .8efen-se, su1)stantial difficulty 

would be created-for Intern~tional. Rejectioll would mean that the discount to an buyers -

would have to be cost justified to escape condemnation. Obviously, this would be 

difficult to do, given International's position on costs. As it turned out, International's 

cost justification, alt.hough it reflected lower costs, did not suggest that lower costs were 

clearly or closely related to the buyer's purchase of $50,000 or more per year of table 

salt from it. Although this seems to make sense in terms of International's actual pricing 

-- i.e., it granted the discount to a group of buyers whether arnot the individual buyer 

purchased $50,000 or more'per year from International-- in itself this could have 'raised 

the FTC's suspicions, because lower costs were not shown to relate ··to the individual 

buyer's purchase of $50,000 or more per year from International, which International 

said was necessary to secure lower costs. All in all, International advanced a defense 

very much like the defense that the salt producers seemed to contemplate when they 

revised their discount just after passage of the Robinson-Patman Act. 
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b. ·mternational's Meeting Competition Defense 

.~ •. &t~blishing the Discount and Qualified Buyers 

John~. Ryon was International's chief witness on pricing. He testified that just after 

the Robinson-Patman Act w.as passed, International discontinued all discounts!o quantity 

buyers and subsequently adopted the $50,000 discount as a .competitive measure after 

Morton.andcertainoth~r producers.,hadpubllshed it beginning inJuly 1936. 

Ryon testified that Morton was the fITst to publish the discount: 

Q. "~ .. IT you knQw, who Qriginatedthe quantity discount? 
. .' :,t· ,",": " ;. : ,~", .....-.' .-. -.-. 

A. .1;11~ Mort()n Salt Gompany; ~he present quantity discount based 
on $50,000 .... . - -. 

Q. Now, are you able to fIX the a.pproximate date when the 
Morton~altCompany instituted the $50,000 discount? 

A~ " It wa~ tbe. summer of 1936; I believe July. 

Q. In July of 1936 did International Salt Company have any unit 
discount to those who purchased $50,000 worth of table salt from 
it in 12 consecutive months? 

A. NO,we did not. 

Q. Now, did you manage to secure possession of any bulletin 
issued by the Morton 'Salt Company and other companies with 
reference. to their quantity discount? 

A. ·Yes} 

Morton's announcement to,.which Ryonrefers is dated July 24; 1936 and is in two 

steps. The flrst(Mort~n Bulletin 977) is a general announcement. The second (Morton 

Bulletin 978) is more specific. Bulletin 977 states:. 

Record. 4307-2-3, at 2737-40. 
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Effective immediately~ our price on table salt 'to a buyer who 
purc~ases from this company an amount of table salt equal to 
$50,000 or more annually will be one (1) Unit Discount less than 
our price to buyers of lesser quantities~2 

Bulletin 978 follows: 

Our records disclose that the, ' following buyers have purchased 
from us ali amount of $50,000 during the past 12 months, and, 
should they continue to· buy at that rate, will beentitle4.:to ,our 
published price on that quantity:\"" 

The Great Atlantic and' Pacific Tea, Co. 
National Tea Co. 
American Stores' ..... _.-
Safewayand their wholly owned subsidiaries 

A search of our records will be made to ascertain if there' are other 
buyers who have purchased this quantity. Should any buyer 
purchasing large amounts from" a competitive salt company be 
receiving a price less than our published price, we will meet the 
competition. 3 

Similar bulletins announcing the discount and the buyers who qualified were issued 

by the other producers and circulated to all producer~. All such bulletins were received 

by International. On July 27, 1936, Mulkey Salt C9. (a subsidiary of Morton's) 

circulated a bulletin announcing the discount and its qualification of Kroger and C.F. 

Smith (in Detroit).4 Both were large retail chains. On August 14, 1936, Morton 

circulated a bulletin qualifying National Retail Owned Grocers, Inc. (NROG) and another 

on October 24, 1936 qualifying C.D. ,Kenny Co. 5 Morton also circulated its qualification 

2 Id. at 2740-41. ' 

Respondent's Ex. 15, Record, 4307-3-9. 

4 Record, 4319-4-3-2, at 347. 

Id. at 345, 346. 
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of The .Creasey· Co., in April of 1938.6 Colonial Stores I believe wa~ qualified by 

Morton sometime in 1940, although there does not appear to have been a circulation to 

this effect. In early 1937, Worcester Salt Co~ in New York qualified Frankford Grocery 

Co. and circulated an announcement to this effect.7 In addition to ttIe above, Jour other, 

buyers received the discount -- First National Stores, Wholesale Grocers Sales Co., 

·Thomas and:Howardc,· and C'onsolidatedG:roceryCo~ -~ but there was confusion over who 

qualified them. Ryon denied that International qualified any of them, although I doubt 
~J .: 

very much that this was so. I will return to thisJn a moment. 

The list of qualified buyers is larger than during the NRA, although aU of the large . 

grocery chains that had qualified then (except for First National, about which there was 

some confusion) were immediately qualified with the publication of the revised discount. 

Each of ~hese buyers had been purchasing $50,000 per year from the qUalifying seller 

before this was· imposed as a requirement to secure the discount. The list includes two 

other large grocery chains -- Colonial andC.F. Smith. Whether C.F. Smith had 

qualified toward the end of the NRA or after it but before the revised discount was . 

. adopted is not known. All of the other·" qualified" buyers were groups or organizations 

of wholesalers and I will have more to say about the discount to them later. These 

wholesaler organizations -- NROG, C.D. Kenney, Creasey, Frankford Grocery, 

WholesaleGrocers~Sales Co.,· Thomas and Howard and Consolidated -- represented 7 

of the 15 qualified buyers. The bulletins announcing the discount and the various 

6 Respondent's Ex. 22, Record 4307-3-9. 

7 Record, 4319-4-3-2, at 326. 
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qualified buyers when circulated obviously provided clear notice of what buyers secured 

a discount and by how much price to them' was reduced. 

On receipt of any" bulletin qualifying a" -buyer, the other producers would issue 

announcements of the following nature. I "use as typical examples ~ those of Jefferson ' 

Island and Diamond Crystal. On July 27, 1936, Jefferson announced its adoption of the 

$50,000 discount: . 

8 

9 

Effective immediately our price on table salt to. buyers who·" 
purchase from this company an amount of table salt equal to 
$SO,OOOor more per year will be one Unit Dise0unt-lesstnanour 
price to buyers of lesser quantities. Should any buyer purchase 
sufficient salt from a competitive salt company"" to reCeive a 
discount less· than published list price, we will meet the 
competition. 8 " 

On the same date, Jefferson Island issued bulletin 660-A to its 'salesforce: 

We understand that the following companies have purchased either 
from us or from competitive salt companies amounts of table salt 
in excess of $50,000 during the past 12 months and are, therefore, 

" entitled to the quantity discount of one unit on table salt only: 

The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. 
Kroger Grocery and Baking' Co. 
National Tea Company 
~erican Stores 
Safeway Stores 
C.F. Smith Co., Detroit 

A search of our records will be made to ascertain if there are other 
buyers who have purchased this quantity and if any are found they 
will be added to the list. 9 

Respondent's Ex. 16, Record, 4307-3-9. 

Respondent's Ex. 17, Record 4307-3-9. 
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Subsequently, for example, on August·· 15, 1936, one day after· Morton .qua1ified 

NROG, Jefferson Island issued Bulletin 660-B: 
'--

We ullderstand that the following company has purchased from a 
competitive salt company an amount of table salt in excess of 
$50,000 during the past 12 months and is,therefore, being allowed, 
the QuantitY Discount of one unit on table salt only: ~ 

·National Retailers Owned Grocers, Inc. 

In order. to meet the competition, we will allow one unit on table 
salt only, to this Company. 10 

Similarly,Diamond.Cry~ta1 in B,ulletin81 of Au~st_\7, 1936 announces for all 

territories except New York the· discount to quantity buyers: : 

Effective ... immediately our price on table salt to buyers who 
purchase from this company or from a competitive producer an 
amount of table salt equal to $50,000 or more per year will be 
ONE UNIT DISCOUNT less than our price' to buyers of lesser 
quantities. 

We understand that the following companies have purchased either 
from us or from another producer an amount of TABLE SALT in 
excess of $50,000 during the past twelve months and are, 
therefore, entitled to the Quantity Discount of ONE UNIT on table 
salt only: [There follows the list of buyers who had been qualified 
by this date]. If or when any other Companies are found to have 
purchased the required quantity of table salt from one producer, 
either from our Company or from a competitor , their names will 
be added to· this list as qualifying for the one ·unit Quantity 
Discount on table salt. 11 

Several of the producers did not fonnally publish the discount by and large because 

individually they did not supply ~y buyer (except perhaps A&P which had already been 

qualified.by Morton) ~ho purchased from them as much as $50,000 of table salt over~J 

10 Record, 4319-4-3-3, at 536. 

11 Record, 4319-3-2, at 429. 
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the past 12 months. These produ~ers simply published bulletins to their salesforces 

identifying the buyers qualified· by other sellers· and who· therefore· were to secure the . 

discount on any sales made to them. Morton·admitted quite freely that it circulated the 

l1ames of its "qualified" buyers to the other producers: 

So far as we are concerned, we publish our prices and endeavor 
... to infonn all of our competitors what our prices are and so that 
in so doing all of our competitors would receive the i¢'onnation 
thatcertain ·buyers had purchased from us $50,000 worth or more 
of table salt in the course of a ·year·and ·were reCeiving· discount. 12 

. ~.: . -"-. 

2. Interlultional's Position on Meeting Competition and Cost Differences 

During the proceedings International took great care to show· that it had published the 

$50,000 discount only after its competitors had done so (as reflected by the bulletins that 

came into International's possession) and that it granted the discount to certain buyers 

who purcha~ed less than $50,000 from it only because competitors were known to have 

qualified them for a discount. The evidence supporting this was the bulletins of 

competitors establishing the discount and identifying the buyers who had qualified. 

International's aim was to establish a meeting competition defense both for the adoption 

o,.! the discount (and therefore for. the grant of the discount to buyers who purchased from 
"'-!.', 

International $50,000 or more per year) and for granting the discount to buyers who 

purchased from International less than $50,000 per year but who purchased this amount 

from other sellers and therefore secured the discount from them. Morton at one point 

.;1 also argued that it had adopted the $50,000 discount only after one of its competitors had 

done so. But its effort to support this was feeble, since the documentary evidence 

12 Record, ·4319-4-3-2, at 208. 
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seemed clear that Morton was the fIrst fmn to publish the disc~unt and to circulate the 

names of buyers it qualified. 'Morton came to rely on the meeting competition defense 

to justify the discount to buyers qualified by other producers and who purchased less·than 

$50,000 annually from it. 

Ryonalso argued that it cost his fmn l~ss to supply buyers whose purchases of table 

salt from· International. exceeded·· $50,OOQ.'per. year; compared with.its cost of supplying 

buyers of lesser annual volumes. Ascording to Ryan, this view was based in part ona 

study made just after the Robinson-Patman Act:was pa&sed which he believed justified 

on cost grounds the discount to ·Intefliational's.$SO,O()O buyers. I will later refer to this _ 

study in greater detail but note here that it provided a good dea1less support for Ryon' s 

position than' he implied that it did. 

What .Jhe study suggests is that International's cost of supplying the large grocery 
. . . 

chains (basically the chains "qualified" as discount buyers during the NRA) was less than 

its cost of supplying 'wholesalers generally. It also suggests that the cost difference was 

independent of International's annual volume to these buyers' but was instead related to 

the character of the chains' buying which lowered costs on any amount that International 

supplied ~hem. This study, which I believe was an updated version of the study 

submitted to the committee in support of discounts during the NRA (and which was used t, . 

to support a chain discount independent of the individual fmn' s annual volume to the 

buyer) was not introduced as evidence, although the cost study that ultimately was 

submitted had· important similarities to it. Ryon was queried about the earlier study and 

the responses set out fairly clearly the nature of International's defense: 
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. I 

FfC '. Counsel: Did the figures of the' cost survey made .back in 
July of 1936 justify the discount given to customers purchasing 
[fromlntemational] $50,000 worth of table' salt during 12 
consecutive months ... ? 

Ryon: Yes. The compilation showed very definitely that there 
was a saving in excess of the quantity discount on sales of $50, 000 
worth of table salt. 

FfC Counsel: Then it ~asn't the f~ct that competitors were 
quoting a dIscount of five cents per case on $50,000 purchases that . 

. caused your company to. effectuate its discount on the $50,000 
purchase? . 

International's Counsel: Just a second. '.1 objecf,.cto that as arguing. 
with the witness, trying to get the witness to assume a position of 

~~". law. We represent the respondents here and . counsel for 
respondents will state what our position is, and our position, as a 
matter of law here, is that we were justified in meeting the 
competition of our competitors ... And our position is likewise that 
apart from that our accounting figures show a justification far in 
excess of any quantify discount. We have here two defenses and 
I object to any attempt to argue questions of law with the witnes~ 

FTC Counsel: Did the cost justification have anything to do with 
putting in the $50,000 discount? . 

Ryon: When we found that a quantity discount was being offered, 
and we knew that in order·to be wholly within the law that had 
just been enacted, the Robinson-Patman Act, that in addition to 
meeting the competition, if any of these· buyers had bought from 
us $50,000 worth of table salt, that would be that much more 
justification [on cost grounds] ... for the quantity discount being 
made. 13 . 

It was the establishment of the discount by other producers and their circulation of 

bulletins identifying qualified buyers that International argued led it to adopt the $50, 000 

discount and also gran! it to buyers qualified by other producers and who did not 

13 Record, 4307-2-4, at 3012-16. 
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purchase $50,pOOor'more per year from International. International also argued that it 

adopted the discount because buyers, who purchased $50,000 or more per year from it 

were cheaper to supply. 

3. International's Discount and Qualification of Buyers 

Accordingto Ryon"Intemational:.frrst announced its',discountonSeptember J 7, 1936 

in a bulletin to its salesforce from which I ,quote below: ' ' 

Quantity "Discount 

Our records· disclose, that the ,following "buyers, .have· purchased 
from· us an amount of table salt in excess of $50,000 during the 

, . , 

past 12 months, and should they continue to buy at that rate will.be 
entitled: to our published price. on that quantity: 

The Great . Atlantic and· Pacific Tea Co. 
First National Stores 
Wholesale Grocers Sales Co. 
Thomas and Howard 

A search of our records will be made to ascertain if there are other 
buyers who have purchased $50,000 or more of table salt. 

Should any buyer purchasing large amounts from a competitive salt 
company receive a price lower than our published price, it will be 
our policy to meet that competition.14 . 

This bulletin was circulated to all producers ~d was used by each of them to justify 

to the FTC on grounds of meeting competition the discount granted on any sales to the 

identified buyers, unless the seller also supplied $50,000 or more to any of them, in 

which case the justification was lower costs. For example, Diamond Crystal used :i,~j 

International's bulletin to justify its discounts to the identified buyers with the exception 

\4 Record, 4319-4-3-2, at 348. 
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of A&P, whose purchases from Diamond Crystal· exceeded $50,000 over· the past 12 

months and therefore qualified it for a discount from Diamond Crystal (which it granted 

because costs were said to be lower). Similarly, Morton and the other producers 

supplying these particubir buyers (and except for A&P and First National none purchased ' 

$50,000 or more from any producer) relied on International's bulletin ·to justify the 

discount on sales to them. 

International's bulletin seems to· indicate that it had· qualified First National, 

Wholesale Grocers and Thomas ~d Howard. International-denied this and I believe for 
. . . 

twb reasons. First, if cost justification failed, International wished~to have a complete -

defense on meeting competition grounds. It could not do this if it was the first to qualify 

certain buyers who were then granted the discount by other producers. Second, in the 

case of at least two of the identified buyers (Wholesale Grocers and Thomas and 

Howard) International· probably knew that cost justifIcation would face substantial 

difficulty. This is' because these two buyers did not actually purchaseS50, 000 or more 

per year from International (or fo~ that matter from any individual producer, a point 

about which I will say more later). Given that International's costs were Said to be lower 

only if buyers purchased at least this amount from it, the defense· would seem destined· 

to fail, at least as it might apply to· these two buyers. 

What International argued was that except for A&P, which was known to have been 

qualified by Morton, the three buyers identifIed·in its bulletin had been qualifIed by 

American Salt eo. (a Kansas producer) and to support this it submitted· a bulletin 
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circulated by American and dated September 13, 1936 -- four days before International's 

bulletin appeared. American's bulletin is as follows: 

It is .our understanding that the following companies have 
purchased an amount of tabie 'salt in excess of $50,000 during the 
past 12 months, and are being allowed Quantity ~iscou~t of one, 
unit on table salt only ... 

First National Stores 
.... Wholesaler Grocers 'Sales, Co. 

Thomas and Howard 

In order to meet the competition, we will allow one unit' Discount 
.. on Table SaIt only, to the. ~bove comR.anies.l~.... . _. ,_. 

Itis obvious that American's bulletin did not qualify.these buyers. In the view of the 

other· producers it was International,. and their support for this was International's 

bulletin. International said it was American. But· American's bulletin suggests that' it 

was someone else. 

International's bulletin· of September 17 is numbered RPA#2. I believe this meant 

that it was the fmn' s second announcement involving. Robinson-Patman. Act concerns. 

Ryon stated that this was the bulletin that announced the adoption of the $50,000 

discount. But the bulletin in general.character is similar to those issued by all.of the 

other producers "qualifying" particular· buyers. and in fact t~e wording of it --. that the 

~, 

identified buyers were to secure "our published Prices on that quantity" -- suggests ~at '~ . 

this was' what it ·was~· Both the numbering ·'of the bulletin and' the reference to the 

published price· to quantity buyers implies the existence of an earlier bulletin. It is 

possible that it was this earlier bulletin (probably RPA #1) that had established 

15 Respondent's Ex. 19, Record 4307-3-9. 
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International's discount. But when and if this occurred is not known wlth certainty , and 

International submitted no such bulletin. It wished to suggest that it had adopted the 

discount only after it was clear that other producers had. 

Of the buyers" mentioned as qualified in American's bulletin,· I susPect that ' 

International ftist discounted to them. Its price was met immediately by other sellers and 

- -
bulletins were circulated by them that these buyers had been qualified. Subsequently , out 

of step in timing, International announced its qualification of these buyers, as in its" 

"September 17 bulletin. That International flIst discounted to"and then qualified First 

National is logical, since First National was a major buyer in New Y1:lrk territory and 

International was the only seller from whom First National purchased ,$50,000 or more 

per year. Little is known about Wholesale Grocers except that it was a multi-branch 

wholesaler in New York territory and a substantial buyer from International. Again, it" 

is likely that International flIst discounted ""to Wholesale Grocers and fonnally qualified 

it as a quantity buyer after other sellers met the discount and announced the buyer as 

qualified. 

Thomas and Howard comprised a group of wholesalers opera~g"in Louisiana 

territory. Mosf'producers claimed that International qualified this buyer. That 

International rather than" American qualified Thomas and Howard is corroborated by a 

letter from International's Louisiana Sales Manager to a salesman. The letter concerns 

the "qualification of Consolidated Grocery, but in it reference is made to International's 

earlier qualification of Thomas and Howard: 

I have not had a chance to check up on all of the houses you have 
listed, but I believe we are selling some of them and while it is 
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true the set up is that in order to .qualify their purchases of table. 
salt should amount to $50,000 froDlone producer, undoubtedly our 
friends in New Orleans [to which he means Myles Salt Co,,] are 
working in this direction. However, in case they are qualified by 
one producer, there is no· reason in the world why we should n(lt 
secure at least a portion of the business, because, after they have 
qualified, we can sell the respective houses based on the quan~ty , 
discount, under the rule of "mee~g competition" .. We bave the 

: same· situation with. Thomas and Howard Houses. [We] ·qualified 
them as a quantity· buyer, but other producers are selling them at 
some of their, houses ... on . the quantity. discount, even though their 
sales are small, I believe,· as compared to the volume we 
secure. 16 

4.· Qualificatiol,1 of Other. Discount B~fers 

Consolidated Grocery Co .. was not qualified until July 1938. The circumstances 

surrounding its qualification in July 1938 are also reflected in International's 

correspondence: 

The Consolidated CompanY of Plaquemine, . LA is owned and 
controlled by the United Investments, Inc. Consolidated have 24 
branches in. Louisiana.·The. United Investments, Inc. also owns 
and controls the Cash Grocery and Sales Co. of LOuisiana who 
have 10 branches. This investment company also owns 3 chain 
store groups in Baton Rouge, lake Charles, and New Orleans. It 
is also reported that the United Investments, Inc. are backing with 
their capital other independent· wholesalers in Louisiana· and can 
control their put:chas~s~. This is 4~iout1ets ip .... Louisiana, all 
controlled by one buyer, Mr. Charles Kurzweg ... . 

16 Letter Jrom J.G. Womble, Southern Sales Manager, International Salt Co., to W.K. 
Taliaferro, Salesman, International Salt Co., June 3, 1938, Record, 4307-4-3-6, at 911. Thomas and 
Howard's total purchases exceeded $50,000 per year. Its buyer indicated to International that he could 
place all orders with one buyer so to secure the discount. Thomas and Howard was then qualified by 
International and granted the discount by all producers. I do not believe that Thomas and Howard 
purchased $50,000 per year from International or any other individual seller. Record, 4319-4-3-4, at 
682. 
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For some reason or another, this outfit has always given the 
largest percentage of their business to the Myles Salt Company. 
We have,always believ¢ th,at Myles did something unethical to 
warrantthe majority of this business. However, Jefferson, Morton 
and ourselves enjoy a fair percentage of this volume. 

We had a recent report from our salesman Pearson advising ,~hat 
Kurzweg told him that he had about decided to place 'an of this 'salt ' 
business ,with one salt co~pany for a period of 12 months, so that 
he could quilify for the $50,000 quantitr discount and he als?,~old 
Pearson that"it would not be our company. We almost know 'that 
it would 'be ,'Myles 'because they have been buying most of their 
salt from,Myles and Myles have approached them on various 

- occasions trying to get them to confme theirputchases' so' that 'they 
" would qualify. ,Mr. KUlZweg told Pearson that· be· was advised by 

one ,salt company that all purchases would be taken ,.' into 
consideration in order to help him quality and we' 'believe~that 
Myles must have told him this . 

... Mr. Kutzweg, to my knowledge, has not issued instructions 
coniming his purchases toone producer ·yet, but if he does do this, 
it is going to mean a big salt fight in the. Stale of Louisiana 
because the producers that are cutoff are going to try to get their 
volume pi busin~ss elsewhere ,and all of them will be fighting 
Myles and the Consolidated outfit which can have but one effect 
and that is to lower the price level. 

. .. [Kurzweg] told me that he woul~ like to continue to divide up 
the business" but he understood'that in order to qualify, all of his 
purchases would have to be from one concern and he told me that 
this was; 'a rule of the salt' companies and if he did 'qualify, he 
would have to abide by t~s nile. However, he said the he would 
like to continue to divide up his business if all of the producers 
would allow him to pool his purchases: in order to reach the 
$50,000 minimum. If this could be done, it would certainly avoid, 
a big salt fight and a subs~uent reduction in price in Louisiana. 17 

The report from Pearson, referred to above, indicates that: 

17 Letter from W.K. Taliaferro, Salesman, International Salt Co., to John L. Ryon, Sales 
Manager, International Salt Co., June 28, 1938, Record 4307-4-3-6, at 912. 
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[Kurzweg] . .. checked up and found that he was close to the 
$50,000 purchase limit and if he decided to confmeall of his 
purchases to one concern, this one concern WOUld, give hun two 
additional Salesmen and with their help he could make the grade. 
However, he did say that all salt would have to be, taken into 
consideration, not only package' salt, and' also said, he believed'that ' 
one salt company would consider his entire purchases in order to, 

, enable ~ to qualify. 18 '~ 

International' qualified, "Consolidated before Myles and "; apparently notified other 
.... . .. ; .... .;: ... ;,.,,' .. 

producers tothi& eifect.19 No commitment was made byKu~eg to purchase $50,000 

'per year from ,Intemaijonal, ,so"his orders were allowed to be"allocated among sellers 

(and to include oihe~,than 'table, sald. In no Y~;f.or whlch there is evidence did 

International supply as much as $50,000 of table salt to Con~olidated. 

Events surrouQding,Worcester's qualification of Frankford Grocery Co. in early 193~ . 

are summ~edby an official of Diamond Crystal: 

This replies ~o your .•. letter of December 31, [1936] and although 
Worcester have' not" qualified subject in USllal manner, that is on 
the basis that subject would purchase not les's than $50,OOOwortll 
of table salt from Worcester alone within a twelve ,month period, 
they~ave . decided to protect their interests ,and, since subject 
would not purchase $50,000 worth of, table salt from one 
manufacturer and because of business ,Worcester are enjoying from 
subject" which business might be replaced by a competitor who ' 
might succeedjnprevailing'on subject to place all his purchases 
with one producer, Worcester haved~ided to allow subject the 
quantity buyers discount of 5 cents per case or one unit on all table 
salt Worcester sells them. 

We are meeting this competition, and~ .. you may tell subject we 
will extend to them an additional one unit, the quantity buyers 
discount on. all table salt you sell them .. ~ . 

18 Letter from W.K. Taliaferro, Salesman, International Salt Co., to W.G. Womble, . 
Southern Sales Manager, International Salt Co., May 30, 1938. Record, 4307-4-3-6, at 910. 

19 Record, 4307-4-3-6, at 914. 
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I am endeavoring to fmd out the effective date Worcester will 
establish as the date they will allow subject the quantity buyers 
additional unit .... I am of the opinion that it will be as of 
December 1, or 15 although if it effects shipments made still farther 
back, we will be guided accordingly in extending this additional 
unit on shipments made to subject.20 

After Consolidated's qualification in 1938, only one other buyer isknown to have' 

quatified. This was Colonial Stores, a retail chain operating primarily in Louisiana 

territory, which' fIrst received the discount in .1940. No bulletin was issued qualifying 

Colonial. Ryon testified that International granted the discount to Colonial to': meet 

Morton's price: 

Q. Do you know whether or not Morton Salt Co. gave quantity 
discount to Colonial Stores about the year 1940. 

A. I am quite certain that they did.- 1 have never seen any 
documents that would indicate in writing that. they had. 

Q. Were you, able to ascertain, and if so how, that the Colonial 
Stores were receiving a quantity discount from Morton. 

A. We were told defmitely by the management of Colonial Stores 
that they were receiving a quantity discount, and they were buying 
from' the Morton Salt Co. at the time. 

Q. So they were receiving the quantity discount from Morton, is 
that right? 

A. That is right. 21 

Stratford, Morton's Sales Manager, testified that its discount to Colonial was "to meet 

a price made by another salt producer, which we understand is given them as a quantity 

20 Unsigned letter from Diamond Crystal Salt Co., to J.W. Schmalz, Diamond CrystafSalt 
Co., Philadelphia, Jan. 5, 1937, Record, 4319-4-3-2, at 350. 

21 Record, 4307-2-3, at 2781. 
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discount. "22. When asked whether . Colonial purchased $50,000 per year from any salt 

company, . Stratford indicated that he did not know. Harris Dodd, Colonial's buyer, 

testified as follows: 

Q. Well, does your company purchase from the Morton Salt ' 
Company $50,000 worth of salt during any consecutive twelve 

'month period? 

A.'. From' Morton-salt alone, ·wedo,not;.-froiIl all' companies 
together, 'we do .... We get the usual allowance from [Morton and 
the] other salt companies. 23 

Who initiated the discount to Colonial is uncertain, althov.gh -it probably was Morton. 
. . 

That the FfC might have suspected discrimination. in International's pricing is not . 

implausible. Costs were said to be lower if the buyer purchased $50,000 or more from 

International, but of the qualified buyers (and 1 believe International supplied salt to them 

all) only two (First National and A&P) acquired this amount from International. Three 

buyers who International probably qualified (Wholesale Grocers, Consolidated and 

Thomas and Howard) and who therefore International identified as $50,000 buyers did 

not purchase this amount from International. The evidence also suggests that wholesaler 

groups capable of purchasing $50,000 per year seemed to have little difficulty in securing 

the discount, even though the qualifying volume was not obtained from anyone supplier, 

and so may have suggested to the FI'C discrimination in favor of large wholesalers and 

chains. I note that the producers' decision to reduce the discount in·a1l territories excc?pt 

New York from 10 to about 5 percent given the reduction in qualifying volume may in-

Record, 4319-2-3, at 2264. 

~ecord, 4319-2-2, at 1256. 
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part have reflected an expectation that wholesaler groups would be able to secure the 

discount, lowering net receipts on sales. to them. (unless costs of their supply were 

reduced) and potentially putting downward pressure on price to other wholesalers. 

s. Morton's Position on Meeting Competition 

Morton also defended its discount to buyers qu~~ by. other. sellers .. on . meeting 

competition grounds. Peterkin, Sr. set ou~ the fInn's position: 

Q.Now at times. a purchaser does not buy ·$-50;000 worth of 
merchandise from the Morton Salt Co., yet the purchaser does 
receiv,e the unit discount on a $50,000 purchase, provided he bas' 
purchased salt elsewhere to the extent of $50,000 per year. Am 
I correct in that assertion? 

A ..... [I]f a producer of salt had sold a purchaser $50,000 or 
more of table salt and we were infonned of that fact, we would 
realize that the purchaser was receiving from that producer such 
discount as that producer might have published and if we sold that 
buyer, we would necessarily have to allow him a similar discount, 
else we would have no chance of getting any business from 
him.24 

Morton justified its discount to Thomas and Howard on its receipt of International's 

bulletin qualifying Thomas and Howard as a $50,000 buyer.2S Whether Peterkin, Sr. 

believed that Thomas and Howard and the other buyers quaiified byftmis other than 

Mortonactua11y purchased $50,000 from the qualifying seller is doubtful. He noted that. 

although the other salt companies published a discount similar to Morton's, "we may 

24 Record, 4319-4-3-2, at 207. 

25 Id. at 209. 
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suspect that they are not similar just ~s we often su~ect that their prices are lower than 

ours. 1126 

Peterkin, Jr. -also testified with respect to Morton's pricing to buyers qualified by 

others: 

Q. Now, with reference to the Thomas and Howard Company, 
the Wholesale Gt()tery Supply Co .... , ~d the Frankford Grocery 
.Co., is there any. connection-be~eenthe competitive..adjustment 
on table saIt' grades other' than [BL] paid to these companies, and 
the quantity discount of one .unit paid to purchasers of the Morton
Salt Co.? ... 

A. -" In JhelnStalices just} cited:, it was . cieteiniined that . the 
competitivec~nditionwith which. we found ourselves confronted, .' 
in att,einpting to- sell [to'these buy~rs] arose from-the fact that other 
producers were supplying [them] with salt of similar grade and 
quality to ours, at a·price which included a quantity discount of the 
sameaIl1C?~nt, roug,!tly, as o~r. q~antity discount, applyitlg to a 
$50,000 purchase,anditwastnerefore'detennined we would meet 
the competitive situation as we found it .... 27 

Stratford testified that Consolidated Riso receiv¢ the discount because Morton was told 

that it had been offered the discount by Myles.28 This seems true according to 

International's documents, although before Myles qualified Consolidated, International 

had done so. 

26 Id. at 217. 

Z7 Record, 4319-2-3, at 2374-75. 

28 Record, 4319-2-3, at 2298. 
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c. Success of the Meeting C.ompetition· Defense 

1. International's Efforts During the Trial 

International's meeting competition defense was rejected. The likelihood of this 

became evident to International early. in the proceedings and dampened any 'hopes of ' 

success. In general~ what International hoped to achieve and what the FTC would accept 
'" ~~ 

were so far apart that t~e FrC's Counsel felt.. no need to rebut or weaken the factual 

foundation concerning "meeting competition" th~t International tried to . lay . FrC 

Counsel moved tor~ject ~he whol~ effortas irrelevant and tnnriaterial to any issue in the 

case, and in this' Jiew he was supported by the Hearing· Exammer "'irid 'later by' the 

Commission. In fact, the defense was rejected without giving the rea'sons why. 

Difficulties fIrst appeared when International· tried to cross-examine the FTC's 

witnesses. These, witnesses were representatives of wholesalers and chains whose 

testimony was to prove that some buyers secured the discount and others did not. Those 

who did not receive a discount were said to be competitively injured, in that they would 

prefer also to receive the discount (assuming all else remained the same). Given 

competitive injury, the discount would be illegal, unless the defenses were to hold. 

International sought to elicit . from the ouyers who secured a discount from 

International whether they also secured (or could have secured) a discount from other 

producers, ,and if so whether it would have been necessary for International to meet 'the 

price of the other producers so to secure their business. ' Each time that International 

opened any such line of inquiry FrC Counsel objected on grounds of irrelevancy, and 
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the Examiner sustained all such objections .. 1 set out below just one such exchange which 

gives the general flavor: 

International's Counsel: Have you received any discounts from . 
anyone else? 

FrC Counsel: . 1 object. 

Hearing Examiner: ~e objection· is· s~stained. 

International's Counsel: May I ask the reason why I· am not 
allowed to· ask this witness wheth~r he has received any discounts 
from anybody else? 

. ~.- ~ -.-. 

Hearings Examine:r: There"is . nobody "else ·beirig tried except this 
respondent. I am not· trying some other salt company, and that 
ought to be reason enough. 

International's Counsel: Well, the question also is whether we are 
meeting competition, is it not? 

Hearing Examiner: Well, that is not competent of what the other 
fellow is doing. 

International's Counsel: In deference, 1 submit that the statute is 
clear. 

Hearing Examiner: The objection is sustained on the theory that 
we are not trying anybody or any other case except that involving 
the International Salt Company, and what some other company· is 
doing, ... if some other companyis giving discounts, is no defense 
on the part of the International Salt Company. 

International's .. Counsel; ... [1]t is your interpretation of the statute 
that it would not constitute a defense to this respondent to show 
that'some ·other competitor· of this respondent was giving .. a. 
discount? 

Hearing Examiner: Yes. 

International's Counsel: That is your 'point of view? 
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Hearing Examiner: Yes, on this theory: that if one man violates 
a law and commits a felony,· that another cannot excuse himself . 
because he has committed the same offense in doing a like kind of 
business. 29 . 

Such an interpretation had" important implications when International late~ tried to 

present its meeting competition defense. In fact, . the whole of its effort was rejected. 

All of the bulletins announcing the discount, by the various producers and the 

qualification of particuhir buyers on which International hoped to base its defense were 

rejected as evidence. I present one such exchange which again gives the general flavor . 

29 

. ..... ~ .. ---. 

FfGCounsel:" I object to the admission of the document in 
evidence for the reason ... that it does not constitute a defense to 
the Robinson-Patman Act -- the fact that ·Morton Salt Company 
was granting to [itsJ customers a unit discount where such 
customers purchased $50,000 worth of Table Salt during the 12 
month consecutive period.· Morton Salt Company is· not ... a 
respondent ... ".It would not be an excuse for the respondent to 
effeCt a similar discount schedule for the reason that the Morton 
Salt Company gave a discount to their customers on ,such· quantity 
purchases. 

International's Counsel: ... So far as to relevancy and materiality, 
I think from the point of view of our defense we are entitled to 
show ... that· the Morton discount was introduced . before our 
discount was introduced, and I think we are entitled to establish 
that fact ...• ; .. I think we are also entitled to establish the fact of who 
received the discount. ... 

I think that document is extremely relevant and important both for 
the date which it proves and for the action which Morton was 
doing at that time, and its importance will be augmented as· other 
facts are developed .... 

Record, 4307-2-1, at 743-45. 
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30 

, I am n()t 'advancing the claim .;.. that ,', because Morton gave that 
discount to Smith we were ju~tified 'in giving it to Jones ... My 
argument only goes this far: That if Mort~n gave the discount to 
Smith, we, under the statute, w~re justified in giving that same 
discount to Smith. 

Hearing Examiner: Whether Morton was' within the p~e of the, 
statUte or not? . 

International's Cotinsel:Your Honor, it cannot be known by a 
businessman-in July ,1936" which is: the. date" of that exhibit, .. 
whetherot nota discount ... will or will not be attacked 
subsequently by the [FTC]; and if attacked,whether or not the 
[FTC] "will approve or disapprove of that discount; and if the ' 
,[FTC] disapproves whether' ar not the ... c.oprt _ pf Appeals will 
subsequently, agree or disagree with' the [FTC]. 

The businessman has to act. He can't lose his sales, for example, 
from1936 ... to 1944, which is ~he date when the [FTC] decided 
the Morton case, or until 1945 or 1946, whatever the date may tum 
out to be, when the courts may pass upon the M, ortoncase. 

, ' . 

Now, furthennore, quantity discounts are, sOIIletimes lawful, ...• 
The [FTC] has found certain discounts to be justified .... There is 

, . 

no prima facie presumption that a ,quantity discount is unlawful. 
.So that a businessman acting in good faith and fmding that his 
competitor has a quantity discount and is employing that quantity 
discount to sell to Smith, I say the businessman who is also' trying 
to sell to Smith may sell to [him] on the sat;Iletenns. 

Hearing Examiner: You maintain you are entitled· to do the same 
thlng. 

International's Counsel: Exactly .... 

Hearing Examiner: That is the putpose of this exhibit. 

-International's Counsel: Yes. 

Hearing' Examiner: The admission of the exhibit may be 
denied. 30 

Record, 4307-2-3, at 2742-46. 
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No reasons are given why the exhibits were rejected. By the time International came 

to present its defense, the FfC had already found Morton's $50,000 discount illegal. 

But this was not true when International tried to cross-examine the FTC's witnesses. 

Whatever the exact reasons, it seems that the "meeting competition ~efense" was not to ' 

be easily met. 

2. Temporary and NonSystematic Price Differences 

One issue arose'iIi the case about which Ihave said little .. Sales often 'occurred below 

list and this was reflected in several wayson the invoices that the FI'C submitted to 

support its case: for example, list minus a competitive adjustment, or list with a credit 

memorandum attached to the same effect. Many invoices reflected such adjustments and 

these were' different from the unit discount to $50,000 buyers. .Basically, they were 

temporary price cuts granted virtually to all buyers within some dermed geographic area. 

They reflected the prevailing market, and the discount to quantity buyers. was in addition 

to any such cuts. 

FfC Counsel argued that all such adjustments 'were illegal discriminations, unless 

defended either by cost justification or meeting' competition. Concerning these invoices, 

International sought to elicit from the FrC' s witnesses whether the prices paid were the 

prevailing market -- 'whether they were the same prices at which these buyers could have 

secured salt from other producers at the time. This effort also was rejected. One typical 

example follows: 

International's Counsel: So, I now show you Commission Exhibit 
377 and ... Exhibit 378, the credit memorandum, I ask you if the 
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figures and entries appearing on Exhibit 378 do not represent a 
price' adjustment to meet a competitive situation in the price of 
salt? 

FTC's Counsel: I object to that. 

Hearing Examiner: Sustained. 

International's Counsel: May I have the ground for the objection, 
please? 

FTC's Counsel: Because it does not prove or disprove any of the 
issues. 

Internation3.I's Counsel: Well, your 'Honor, .S does, very much 
indeed, as. I shall show. It shows what the nature of some of. these 
credit memoranda are .. It is veryimpoItant to show that. 

FrC's Counsel: Other processors of salt are not here charged 
with violating the provisions of the Robinson-Patman Act ... 

International's Counsel: Here is the buying representative of the 
. Company . He knows what prices were quoted to him if anybody 
else in the world does ... 

The Witness: This particular credit memorandum here," it would 
be impossible for me to state under oath ... as to just what is the 
price at that particular time in 1941, and what led up to it. But I 
do know that there were fluctuations . . . to meet competitive 
situations, and we have had credit memorandums from this salt 
company- to .meet competitive . situations in the market ... But to 
say, that particular memorandum and who was quoting and what 

. the price was ... I would not be ina position to tell this Court, but 
I do say it is not a quantity discounL 

It is logical ... to believe that that change in price was to meet a 
competitive situation in 'the" market at a given time. 

Hearing Examiner: You have no way of knowing, however, what 
price the othe~ fellow [buyer] was paying for the salt? 

Witness: No, the only thing we know is what the other salt 
companies will sell us for. What the other fellow pays for his salt, 
I don't know. 
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Hearing Examiner: You rely on whatthe salesman tells you, what 
the prices are? 

Witness: If a representative comes in, .he says: 'I can sell you 
salt for a stipulated figure', ... we take it for granted that is his 
price ... We could have bought from the other fellow at the time. 

International's Counsel: You buy from other processors of salt 
. other than the. International Salt Co., do you not? 

Witness: Yes, sir. 

International's Counsel: And their representatives approach you, 
do they not? . ~ •. ~ -.-. 

Witness: Yes, sir. 

FTC's Counsel: I object to that. 

Hearing Examiner: Sustained ..... This would enable you, would 
it not, ... t~ sell that salt at a substantially lower price? ... 

International's Counsel: I think your honor confuses the record 

Hearing Examiner: A rose will smell as sweet by any other name. 
Call it a credit memorandum. By the use of that credit 
memorandum, you would be able to sell your salt at a lower price? 

Witness: If we did in this case. I don't know if we did. 

International's Counsel: But if you did so, you would be selling 
at the same prices that were in line with [what] other 
manufacturers were quotingcat that time, isn't that so? 

FTC's Counsel: I object to that. 

Hearing Examiner: Sustained. There is no evidence that the 
prices are in line with the other people, nor would it be any 
evidence that it might be .... 

International's Counsel: Isn't it a fact [that] you seek to buy your 
table salt at the lowest market price you can obtain? 
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FTC's Counsel: . I object to that. 

Hearing Examiner: Sustained. Let us stick with the International 
Salt Company on this. " 

International's Counsel: ... [O]ur salesman comes irtto·quote··hitn 
a certain price, and if our price is out of line, he will te~ [us] so. ' 
I think it. is obvious this ... company wants to buy ... salt at the 
lowest price they can get. I cannot see any reason to sustain an 
objection to a question of that sort, and not pennitting the witness 

. to answer. ,.' .! .. ~., .. ,. ". .' 

Hearing Examiner: I. do not think that factor ... has anything to 
do with the issues in the case. 

FTC's Counsel: . .. [Ilt has nothing to do with the issues of the 
case; whether someone else comes in and quotes him a lower 
price, or whether A, B and C or X, Y and Z quote a lower price. 

Hearing Examiner: I will allow the motions [to· strike answers to 
any questions concerning the prices of other salt companies]. 31 

What FTC Counsel and the Hearing Examiner would have pennitted under "meeting 

competition" is not explained, although it must have been extremely limited in scope and 

it may have had little to do with market processes. 

Given that the FTC's witnesses could not be questioned, International later took each 

of the invoices reflecting sales at other than published list (but excluding the discount to 

quantity buyers) and through the testimony of Ryon and various bulletins to its salesforce 

giving. instructions on prices to be charged during particular times and within specified 

geographic areas,' sought to show the:absence of discrimination; in that the prices at issue 

were charged to all buyers during the times and inside the geographic areas defmed.32 

31 Record, 4307-2-2, at 1615-28. 

32 Record, 4307-2-3, at 2726-37, 2824-2919. 
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No mention is made of other sellers. This testimony and'evidence was. accepted, but had 

no bearing on the outcome. All of the transactions are listed in an Appendix to the 

Examiner's decision and any divergences' from list prices were found to be illegal 

discriminations.33 No effort was made by FI'C Counsel to show thaf the various b~:yers ' 

were competitive. In effect, all differentials from list at different times and in different 

geographic areas would' have to be cost justified,. no matter how temporary' or 

unsystematic such price differences were. Ryon indicated that most of the reductions 

reflected competitive behavior that. had eroded published list -This was the "basic evil" 

'that the industry. had sought to avoid' during' the NRA. 

3. The Commission's. Position 

Whether the Commission accepted the Examiner's view of the illegality of temporary 

and unsystematic price differences is unclear.. The Commission's opinion focuses on 

International's discounts to quantity buyers. But there is a broader statement in its 

opinion that seems to' imply that all price differences uncovered during the proceedings . 

were illegal (since not justified on cOst or meeting conipetition'grounds): 

33 

34 

The Commission ftnds that the price differences allowed by 
respondents in the sale of' their table salt of the same brand, 
including the price differential on purchases of 100 cases or more 
and the unit discount allowed to the accounts classified as $50,000 
purchasers, constituted discriminations in price between purchasers 
of commodities of like grade and quality. 34 

Schedule 1; Trial Examiner's Recommended Decision, 4307..;1-1. 

International Salt Co. et al., 49 FfC 138" 150 (1952). 
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Since the Examiner did not pennit a "meeting competition" defense of any price 

differences, and since International made no attempt to. cost justify those that were 

temporirry orunsy~tematic, I presume that.all price differences were found illeg~. This 

interpretation seems consistent with the. order. International w~s prohibited from 

charging· different prices to competing wholesai,ers . 

. ,·The· Fre"clearly,rejected International's meeting competition defense of the $50,000 

discount: 

[W]hile respondents on Septe~ber 17, 1936,~pparently altered the 
amount of and the requirements for receiving this . quantity discount 
to confonn with what they. understood, to be the pricing practices 
of their competitors, this fact is of no particular Importance, since 
the practice of granting discounts on the basis of the total annual 
requirements of a purchaser regardless of from whom they were 
purchased was employed by respondents .. . prior to that date. 
Contrary to respondents ~ contention, the price differences resulting 
from the granting of these discounts to some but not all of [its] 
competing customers were not the consequence of departures from 
a non-discriminatory pricing scale which were made to meet lower 
prices of competitive sellers, but represented only the continuecI 
.application of the discriminatory .pricing standard previously 
adopted ... Moreover, despite the fact that the illegal nature of the 
discount was brought to the . attention of [International] by the 
Commission's complaint in 1940, there is no evidence that 
respondents made any attempt· to 'eliminate or lessen the amount of 
this discrimination until1948. Respondents, in such circumstances, 
cannot be said.to have·acted 'in good faith' within the meaning of 
Section 2(b) of the statute.3S 

The reference to discounts before the revision in 1936 I believe stemmed from· the 

evidence presented by International to offset the inferences likely to be drawn from 
/ 

discounts appearing on invoices issued after, but for orders taken before, the Robinson-

Patman Act was passed. The FTC's statement suggests that the discount structure in 

35 Id., at 154. 
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effect before the Robinson-Patman Act bad . features consistent with price discrimination: 

particular buyers were identified and sold at a lower price by all suppliers and the 

discount adopted,.just after the Act was passed, had in practical effect features consistent 

with the earlier discount structure. Further, some buyers secured· the discount (consistent' 

with the past structure) if their aggregate purchase volume exceeded'; a specified annual 

amount, even though they did not ~dividually p~rchase tliis··amourit:~\·fiom at least one 

. supplier even though the annual amount was said to be a requirement necessary to secure 

a discount. The meeting competition defense was flieri -rejected:::· a potentially 

discriminatory price structure crumot be defended through proof that~ch producer's 

price meets the price of its competitors. A group of fInns capable of price discrimination 

could surely m0ll:nt such a defense; and if accepted, might pennit discrimination to 

continue, contrary to the. aims of the Robinson-Patman Act. The presumption is that 

meeting competition cannot justifypersistent, systematic price differences consistent with 

price discrimination, which does not seem to me an unreasonable view. In such 

instances, cost justification is the only defense. Meeting competition might justify 

temporary, unsystematic price differences consistent with competitive behavior. But the I 

diffIculty in accepting this interpretation is the Examiner's fmding (and'perhaps also that 

of the Commission) .. that all price differences on International's invoices were illegal. 

This seems to reflect more a hostility to price differences than a concern with price 

discrimination. 

Morton's efforts· to justify as "meeting competitiont
• its discount to buyers qualified 

for the $50,000 discount by other sellers met with no greater success. Its defense seems 
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to have been ,rejected on the ground that systematic and persistent price, differences 

po.ssiblyconsi$tent with price discrimination cannot be defended as meeting competition: 

~ased,on the record in'this case ·the Commission fmds that the 
respondent has not shown the existence of facts which' might 

, indicate or prove that these discriminations in price were made in 
good' faith to meet an equally low' priCe of a competitor. 'The 
evidence submitted by the respondent is, to~ vague ,and indefmite 
to show that the long-continued d.iscritJ.ti.nations herein described 

"were 'made ~ m ,good faith, tomeet..an, equally low ,price, of a 
competitor ~ 3(; , 

This is all that is said and the Supreme Court let' this rmding stand. 
• ,,'J,: _~:: :. ,~,;. ~ _.,-' 

Morton's invoices also reflected' temporary' and" unsystematic price reductions on 
: .' . 

grades other than BL granted at particular times to all buyers within specified geographic 

areas. But t~e proceedings in ,Morton focused very little on them, and they did not _ , 

become an issue in the case. These were said to be market prices charged at particular 

times in particular geographic areas and thus were' not discriminatory. . Such price, 

differences were not dealt with explicitly by the Commission or the Courts. 

Nevertheless, the order in Morton is identical to that in International, and so may have 

prohibited virtually all price cuts unless made everywhere, given the virtual impossibility 

of applying a cost defense based on accounting fiiures in, such instances. 

All in ali, the meeting competition defense that the' producers seem to have so 

carefully crafted just after the Robinson-Patman Act was passed carried no weight, and 

what remained for them was cost justification. 

36 Morton Salt co., 40 FTC 388, 396 (1945). 
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d. Cost JuStification of the $50,000 Discount 

1. Difficulty Posed by Rejection of Meeting' Co~petitionDefense 

Rejection of the meeting competition defense posed· a problem that International was 

not well preparedJo meet .. Given Ryon's statement that it cost l~ss to: supply only those ' 
.' . 'U . 

buyers whose; .. purc~ases from International exceeded $50,000' per y~~ 'it obviously 

would be on w~ ground should it att~mpt. to c~st j~stify' the discount~granted to the 

buyers whose purchases from International were less than this amount (and which 
t- . 

International had/sought to defend on meeting competi.tioft'-grounds). 9,f al19ualified . 

buyers, International supplied ·$50,000 or more per year to only two: A&Pand First 

National Stores. Its discount to the other qualified buyers would imply discrimination, 

since the cost to supply them was said to be no less than that to supply wholesalers who 

'secured no discount. 

A second problem involved the discount granted to the wholesaler groups compared 

with the large grocery chains. There was doubt in Ryon' s mind whether the wholesalers 

who secured the discount were cheaper to supply than other wholesalers. This was 

expressed in comments of Ryon's from which I quote below: 

FTC's Counsel: ... [C]an anyone branch obtain the ... discount 
simply;because of its affiliation with a certain buying agency which 
determines to whom the entire purchase may be diverted? 
Assuming that the SCnl:11ton branch [of a wholesaler gt()Up] 
purchases only $2,000 worth of table salt in any given year, what 
justification exists which would entitle that branch' to a ... 
discount? 

I 

J. Ryon: There is little justification in my mind. However, we 
were confronted with a similar problem in connection with one of 
our customers, whose places of business are located in North and 
South Carolina. [Ryon is here referring Thomas and Howard]. 
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Its branches collectively purchase the required amount of $50,000 
worth of table salt and thereby earn the quantity discount .. There 
was a., question ... whether the individual [branches] should be 
requiroo to purchase this amount' of s·alt, but we decided that it 
woqldbe ba4.business policy and 'completely unjustiftable to have 
a chain store discount applying' only to chain store organizations, 
corpofcltely ownoo and managoo as such. In other words t without, 
trying to justify in our own minds the quantity discounts to the 
[wholesaler] organization, if [it] has purchasoo $50,000 worth of 
table salt andfue corporate cham is receiving a quantity 'discount 
on its purchases:,; -itw()uld.seem . to: -us.discIjIninatory . to eliminate 
the [wholesaler] organization and pay the quantity· discount to the 
corporate chain ~ ... 

There is avery specific MyjDg in S(l}es,expeI!l~j.n.Jargequantity 
sales to retail chain organizations; due to the fact that therr orders 
are automatically received by us with little solicitation from their 
branches. However, from a more important angie, we are not 
required' to conduct the missionary retail sales service that is given 
to the wholesale grocery type of concern which depends on the 
merchandising support thatw.ehave to· give t()the stores which 
they sell, in Qrder to compete with other salt:manufacturers for this 
business. Therein lies the justification for the quantity discount to 
retail. chain Qrganizations, but in giving' the quantity discount to 
cham organizations we could hardly fail to give the same quantity 
discount to the wholesale grocer type of organization which 
purchases the $50,000 quantity, even though we were obligoo to 
do the merchandising and sales work. 

FrC'sCounsel: Doesn't the.whole principle of quantity discounts 
boil down to the fact that it is an inducement for them to purchase 

. from your fInn, thereby insuring to you the potential volume of . 
their collective purchases rather ~han an actual and real reflectoo 
saving in the cost of selling, handling or production? 

J. Ryon: Not exactly .. Insofar as the corporate chains are 
concerned, where the sales cost is decidedly-less, there is 'a saving 
-- even more than the quantity discount that is given. 

FTC's Counsel: Can you submit figures truly reflecting that fact? 

J. Ryon: Some. years ago, when. we had the whole quantity 
discount problem under advisement, we compiloo the sales cost . 
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figures which defmitely established the savings in doing business 
with these corporate chain· organizations .... 

FTC's Counsel: You stated that an actual savings in sales cost 
was realized on ·volume. purchases of retail chain organizations, 
which type of custom~r does not receive the missionary sales work 
of your salesmen. Does the wholeSale customer, whose aggregate 
branch purchases amount to $50,000 or more,. receive such 
missionary sales selVice and do your salesmen call on' each . of 
these branches in soliciting sales. 

1. Ryon:Yes, they do call on each individual branch and, in 
addition' to that, they call 011 most of the retail grocer customers 
which each branch sells. 37 . ~.- . -.-. 

What International. did was perhaps the best that it could. given the difficu~:pes 
~:":'l-"'.~, 

confronting it. It compared its costs of distributing table salt to A&P' with its costs of 

distributing table salt to all other buyers. Supplying A&P was shown to be cheaper than 

supplying other buyers. What inferences were to be drawn from this comparison were 

left ambiguous. The results for A&P were said. to represent International's experience 

with all quantity buyers -- both wholesaler groups and large chains. It also is stated that 

the results for A&P were comparable to those obtained in studie~ that· International had 

made of its costs of supplying other qualified grocery chains. These studies did not 

incJude comparisons of International's costs of supplying qualified wholesaler groups with 
. "l:<~_ •.•. :._ •... 

. other buyers. These other studies were not submitted during th~ trial. They were 

offered to the FfC's staff for exam~ation.-- an offer that was not accepted. 

I suspect that these studies were not submitted because most of the chains involved 

did not purchase $50,000 or more per year from International and because the wholesaler 

groups were not included in them. The focus on A&P alone at least retained the 

37 Record, 4307-4-3-2, at 159-62. 
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association betWeen lowertosts· and the purchase of $50,000 per year from the seller; 

and perhaps it clouded the issue concerning the wholesaler groups. 

What becomes reasonably clear from the' A&P study is that' the l()wer costs that it 

reflects were not related to the purchase of $50,000 or more per year from International , 

but stemmed primarily from differences in the way salt was distributed to'A&P (and 

probably to the:other discountchains ,whose operations were siniilar to A&P's) compared 

with wholesalers generally. The study. suggests that certain costs typically incurred in 

distributing salt to wholesalers were avoided or reduced 00 sales to A&P (and the other 

discount chains). The study is interesting in that it reflects cost. reductions that appear 

independent of th~ seller's annual volume to the buyer and provides more justification 

of the discount during the NRA than that adopted just after. passage of the Robinson-

Patman Act. Consistent with this is the statement that International's costs of supplying 

the other large grocery chains (said to be revealed in its other studies) were comparable 

to its costs of supplying A&P, although most of these buyers did not purchase-$50, 000 

or more per year from International. 

A difficulty for the FTC was whether it could accept on faith International's 

representations that its results for A&P applied to all other quantity buyers. Ryon' s 

comments suggested that they could not, at least 'for the wholesaler groups. A further 

difficulty was to make sense of a discount granted to- a buyer who-purchased $50,000 or 

more per year from International (because the purchase of this volume permitted cost 

reductions) but which also was granted to buyers who purchased less (in some instances 

far less) than this amount from International. I turn now to consider International's cost 
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justification of the $50,000 discount to the large grocery chains .. The discount to 

wholesaler groups is discussed later. 

2. General View of Differences in Costs 

No producer commenting on discounts suggested that sales to the discount chains,': 

"facilitated savings in manuf~cturing costs. The pr~ducts sold to the chains were the same~"·' 

as to other buyers, and the chains did not commit to place orders in ways that might be 

ithought consistent with such savings. The committee in slfppon of the discount dunng;'{;\/' 

~;the NRA referred· to savings in manufacturing costs derived· from dealings with the lafge;;,~\ -

chains, but its statements are vague and unsupported. Similarly, no producer claimed 

that savings in transport expense justified a discount to the chains. 

The cost difference emphasized by all producers who favored a discount resided in 

selling expense. The services of the merchandising reps were said to be avoided on sales 

tothe chains; and typically it also was said that relatively less carload reps' service was 

required to supply the chains as against wholesalers. It was the carload reps who called 

on· buyers and· assembled their orders for shipments in carloads. Any reduction in 

:carload reps' service in supplying the chains is not accounted for by International, and;,~;i 

this will become clearer as the discussion proceeds. 

The general practice in dealing with the chains· can be described roughly as 

Jollows. 38 Typically the producers would negotiate directly with the chains' 

headquarters to secure approval to supply their branch warehouses. The general tenns 

38 The description is drawn from sources scattered throughout the Records. 
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and conditions of sale, how and where orders were to be· placed, . the disposition of 

discounts and invoices, and ·so forth were then worked out. If the negotiations were 

successful, the branch buyers were pennitted to purchase salt from the producer. Price 

lists were periodically sentby the seller to the branches and these typically specified that, 

orders when placed were guaranteed against the prevailing the market or the seller's .own 

lowest-price. ,. The·prices specified·.w;ere. typical1y.for·straightcar~and the orders· for such 

were placed directly (although not invariably) by the branch buyers to the sellet's 

headquartersQr district offices. The chains' ~;orders . .were· shipped directly to the 

b~ches,. or near the branches if they were included in pool cars. 

Genefany, and ·this is certainly true for International, the negotiations and periodic 

calls on the buyers' headquarters organizations were made by the s~lling rmns' major 

officials who as a general rule did not make seIling calls on wholesalers. In the case of 

A&P, for example, it was Ryon who called on the frrm's head buyer. These calls were 

relatively infrequent but would offsetto some extent any savings in distribution expense 

that sales to the chains otheIWise entailed. In the study that International submitted 

during·.the trial, no account is taken of this, although some effort to do so appears in an 

earlier study of International's. 

In the nonnalcourse of selling, the carload reps would call on wholesalers within a 

particular area' taking orders· for straight cars or for assembly into pool cars. . Generally , 

the wholesalers' orders were taken only when solicited by the carload reps, and in this 

respect their efforts were facilitated by merchandising reps who called on retailers taking 

orders for the account of any wholesaler that the retailer designated. Morton, 
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· International and Diamond Crystal maintained' separate sales forces for merchandising 

work. In the case of.the smaller fmns, similar service was provided by their carload 

reps directly, or they in other ways assisted the wholesaler in disposing of an order larger 

than the buyer himself would place, or cared to carry. 

In International's case, the car1oad' reps also devoted part of their time 'to; 

" 
merchandising work. The ftnn kept detailed rec~rds of this and relied' on them,·jrt· it;~"" 

submission during the trial. Merchandising service was not provided to the large chains 

classified as quantity buyers, and this expense was avoide<r on-sales to them .. TIlts is~;"; , 

revealed' by the testiniony of the chains' buyers and of officials of Mortorl.';;':ariCtt\:, -

International, and in the latter's records. The avoidance of merch~dising expense on 

sales to' the discount chains would reflect (all else the same) a' reduction'in selling 

expense that would seem independent of the amount supplied by the individual seller to 

the buyer. Put differently, merchandising service would reflect· an increase in selling 

expense on sales to wholesalers that would be independent of the amount supplied by the 

seller to the individual buyer. 

The discount 'to quantity' buyers during the NRAwas granted by all producers on any 

sales made to buyers whose aggregate purchases of salt over the past I2 months exceeded ,,' 

$'100,000 ($150,000 in New York, $250,000 in Louisiana) and for whom ncf'> 

merchandising work was done and who retained central control of purchasing 

aiTangements. Except in New York where problems arose, the classification of buyers' . 

eligible for the discount identified only large retail chains, and the discount granted to: 
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them is consistent with the' avoidance of merchandising expense. This was among the 

chief jus,tifications (idvanced for the discount during the NRA. 

With the revision ll.t. 1936, the same large chains were immediately requalified. The 

requirement then was that the buyer purchased over the past 12 mon~s $50,000 or m~re , 

of table salt from at least one ~upplier. The immediate requalification of the large chains 

presumably"reflected the', factthat.,each. ,of~them had,·acquired at least this, amount from' 

one supplier when this was not a requirement for the discount. Once qualified, the buyer 

was granted the same di~count on any sales regardless of ;volume made to it by the other 

producers. In practical effect, this pricing is.consistentwith avoidance of merchandising 

expense by each seller (since the reduction in this expense would be thought independent 

of the s~ller's volume to the buyer) and consistent,with the discount during the NRA. 

Wh~t changed was the method to identify buyers who were to secllre the discount. This 

was changed from buyers who purchased $100,000 or ,more of salt over the past year 

(and more than this minimum in New York and Louisiana) to buyers who purchased 

$50,000 or more of table salt over the past year from at least one seller~ Itis doubtful 

that the purchase volume itself bore any direct relation to the seller's costs; and the 'grant 

of the discount-by sellers to, buyers whose purchases did not exceed $50,000 per year 

from them individually seems to bear this out. 

The '$50,000' annual volume' purchased from at least one' seller necessary for 

qualification seems itself to have changed in fairly short order. At fIrst the discount was 

restricted to the buyers who had purchased $50,000 per year from at least 9ne seller. 

But with the qualification of Consolidated, Wholesale Grocers, Frankford, and Thomas 
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and Howard, it appears that this requirement had changed: none of these buyers" 

purchased $50,000 per year fro~ anyone supplier. But they each purchased "this amount 

from all suppliers combined and possibly could have purchased the qualifying volume 

from one supplier. In effect, the discount was extended to buyers whose aggregate / 

purchases exceeded $50,000 per year and thus reflected a substantiar:;reduction in the 

req~ired minimum annual volume from what was ~uired during the NRA." Bti(d~ring 
" " 

the NRA, such requirements had a greater chance of enforcement, and the extension of 

the Hiscountto the" wholesaler groups listed "above probably"reflectsPthe competitive 

behivior of the producers tending to erode the published price structUre. From::Ryon' s 

comments there were doubts that these buyers were cheaper to supply, since they 

consumed the services of carload and merchandising reps as did other wholesalers. In 

fact, the expectation that the discount could not be restricted to the large chains may in 

part account for its reduction (except in New York) from 10 to 5 percent.39 

Aside from merchandising service, relatively less carload service was said to be 

required to supply the chains as against whol~salers. The difference st~ms from the fact 

that wholesalers' orders were iUmostalways solicit~ by the carload reps (in conjunction 

with:ihissionary work) whereas the discount chains placed their orders "with much greater " 

frequency directly to the seller's headquarters or district offices (according"to the 

negotiated agreements) and without the service of the carload reps. International does 

39 The revised discount did not state as did that during the NRA that the buyer (to earn a 
discount) forego merchandising work and retain centralized control over purchasing. I do not know 
whether the elimination of these provisos in the revised discount was jointly decided. "Their elimination 
appears consistent with Ryon's concern that restricting the discount to large chains would appear 
"discriminatory." Retention of the provisos would also suggest more than a direct relationship between 
volume and cost that the firms wished to assert. 
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not account for this difference in its study and so it remains a potential saving asserted . 

to exist. Nevertheless, there are no sugg~stions or hints in the records that relatively 

more carload service was required to supply the discount chains. . Some examination of 

this point is contained in a study by ¥orton submitted to the FTC 1?efore its complaint., 

was iss1.1ed. Neither this study, nor the approach to the issue it reflects, was later used 

. by Morton ,in;·~its· defense. during . the.triaL- : The study Morton submitted in-the trial·does 

"not actount for any differences in carload service in supplying the chains compared with 

wholesalers. I later discuss Morton's earlier subwission a.tW .present what other evidence 

exists S1Jggesting that the chains placed. their orders without the service of carload reps _ 

more frequently than wholesalers. 

If the discount chains always ordered directly; servi~es of carload reps would be 

avoided on sales to them and again would suggest a discount that is largely independent 

of the individual seller's volume to any such buyer. Again,. this would also be consistent 

with the discount during the NRA and with the practical operation of. the revised 

discount. That the chains always ordered directly is too strong a statement, for the 

carload reps occasionally called on their branch buyers, perhaps to get orders to complete 

pool cars they otherwise were . having difficulty in ftlling,.or to. facilitate the ·sale of a 

partial car shipped to a wholesaler and which exceeded the latter's own requirements. . 

In general, ·however, the position of the producers was that relatively less carload service . 

was required to supply the discount chains than wholesalers. To account for this by a 

discount unrelated to the seller's volume to any discount chain is not unreasonable, nOr 

need it be discriminatory. 
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3. Avoidance of Mercharidising Service on Sales to the Discount Chains 

The avoidance of merchandising service on sales to the discount chains is reflected 

throughout the Records but primarily in the testimony of the chains' buyers and of 

Morton's and International's officials. Ryon testified as follows: 

FTC's Counsel: Well, Mr. Ryon, do you do any merchandising 
'work for the chain organizations, such ,as the A&P, and th~,< .. First 
National Stores? "\ 

Ryon: Through salesmen? 

FfC's Counsel: Yes sir. 
.~,;-. -.-

Ryon: No, we do not" 

FfC's Counsel: I see. That is confmed to the independent retail 
stores, is that right? 

Ryan: Yes. 40 

Peterkin, Sr. of Morton made similar comments and I present his views in some 

detail. He refers primarily to the discounts on BL: to the 10 cents per case to buyers 

of 5,000 or more cases per year, and to the 15 cents per case to buyers of 50,000 or 

more cases per year. Buyers of 50,000 cases necessarily were $50,000 buyers and so 

'~erequalified by Morton as eligible for the unit discount on all table'grades other than 

BL. All of the buyers who securedI5 cents on BL were large chains':;;;; 

40 

Peterkin, Sr.: [1]f a buyer purchases 5000 cases [of BL] in the 
course of a year, we allow him a fIxed discount of 10 cents per 
case ... and furnish him help in the way of sales work by our' own 
salesmen to dispose of it. To a buyer who purchases in the course 
of a year 50,000 cases or more, we allow a discount of I5cents 
per case ... and furnish little or no resale work .... 

Record, 4307-2-4, at 3087. 
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The type of service .rendered ... is .help by our own salesmen to 
[the] buyer in disposing of his purchases of round cans to other 
buyers. 

FrC's Counsel: Specifically theil, a jobber ... would buy 5000 
cases throughout the year, and he would be entitled to the services 
of your man to dispose of his . salt to the various retail m~erchants. ' 

Peterkin, Sr.: That is correct. 

FTC's ·Counsel:. Now the salesman ' ... , .·.what does he, do? . He 
contacts the . various retail markets and obtains orders for the 
particular jobber ... ? 

Peterkin, Sr.: That is correct. 

FrC's Counsel: What are all of the services and. functions this 
salesmen perfonns on behalf of this purchaser of yours? 

Peterkin, Sr.: I think that is all the service or function the jobber 
would care for .... 

FTC's Counsel: If I recall, sir, the services are not given to those' 
who buy 50,000 cases, except in some instances -- there are cases 
where you do give that service -- is that correct? 

Peterkin, Sr.: No, I don't think you put that right. Those services 
are given to anyone who buys 5000 cases or more per year and 
becomes entitled to ten cents per case and also to anyone who buys 
less than 5000 cases and receives no discount .... Now that means 
he can buy 1000 cases, or 5000 cases,or he can buy 50,000 cases 
or more ... , and he will receive the services of our salesmen. 

FrC's Counsel: But if he does receive the services of your 
salesmen and he does buy 50,000 or more cases, what then would. 
be the discount? 

Peterkin, Sr.: Te~ cents per case. [But] to put it plainly, there 
are certain types of buyers who are large buyers, such as the Great 
Atlantic and Pacific Tea Co., for instance, for whom we perfonn 
no service in the way of resale work . 

. FTC's Counsel: They have their own organization and their own 
facilities for that purpose? 
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41 

Peterkin, Sr.: Exactly .... 

FTC's Counsel: Am I [correct] ... that there are a few purchasers 
of 50,000 cases per year receiving fIfteen cents ... [t]o whom 
services. of specialty work is also' accorded? Am I correct in that 
or in error? 

Peterkin, Sr.: ·1 don't think you are correct .... . We might 
occasionally do some sales work for chain stores. I don't see how 
we could, but it is possible that may ,be done. That isn'tour 
putpose, however, and. it is not their putpose to ask us to do it. 
That is, .wheri you came right down to it, our sales of round cans 
to a large chain store. organization, to".whom we allow a discount 
of fIfteen cents per case is more profitable to us than a sale of 
round cansto a buyer to w~om we allow nodisc.ouitfor to a buyer 
to whom we allow ten cents per case discount and per{9rm 
services. It is the most profitable business we have. 

FTC's Counsel: It really amounts to an outright sale and that is 
the end of it? 

Peterkin, Sr.: That is it. 41 

Stratford, Morton's sales manager, similarly testified: 

FTC's Counsel: ... [D]oes your company offer any services to 
jobbers who purchase 5000 cases of [BL] salt? 

Stratford: Yes, sir. 

FrC's Counsel: What type of services are offered, sir? 

Stratford: We solicit the retail trade and secure their orders" the 
retailers' orders through jobbers who we are selling, some of our 
5000 case buyers .... [0 ]rders that we secure for these jobbers' are 
tum,ed over to them ... . 

Fre's Counsel: That is the 5000 case jobber? 

Stratford: Yes. 

FTC's Counsel: Or less? 

Record, 4319-4-3-2, at 198-204. 
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Stratford: Or less. 

FTC's Counsel: ... [D]oes ... Morton offer [these] services [to 
jobbers who purchase up to 50,000 cases]? 

Stratford: Yes, lw]e offer the same service I have just described 
.... We offer the same seIVices up to 50,000 cases. 

FrC's Counsel: ... [D]oyou offer any services to jobbers who 
purchase more than 50,000 cases per y~? ' 

Stratford:, 'Werlo not do any similar's"ervice for that type. 'In fact, 
there are no jobbers as such that are'in the 50,000 case bracket, if 
I ani correct. 

FI'C; s Counsel: It would be large purchasers' ;ueIi°its<retail chain 
stores? 

Stratford: Yes. 

FTC's ,Counsel: A&P? 

Stratford: A&P, Safeway, American Stores, Kroger.... [T]bey 
have their own sales and merchandising practices, and do not 
pennit any sucb work in their stores, therefore, we haven't done' 
any, nor attempted to. 42 

4. Earlier Cost Study by International 

In September 1936, just after the revised discount bad'been adopted by International, 

Ryon made the following request to S. Schrieider, who was the fum's accountant: 

42 

This matter of justification is one which we will have to keep in 
, mind., Our knowledge of expenses involved in selling these large 
buyers points to the fact that this saving actually exists; however, 
feel that we should be prepared at all times to defend our policy 
in connection with quantity discount practices. Therefore, suggest 
that you arrive at a comprehensive formula for distributing our 

Record, 4319-2-3, at 2212-14. 
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expenses as fairly as we can to indicate" wherein the savings exists 
and to what extent.43 

No doubt Ryon's concern stemmed from the likelihood that the discount would be 

investigated, given the wholesalers' opposition to "it and the opening to the FrC now ' 

available to them after passage of the 1l0binson-Patman Act. 

Schneider's response also" emphasizes" the avoidance of merchandisiI!g seIVice in 

supplying the discount chains, and his estimate of the saving from this is not confmed 

to the two chains whose "purchases from International 'exeeooed $50,000 per "year. 

Schneider notes: 

The discount is justified through the known saving in selling 
expense. Due to the fact that we know on our large chain store 
accounts there "is no expense of missionary men involved, we are 
sure in our minds that there is a saving in this type of business 
over the sale of the table salt items to other accounts. We have a 
record of the expenses of our missionary [merchandising] men in 
our Monthly Territorial Profit Statements on both New York State 
Evaporated and Avery Carton [Louisiana] Salt. This expense is 
charged arrectly against the total sales of table salt, and eliminated 
from the expense of selling the quantity discount buyers.44 

The Territorial Profit Statements on which Schneider relies separately report the 

salaries and expenses of the merchandising reps (merchandising expense) for New York 

and Louisiana territories for the last quarter of 1935 and the fITst 9 months of 1936.45 
: 

Sales reported on the Territorial Statements are net of freight. Freight expenses are 

43 Record, 4307-4-3-6, at 900. 

44 Record, 4307-4-3-6, at 901. 

45 The Territorial Statements do not account for" merchandising work done by carload men 
and so understates merchandise expense. 
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important: in 1942 (the only year for which figures eXist) they were 17.1 percent of gross 

sales on shipments from Louisiana and 12.4 percent from New York. Merchandising 

expense as a percent of net sales of table salt from Louisiana and New York combined 

to all buyers averages 10.1 percent per month. Over the time period studied, total, 

merchandising expense also equals 10.1 percent of total sales of table salt. Sales to 

. quantity:buyers . m,-e ·'not separately 'reported· for. New· York and Louisiana. . They are 

. reported ·only for the two territories combined. They were combined presumably because 

Schneider's aim was' to ~scover whether the , overall. saving from the avoi~ce of 

merchandising expense on sales to discount buyers covered the unit discount that had just -

. been adopted and which was to be uniformly applied in both fields. For the two 

territories combined, merchandising expense as a- percent of net .sales· to nondiscount 

buyers averages 13.5 percent per month. Over the time period studied, total 

merchandising expense equals 13.5 percent of total sales .of table salt. 

Schneider's co·mment to Ryon implies that he considered on1y.th~ discount chains as 

quantity buyers, although this is not certain. In Louisiana during the study period, I . 

believe that only large chains were qualified for the discount. In New York, this is a bit 

less certain. Assuming that merchandising expense was avoided on sales to the discount' 

chains, then prices to them could· fall relative to the wholesaler price perhaps by as much 

as 13.5 percent·and·yield the same·net as that·onsales to wholesalers (if in other respects 

expense rates on. sales to both classes of buyers were the same). This figure overstates 

the potential saving if Schneider included certain wholesalers in New York as quantity 

buyers but who nonetheless secured merchandising service. But merchandising expense 
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on sales to nonquantitybuyerscould not be less than 10.1 percent, and therefore the 

expenSe avoided on sales to the discount chains would not be less than this. 

Schneider also notes: 

Of our sales force in the field, the district managers are the only 
ones who do . any work· in. connection with these lafge accounts. 
Their expenses and salaries must be applied against ... both the 
regular run of accounts and. the large b~yers. We add them again 
to the quantity buyer accounts, as approximately double their effort 
is spent on these large accounts. 

From the general expense items we take the expenses of JLR, 
. AA W, artdJGW and apply them agairist the experise-of table salt, 
doubling. this amount in connection with the sales for the . large 
accounts:" as an of the expenses of contcicting the headquartdrs of 

. the large buying groups are included in these expense items.46 

~. ;.: ... ! 

The comment is interesting because it implies that the carload reps did no work on 

sales to the discount chains whereas they did on sales to wholesalers who secured no 

discount. No attempt was made to estimate the potential saving from this. But on the 

other side, Schneider notes that the district managers47 devoted relatively more of their 

time to the quantity buyers, as' did JLR, AA W, and JGW (who in order were 

International's sales manager and its territorial sales managers for New York and 

Louisiana). This difference he does attempt to account for, as an offset to the avoidaD8'e:' .' 

of merchandising expense. 

Schneider accounts for the latter by fITst allocating the salaries and expenses of the 

individuals mentioned across all grades and buyers in proportion to sales and then 

46 Record, 4307-4-3-6, at 901. 

47 District managers were in charge of branch offices and devoted part of their time to 
selling. The branch offices also performed work related to order processing. 
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doubling the amount thus assigned to the discount buyers. As so estimated, the 

additional expense of supplying the discount buyers averages about 2.5 percent of 

International's sales to . them. The individuals listed devoted· the4: . efforts generally to 

International's selling and distribution functions and no doubt their activitie~ increased 
. ~ , 

sales or lowered costs across all gra.des and buyers. The Territorial Statements assign 

. this· expense across buyers .. of table Salt in proportion: to sales. implying that in general no 

specific allocations were made to reflect differences in the cost of supplying wholesalers 

and chains. Pro~abl~' much of the ~fforts of these,. indiv~4!l~~._benefitted sales generally. 

It seems probable however that some additional time was involved, in sUpplying the 
i 

chains (according to Schneider approximately twice the effort per·unit sold to the chains 

th~ to whol~salers). Basically,.it appears that the sales officials made calls on the' 
I 

chains' !lead buyers (and the district managers made ca1ls on the chains' branch buyers). 

Once supply agreements were reached, these calls appear to have been relatively 

infrequent (and expressed in tenns such as "occasionally", "once a month or so") and 

were to maintain relations and good will. 'The impression is that such calls occupied but 

a small part of the individuals' time, and in fact doubling an allocation initially assigned 

across grades and buyers in proportion to sales could easily overstate the additional sales 

that might be generated or other costs reduced if the additional efforts on sales to the 

chains weredirectedelsewhere·~ .. :. 

Suppose that the avoidance of merchandising expense on sales to the chains is offset 

by 2.5 percentage points as suggested by Schneider. Then the previous estimates of 

-
merchandising expense avoided on sales to the chains· would net to approximately 7.6 
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percent at a minimum, and 11.0 percent at a maximum.48 What is the discount with 

, which these savings (which I will simply call the net savings) might be compared? 

Over the· study period, the discount ori shipments from Louisiana was 2 units or 

approximately 10 percent of the list price of blanket items and of the ~ fob plant p~ce on 

delivered-price items. For shipments from New York, the discount was 3 percent of the 

delivered list" on"both blanket and delivered-price items. Sales of blanket and delivered- " 

price items supplied from Louisiana and New York are separately reported by Schneider~ 

Using-Intemational's estimates of relative freight costs fot~f94i~: we may increase sales 

from New York'of blanket and delivered items and of blanket items only' from Louisiana 

to derive estimated sales from which discounts were taken. Net savings as a percent of _" 

sales (as so adjusted) then fall to a "minimum of about 6.4 (from 1.6) percent and to a 

maximum of9.2 (from 11.0) percent. As noted, sales to quantity buyers from Louisiana 

(where the 10 percent discount was granted) and from New York (where a 3 percent 

discount was granted) are not separately reported. 

Suppose that all sales occurred at list and that sales to discount buyers were 

distributed between New York and LOuisiana in proportion to International's total sales 
·~·""':i· 

of table salt frorii"these territories. Then as so weighted the average discount granted ;,,"c;." 

would equal 4.7 percent of sales to discount buyers -- and the net savings on sales to 

48 At a minimum because the figure of 7.6 percent is based on merchandise expense 
expressed as a percent of sales to discount and nondiscount buyers. So merchandising expense as a 
percent of sales to nondiscount buyers alone would be larger, and it is this expense rate· that is avoided 
on sales to the chains~At a maximum because the figure of II percent is based on merchandising 
expense as a percent of sales to nonquantity "buyers. This will overstate the expense avoided on sales to 
the chains if the classification of discount buyers includes certain wholesalers who received 
merchandising service. " 
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them would be at a minimum 6.4 percent (and perhaps as high as 9.2 percent). 

Alternatively, suppose that one-half of International's sales to quantity buyers were 

secured in Louisiana territory and one-half in New York. Then the average discount 

would rise to 6.7 percent,which may again be compared with m~um savings of 6.4, 

percent (and perhaps 9.2 percent). The minimum net saving exceeds or falls just short 

.of !h~ _ ~v~rage ;,di~co:unt depending .on the-"weighing of sales to·· discountbuyers.49 If 

New York and Louisiana are considered separately (that is, I express merchandising 

expense ·asa percent of total sales to discount and,.nondisPRu.nt._buyers in each territory), 

minimum net savings exceed the discount in each case. 

Sales often occurred below list particularly during the time period studied. There is 

evidence that in New York territory in late 1935 and early 1936 transactions prices of 
;. 

table salt items were -I5 to 20 percent below list and perhaps by more than. this in 

Louisiana territory. The discount would be a larger proportion of sales than of list 

prices. This isbecause in Louisiana territory the discount was 2 units (each unit being 

a fIxed amount of money equal to about 5 percent of list price) and in New York as 3 

percent of the deijvered list price (for both blanket and delivered-price items). If s3les 

on average occurred by as much as 25 percent below list, then the average effective 

discount would rise to 6.8 percent (if sales to discount buyers are assigned in proportion 

to Intemational's·total sales from New York and·Louisiana) andto 8.7 percent (if one-

half of Intemational ' s sales to dis~ount buyers are assumed from Louisiana and one-half 

49 It is doubtful that one-half of International's sales toquantity buyers were in Louisiana 
territory. Sales from New York were about 78 percent of International's total sales of table salt and 
some of its largest chain accounts were in New York territory. The greater weight assigned to 
Louisiana raises the average discount. ' 
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from New York). As mentioned, the latter overstates sales from Louisiana to discount 

buyers. The largest estimated discount (of 8.7 percent) probably overstates the case; and 

the minimum estimated net savings previously noted (of 6.4 percent) probably understates 

the case. The average effective discount was probably closer to 6.8 percent and the net ' 

savings above this. It is doubtful that sales occurred an average of 25 percent below lIst.' ' 

If, sales were cl~~er to list, the effective" discount would fall. ' .Nonetheless, if" )~~~' 
'occurred 25 percent "below list, then in New York considered separately, the minimum 

"J 

net savings wo·uld "exceed the discount by about 2.2 percentage"points; and in LOuisiima 

by somewhat m~~ than this.50 

All in all, Schneider's study suggests savings on sales to the large chains and the 

absence of price discrimination favoring the chains. In fact, in New York, where the 

discount was reduced to 3 percent apparently in part because of the incentives otherwise 

created \ to fonn wholesaler groups to secure larger discounts, the results seem to imply 

discrimination against the' chains. The results are not inconsistent with Peterkin, Sr. 's 

statement that the large chains were the most profitable business his fmn had. But given 

what wo~ld appear as the competitive, behavior of the producers after the NRA, it is 
"'",,, , ' ,j,~,: 

difficult to believe" that over the longer tenn the chains would be discriminated agaitist, ," 

so presumably additional services or price advantages ultimately were provided to tlierii:" 

This is not revealed in the study, which covered a relatively short period of time. 

50 At the minimum again because I have assumed for each territory that merchandising 
expense avoided on sales to the discount chains equals merchandising expense as a percent of sales to 
quantity and nonquantity buyers combined. This understates merchandising expense on sales to 
nonquantity buyers avoided on sales to the chains. 
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e. Cost Justification During the Trial 

During the trial International submitt~ a study comparing estimates of its distribution 

expenses in selling table salt to A&P and to "All Other Buyers" during 1942. The latter 

classification includes all buyers except A&P and includes buyers who secured ~ discount 
. ~ 

. comparable t~ that granted A&P (other discount chains and certain wholesaler groups) 

and buyers who 'secured .no·~discount·(primarily. wholesalers).··· The' study is based on 

infomiation from the Territorial Profit Statements. Again, the main difference iti 

expense rates resides fu the avoidance 9f merchandising .~:I?~!!se on sales to A&P (and 

by implication on sales to the other discount chains). No consideration is given to 

possible savings from reductions in carload service required to supply A&P (and other 

discount chains) as against wholesalers. 

This s)Udy is more detailed than the one I just discussed. It includes more expense 

categories said to' reflect differences in the cost of supplying A&P and All Other Buyers. 

But most of these other categories result in minor differences and several seem unrelated 

to the basic issue. The study separately estimates expenses incurred on sales from New 

York and Louisiana. These expenses are summed and expressed as a percent of total 

sales to A&P and to All Other Buyers. The conclusion is that the overall expense rate 

on sales to A&P was below that on sales to All Other Buyers and more than justified the 

discount to A&P~ At the time the discount was one unit (about 5 percent of list) in both 

New York and Louisiana and the difference in expense rates was said to justify more 

than twice the discount granted. The discrimination this seemed to imply against A&P 

was not queried or considered by the FfC. 
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The study brought forth a host of criticisms by the FTC's accountant who' 

recommended that it be rejected. No adjustments to the study were made to reflect the 

significance or influence of the various criticisms. The criticisms were adopted by the 

Hearing Examiner and the ,Commission ~d on the basis of them ,the study was rejected. ' 
~ ',. '.~:~ 

Table VI-I summarizes the results of International's study. Part I of this Table 

p~esents sales of table salt to A&P and to All Oth~r Buyers. The estimated expenses":in 

supplying A&P and All Other Buyers are given in Part 2. The figures in parentheses are 

expenses expressoo as' a percent of sales. I tum now to dtscuss the expense. categ~rI~s 

and why expenses:w,ere said to differ between A&P and All Other Buyers. MyaiDiic'is 

to discover whether cost differences might have existed consistent with the discount 

granted to A&P . 

. ~ 
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1. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

, :d~,_" 

e. 

f. 

2.· 

a. 

h. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. ' 

h. 

Table VI-I 
Internatiorial's Sales of Table -Salt and Estimated 

Expenses Incurred, A&P and All Other Buyers, 1942 

-, Sales A&P All Other Buyers 

Ny'Evap. Carton $ 199,903 $ 746,836 
~ 

NY Other Evap. 108,548 216,976 

Avery carton 19,343 -238,668 

.- Avery Other Evap., Table Salt:::, -- ,-,238 
'" .- ,44,405 

Avery Other Rock 2,265 141,084 
-; , 

Total Sales 330,297 1,387,969 

Estimated Expenses on Sales . ,;. .~- .' -.-. 

' Merchandise Expense $ 270 $ 132,097 

(.08)% (9.5)% 

Other Field -Sales Exp. 11,031 58,958 

(3.3) (4.2) 

Advertising Carton 11,410 74,228 

(3.5) (5.3) 

Other Advertising 1,494 5,348 

(.45) (.39) 

Sales Promotions 2,854 7,141 

(.86) (.51) 

Brokerage 938 41,681 

(.28) (3.0) 

Overhead 36,858 159,297 

(11.2) (11.5) 

Total Expense 64,853 478,750 

(19.6) (34.5) 

Source: Respondent's Exhibits 13-V, Record, 1 .. 3/4307-1. 
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All Buyers 

$ 9~6,739 

325,524 

258,011 

44,643 

143,349 

1,717,266 

$ 132,367 
- -

69,989 
- , 

85,638 

6,842 

9,065 

42,619 

196,153 

543,603 

(31.6) 



The sales reported are of table salt net of freight, allow.ances and discounts. 

Allowances and discounts were charged by International entirely against its total sales of 

evaporated salt from New York although these were also incurred on sales from 

Louisiana. In the aggregate, allowances and discounts were s~all: ~about .3 percent of" 

International's gr?SS sales of all salt. Sales toA&P are net of the discount granted to it, 

, and this is also true for All Other Buyers who received a discount. ;':Al1 Other Buyers 

included grocery wholesalers and grocery chains. New York Evaporated Cartons are 
.'-' ':-..: .. 

\ 

cases of table salt-packed in cartons or cans andbasicaHY- were blatJketpriced~':--New 

York Other Evaporated Table Salt includes other packs of table -salt most of which-were 

delivered-price items. Some sales of salt other than in packs for resale as table salt were 

made to A&P's branch warehouses and also to 'All Other Buyers. These sales were 

relatively unimportant. They represented about 3 percent of total sales to chains or 

wholesalers and are not included in the Table. Avery sales are from Louisiana. Avery 

items are defmed the same as for New York except that they include rock salt crushed 

and sold as table salt. Sales of this salt occurred only from Louisiana. 

2 Ca). Merchandising expense. -This represents the major difference in expenses 

betweenA&P and"All Other Buyers., Merchandising expense was estimated to'eqtial 9.5 

perc~nt of sales to All Other Buyers and .08 percent of sales to A&P. The estimate of 

9.5 percent understates the difference in expense rates, in that for all practical pUIposes 

this expense was avoided- on sales to other discount chains but sales to them are included 

in All Other Buyers. If sales to All Other Buyers are reduced by International's sales 
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in 1941 to other discount chains,merchandising expense as a percent of sales to 

wholesalers would. rise to about 10.6 percent.51 

. . 

. _'. Merchandising. expense includes (a) salaries and expenses of merchandising reps plus 

(b) .estimated salaries and expenses of carload reps incurred on merchandisJng work. 
. ~ 

. Merchandising reps devoted the whole of their time to merchandising work whe~s the 

carload·' reps did not.:·· Estimates· w~re made of the proportion of time that the carload 

reps devoted to merchandising work. This proportion' of the carload reps' salaries and 

exp~nses was included as merchandisjngexpense·.Th~~r.oP9rtion of time devoted to 

merchandisiItg work was estimated from the carload reps weeJdy "call reports".. . In the 

nonnal course of business, summaries of these reports were compiled by the New York 

and Louisiana sales offices. No doubt the.- estimates were influenced by .the frrni's 

general ~nderstanding of the work of -the carload reps. 

Merchandising expense reported in Table VI-I equals $132,367. However, this 

amount actually represents. 80 percent of total merchandising expense as. estimated by 

International. If the total were used (rather than 80 percent of it), merchandising expense 

as a percent of sales to All Other Buyers wo~ld rise from 9.5 to about n.9 percent; and 

to 13.3 percent if 1941 sales to the discount chains are excluded from sales to All·Other 

Buyers. 

Only 80 percent of merchandising expense was reported .. by International within this 

expense category because this is. the way the fInn regularly reported its fIgures in the 

51 Commission's Ex. 3, Record, 1-1/4307-1. 1941 is the latest year for which this information 
is available. For International's study and testimony concerning it, see Respondent's Ex. 13 (a)-13(z)-4, 
Record, 1-3/4307-1; Record, 4307-2-3, at 2134-67; Record, 4307-2-4, at 3096-293. 
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Monthly Statements; and it wished to rely as far as possible on its regular accounts in 

making its defense. Eighty percent of merchandising expense was reported on the 

Monthly Statements as a specific charge to carton sales and according to Ryon was used 

as an estimate for what the fInn considered the additional cost.of distributing table as ,', 

against other grades of _ salt. 52 Merchandising reps typically sold only carton ·salt; but 
.. ~". 

when the carload reps called on w.holesalers with the merci1andising r~ps' orders in hand, 

the latter. typically . placed .-orders for table salt . in addition to cartons. . From past 

experience, thewh~les'alers' orders.averaged (in value) 80pereent cartons and 20 percent-· 

other table packs.·s3 So 80 percent of merchandising expense· as a percent of carton 

sales would yield the same expense rate as would 100 percent of ~erchaDdising expense 

as a percent of total sales of table salt. International could·· perhaps as easily have 

reported the one as the other, and it chose 80 percent. The remaining 20 percent of 

merchandising expense is not excluded from con&ideration in the study: it· is included 

in expense category 2(b), Other Field Sales Expense. But the allocation of this expense 

between A&P and All Other Buyers, which! will note in a moment, seems to understate 

the merchandising expense incurred on sales to All Other Buyers and therefore 

':"'I"':n' 

understates the expense avoided on sales to A&P (and presumably the other large chains). 

Schneider's testimony refers in a general way to how salaries and expenses of carload 

reps were allocated between merchandising and other services; 

52 Letter for John L. Ryon, Vice-President, Sales, International Salt Co., to Federal Trade 
Commission, Feb. 3, 1937, Record, 4307-4-2. 

53 Respondent's Ex. 13-M·, Record, 1-3/4307-1. 
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Q. Now Mr. Schneider; ... you show a total of $132,367 as 
representmg merchandise" expense. 

A. . That is right~ 

Q. Is that all of' the merchandising' expense? 

A. That is all of the expense of the merchandising reps~ that we 
'charge against carton ·sales. [That is, it is 80 percent of the total of 
such expense.].' ... These figures are,taken from statements.~ . 

. . " ... " ... _.:th~t .we :k~p .. ~p,~ .. ; .. , frolD.·.~onth,:to..~onth, and ,those are· the 
amounts . we '. chargeagamst the various . departritents of our 
business. These statements were ... shown in this form in the 
eXhibit with' the idea that counsel for the Commission might want 
to inspect our statements, apd these figures . ~~~ _.~ritten in this 
fonn so thatit would be easy to take ,the figures directly from our 
statements which we keep up every. year .... 

[In th~ district offices we receive] two types of reports, 
merchandising reps reports and the regular carload reps reports .... 
[Tbecarload rep~l sometimes do merchandising work. When they 
do they tum iIi m¢rcbandising' w()rk reports. So, these figures are 
an accumulation of these merchandising reports . . .. 

All of the expense of the merchandising reps is merchandising 
work. From month to month we receive from our district offices 
a. basis of distribution for the [carload reps] showing the part of 
their·time they spend on merchandising work. We also hav'e their 
reports which they send in which indicate, in a general way, the 
portion of their work, that' is on' merchandising work. 54 

The allocation of the 80 percent of total merchandising expense (of the $132,367) 

between A&P and All Other Buyers is made in proportion to the number of retail calls 

made by the merchandising-reps on A&P and All Other Buyers.T believe that the 

number of calls' made on A&P also includes calls made on First National Stores. Why 

this was done is not explained. It was assumed that the merchandising calls to A&P and 

Record, 4307-2-4, at 3166-68. 
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All Other Buyers by carload reps were made in the same proportion as those by the 

merchandising reps. Of 274,886 merchandising calls made during the study period, 560 

(or .204 percent of the total) were on A&P (and First National). So merchandise 

expense assigned toA&P was $270 or (.204)($132,367). In practical effect, merchandise'~' 

expense on sales to A&P was zero. 

2(b). Other Field Sales -Expense. This category includes three expense classifications 

which together were an important element of distribution expense. The category contains 
1.~1'.: ~'i, 

(1) the 20 percent of l11erchandising.expense not previousljtllssigned to carton sales; (2)"" . 

salaries and expe~ses of carload reps; and (3) branch or district office ·salaries ·and 

expenses. These expenses were estimated and allocated to A&P and All Other Buyers 

separately for New York and Louisiana and then were summed ·for each buyer 

classification and expressed as a percent of total sales. Each expense classification was 

allocated between A&P and All Other Buyers in the same way. I will note how this was 

done in a moment. As so allocated, Other Field Sales Expense is 3.3 percent of sales 

to A&P and 4.2 percent of sales to All Other Buyers. The difference was said to justify 

about I percentage point of the discount to A&P. 

Branch or disirl.ct office salaries and expenses are associated with the field sales 

offices. . The district managers' salaries and expenses are included in this classification 

. as are salaries and expenses of support staff. No carload o~ merchandising reps' salaries 

and expenses are mcluded here. District managers were engaged partly in selling, and 

as Schneider noted~ they devoted about twice as much effort per unit in selling table salt 
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to the large chains than in selling to wholesalers. No account for this is taken in the 

present study. 

Orders for salt generated by the field sales reps (for all grades and types of buyers) 

and 'also those directly p~aced by the chains we~ sent to the dis~rict offices. Some, 

clerical work was done in the districts to prepare the orders before they were sent to 

International's headquarters.for billing and to the plants for filling and shipping. Certain . 

branch. office expenses were specifically assigned to sales of rock salt for industrial use. 

These expenses were excluded from th~ study as were the. a.ssociated sales. Branch office 

salaries and expenses were 1.3 percent of total sales of, evaporated salt from New York _ 

and about 1. 9 percent from Louisiana. Other t~an for the district managers, there' is no 

evidence or testimony to suggest, if A&Pand other· discount chains were to acquire their 

,Salt in the. same way as wholesalers, that more seIVice would be required by the branch 

offices. There is thus little reason to suppose that the character of the chains' buying 

reduced branch. offices expenses and thus provided support for the discount: an order 

received by the branch from a chain would be likely to impose the same cost as an order 

submitted by a w holesaIer. International never claimed that the chains facilitated 

reductions in branch office expense, nor did any other producer. I exclude this expense 

from further consideration. 

The 20 percent of merchandising expense not assigned to carton sales is included in 

Other Field Sales Expense. The expense involved $33,092 for New York and LOuisiana 

combined. Somepartof this expense was allocated to A&P, although the testimony (and 
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the previous allocation of 80 percent of merchandising expense in category 2(a)) suggests 

that virtually no such expense was incurred on sales to A&P. 

The salaries and expenses (travel, lodging,etc.) of the carload reps 'are also included 

in Other Field Expense. This was an important element of selling expense: 5.7 percent ' 

of sales generated in the field. For New York, carload reps' expense was 4.1 percent of ' 
'c ,c,,, , :¥'" ' 

sales; for Louisiana, 12.2 percent of sales. Why carload reps' expense was so much 
, c c 

higher in Louisiana is not known. It could be that at the ~e transactions in Louisiana 

occurred at greate;<~~uctions from list and that the sale~fofce-liad not beenadjustecttto 

, ,'1., ,cc:> 'c C:'~cccc" . 

'reflect this. The carload reps called on all types ofbuye~s and it was they who solicited 

orders from wholesalers arid assembled them into carloads. 

Each of the three classifications of expense within Other Field Sales Expense was 

estimated and allocated to A&P and All Other Buyers separately for New York and 

Louisiana. These allocations were then summed and expressed as percentages 9f total 

sales. The total expenses in these three classifications were not confined to table salt, 

so they were allocated between table and all other grades of salt. What International did 

was to follow the approach taken in its accounts. It assigned the expenses across the 
, ~ .. ~ 

various grades ariel" type.s of salt in proportion to sales. However, before these ",~. 

assignments were made, sales of table salt in cartons were excluded from total sales, so 

that the allocation 'of Other Field Sales Expense to table salt was in proportion to sales 

of table salt other th~ cartons. Carton sales were approximately 80 percent of total table ,~' 

salt sales, so that the part of Other Field Expense assigned to table salt was in proportion 

to only 20 percent of International's .total sales of such salt. The expense so assigned to 
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table salt was then assigned to A&P and All Other Buyers in proportion to International's 

sales of table salt excluding cartons to each such buyer classification. 

Two features of this allocation -are comusing. The 20 percent of merchandising 

expense is assigned to A&Pand All Oth~r Buyers not on the basis qf retail calls (as was, 

the 80 percent of merchandising exp~nse) but in proportion to sales of table salt other 

--than cartons to-each-buyer classification~ --Since:-merchandising selVice was not provided 

to A&P, this assigtllllent would bias the result against A&P. Further, the allocation 

assigned the bulk of the 20 percent of merchandising ex~nse_to buyers of grades other 

than -table salt. About 82 percent of International's total sales _ was of grades other than -

table salt. In fact, only about 4 percent of the 20 percent of merchandising expense was 

allocated to table salt, the balance being assigned to other grades. Throughout _ the 

proceedings International emphasized that merchandising seIVice was provided only on 

sales of table salt. Why International took this approach is not explained. 

Second, carload reps' expense is allocated primarily to buyers of grades other than 

table salt: carload reps' expense allocated to table salt resulted in an expense rate equal 

to about 1/5 that on other grades. This might reflect the possibility that merchandising 

services were substituted in large part for seIVices that would otherwise be provided by 

carload reps, so the latter devoted their efforts primarily to sales other than table salt, - :8; 

and the allocation reflects this. -If so,- this conflicts with ~yon' s view that merchandising 

expense reflected the additional cost of distributing table as against other grades of salt. 

I do not have information that would allow me to explore this issue further. 
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At any rate, that part of the' 20 percent of merchandising expense and carload reps' 

expense allocated to table salt was then assigned to A&P and All Other Buyers in 

proportion to International's sales of table salt to' each such classification (albeit of table 

salt other than Cartons). One might t~ that no difference in ,expense rates would be 

shown. But a difference is shown, for the following reasons. 

Of its total purchases of table salt, A&P purcl)ased relatively less' iri'C3.rtons than did 

All Other Buyers, so relatively more of the Other Field Sales Expense assigned to table 

salt was allocated ~~" A&P. Expressed asa percent of total saies (fu~luding cartons) to 

A&P, this resulted 'ffi a higher' expense rate than that for AIl OtHer';'Buyers (whose 

purchases ,were relatively more of cartons, to ~hich none of the expense was assigned). 

However, more than offsetting this is that A&P, compared with All Other Buyers, 

purchased relatively less' of its table salt not in cartons from Louisiana than from New 

York; and Other Field Expenses were higher for Louisiana than for New York. On net, 

Other Field' Sales expense on total sales to A&P (including cartons) from'New York and 

Louisiana is reported as 3.3 percent; and 4.2 percent on sales to All Other Buyers. In 

general, A&Pwas said to be cheaper to supply because it purchased relatively more of 

its requirements of the salt to which Other Field Sales Expense was ci:~signed 'from New 
'.1,:'" 

York than from LOuisiana. 

Why International believed that these differences helped justify Its discount is not 

explained. Consider- the difference between A&P and All Other Buyers in carload reps' 

expense resulting from A&P's purchase of fewer cartons relative to its total purchases 

than was true for All Other Buyers. When carload reps called on wholesalers, the latter 



placed orders for all table salt·items, and it seems unlikely that International's selling 

costs would differ in relation to differences in the proportion of carton to ()ther table 

it '_l~ that their orders contained. Buyers CQuid choose among all items, and price did . 

not vary in. relation to or~er composition. Similarly, A&P's orders included all table, 

items, and again it is hard to see why selling costs would differ in relati~n to the 

proportionof'cartoD':to'other table-salt that. its orders contained~' Prices to ·A&P also did 

not vary inrelatiop to such differences .. The fact that A&P o~defed relatively fewer 

cartons,. and. more of. pther table 'iteIIls than did All Other.--Buyerswould seem .unrelated 

to any selling cost justifying a discount to A&P but not other buyers. H the ~ocation 

. of carload reps' expense were made to· A&P and All Other Buyers jn proportion to sales 

of all table salt to them, no difference in expense rates would be shown. 

Similarly, part of the difference in expense rates between A&P and All Other Buyers 

relates to the fact that A&P purchased relatively less of its requirements of table salt 

other than cartons from Louisiana (where the expense rate was.higber) than from New 

York (where the expense rate was lower). Overall, A&P was said to be cheaper to 

supply because it obtained relatively more of its salt from New York where the expense 

rate was lower. But the. discount did not vary in relation to the proportion of the buyer's 

purchases obtained from one or the other territory. For example, if A&P had confmed 

its orders entirely to-New York, it would have secured the same discount (and faced the 

same list ·prices) as if its. orders had been placed entirely in Louisiana. First National 

Stores placed its orders entirely in. New York and it secured the same discount as did 

A&P, suggesting that the discount was independent of the location from which sales were 
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made. On sales from Louisiana to A&P compared with All Other· Buyers· purchasing 

from Louisiana, no difference in selling expense was shown to justify a discount to tile 

fonner but not the latter; and similarly for 'sates made from New York. All in all, the 

entries in Other Field Sales Expense do not help justify a discount lo A&P but not to ' 

other buyers. 

2(c) and 2(d). Carton Advertising and' Other Advertis~g. International's advertising 

was primarily of·Sterling brand table salt in media of general circulati~n. Of the total 

. '. . . ... . . .<~ 

expense reported-for' these two entries in Table VI-I, 9~ percent was advertising of\Y 

.,. - .... . .. .. _ \~b_ 

carton salt, and virtually the whole of this was spent on advertising Sterling. Carton ~:iil 

advertising expense was allocated between A&P and All Other Buyers in proportion to 

the number of Sterling cases sold to them, so in effect a unifonn amount of money per 

case was assigned to A&P and All Other Buyers. The amount allocated to A&Pis 3.7 

percent of total sales; and that allocated to All Other Buyers is 5.3 percent of total sales. 

The difference stems from the fact that A&P purchased fewer Sterling cartons relative 

to its total purchases from International than did All Other Buyers. Since a unifonn 

amount of money was assigned per case, the amount assigned to A&P necessarily 

represented a smaner proportion of International's total sales to A&P than to All Other 

Buyers. 

Other Advertising (Category 2(d)) refers to advertising not specifically directed to 

carton salt. Much "of this -was institutional advertising and was allocated in International' s·;-

accounts across all grades and buyers in proportion to sales -excluding cartons. The 

amount assigned to A&P equals .45 percent of total sales; 'that assigned to All Other 
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Buyers equals .30 percent of total. sales. The allocation to A&P is relatively larger 

because its purcha~es were composed of relatively more of the ~t items to whicl1 the 

expense was assigned than it was . true for All Other Buyers.' The difference is minor. 

What International tried to show by these entries is not explained. A&P and All 
. ~ , 

Other Buyers presumably purchased Sterling appropriately in response to their customers' 

demands,. Consequently , Jor:a' givenprice and.advertising level, purchases of Sterling by 

A&P and by All Other Buyers would be extended until, from International's perspective, 

the cost of supplying 'ei~her buyer cll,lssification was c9xe~, in that an in~rement of 

Sterling diverte9 from A&P.to All Other Buyers' would gain roughly what was.given up. 

The allocation of 'equal amounts of money per case between A&P and All Other Buyers 

,would seem to reflect this. If A&P were more or less responsive to advertising than Ali ' 

Other Buyers, this might influence the amount of advertising done. But this would not 

seem· to result in a discount to A&P compared with tbeprice to other buyers. A lower 

price to A&P. might be jus~ed if an increase in its relative purchases of Sterling was 

itself advertising that promoted the demand by All Other Buyers, assuming that a 

comparable effect did not occur in the opposite direction. If so, the price of Sterling 

might be discounted to A&P by more than other table salt. But this was not done. All 
1 

in all, absent any analysis by 'International, I exclude the advertising entries as reflecting i;) 

a cost savingjustifying a discount toA&P. 

2 (e) Sales Promotions. This category reflects relatively minor expenses of $2854 

on sales to A&P '(. 86. percent ,of s,ales) and of $7141 to All Other Buyers (.51 percent of 

sales) . The expenses were those not included in regular advertising budgets and involved 
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expenditures on trade shows, short tenn dealer incentives and contests, novelties, etc. 

The expense includes salaries and expenses paid and· directly attributable to the 

promotions.. Of the total of all such expenses, International separately estimated that part 

attributable to carton sales. This resulted in an expense on carton sates of .63 percent. ' 

The remaining expense was allocated across grades. in proportion to sales excluding 

cartons. As so assigned, promotion expense was .46 percent of sales of table salt 

excluding cartons. In total, promotion expense was .58 percent of sales of all table . salt. 

From this total, theptomotions paid to A&P were separately derived. This resulted in 

promotion payments;'to A&P of $2854. The balance was assigned to·All Other Buyers, 

resulting in the figure of .51 percent. 

What the difference between A&P and All Other Buyers was designed to show is 

neither obvious nor stated. In general it would be thought that pr0motional expenditures 

would be allocated· among buyers in proportion to the additional sales expected from 

them. If so, what relation the amounts paid any buyer would bear to his aggregate salt 

purchases is not clear. If the expenses were allocated in relation to expected sales, there 

would be no ·difference in expense rates across the buyer classifications .. Promotions 

could have been chciiper to arrange· for A&P than for All Other Buyers, so relatively 

more promotional expense was. incurred on A&P than All Other Buyers. This could be 

reflected in a higher expense rate on sales to A&P. But the payments to A&P would be . 

thought to cover the'lower cost of the promotions, and so would not bear on other cost ' 

reductions that might justify the! discount. It also could be that promotions to A&P 

pennitted relatively greater reductions in other selling expenses than promotions to All 
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Other·Buyers. Payments to·A&P could again be larger relative to sales than in the case 

of A.p. Other· Buyers. But the· additional promotions to A&P would be expected to help 

compensate for the cost reductions that they' permit, so these cost reductions cannot be 

fully used to justify the discount. As a result of this possibility, I. will consider-

promotional expense assigned to. A&P as aD offset to other cost savings ~hown that might 

i justify·the;discountgranted·to .:iL ",.:. 

2(0 Brokerage. This category reflects what appears as an important difference in 

favor of A&P: the entry for A&P. is $938(.28 percem of-sales) and for All .Other 

Buyers, $41,681 (3.0 percent of sales). Difficulty in interpretation arises because the -

category includes more than brokerage and the amounts attributable to the various 

components cannot be separated from the total. Besides brokerage, the. entry includes . . 

check-out allowances, and in fact the whole of the $938 charged to A&P represents 

payment for this.55 What part' of the charge to All Other Buyers represents check-out 

allowances is unlmown. Check-out allowances paid to All Other Buyers probably were 

a larger proportion of sales to them than to A&P because the former typically ordered 

their requirements for shipments in pool cars. If A&P was as likely to order in pool cars 

as other buyers, t~ere would be no difference in cost since whether the check-out 

allowance was paid to A&P or to someone. else would not reflect a difference. in 

International's· costs ... Avoidance· of ~heck -out allowances would provide greater support 

for a carload than for the $50,000 discount, since the expense would be avoided 

S5 I remind the reader that a check-out allowance was a payment by the salt producer.to the 
recipient of a pool car to inform the other participants of the car's arrival and arrange the orderly pick
up of their salt. 
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whenever a straight car was ordered. The absence ofa carload discount suggests that 

savings from this source were relatively minor. 

The entry also includes brokerage. The' amount paid as brokerage on sales to All 

Other Buyers came from International's records. Schneider testified that brokerage was 

not paid on sales' to A&P. Morton made the same point but more broadly: . that' 

brokerage was not paid on sales to· discount chains. The absence of brokerage on sales 

to A&P suggests that less carload service was required on sales to A&P. This is because 

the brokers perfonned many of the same services as caiJoado-reps."Also, A&P had;' 

branch warehouses In many areas where International employed brokers. I take th~~< 

absence of brokerage on sales to A&P as a clue suggesting that less carload service was 

required to supply A&P. But as noted before, International's allocation of carload reps' 

expense did not reflect this in any relevant sense. Absence of brokerage on sales to A&P 

would repect a cost difference in A&P's favor if the carload reps did not fully offset, on 

sales· to A&P, the services that brokers provided to All Other Buyers but not to A&P. 

I . doubt that· International's carload reps provided such· an offset, . but this cannot be 

discovered from International's study ~ 

. The brokerage entry for All Other Buyers is 3 percent of sales. Brokerage rates were"" 

themselves about 3 percent suggesting that brokers were employed ort.·~virtually all sales"" 

to these buyers.' This is incorrect. The reason is that this category of expense also ' 
. , 

includes commissions> paid by International to sales subsidiaries and independent agents' 

who perfonned all of the distribution services that . International itself provided in areas 
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in which it did not use subsidiaries or agents. The commissions paid the subsidiaries 

or agents far exceeded brokerage rates. They were about 15 percent of list. 

This . expense is not separately reported.' A&P purchased no salt from any of the 

subsidiaries or agents but instead dealt directly with International. '!be question then is 

whether sales to A&P.imposed less .. cost than the commissions paid on sales to buyers 

, who"purchased,from the, 'subsidiaries or agents.~ . Since :part of the commission. included 

payment for services comparable to International's carload reps no cos~ difference for 

such services would by sh~\Vn . given International's metll9d Df allocating carload· reps ~ . 

expense elsewhere in its study. Part of the commission represented payment for 

merchandising service. Since this was incurred only on sales to All Other Buyers, 

merchandising expense avoided on sales toA&P would be higher than what I previously 

reported. That A&P didnpt buy from International's subsidiaries or agents again 

provides a clue that less carload reps' expense was incurred on sales to it, but nothing 

can be . made of this here. In. general, I exclude the brokerage category as reflecting a 

cost difference in supplying A&P as against All Other Buyers. 

2(gl. Overhead. This category includes general business expenses derived from 

International's records and assigned across all grades. and. buyers in proportion to sales. 

The expenses were separately derived and allocated for New York and Louisiana and the 

amouIits ' so 'assigned to A&P and "'All Other Buyers were summed 'and expressed as 

percentages of total sales to each buyer classification. This resulted in a slight d~erence 

favoringA&P (11.2 v. 1l.5percent .of sales). The difference stems from relatively higber 

Overhead Expense for Louisiana, where A&P purchased relatively less of its total 
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requirements than did All Other Buyers, so that less of the higher LOuisiana expense was 

assigned. to A&P. 

The main reason why Louisiana overhead is reported higher than New York is 

because royalties .paid to the owners of the land on which the Louisiana mine was located ' 

exceeded the depletion allowance charged against the New York deposits owned by 

International. The salaries and expenses of Ryo~ and the Territorial"Sales M~~gers 

were included in the Overhead category, but no account is taken as in Schneider's earlier 

study of the fact thatthese individuals devoted relatively more-of theirfune to the\'large 

chams than wholesalers. There is no reason tobelieve (and none is given)that r~y~ties 

or depletion allowances would vary in relation to whether salt was sold to A&P or other 

buyers and therefore that these particular entries were relevantto the discount. I note 

again· that A&P would have secured the same discount had it confmed its purchases to 

either territory. I believe that International listed overhead expenses primarily to show 

that in its accounts no specific allocations were made between discount and other. buyers -

- to show that the issue was considered and resulted in no cost difference. 

To sum up, except for merchandising expense, International's study contains a 

number of accounting entries that do not reflect clearly any cost differences rele.Jant to 

the discount questioli~' The service of carload reps might have been reduced on sales to 

A&P (and possibly other discount chains) but this expense was allocated between A&P 

and All Other Buyers in such a way that no savings were shown. What remains is that 

lJ1erchandising service, which was important on sales to wholesalers, was ahnost 

completely avoided on sales to A&P (and other discount chains). Estimates of the 
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expense of merchandising service· avoided on sales to A&P range from 9.5 percent to 

13.3 percent of sales.· The minimum figure reflects 80 percent of merchandising expense 

as: a percent of sales to All Other Buyers; the maximum figure reflects all merchandising 

expense as a percent of sales to All Other Buyers less sales to the other discoynt chains. 
I ~_ 

The range shifts slightly downward if account is taken of the additional sales promotion 
, - . . 

paymen~ts t()A&P., . 

How do the estimates of merchandising expense avoided.on sales .to A~P compare 

with the discount granted to it? The discount wa~ one unit from list on blanket items and 
} ' .. ~.- . ---'. . 

from the fob plant list on delivered-price items. Sales figures are reported net of freight 

and allowances. For purposes of comparison, I have increased sales of blanket items by 

estimates of freight expense. The· estimate of merchandising expense. as.a . percent ·of· . 

sales so adjusted then range from 8.2 to 11.5.56 The unweighted average discount for 

all table salt items is 5.1 percent of list. The variation. in discounts across items is 

relatively small. For commonly traded cartons, the average is 4.9 percent of list. 

Transactions often occurred below list. How far below list sales might have occurred 

in 1942 is not known. The average discount rises to 5.6, 6.3 or 7.1 percent if 

transactions occurred respectively 10, 20 or 30 percent below list. The minimum 

estimated savings for A&P is 8.2 percent of adjusted sales; the largest discount noted 

above -is 7,,] percent (if sales occurred 30 percent below ·list}. The·maximum estimated 

saving is li.5 percent; the smallest discount is 5 percent (if all sales occurred at list). So 

savings in excess of the discount range from 1.1 to 6.5 percentage points. 

56 
I have netted from these figures the additional promotional payments to A&P. 
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If we recall previous discussion that, the tiine spent on the large chains by 

International's district managers and sales officiaIs could have reflected an increment in 

expense approximating 2.5 percent of sales to them" then accounting for this reduces the 

range of savings in excess of the discount to between -1.4 and 4.0 percentage points. The ' 

figure of -1.4 is based' on only 80 percent of merchandising expense assigned to All Other 

Buyers. If all merchandising expense is assigned to table salt, the saving in excess of ' 

. t~e discount nmges from 1.5 percentage points '(if all sales occurred at list) to 2.5 
~" , 

percentage points (if sales occurred 10 percent below list) .. The"last two estimates wo~f(f, 
, " ,.2 ,,!.' " ,,' ,,' ,,' " , ' " ,.L:!;:' 

be a bit larger if other discount chains are excluded' from All Other Buyers. All in all, 

the figures suggest that the avoidanCe of merchandising service in supplying the discount 

chains is close to the discount they were granted, suggesting the absence of price 

discrimination favoriitg the discount chains. . This result. is similar to that in 

International's earlier study. Previously, I had given arguments why price discrimination 

favoring the discount chains probably did not exist, although discrimination could not be 

ruled out. Results from International's cost studies further weaken the case for 

discrimination. What also is clear' is that any reduction in International's costs of 

supplying A&P (and probably the other discount chains) was related to the character "of 

the chains' buying ratlier than the fact that A&P purchased $50,000 of table salt per year 
from International. 
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f. The Objections to International's Study and the Commission's Opinion 

1 •. Criticisms by FTC Staff 

International's study brought forth testimonY'by the FTC's accountant concerning its 
~, 

acceptance as a defense. A number of criticisms were raised, but no results of the study 

were adjusted to reflect their significance. The testimony does not .analyze the character. 

of salt··distribution to·,help··suggest.how.orwhy.lntemational's study. was·misleading. In 

sum, 'the accountant's testimony failed .. to foc~s JJn significant cost. relationships in salt. 

distribution. 

William Wannack, the FI'C's chief",itttess,summed Up ,his position: 

In my opinion these exhibits are inadequate, incomplete,' and 
insufficient to show what costs should be rightfully assigned to tlie 
separate. customers who paid. separat~prices .for their products .... 
[T]hese . exhibits represent a conglomercition of mathematical 
calculations and guess work and ceI1ainly do not represent in my 
opinion, a sound accounting study to say the least. S7 

What criticisms led. up to this conclusion? 

(1) The All Other Buyers Classification is too Broad. 

57 

58 

Buyers within this group should be separated according to the 
quantities they buy and. the prices they pay for those quantities. 
There are several' of them. Then an intelligent comparison could 
be made . between the cost to senre one group buying one quantity 
at a price applicable thereto, and another group buying another' 
quantity.at a price, applicable to that quantity, and so on down the 
line. If for no other reason, that one reason in my opinion 
invalidates' this document·· as showing anything worthwhile with 
respect to cost. S8 

Record, 4307-2-4, at 3356. 

Id. at 3359. 
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It is true that the classification is too broad. It includes certain wholesalers who 

secured a discount but who it appears also received merchandising service and other, 

chains that secured a discount. It also is too broad in that it masks any relationship 

between the discount and the purchase of $50,000 of table salt" per 'Year from ' 

International, which was said to be necessary to secure lower costs. , But I do not believe ' 

that considerations such as these were what' the ~itness had in mhld. His comment 

'seems instead to imply that there existed ,a series of discounts in relation to quantity and 

each of them required separate justification. Obviously,' a single buyer classification 

would be too broad~: if ,it contained buyers who received a range '-"~f discounts each 

. requiring justification. 

International's Counsel later asked the witness what he meant. The exchange seems 

to indicate that he believed there ~xisted a range of quantity discounts to be justified: 
~ 

Q. . .. [S]tate what the discount schedules were that you were 
testifying about ... yesterday? 

A. You have one discount schedule which states that a 5 cent 
discount is given if 100 - case lots are sold or more, m some 
territories. 

Q. Did you say anything about that [in your prior testimony]? 
~ ~ 

A. That is one I had in mind, yes. There was a discount that you 
gave for, 1'-believe $50,000 purchases per annum, and llio not 
remember "exactly just how many other discounts that you' have 
given as set forth in these records, but I had those things in mind . 

. " 

Q. By 'those tqmgs' you mean the two discounts you have 
mentioned, and perhaps other discounts also? 
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A. If you gave other discounts, that would be included, yes .... 
Any discount where price follows quantity that your company may 
have. s9 

: -The exchange continues and the Examiner soon interjects: 

You challenge this witness because. he doesn't mow what the 
various discounts were. He referred·to discounts. He allParently 
doesn't know although the Trial Examiner mows there were lots 
of different discounts given to: differen~ types of . customers. 60 

....... ! ... 

.. International's· counsel did not let the matter rest: 

Q. Do you claim· that International . Salt Co . . . . had three 
discounts? . ,...... ~ . -,._' 

_ A .. Oh, they had lots of discounts. 

Q. How many do you say they had. 

A. I certainly do not have the vaguest idea more than they had 
several .... 

Q.And you don't remember how many several is, which you had 
in mind, is that right? 

A. Oh, they had quite a number of them. I do not remember 
exactly how many they had.61 

;:r. 

The exchange seems to suggest that the witness believed the study should be rejected 

because the All Other Buyers classification was too broad to pennit justification of a 

range of quantity discounts. But such discounts did not exist. The Examiner's comment 

is . clearer: he is referring. to the various price reductions and credit allowances granted 
. . 

59 Id. at 3447-48. 

60 Id. at 3451. 

61 Id. at 3454-54A. 
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to adjust price to the prevailing market· and to the individual discount units for the 

various table salt items. In his view, all would require separate justification. Whether 

the witness had in mind the· same thing as the Examiner is not clear. The witness did 

not express concern that certain buyers secured the discount even though they did not ' 

purchase $50,000 per year from International, which was said to be necessary to secure 

lower costs. 

(2) Merchandising Expense. This was recognized as the primary determinant of the 

lower expense rate oil sales to A&P but was felt not to have been established "in .. 

accordance with ... sound and accepted accounting practice and procedure. 1162 

(a) Insufficient detail was given to indicate how the expense was derived. 

The entry includes salaries and expenses of merchandising reps and an es~ate of 

salaries and· expenses of carload reps based on the proportion of time they spent on 

merchandising work. The latter was based on information on sales reps' activities 

reported monthly by the territorial offices, and all of the information leading up to the 

assignment was made available to the FTC for its consideration. The criticism cannot 

be considered substantive in nature. . International's approach to the problem does not 

appear unreasonable. 

(b) The assignment of 80 percent of merchandising expense to carton salt 

. was not sufficiently justified: 

62 

The record and testimony of Mr. Schneider will show that the 
company has never made a thorough cost surveyor analysis to 
determine whether or not dollar sales is a sound measuring factor 
and may be expected to afford accurate results. In the absence of 

Id. at 3366. 
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that the figure of $132,367 assigned to carton table salt is a guess 
figure, an estimate, and a rough one at that. 63 

The figure of $132,367 is 80 percent of merchandising expense· and this amount was 

assigned to carton sales. Assigning 80 percent of the expense to cartons resulted in the 

same. expense rate as if the whole of the expense were assigned to sales of carton plus 

other table salt. If an individual buyer placed an. order whose composition in terms of 

cartons and other table jtems diverged from the average, there is no reason to believe that 

costs would vary in relation to this, or that as a result some other assignment of the 

expense would be required. Merchandising service was provided on sales of table salt 

only, and International's point .was that the whole of this expense was avoided on sales 

to A&P. What was peculiar about International's study was not the assignment of 80 - .. 

percent of this expense to cartons but that its allocation of the remaining 20 percent 

assigned most of it to buyers who purchased no table salt and who therefore received no 

merchandising service. The effect of this allocation was to reduce merchandising 

expense on sales of table salt and therefore the expense avoided on sales to A&P. This 

was not noted or mentioned by the witness. If the whole of merchandising expense had 

been assigned to table salt, concern about the 80/20 split would seem to be eliminated., 

That the whole of the expense should have been assigned to table salt seems a point with 

which the witness would have agreed. He seemed to have no problem assigning none 

of the 80 percent of merchandising expense to A&P if t~s expense was avoided on sales 

to A&P. This is reflected in a comments he later made: 

63 Id. at 3362. 
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Q. Would you say that the activities of merchandising men who 
go out ·to retail stores ... and solicit business which goes to 
wholesalers is an item which on a proper cost distributing basis 
should be charged against A&P ~ any respect. 

-A. If this man .... calls on A&P, whatever portion of his time is 
applicable to that activity that should be assigned to. A&P. 

Q. Other than a direct call on A&P it should not be assigned to 
A&P. 

A. I do not see how it should be. If A&P is not getting any 
service from this activity, why no part of thatclass of expense 
should be assigned to A&P in my. opinion.64 

, ........ - ' .. :".-.' 

(c). Nevertheless, the cillo cation of 80 percent of merchandising expense between -

A&P and All Other Buyers in proportion to the number of calls was questioned: (1) there 

was no detailed stUdy indicafmg that calls onA&P were of reasonably equal duration 

compared with those on All Other Buyers; (2) it was not clear that the expense would 

be assignable on such a basis to each of International' s customers~ I comment briefly on 

each point. 

(1) No detailed study was made of call duration. But Intemational'sstudy was to 

show that for all practical pUIposes calls on A&P were zero, so that their duration would 

be of little practical significance. Let the calls actually made on A&P (which also . 
-. ..", 

includes those on First National) be 10 times each the duration of those made on All 

Other Buyers. Then if the number of calls on A&P is increased by a factor of 10 and the 
; 

balance assigned to All· Other ·Buyers, merchandising expense as a percent of sales to 

A&P would rise from about .08 to 1.0 and for sales to All Other Buyers would fall from 

64 Id. at 3457-58. 
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11.9 to about 11.7. The overall results would not change much. No consideration was 

given to suggest why calls on A&Ptnight be l~nger. For example, if price 

discrimination favored A&P, an incentive would exist'ior· each salt producer to devote 

relatively more selling. effort to other buyers, so the duration ofme~chandising calls on, 
. . 

A&P might be expected to 'be shorter. 

(2) :. What the, witness here. meant is uncertain·.:· International' spoint was to show that 

a class of expellsewas avoided on sales to A&P. On sales to wholesalers who secured 

the service, price was' uniformly higher. Why it would.Qy.n~essary to show that each 

of International's. wholesaler customers received the 'service or received it in proportion 

to sales seems. besides the point; nor is it indicated why. the merchandising reps would 

be expected to allocate theireffotts in such a w(iY that returns across buyers were not 

roughly the same. It is true that All Other Buyers included certain wholesalers who 

apparently received· mercl1andising seIVice and a discount, and International's study 

would not provide' a justification of the discount to them --' insofar as the discount 

reflected avoidance of merchandising expense. .Whether this was Warmack's point 

cannot be discovered. 6s If it is, it is a 'valid point .. 

2. Warmack's remaining criticisms were relap.vely minor. 

(a) Other Field Sales Expense. The main reason why this expense category 

reflected a saving ,on sales: to A&P was becauseA&P· purchased relatively more of its 

total requirements of table salt (other than cartons) from' New York (where expenses 

65 The witness also questioned whether merchandising expense "in the absence of a much 
more thorough study than haS been here made is usable in determining cost differentials." Id. at 3363. 
Why this might be so is not explained, nor is the study required to permit its use revealed. 
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were lower) than from Louisiana (where expenses were higher) than did All Other 

Buyers. I previously noted that this difference seemed unrelated to the discount. 

Warmack's concern was that these expenses were assigned to certain table it~ms and 

other grades of salt in proportion to sales, and no detailed study ,had been made to show ' 

that an allocation in proportion to sales was acceptable. No alternative is suggested, nor 

is it indiCated how the allocation 'might have biased results in A&p's'faVor. Excluding 

the influence of the territories in which purchases were made; an allocation in proportion 

to sales would reflect no cost difference. As it was, 1fie" overalr'\iifference shown 

between:All-OtherBuyers and A&Pwas about ipercentage point'~iin;:favor of A&P. 

Presumably the witness was concerned that the allocation in proportion to sales masked 

the possibility that the main services reflected in this expense category were supplied to 

A&P more than in proportion to sales. But the major components of expense here were 

the 20 percent of merchandising expense and carload reps' expense. International's 

allocation assigned the bulk of this part of merchandising expense to buyers of other than 

table salt and so reduced merchandising expense as a percent of sales to All Other 

Buyers. In effect, this lowered the merchandising expense rate avoided on sales to A&P. 

That the expense2'~was avoided on sales to, A&P seemed clear froihlhe analysis of 

merchandising calls. It is hard to see how this favored A&P. For carl6ad reps' expense, 

no weight was given to the testimony that less of this service was provided on sales to 

the chains. The allocation in proportion to sales 'probably biased 'the results against 

A&P. If price discrimination favoring the chains existed, one might expect relatively 
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less carload service would be provided by the producers on sales to them. All in all, the 

. criticism. has little content. 

(b). Allocating Expense in Proportion to Sales. A general objection was 

raised.about expense.allocationsmade in proportion to sales. The opjection was serious, 

(it was enough to. reject the defense). but no figures. were a.djusted, to reflect its 

.. importance'~"The objection :r~fers· to allocating', expenses in proportion to sales when_sales 

to A&P are net of the discount but those to All.Other Buyers are not (because .mostsuch 

buyers did notsecure'a discount). Consider the effect.. ~Let.price to All Other Buyers 

and,toA&P be $1.00. Let a sale of $1.00.be·made·to each buyer classification and let -

each sale incur an expense of $.10. The expense rate on either sale is 10 percent. 

Instead, letthe sale to All Other auyeci be $1. 00, and that to A&P be $.95, given, the 

discount. Total sales are $1. 95. Let the expense be, Jhe . same as before but allocated 

between A&P and All Other Buyers in proportion to dollar sales! A&P is then assigned 

48.7 percent of the expense and All Other Buyers, 51.3 percent. The sale to A&P is 

assigned an expense of $.0974 and thatto All Other Buyers $.1026. The expense rate 

on either sale is the same: 10.25 percent. The rate is higher than pefore, because sales 

are reduced by the discount but expenses are not. But no difference is shown in favor 

',-.:) 

of A&P. Further, the objection. would have no bearing on the merchandising expense ;:.;;; 

rate on sales'to 'All.Other Buy~rs which 'were avoided· on sales to ·A&P. It was this 

II avoided expe~se" that was compared with the discount granted. 

3. Carton Advertising. The witness concluded that this entry should be excluded 

from the study because the allocation of a fIxed amount per case of Sterling, which was 
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felt acceptable, would result in no difference in .expenserates for this salt. He also noted 

that excluding this entry would make little difference in overall' results. "Other 

advertising "was criticized because insufficient detail was given about the components 

of this entry. Other Advertising was a relatively minor expense (.~39 percent of total > ' 

sales) and the allocation between A&P and"All Other Buyers resulted in a very minor 

difference' in expense rates. Sales promotion payments to A&P were accepted as 

accurate. 

4. Brokerage. An objection was raised to the assignment of this expense to AIlg:: . 

Other Buyers: 

There may be many other customers ... in the other group who 
receive or to whom this class of expense would not properly apply. 
Therefore, if the so called 'other' classification of customers were 
[separated] as previously stated, into those who pay one price for 
one quantity and those who pay another price for another quantity, 
and so on down the line, and then if the [assignments] were made 
properly on an actual basis, I think that would pr<?bably be the best 

d · 66 way to 0 It .... 

There are legitimate objections to International's assignment of brokerage, but these are 

not mentioned by the witness and instead a point is raised of little relevance to the main 

ISSUe;. , 

5,.- Overhead. The witness did not see how the allocation resulted in a lower expense:::· 

rate on sales to A&P. This stemmed from the assignment of relatively more of the 

high~r Louisiana expense to All Other Buyers than to A&P. The difference in expense,· 

rates. is so small as to have no significant effect. The valid point is made that certain 

66 Id. at 3377-78. 
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overhead entries, such as the salaries and .expenses of the district managers and sales 

officials, might have', been disproportionately. incurred on sales to A&P, and this would 

not be revealed by International's allocation. No effort was made to discover whether 

this was so. 

All in all, we have a study put forth by International which, through it shows 

avoidance·of merchandising expense· on.·sa1es to .. A&P, provides little other basis. to judge 

cost differences; and ·criticisms by the FI'C's witness that are beside the point orthat 

neither add, nor detract much from what, Intern~tional's study reveals. The main 
',' ", ~ ....... ,-;: .• --. '. 

criticisms directed to merchandising expense lack substance. What I conclude is that the, 

study could be criticized, which should not be sutprising, and on the basis of this, the 

recommendation is to reject the whole of it. 

2. Rejection of ,the Defense by the Hearing Examiner and Commission 

The Hearing Examiner rejected the cost defense. He based his decision in part on 

the criticisms of the FTC's witness, all of which Were accepted. But he seems to have 

gone beyond this. In his view it would have been necessary to justify separately on cost 

grc ~S the discount on each table item as well as all other price reductions or variations 

reflected on International's invoices. International's efforts to show that the latter reflected 

price reductions from list to meet the prevailing Il1arket did not detract 

67 

from the fact that such concessions were actual reductions in price, 
constitute a, part of the price and discount policy and structure ,and 
places the recipient thereof in a more favorable competitive position 
than those customers who did not get the allowances .... 67 

Examiners Recommended Decision at 145, Record 4307-3-2, at 145. 
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, [A ]nything less than a complete justification foreach of [International's 
price reductions] would not be a defense to a charge' of price 
discrimination. 68 

The C()mmission did not go this far but if did reject International's cost defense. The 

rejeCtion rested on the following: 

By combining the costs of selling to all purchasers other than A&P 
regardless of the customers' volumes' Of purchases, methods of 
purchasing~ or whether purchasing at respondent's highest or lowest 
price, respondent's have made an analysis which is incapable of 
establishing the differences in costs of sales as between respondents' 
purchasers who received this quantity discount and those who did 
'not. Furtliermore, the allocation of certain of the costs-~ .. was made 
without sufficient record basis. ,For example, the allocation of 
merchandising expenses' was made on the assumption that .. '~ each 
call was of equal duration regardless of the purchaser. There is no 
record basis for 'such an assumption. Also, respondents' contention 
that the comparative cost of selling each of the purchasers receiving 
their lowest prices was the same as that of selling A&P is not 
established by this record. 69 ' 

The statement is not very persuasive. The comment about merchandising calls was 

apparently adopted from the accountant's criticisms. Reference to the difficulty in making, 

cost comparisons between buyers purchasing at International's highest and lowest price 

may also refer to the accountant's criticism ·on which great weight was placed and that 

stemmed from the problem posed by the fact that A&P's sales were reported, net of ~he' ,< "," 

discount. But I suSPe<:.t, that perhaps morebasic'boncems arose from the fact that All Other 

Buyers included buyers who did not purchase $50,000 per year from International and 

who nonetheless secured a discount. This was so even though International said that its 

68 Id. at 164. 

69 International Salt Co. et aI., 49 FTC 138, 154-55(1952). 
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costs were lower only if the buyer purchased~ this amount from it. There also was the 

problem posed by wholesaler groups who did not purchase in the same way as the discount 

chains and who appeared to receive merchandising· sendee and .. secured a discount. 

The absence of separate study of these buyers as well as the lack of ~y close relationship , . 

between the discount and:. the $50,000 annual purchase volume probably weakened 
, . 

. International '·s defense~·Its" acceptance would have·· required:,·theComrirission to accept 

on faith that International' s ~ost of supplying all discount buyers was roughly the same 
. . 

as its cost of supplying A&P. Th~ .Com~ission would not-.be-likely to do this; and given 

the conduct of the trial, there was little infotmation developed ,on which it could rely if _ 

it wished to decide . differently • Given the rejection of International's meeting competition 

defense, the revision of, .. the ~scount in 1936 probablrmade International's task of cost 

justification more difficult, and it was unable to overcome what perhaps were reasonable 

suspicions held by the Commission about its pricing. This does not mean that. the discount 

was discriminatory so far· as the laI'ge. grocery chains were concerned. In my view, the 

discount to the large chains was not discriminatory. 

The question· of discounts to wholesalers remains an open· question. Initially, when 

the discount was extended to certain wholesaler groups capable of purchasing $50,000 

per year from one producer, these buyers prob.ably received the same services as other 

wholesalers,and discrimination favoring.them·could have occurred. This was not a price 

reduction that the producers as a group favored, since it reflected a price reduction unrelated 

to a difference in demand elasticity.between these and other wholesalers. How long such 

discrimination might have occurred is not known. No doubt each producer would wish 
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to supply relatively more of its output to wholesalers paying the higher price; and this 

would cause price to these wholesalers to fall. Further, reductions in resale prices by 

discount wholesalers would reduce the demand for salt by·other wholesalers, also creating 

incentives· for the producers to lower price to them~ There also would be an Incentive ' 

to provide less selVice to the wholesalers securing discounts, although this would be difficult 

to accomplish s~ far as merchandising selVice was involved. No doubt the merchandising"'(-

. men tried to steer· retailers' orders to wholesalers paying a· higher price. 

Whether transaction prices to wholesalers not granted diseoUfits fell to the price charged'tf . 

to discount wholesaIers is not known, but surely this was possible .. At any rate, the cbst:?~· -

savings noted by International did not relate to its 'sales to wholesalers, so the discount 

given to some wh()lesalers may have been discriminatory. Presumably, whatever the market 

price to wholesalers, there could be a tendency on cost grounds to lower price to the large 

chains, unless selVices to wholesalers fell to equal those to the chains. 

g. Comments of the Other Producers on the Discount 

Early in its investigation the FrC asked the producers why they granted the discount. 

The responses we're generally short but revealed something of the divided opinion about"" 

) the discount that e~sted during the NRA. This probably raised doubts on the FTC's part i 

whether the discount was cost based. A few of the producers who favored the discount 

submitted brief justifications along lines similar to those advanced by International during 

the trial. Those in opposition typically stated that they granted the discount to buyers qualified 

by other producers to meet competition, which in their view was pennitted under the 
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Robinson-Patman Act. This is consistent . with the underlying reason. for the revision in 

1936 and the with arguments.·advanced by International. Since producers who opposed 

the discount supplied salt to discount buyers~ their hostility probably did riot stem from· 

the belief that the discount was discriminatory, because in that event th~y might be expected " 
. . 

to supply the high-priced market, leaving the less profitable business to the sellers who 

. favored the· discount. 

Myles, which had opposed the discount during the NRA, responded to the FI'C as 

follows: . ..-,;- . ---. 

It is our ... understanding that some salt companies are allowing 
one unit quantitY dis~ount ... to resale purchasers of $50,000 worth 
of table salt grades per annum. Our company has not ll,rltiated the 
discount in any instance to any buyer; but we found it necessary 

. to meet competition, to allow it to those· buyers with whom we do 
business who are getting the discount from others. We believe this 
is in keeping with the Robinson-Patman law.70 

Jefferson Island which also opposed the discount during the NRA made the following 

comment: 

We have, as a·competitive measure, granted a discount to purchasers 
of $50,000 worth of table salt in a period of 12 consecutive months. 
We do feel, however, that it is difficult to show savings in production 
or sales expense on this one bracket as against sales to other customers 
who may purchase something approaching this amount. 

70 Letter from R.H.Polack, Secretary-Treasurer, Myles Salt Co., to Otis B. Johnson, 
Secretary, Fre, January 20, 1937, Record, 4319-4-2. Diamond Crystal responded as follows: "As to 
certain other customers [those who did not purchase $50,000 per year from Diamond Crystal] who 
receive the quantity discount from competitors, we quote prices to meet the competition. We 
understand that. this is permissible under that clause in the Robinson-Patman Act which permits meeting 
the equally low price of a competitor." Letter from James S. Prescott, Vice-President, General Foods 
Corp., to Otis B. Johnson, Secretary, FrC, Jan. 25,1937, Record, 4319-4-2. 
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Under the circumstances we are willing to eIinlinate this discount 
bracket as soon as we can do so and keep competitive.71 

The comment is interesting, for it seems to iniply thatbuyersw hose purchases approach 

$50,000 per year should also be charged a lower price, which Jefferson Island apparently , 

. did not wish to do. JefferSon Island opposed the discbunt during the NRA,· when the discount 

was restricted to the large chams and when aggregate purchase volume was used as'a means 

to identify these buyers. Aggregate purchase volume did not reflect a direct relation between 

the individual seller's volume ,and cost. Jefferson Island here ·implies that there was such 

a relation. I su~t insteadthat Jefferson's concern reflects doubts that the"$50,OOO discount 

COUld. be restricted to the chains, and so would be likely to result in a general lowering 

of the wholesaler price that it wished to avoid. 

Carey in Kansas, which had also opposed the discount during the NRA, simply notes 

the following: 

through our own records and study, [ we] have not been able to justify 
such a discount. We have felt, however, that it was compulsory 
to' make such an allowance in order to be competitive with other 
salt producers.72 

Inee of Colonial who was the most outspoken critic during the NRA responded as follows: 
• ~. r • 

11 Letter from Geo~ge E. Egger, Vice-President, Jefferson Island Salt. Co., to Otis B. 
Johnson, Secretary, FTC, Feb. 9, 1937, Record, 43194-2. 

-r.. Letter from Howard J. Carey, President, The Carey Salt Co., to OtisB.··Johnson, 
Secretary, FrC, Feb. 2, 1937, Record, 4319-4-2. Ohio Salt Co. noted the following: "We justify Ithe7~~ 
discount] on the fact that some of our competitors have published said discount and we cannot hold our 
share of the business unless we meet the competitive price. n Letter from L.F. Fiely, Vice-President, 
Ohio Salt Co., to FTC, Jan. 25,1937, Record, 4319-4-2. 
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. We have not, and never have been in favor of the quantity discount, 
but owing to competitive conditions we are forced to grnnt it to certain 
of our customers.73 . 

In ~ontrast .were the views of International, Union, Diamond Crystal and Morton. 

Ryon of International indicated as he did during the proceedings that the $50,OQO discount 
", '...." 

was eSUiblished primarily to cover the case of purchasers. for whom 
. ~. no merchandising sales work was required or! evenpennitted by 
the. buyers. From u~ Qurexperience,.it appears. [that] the cost of 
sales when missionary work is done is in excess of the one unit 

.' 74 
. discount granted .... 

1. Cost Differences Noted by Uni6n ·Salt Co. 
. . . 

Union made an impassioned plea in support of the discount and presented a few figures 

to suggest lower distribution expense on .sales to the discount chains. Union sold 42 perc~n~ . 

of its table salt to A&P (16.7 percent of its total sales of salt) and its response attempts 

to compare its selling expenses on sales to A&P and to all other buyers. I believe Union's 

concern was that an order by the FTC could raise the chain price, which would bellkely 

to induce greater selling service on such sales; and Union believed that it would then do 

less well, b~use it was less efficient than its competitors in supplying services. Union 

notes. that the selling services of its competitors 

13 

4319-4-2. 

almost. entirely corral indirect buyers through Wholesale Grocers 
and Dealers whereby we are compelled to supply chain stores who 
do not approve or accept reselling service. We, therefore, fail almost 
completely to sell resale salt to wholesale grocers because if we should . 
provide some reselling service, and that in proportion. to our size, 

Letter from W.F. Ince, President, The Colomal Salt Co., FTC., Jan. 29,1937, Record, 

74 Letter from John L. Ryon, Vice-President, Sales, International Salt Co., to Fre, Feb. 3, 
1937, Record, 4307-4-2. . 
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the effort would be wasteful and inefficient, and so insufficient, it 
is not acceptable to Wholesaler Grocers generally. is 

Union states that from 1931-1935, its total annual selling expense averaged about 20 

percent of sales. During this time either 10 or 12 carload reps were employed and, depending , 

on their number ,~eir salaries and expenses were either 25 or 30 percellt of total selling 
rlr • " " 

expense. Three sai~s reps called on A&P's branch b~yers ,and this was e;s~ated to occupy 

less than 10 percent of their time. A large proportion of A&P' s orders were placed directly 
\ . . 

to Union's office without the intervention of sales reps, whereas'wholesalers' orders were 
, . ',:..' , 

typically solicited. 'From the above, and in light of the fact that about 16.7 percent of Union's 

total sales were to A&P, carload reps' expense as a percent of sales to A&P were estimated 

to equal about .9 (if 10 ~ales reps were employed) and about 1. 0 (if 12 sales reps were 

employed). On sales to all other. buyers, the corresponding percentages were estimated 

to equal 5.8 and 7.0. The difference between A&P and other buyers averages about 5.5 

percentage points and is close to the discount granted after 1936. 

During the period studied the discount in the territories primarily served by Union 

is notknown. It was 10 percent during part of the NRA, which is encompassed by Union's 

study. Sales to the other large chains probably comprised a good propor:t:ion of Union's 
./ 

remaining sales of table salt. If these buyers received selling service comparably to A&P, 
>~ ',: ',,~~{o:: 

the estimates may understate the expense of carload reps on sales to wholesalers. All in 

all" Union's figures suggest a saving, but not a great deal can be made of them. Union's 

characterization of the cost difference seems independent of any specific volume supplied 

75 Letter from F.I. Venning, President, Union Salt Co., to Otis B. Johnson, Secretary, Fre, 
Feb. 1, 1937, Record, 4319-4-2. 
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the discount buyer· by the individual seller. This also seems. consistent with another of 

Union's comments: 

When ... a competitor publishes a qUantity discount toa larger lmown 
quantity buyer requiring sales of $50,000 of table salt per year and 
continuance at that rate, we necessarily meet our competitors quantity , 
discount even though we may not be certain to also continuously 
sell the same quantity buyer at the rate our competitors. stipulated. . 
We cannot conceive the intent of the Robinson-Patman Act to be 
that -we"mlist. sacrifice ,or abandon .any· such competition or buyer 
nor that we should concede our competition the right to monopolize 
such business. 76 

,~,;-. -.-." . 

Union .did not provide merchaI1dising selVice per se to wholesalers, but instead assisted 

its wholesaler accounts m tese~g carloads of salt. This was done directly by the carload 

reps, and was said to require relatively far more selling calls per unit volume distributed_ . 

to wholesalers than to A&P, whose orders were typically placed directly to Union's office. 

Union also notes that there "have been no special types of expenses by [its] officials or 

sales managers to call upon A&P. [Such] expenses, if any, were infmitesiniaI. u77 

2. Diamond Crystal's Position 

Diamond· Crystal's response also contains a rough comparison of sales reps' expense 

in supplying A&P and an other buyers. Its co~ment follows: 

76 

T7 

The expense of selling ... A&P ... is materially less than to other 
resellers ... All sales to the;;'.·~ -A&P .... are made through headquarters 
contacts of our sales executives with their New York headquarters 
office, and of our Top Salt men with their branch offices. Our 

Id. 

Id. 
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territorial salesmen and resale men do not call on A&P outlets, but 
devote their full time to other customers. 

The field force ~alaries and expenses, after deducting the Top Salt 
men's expense, was $164,673 in the frrst eight months of 1937. As 
noporti.on of this· expense was necessary to obtain orders from ... 
A&P ... , it should be applied against the total ()f our sales to all' 
resellers other than A&P. This sales total is $1,364,130 and the 
$164,673 of expense is 12.1 percertt.78 

The source of the saving in supplying A&P is consistent with International's views. 

I note that the field force salaries and expenses are charged against resellers only (which 

'includes wholesalers and retail grocery chains), although at least the carload reps sold' 

to all classes of trade. Sales' to other than resellers. were approximately 40 percent .of Diamond 

Crystal's total sales. The selling expense on sales to other resellers. that was avoided on -. 

sales to A&P would fall to about 6.7 percent, .assuming that the sales reps allocated their 

efforts across grades in proportion to sales. This adjustment probably understates the expense 

avoided on sales to A&P because some proportion of Diamond Crystal's sales to resellers 

other than A&P were to other large chains that probably were supplied comparably to 

A&P. The extent of such sales is not known. Diamond Crystal takes no account of the 

additional cost of the "Top Salt" reps on calls to A&P' s branches and of its sales executives 

on calls to A&P's headquarters. 

The views of Diamond Crystal and Union are similar to International's. What also 

is of interest are the indications of reductions in carload services on sales to A&P and 

78 Record, 4319-3-2, at 3-41-43. In 1937,20 percent of Diamond Crystal's sales of table salt 
were to A&P, suggesting that Diamond Crystal (which produced about 8 percent of total output of 
evaporated salt) had accepted a relatively large share of at least this part of the less profitable business, 
assuming price discrimination existed. So large a share suggests the probable absence of 
discrimination. . 
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by implication .. the other large ch~s. This is a point International made but did not 

incoIpOrate _ in its study. Diamond Crystal's statement suggests· that 11lerchandisingand 

carload services were virtually elitDinated ori sales toA&P, so that in distributing table 

salt these selVices were devoted to wholesalers. ill Union' sstatement, al~ough merchandising 

reps . were not employed, the carload reps themselves provided service that would be expected 

to. be of similar. value. to,.wholesalers. A. s\1bstantial. part of all carload reps' .. service was 

avoidoo on Union's sales to A&P and possibly to other large chains that Union supplied . 

. ... . -.-. 

3. Morton's Position 

Morton's response to the FTC's inquiry was to present the results of a study conductoo 

for this putpose at a' conference with FTC officialS.?9 I discuss this· study because it deaJ.s 

specifically with the question whether the large chains received carload reps' service 

comparable to that typically received' by wholesalers. 

Morton's study classifies . buyers of table salt into two groups - those purchasing $50,000 

or more per year (discount buyers) and those purchasing any lesser amounts (All Other' 

. Buyers). The aim IS to estimate and compare "direct selling expense" on sales to discount 

buyers and to All Other Buyers. The latter classification includes primarily wholesalers. 

The classification of discount buyers includes the large chains qualifioo by Morton and 

who therefore purchased $50,000 or more per year from it. Italso includes chains qualified 

by other producers and who may not have purchased $50,000,or more per year from Morton 

and certain wholesalers qualified as ~count buyers eitherby Morton or by other producers. 

79 Record, 4319-4-3-2, at 168-177. 
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All discount buyers are considered jointly. The individual'buyers are not identified and 
\ 

their purchases are not separately listed. I believe consolidation of discount buyers into 

one group best selVed Morton's interests. 

The analysis involves sales (net of freight) and direct selling expenses incurred during'" 

two months of 1936. Direct selling expense is 'defmed as the salari~s and expenses of " 

"::<:f.. '. ," . .' ", . .=:i~.' 

Morton's field salesforce and for the two months studied these totaled $172,387., Salaries ", 

and expenses of sales managers are excluded. Morton's field salesforce was composed 

of merchandising and' carload reps. The carload reps solicitecf o'rders for table salt from' 

wholesalers. For the two months, Morton's sales of table salt were $621 ,366 (38.5 percent' -

of its total sales) and sales of all other grades were $994,088",(61.5 percent of the total). 

The ovelW helm ing bulk of table salt sales were to wholesalers and chains. The intelView 

with Peterkin, Sr. and testimony during the trial indicate that merchandising service was 

not provided to the discount chains. But direct use of this is not made by Morton 'in this 

study. 

Morton allocates direct selling expense to each buyer classification in proportion to 

the number of "selling points" involved in making sales to the buyers as so classified. 

';1\ selling point is a contact by a sales rep with a buyer that resulted in a sale of table silf"'" 

::tluring the two months studied. The selling points are those of carload reps only. Th~"" 

expense allocated is that of the merchandising and carload reps combined. Merchandising 

, l~xpense is therefore assigned to each buyer classification in the same proportion as carloaa 

reps' expense. In effect, the procedure assigns to any selling point by a carload rep a 

unifonn increment of merchandise expense, so what is of major importance in explaining 
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any difference is expense rates is the number of selling points required to generate the 

sales to the buyers in each classification. This allocation of merchandising expense seems 

odd, given that, as was made clear throughout the proceedings, the merchandising reps 

did not call on the large chains, and Morton's sales to the latter occupied the predominan~ 

share of its total sales t9, discount buyers~ For example, using figures for 1937, about 73 

. percent: of Morton~s· total·sales·of table .. : salt to all discount buyers was to· the chains.80 

Merchandising expense for the two months is $80,106, which amounts to 12.9 percent 

of Morton's sales ,of table salt. Total merchandising expense-.equals 18 percent of sales 

to All Other B~yers only; .it equals 16.7 percent of sales to All Other Buye~s if an estimate -

of Morton's sales to wholesalers classified as discount buyers are added to sales to All 

Other Buyers. Justification for this rests on the ground that these wholesalers may have 

received, merchandising service. Mortqn' s merchandising expenses are relatively higher 

than International's. Presumably, these rates estimate an expense avoided on sales to the 

discount chains.· However, my primary interest here is to discover what the figures reveal 

about carload reps' expense. Morton's cost justification during the trial deals directly 

with merchandising expense, and I will consider that issue later. 

Carload reps' expen~ during the two months studied is $92,281. This equals 5.7 percent 

of Morton's sales of all salt. This is the same expense rate as that previously estimated G~:J ' 

for Intemational. This is the expense incurred on carload reps who made calls on all types 

of buyers generating orders for straight and pool cars. Total carload reps' expense was 

allocated by Morton between tabl~ and all other types of salt in proportion to sales. The 

80 Commission's Ex. 18a-k, Record, 1-2/4319-1. 
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assumption is that the carload reps· allocated· their efforts across grades in proportion to 

sales, which seems reasonable~ That part of carload reps' expense assigned to table s3lt 

was then allocated between discount and All Other Buyers in proportion to the number 

of selling points involved in sales to the buyers in each classification~ 

During the study period, there were 6,984 selling points associated with the sales of 

table salt to buyers within both classifications. Of the total numbe~ of selling points, only"/" 

232 (or 3.3 percent) involved sales to discount buyers. If the number of selling points 

were proportionate to 'sales, then selling points on sales to' discount buyers would rise·io 

2;'607. ·Morton assigned 3.3· percent of carload·reps expense to discount buyers and 96'~"7 . 

percent to other buyers. The expense so allocated was then expressed as a percentage 

of sales to discou·nt and other buyers. Using Morton's procedure, carload reps'expense 

on sales to discount buyers amounts to .6 percent; and that on sales to All Other Buyers, 

7.0 percent. The difference, of 6.4 percentage points, suggests the reduction in carload 

reps' expense on sales to discount buyers. Whether this overstates the actual savings would 

depend on whether the carload reps spent relatively as much effort in selling table salt 

as they did in selling other grades of·salt. They may not have, given that sales of table 

salt Were promoted by merchandising reps. Nonetheless, it· seems clear that in Morton':s , .. 

C,!S~ little by· way of carload service was provided to discount buyers. 

Relativelyfewer selling points on sales to discount than All Other Buyers could reflect 

th..~; possibility that discount buyers (a) placed larger orders per selling point than wholesalerS 

or. (b) purchased salt differently from wholesalers, so that a much larger proportion of 

their.purchases required no carload service and therefore reflected relatively fewer selling 
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points on sales to them~ These pos,sibilities would appear to have different cost implications, 

and Moyton does not reveal wbichwas the more likely to apply. 81 

I suspect that (b) is the .. more likely possibility. Statements consistent with it appear 

throughout the records in Morton and iptemational. I'. refer ·here t~ statements that the, 

large chains placed tIl;eir orders directly. to the.producers' ·branch offices or h~dquarters 

without, the·seryiqes .. of. carload reps with ·.much . greater· frequency than did wholesalers. 

If the chains always ordered directly., then virtually all carload . reps' expense would be-

avoided on sales to them ~(as Jt was rqugbly true in the,~~s~ J~f merchandis~g service). 

Given the relatively small nllmber of selling points.to discount buyers reflected in Morton's 

study (particularly when it is noted that this classification includes certaitJ. wholesalers who 

inaynot have ordered d~tly), the estimate of the cijfferencein expense rates may 'be . 

close to the true state of affairs. 

4. Testimony of Buyers on Purchasing Practices 

That the frequency of calls on the chains by carload reps was less than on wholesalers 

is suggested by the following. During the proceedings in Morton and International, many 

wholesaler and chain.witnesses were asked· to describe how they typically ordered salt. 

The questioning was not systematic. It was. to gain a general impression whether differences 

existed among buyers in this respect. In International, 19 wholesalers were questioned 

81 Morton states that "the nUqlber ~f salesmen's calls 'per selling point' for large buyers is 
probably somewhat less than in the case of small buyers. Note that the 'selling points' are only "the 
points at which sales were made: calls were made at many additi()nal points, particularly in the case of 
the smaller buyers." Record, 4319-4-3-2, at 174. The comment suggests a possible saving from this 
source, but this is not a feature underlying Morton's study. 
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along these lines .. All of them indicated that their orders were placed only when solicited 

by International's carload reps or brokers (and sometimes by both). Their orders ··were 

typically for inclusion in pool cars. In Morton, 59 wholesalers were so questioned, and 

56 similarly responded. The remaining three gave answers that could not be· interpreted ' 

clearly. 

The chains' .witnesses responded quite differently. The buyer for FITst National Stores;; 

testified that his finn purchased from International "on a direct carload ba~is" 82 typically 

by phone to International's district office or headquarters and· without the intervention of. 

carload reps. 83 

83 

84 

G.F. Morrow, who was A&P's chief buyer, testified as follows: 

I am responsible ... for the buying of salt for the entire company. 
I' am supposed to know something about the contacts that are made 
and practically all of the sales solicitation for the company between 
the International Salt Company and ourselves, I think is very, very 
largely confmed between Mr. Ryon and myself ... 

For myself, I can say no ordinary sales reps ever calls on me. For 
the outside warehouses, [the ordinary sales reps] are not supposed 
to call on them. 

Q. So you would know if there was some solicitation by ordinary 
sales reps of International Salt Company from the buyers at these 
warehouses? 

A. Yes.&4 

Record, 4301-2-1, at 433. 

Record, 4307-2-3, at 2332. 

Record, 4307-2-2, at 2068-69. 
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Morrow notes that calls by carload reps on A&P's warehouses were infrequent, although 

they might possibly occur. But he "could not imagine any good reason whytbey should 

occur. ,,8S 

Certain of A&P' s branch buyers were also questioned and their responses w~re similar 

to Morrow's. The buyer for A&P's Boston and Providence branches testified that 

we,issue an order direct to the office of the IntemationalSalt .Company 
. . . . We handle our own purchases. 86 

A&P's Allentown buyer testified that he 

'. . " , . ~~ . . .'- '. . ~ •..... ,-.-' .". 

places orders mostly by sending [them] through the mail or by placing . 
the orders to ..•. the branch office of ... International .... 87 

The witness notes that on occasion carload reps called on him: 

85 

86 

87 

88 

Q. Do the sales reps of the International Salt Company call on your 
company soliciting orders ... ? . 

A. That has. happened. It isa general practice for them to make 
periodic calls, not necessarily every time there is an order available 
.... I would say in the majority of cases that the orders are mailed 
or phoned in .... 

Very seldom does a sales reps actually get an order or lDake a call 
jllst for the purpose of getting an order .... They don't happen very 
often. 88 

Id. at 1076 ... 

Record, 4307-2-1, at 853. 

Record, 4307-2-2, at 1284. 

Id. at 1302. 
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The buyer for American Stores similarly testified that his orders are "very often by phone, 

most often by phone." 89 This witness noted in an earlier interview that he combined 

orders .from the various branches which he ·co~solidated into single orders forwarded to 

the producers. 90 Ryon of International also testified that the carload reps did not call ' 

on the large chainS.91 

'., 
-.. : . .'" 

In Morton, .the comments were similar. Biinghurst, ~orton's New· Orleans District. 

\ 

. Manager, testified that none of his carload reps called on A&P but noted that he "occasionally 
" " . ' . '"'' 

<::alled, just occasionally,,92 on A&P's local buyer. A&P's"-New Orleans buyer testified 

that he ordered by phone and mos~y in straight cars. 93 A&P's ·Charl~tte buyer testified 

that 

practically all of the orders go direct. [The sales reps] will call in, 
he doesn't.particularly solicit, just a good will call, I would say, 
but I will say that 95 percent to 99 percent of our orders go direct·· 
[to Morton's headquarters] or ... to the Washington office. 94 

These orders were primarily for straight cars. A&P's Jacksonville buyer testified that 

Morton's carload reps called on him but not regularly: 

89 Id. at 1251 

- 90 Record, 4307-4-3-1, at 58-59. 

91 Record, 4307-2-4, at 3088. 

Record, 4319-2-1, at 306. 

93 Id. at 369, 378. 

94 Record, 4319-2-3, at 1999. 
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They don't have to. We can give them the bus~ess over the 
telephone, or they do come in occasionally for contact, and also at 
times for orders. 9S 

A&P's Atlanta buyer tesfified that he phories orders often for inclusion in pool cars to 

Morton's broker:. 

we know about when the car is to mov~ and we tell him we want 
to . get in on the pool car. 9~ 

No commission was paidon such·orders. The witness also rioted that the carload reps' 
, ....... ---. 

calls on him were typically not to solicit orders. All of this testimony is similar tothe· 

view of Peterkin, Sr. that sales to the large chains required little direct selling expense.97 

All in all, I suspect that carload reps' expense was reduced on sales to the discoupt - . 

. . 

chains. At the least itjs difficult to see how so large a difference in selling points reflected 

no saving at all. If we . return . to International's cost justification, the avoidance of 

merchandising expense was shown to cover the discount to the large chains. Discrimination 

in favor of these buyers would then imply that International's costs in other respects were 

increased in supplying them relative to wholesalers. The discussion above suggests that 

carload reps expense (which along with merchandising expense were the two major 

components of selling expense) w~s not higher on sales to the chains, unless each selling 

point took an extreme amount of time. That this would benefit the buyers is doubtful. 

95 Record, 4319-2-2, at 1057 .. 

96 Id. at 1314. 

Record, 4319-4-3-2, at 203-04. 
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To sum up, International's study when combined with other information about the 

character of salt distribution sl1;ggests that the discount it granted at least to the large chains 

was not discriminatory. This view is strengthened if consideration is given to the views 

of Union and Diamond Crystal and to the evidence from Morton's stUdy suggesting that 

s~load expense was also reduced ori sales to the large chains. In its "cost justification, 

International did not attempt to reflect any saving in carload reps' expense. No evidence 

'Yas presented to suggest that certain wholesaler groups that received a dis~uni were cheaper 

t~. supply than other wholesalers, and discrimination in tIi~ir· f~vor may have occurred, 

at least for a time. 
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VII. THE CASE AGAINST MORTON'S ANNUAL DISCOUNTS 

a. The Meeting Competition Defense of the $50,000 Discount 

1 •. Morton's Position 

The $50,000 discoun.t was granted by Morton on sales of table ,salt other than BL· 

(purchases ofBL counted toward the $50,000 qualifYing volume) and waS the same discount 

as that granted by International and the other producers. According to Morton, the discount 
. . 

was granted because it was cheaper to supply buyers who purchased $50,000 or more of 

table salt per year from it. It was also said to be grantedto meet competition, and defended 

on this basis, in the case of buyers whose annual purchases from Morton did not~ual , . 

$50,000 per year but who were qualified as $50,000 buyers by other producers and who 

received the discount from them.1 This argument is identical to International's. There 

was no serious attempt to justify on meeting competition grounds the adoption of the $50 ,000 

discount itself: the evidence was clear that Morton was the fIrst to publish the· discount 

and to announce the buyers· it qualified . 

. Morton had received the various bulletins announcing the buyers who had qualified 

as $50,000 buyers by other producers. But it did not rely on these as did International 

in itS d~fense. Morton relied on testimony of its officials that these buyers were known 

to receive the discount from other producers,and so grant~ them the discount to retain 

Morton also attempted a m~ting competition defense to justify special discounts of 7 112 
cents per case of BL granted to Consolidated Groceries and of 15 cents per case of BL granted to 
National Tea Co. The latter did not purchase 50,000 or more cases of BL per year, which was the 
published requirement necessary to secure a discount of this amount. The defense failed for the same 

. reason why the defense of the $50,000 discount failed, and will not be discussed separately. 
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their business .. The buyers to whom Mort.on granted the discount but who did not purchase 

as much as $50,000 from it in any year we~ Thomas and Howard, Consolidated Companies 

and Wholesale Grocers Sales Co. (aIlqualifioo by International) and Frankford Grocery 

Co. (qualified by Worces~er). The list also includes C.F. Smith C~. of Detroit. C.F., 

Smith Was qualified by Mulkey Salt Co., which was a subsidiary of Morton's but maintained 

its . .own salesforce and·distribution ··system~· .. Morton· itself. supplied.C .F-.Smith ·less . than 

$50,000 per year. Its~unt to C.F. Smith was defended on meeting competition grounds. 

Colonial Stotes also received the discount from _Morton bqtPid not purchase the qualifying 

volume from it. Morton stated that Colonial was qualified by another producer and sought _ 

to defend its discount on meeting competition grounds. But other producers seemed to 

. believe that Colonial had been qualified by Morton. 

~onceming the grant of the di.scount to buyers qualified by others, Peterkin, Sr. argued 

as follows: 

We don't expect, for ordinary ~rands of salt, non-advertised brands, 
buyers to pay us more money than they could buy the same class 
of goods from someone else. I think we would be foolish to expect 
them to do that, and, furthennore, I don't think they would do it. 

Ifa producer of salt had sold a purchaser $50,000 or more of table 
salt and we were infonned of the fact, we would realize that purchaser 
was receiving from the producer such discount as that producer might 
have published .andif we sold that buyer, we would necessarily have 
to allow him a sitriilai discount, else we would have no chance of 
getting any business from him· .... 2 

We can seU our advertised brand at a different price -- a higher price -
perhaps than other people can sell their salt, but unadvertised factory 
brands o~ private brands we could not sell at one mill higher.than 
the same class of goods sold by our competitors. On the other hand, 

Record, 4319-4-3-2, at 207. 
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I don't think our competitors could sell at any higher price than we 
could sell and if they did sell at a lower price, we would be compelled 
to meet it if we expected to get any business? 

Peterkin, Jr. was asked how buyers became eligible to receiye the discount from Morton. . 

His answer follows: 

4 

A. If [purchasers] were buying their salt from us they would have 
to purchase an amount equal to $50,000 annually, over any twelve 
consecutive months period. 

Q. Well, if they brought $50,000 wortI'} of salt from Il'lternational 
Salt Company and $500 worth of salt from you would they get the 
... discount? . ~.- .. -.-: 

A. They might or might not. 

Q. What would be the governing factor there? 

A. Competition. 

Q. . If International Salt Company were granting a five percent 
discount on $50,000, would· you grant a five percent ... discount 
... on $500 worth of salt? 

A. We might. 

Q. Has that been done? 

A. Yes .... 

Q. Then is it the policy of the Morton Salt Company to grant the . ,< ... ,:., 

approximat~ 5 percent additional discount over and above the regular 
carload discount to any customer who is receiving a similar discount 
from a competitor of Morton Salt? 

A. We endeavor at all times to becompetitive.4 

Id. at 215. 

Record, 4319-2-1, at 57-58. 
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, Later questioning brought forth the circumstances surrounding Morton's grant of the 

discount to buyers qualified by others .. Morton did not suggest that sales to these buyers. 

were made temporarily or in small amounts iIi hopes that the buyers would in future shift 

their purchases of $50,000 to Morton (so that according to Morton's cost defense th~ discounts 

would be covered by lower costs). For example, concerning the discount granted to Thomas 
. .;: 

,and. Howard,. Peterkin, Jr. testified: 

Thomas and Howard Company were purchasing to the best of our 
knowl~ge the bulk of their salt from the International' Salt Co. ,The ' 
International Salt Co., we discovered~ wete'allowing a discount in 
accordance with their regular price. We were offered "the opportunity 
to selVe some of the Thomas and Howard branches with our salt, 
but in order to sell them our products that were of the same general 
character as the International products it was necessary for us to 
meet the Intemationalprice as we saw it, and in that case we allowed 
what we term the quantity discount '~ .. s . 

We· were told that our price was not attractive, and further 
investigation revealed the fact that other salt producers were allowing 
in accordance with their regular practice a discount, and we elected 
to meet the discount by applying to their purchases from us an amount 
equivalent to the approximate 5 percent on net works basis ... 

They may have purchased $50,000 worth, more or less, from a 
competitor. We were simply told that our price was not attractive, 
and we made it attractive by the allowance of the quantity discount, 
although they did not purchase the amount of salt necessary for the 
Morton Salt Company to pennit us to allow that based upon our 
own figures. 6 

Stratford, Morton's Sales Manager, testified similarly concerning Consolidated: 

5 

We were advised by our field representative if we were to continue 
to acquire a, share ... of Consolidated's business that it would be 

Id. at 209. 

Id. at 283-84. 
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necessary -for us to -... allow one unit discount -on other [than BL] 
grades of table salt.' 

Stratford believed that Consolidated had been qualifiedby Myles, although International 

fIrst granted the discount to it. Similar comments were made concerning the, discount 

to Frankford Grocery Co.- and Wholesale Grocers. No mention is made who qualified 

_ these buyers. I believe that there was uncertainty pver who fIrst granted the discount to 

Colonial Stores. Colonial's buyer indicated that lie secured the discount from all suppliers 

put did not purchase $50,000 worth from any of them. Its purchases in the aggregate . 
.. ~'; .. -.-; 

. first granted the discount to Colonial. Stratford testified that Morton's lower price to Colonial 

is in the nature of a unit discount on table grades ... to meet a price 
made by another salt producer, which we understand is given them 
as a quantity discount. 8 . 

2. Rejection by the Commission 

As in International, the Commission had---Iittle. difficulty in rejecting the meeting 

-
competition defense. FTC Counsel argued for rejection because: 

7 

9 

Morton did not show _ that any competitor was selling salt of like 
grade and quantity to any of its customers and paying to such 
customers a discount amounting to approximately 5 percent of the 
net works ... prices. True, the President [of Morton] ... testified 
that when it allowed a discount [to these buyers] that such was done 
to meet an equally low price of a competitor without naming the 
competitor, -without naming the price, without naming the type or 
grade of salt. 9 

Record. 4319-2-3, at 2270-71. 

Id. at 2264. 

Brief of Counsel for the Commission at 58, Record, 4319-1. 
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But the buyers who secured the discount and by how~much prices were ,reduced to them 

were well known. This was clear from the producers' bulletins announcing all "qualified" 

buyers. When International had so carefully 'documented the names of the competitors, 

prices and types and grades of salt, this carried no weight. I doubt tllat had Morton been, 

more thorough· that it would have prevailed. Counsel also noted that Morton's grant of 

the ,discount to buye~ ,who purchased $50,000 from another'producer but not from Morton 

is not meeting competition but is. beating competition, since the "5 
percent discount given [by Morton] is greater in an amount of money 
than the 5 percent given on the $50~OOO purchase)~ 

What this meant is not clear. Counsel could have meant that the buyer did better on its _ 

purchases from Morton, since it secured the same price with a smaller purchase commitment. 

The Commission itself states: 

the respondent ,has not shown the existence of facts which might 
indicate or prove that [its lower prices to buyers qu3.Iified by others] 
were made in good faith to meet an equally low price of a competitor. 
The evidence submitted ... is too vague and indefInite to show that 
the long continued discriminations .... were made in good faith· to 
meet an equally low price of a competitor. 11 

This is all that is said. The Commission could have meant that a discount systematically 

and persistently granted (and which therefore is consistent with price discrimination) cannot 

be defended on meeting . competition grounds. In such instances, cost justification is the 

only defense. Thatthe discount couldbave been suspected as discriminatory is supported 

by the fact. that Morton argued (as had International and the other producers) that costs 

10 Id. at 59. 

II Morton Salt Co., 40 FTC 388, 396 0945). 
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were lower only if the buyer aCquired $50,000 or more per year from it, altho:ugh in fact 

it granted the discount to certain buyers who did not meet this requirement. The discount 

to these buyers could have suggested that costs did not vary as asserted, in which case 

the discount granted to any buyer might have been sUSpected as discriminatory. If this·v 

- . 

was the Commission's position, it is hard to fault. Whether it was its position is uncertain': 

b'ecause its opinion contains so little discussion. If it was the Commission's position, t~'e'(;," ~ 

meeting competition defense would seem reserved to justify temporary, unsystematic price 

differences characteristic of competition and inconsistent' witltprice discrimination'thltf 

the Act was to prevent. . Again, this would be a position hard to fault. " 

3. The Courts' Views 

The Courts' opinions deal briefly (if at all) with the meeting competition defense. 

What was said (or implied) seems consistent with my interpretation of what the Commission 

might have meant. The . Court of Appeals believed that Morton's $50,000 discount was 

almost certainly based on cost savings associated with large annual purchases. But similar 

savings could not have resulted from the buyers who secured the discount but did not purchase 

$)0,000 per year from Morton. The discount to these buyers was believed to b~:';' 

discriminatory. Nonetheless, these discounts were not found illegal -- not because of the" 

meeting ~ompetition defense, but because the Cou~ believed the Commission did not prove 

that competition had been injured. By implication, the meeting competition defense would' 

notapply to persistent and systematic price differences consistent with price discrimination. 
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The Supreme Court's opinion also does not deal explicitly with meeting competition. 

How.ever,the Court found that Morton's $50,000 discount (and its discounts on BL) were: 

not cost based. This conclusion also applied to 'the discount granted to buyers whose annual 

purchases from Morton were less than $50,000. Since the Court fOJ.1nd all of Morton's , 

discounts illegal,then it would seem ,that the meeting competition defense must have failed. 

Again, the implicationjs. thatprice differences persistently and systematically granted and 

possiblynot cost based cannot be defended on meeting competition grounds: . the Act might 

. otherwise be too easily circumvented. Rejection of the meeting competition defense by 

the Commission in International posed a serious problem for International's cost defense, _ 

since most buyers it grnnted the discount did not purchase $50,000 or more per year from 

International. This posed less of a problem for Morton because more discount buyers 

purchased $50,000 or .more p~r year from it. Nonetheless, it is reasonable to suppose 

that its discount to buyers qualified by other producers and who did not purchase $50,000 

per year from Morton cast doubt on whether the discount was cost based. 

b. The .Question of Competitive Injury 

1. Conduct of the Trial 

When discussing Morton's carload discount and the $1.50/$1.60 differential on BL, 

I noted that the FTC sought to prove that competing wholesalers paid different prices for 

salt because of discounts and, through a great deal of testimony, that the wholesalers would 

prefer, aU else the same, to buy s~t at prices below, or at least no higher than, those paid 

by their competitors. This testimony was to prove injury to competition from discounts, 
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which is necessary to fmd them' illegal. However, throughout the proceedings, there'is 

virtually no mention of the injury standard -- what injury to competition meant. 

The testimony of wholesalers and other evidence did not show that grocery wholesaling, 

because of discounts on salt, had 'become confmed to so few fInns that competition at ,I' 

wholesale was threatened. In the cities where testimony was takenthe number of wholesalers"L' 

handling sal{hardly suggested conditions that could be described as other than competitive;"k~' 

nor did the FTC present any such view. The testimony indicated'that virtually all grocery " 

wholeSalers handled salt, that most had done so for many YeaI'S, 'and there was no suggestion~}" 

'that discounts to particular buyers resulted in others discontinuing salt or contributed t()"!i;:~ -

the demise of any of them. 

Morton seemed to suggest that a showing along these lines was required if the FTC 

was to fmd its discounts illegal. So it attempted to elicit testimony that salt, represented 

only'.5 percent 'of the typical· wholesaler's sales and in light of this that its discounts were 
. , 

uriIikely to cause wholesalers to fail or discontinue handling salt. Most witnesses did not 

disagree with this. Some figures also were given to show that Morton's sales of table 

salt to nondiscount buyers had not declined relatively' over time. This evidence had no 

bearing on the' outcome. 

FTC Counsel ,countered Morton 'sefforts by suggesting that the proceedings involvedir:,';, 

only salt, and by asking witnesses to state what would happen if there were two adjacent 

resellers who sold only salt and whose operations in all respects were identical except thaN'," 

one bought its salt more cheaply than the other. That no such situation existed, or could,·, 

even be imagined by the witnesses, seemed of no importance. Nevertheless, Morton did 
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not explain why it believed the FTC wasrequired to show injury to competition in the. 

sense it argued. On the one hand, if discounts were cost based, the requirement would 

seem unnecessary .. On· the other hand, if discounts were not cost based, then a difference 

in the producers' prices to wholesalers and chains would not be bas~ on diff~rences in 

the costs of their supply, causing injury to the buyers discriminated agaittst and potentially 

also· to. consumers.' If so;.,the.Act.mightnot be; designed .todeterdis~rimination only if 

a showing of a diminution of competition among resellers ~s made along the lines suggested 

by Morton. . ....-.-- ~ -,--. 

2. The Views of the Commission and the Courts 

The interpretation just noted seems more consistent with.theCoOlmission's opinion, 

which says ·little more than that competitive injury resulted because some resellers who 

paid a higherprice would have preferred a lower price, in part because the fonner probably 

lost some sales to resellers who secured a discount. Under this interpretation, "~ompetitive 

injury" would impose no separate burden of proof to be met by evidence presented by 

the FfC. If there is a separate burden, then judging from the evidence concerning the 

$1.50/$1.60 differential on BL and Morton's carload discount (and also International's 

5 ton/I 00 case discount), it seems that any price difference would meet it. S~ch a standard 

would fmd most of the wholesaler testimony presented by the FTC unnecessary: it would 

need only to show that prices differed. In fact, the Supreme Court found this testimony 

unnecessary. The Court stated that it was enough to show that a buyer paying a higher 

pnce 
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might have been handicapped in competing with' a more favored 
carload purchaser [of which there were virtually none] by the 
differential in price established by the respOndent, [ so] the Commission 
\Vas justified in. rmding that competition might have thereby been 
substantially lessened or have been injured within the meaning of 
the Act. 12 

. The Court of Appeals, . although its opinion is difficult to follow, would have required 

sqme showing that the number. of resellers had so declined from Morton's discounts that ... , 
:. . ~ , \,,;~,< 

their services could no longer be describ~ as competitive. In the court's view, this showing 

was not attempt~ by the Commission, nor could it be inferred fro~ the evidence submitted. 
. .~'; .. -.-. 

But the Supreme Court did not adopt this interpretation. 

12 FTC v. Morton Salt Co., 334 U.S. 37, 50 (1948). Morton's position was that no 
competitive injury resulted from carload discounts because such discounts did not exist on table salt 
other than BL; and for BL, so few cases were sold LCL and thus at $1.60 per case that competitive 
injury could not possibly result. The Commission did not discuss Morton's point that salt was a small 
fraction of the typical wholesaler's sales and that its annual volume discounts would not eliminate 

. competition in wholesaling. However, the Court notes: 

There are many articles in a grocery store that, considered separately, are 
comparatively smaIl parts of a merchant's stock. Congress intended to 
protect a merchant from competitive injury attributable to discriminatory 
prices on any or all goods ... , whether the partiCUlar goods constituted a 
major or minor part of his stock. Since a grocery store consists of many 
comparatively smaller articles, there is no possible way' effectively to protect 
a grocer from discriminatory prices except by applying the prohibitions of the 

~r;<, Act to each .individual article in the store. 

Iq .. \~t 49. What ~eems clear is that competitive injury was inferred from a price difference. An earlie~ 'i~; 
FTC report suggested that the very large grocery chains purchased their merchandise at prices on 
average about 1 percent below those paid by independent wholesalers. For these chains, purchase 
prices averaged 80 percent of resale prices. See FrC, 4 Chain Store Inquiry, Grocery (1933). Let the 
relative increase in the chains' share of sales be 20 times any reduction in the relative price charged by 
suppliers to them. If averag~ price is reduced .8 percent due to lower purchase prices and assuming ',; 
that the 5 large chains (which secured Morton's largest discount on salt) initially secured 25 percent of 
re~il sales (which was roughly the case), their share would then rise to 29 percent. In terms of saIt 
alone, which represented probably less than .5 percent of sales, a 5 percent discount to large chains 
would,potentially lower average resale pnce by .025 percent. The share of the 5 large chains would 
then increase from 25 to 25.125 percent. Neither of the changes noted would suggest a change in 
competitive conditions. At any rate, the Court notes that the discounts on salt were illegal unless cost 
based because considered alone they met the competitive injury standard. 
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The injury standard implicit in the Commission'~.and Supreme Court's decisions suggests 

the importance attached to cost justification. Consider. a case involving a discount (or 

other price difference) systematiC(l}ly granted 'by sellers·to particular buyers who compete 

(on resales) with other buyers not granted a discount. The discount~defmes competitive, 
. . 

injury ,and would be pennitted only if the defenses hold.. Of course, the discount might 

.:not be cost based~,:so· the meeting competition defense . would not· be thought to apply: 

othe~ise, the sellers might justify each other's prices on grounds of meeting-competition 

(as was attempted by the salt producers) and permit the p.tlce.discriminationthattheAct 

is to prevent. Competitive injury 'exists by . defmition: prices differ among· competing . 

buyers. The FTC is not required to provide arguments or evidence to suggest why the 

price differences are unlikely to be cost based; to :show that the sellers are so few that 
. . 

competition ainong them may not exist; to show that sellers may have made some 

C:'"lmmodation to share the less profitable business; to show that resellers' demand elasticities 

might differ consistent with the discriminatory price differences among them, etc. Whether 

the sellers could present evidence along these lines to suggest competition and the likely 

absence of systematic price. differences that are not cost based is unclear. Certainly this 

was not attempted in Morton and International and I do not believe it has been attempted 

in any future case. The only defenses are meeting competition (which in such a case would 

notapply) and cost justification. Cost justification, which requires a study by the challenged 

party,appears as the main defense,' and how viable it is can only be discovered by examining 

what has occu.rred. Theattempt in International does not bode well in this respect. I turn 

now to consider Morton's cost justification. In Chapter VIII the FfC' s orders are examined 
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generally to discover whether challenges have been primarily in industries in which price 

discrimination seemed likely. 

c. Morton's Cost Justification-

1. Introduction 

-::'the triaf in Morton focused mainly on competitive injury. Not a great deal was reveai~f. 

about salt distribution and how costs might have varied in relation to the discounts granted: 

W~a.t.the testimony did reveal (as in International) was thft merchandising and car16ad:Y-

., :'1:~-):' .- . ." "." .' . ~., . . •. ~ \jii~.~~~:':~ 
services were reduced or avoided on sales to the discount chains·. Morton also relied on··· 

a cost study prepared for the trial. 13 A good deal hinged on it -- not only the success 

of Morton's defense but also help in understanding its discount practices. 

The study considers each of Morton's annual discounts; these were the $50,000 annual 

volume discount on table salt other than BL to buyers of this annual volume or more from 

I Morton14 and the two discounts on BL -- of 10 cents per case to buyers of 5,000 or more 

cases per year and to whom merchandising service was provided, and of 15 cents per case 

to buyers of 50,000 cases per year and to whom merchandising service was not provided. 15 

,13 The discussion of Morton's study is based on material in Record, 4319-2-3, at 2378-2614; .. 
2690-2741; Record, 4319-2-4, at 2743-2989.""':' 

14 Morton does not attempt to cost justify its discount to buyers qualified by other producers 
as' $50,000 buyers and who did not purchase this amount from Morton. 

IS I did not uncover evidence of Morton's discounts on BL during the NRA, which accounts 
for the absence of the· discussion of this in earlier sections. Peterkin, Jr. testified that these discounts 

- originated in 1927 or 1928 but their character during the NRA and subsequently up to 1936 is not 
known. Morton's largest discount on BL (of 15 cents, or 10 percent of list) was comparable to the 10 
percent discount granted during the NRA to quantity buyers of table salt. The revision in 1936 reduced 
the latter discount to about 5 percent. Whether Morton's BL discounts underwent change at that time is 
not known. 
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The buyers securing 15 cents per case were all very large chains -- A&P, Safeway, Kroger, 

American Stores and National Tea. Except for First National Stores these were the same 

large chains classified as quantity buyers during the NRA~ First National is excluded from 

Morton's list because it supplied no salt to First National. The Iat:gest discount on B~ 

was thus conimed to the ve1:y large chains. This is not true for the $50,000 discount granted 

on Qther grades.(andbyall sellers) .which,though·it had been ,so conimed during the NRA, 

. was extended.to other buyers after the NRA and particularly after the revision of this discount 

in .1936 .. So far as merchandising exp~nse was avoided,apd _carload service reduced on 

sales to the large chains, these savings (as previously discussed) seemed independent of _ 

the annual volume Morton sold to the individual buyer but related to the character of the 

chains' purchasing. The 50,000 case limit probably defmed a group of buyers who were 

cheaper to supply because on sales to them merchandising and carload serVices were avoided 

or reduced. 16 Consistent with this is that National Tea did notpurchase 50,000 cases 

per: year but nonetheless was granted 15 cents per case on its purchases of BL. I doubt 

seriously that this buyer's. purchasing arrangements with Morton differed from those of 

the other large chains granted the same discount. 

Buyers of 50,000 cases ofBL were pennitted to count these purchases toward the $50,000 

qualifying volume to secure Morton '8 unit discount on table· salt other than BL. On their 

purchases of table ·salt other than BL, the·5 large chains also· secured the $50,000 annual 

volume discount. This discount was about 5 percent of list prices and was typi~ally 5 

t.},' 

cents per· case ·on standard table packs. Morton and the other producers sought to justify 

16 Including brokerage, which was not paid on sales to these buyers. 
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their discounts to the large chains on the ground that these buyers avoided merchandising 

(or closely related) expense that the producers incurred on their sales to wholesalers. If 

so, what then accounts for the $. lOper case discount Morton granted to buyers of 5000 

or more (up to 50,000) cases ofBL per year? Most of these btiyerswere-grocery wholesalers' 

to whom Morton said 'it provided merchandising service. Morton was the only producer 

:;ho granted a "SODa case discount" and it did s~ only on BL. Very 'little evidence or 

discussion of this disc~unt was presentoo, during the investigation and trial. I tum now 

t6 consider M,ort<?n' s 'study and what light it~heds on understanding Morton's discounts. 

2. Morton's General Approach 

Morton's study focuses on two classes of expense that were assigned to buyers classified 

according to, discounts ~ed. The fIrst is merchandising expense. The second is tI order-

related" expense. Order-related expense bears. no direct relation to selling activities: it 

is the expense Morton incurred in its headquarters,' branch offices and plants in processing, 

shipping and invoicing orders for carloads. The expense of the carload salesforce (and 

brokerage) are not considered. Why, carload service was not considered is not known. 

Tfiis may have related to the lack of success of Morton's earlier submission to the FTC; 

orto the fact that certain $50,000 buyers were wholesaler groups whose methods of buying 

did not facilitate similar reductions in carload service as did the large chains. Peterkin, 

J c" was questioned why carload service was excluded from consideration:'" He simply noted 

the following: 
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A. Sp~g from my own.personal viewpoint, [consideration of 
carload service]probablywouldwideri the spread between an 
individual purchaser and a. quantity purchaser ... 

Q. And that would be ,only an estimate or guess? 

.A .. It would be more than a guess. It would be based upon my 
knowledge of oilr cost of sales. 

Q. In the' absence of a cost study? 
" . . ; " 

A. In the absence of a cost study, yeS. 17 

No criticism was-raised· by FtC counsel concerning merchandising ···expense or·its 

allocation, although wh~teverdifference iriexpens~' riltes was°teveaIed from this source 

apparently had little bearing on the outcome of the case. This was because criticisms were -

raised against the study of order-related expense, and these criticisms were felt sufficiently 

telling for the Trial Examiner to reject Morton's study completely. 18 I will examine in 

detail Morton's study of order~related expense and the criticisms raised again.stitbecause, 

except for ~erchandising expense, it was this expense on which Morton relied to justify 

its discounts. 

The approach reflected in Morton's study stemmed from deliberations among Peterkin, 

Sr., Peterkin,. Jr. , Stratford and Morton's auditor. The fIrst three individuals were very 

know ledgeable about the salt business. The study was conducted specifically for the defense 

and was compiled by Arnold Coyne, who was responsible for managing Morton's order-

related activities. He was Morton's office manager. Most figures used in the study were 

J7 Record, 4319-2-4, at 2911-12. 

18 As discussed below, the Commission's opinion indicates, without elaboration, that 
Morton's cost study was considered during the course of Commission review of the Examiner's 
fmdings. Morton Salt Co., 40 FTC 388, 397 (1945). 
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derived from Morton's accounts. The study covered one year, from September 1, 1939-August 

31, 1940. Order-related expense was estimated for what was known as the Chicago billing 

district. This district contained the area East of the Mississippi River plus North and South 
. . 

Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa and the. Northern part of Missouri. Roughly 70 percent of Morton' s . ' 

sales occurred in the Chicago billing district. In actual practice, in ·detennining the eligibility 

of any buyer for a discount, Morto~' s nationwide sales were taken into account. For putpOses 

of ~ts study, only sales within the Chicago billing district to discount buyers were included. 

Thl,s study also iricludes only the order-related (and merchaftdismg expense) incurred on 

such sales. The separation of sales and expenses was possible because most order-related 

expenses (and merchandising expense) on sales outside of the Chicago district were incurred 

and recorded by Morton's offices in Kansas City, Dallas and San Francisco. Order-related 

expense within the Chicago district also included certain expenses incurred on local sales 

made from metropolitan· warehouses. 

The exclusion of sales and expenses of the Kansas . City , Dallas and San Francisco offices 

were justified by Peterkin, Jr. as follows: 

19 

Those billings from our reCords and from OUf infonnation as to the 
general nature of our business, would reflect the same results as 
we have attempted to put forth in these figures, . but the availability 
of the data from which these figures were taken made it impracticable 
to use the Kansas City, Dallas and San Francisco tabulations. The 
figures here reported are, roughly I would say 70 percent of our 
billings, and since it is typical of our billings we wouldn't consider 
it economical or advisable to go beyond our own Chicago office 
factors .... The results probably would be exactly the same except 
as to ... volume. 19 

Id. at 2876-77. 
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'SomeordeI"-related expense was.incurred in Morton's producing plants. According 

to Coyne, the same procedures were· followed in each plant and the expenses incurred 

were. said" to be the same on average. For its study, the plant expense was derived for 
. '. . '. . . 

Morton' s ~ort Huron, Michigan plant. The results for Port Huron were !lSsumed comparable, 

to (and used as ~ estimate of) similar expense incurred in Morton's other plants making 

. shipments into the Chicago ·district .. 

Buyers were classified into 4 groups: (1) those buying 50,000 or more cases of BL 

per year. These. buyerS secured the 15 gents per case discQUpt onBLJ>lus the unit discount 

granted to $50,000 buyers onpurchases of table salt other than.BL; (2) $50,000 buyers, _ 

which included the remaining buyers qualified by Morton for the $50,000 discount (of 

one unit}on table salt other ~han BL.Each.of these buyers pQ.rchased more than 5000 

cases ofBL per year and also secured the IQ cents per case discount onBL; (3) the remaining 

buyers of over 5000 cases of BL per year, who secured the 10 cents per case discount but 

did not secure the unit discount on other table grades; and (4) all other buyers. This is 

a broad classification that includes all other buyers of salt from Morton that moved in 

carloads. The classification includes buyers of table salt (primarily wholesalers) who seCured . 

no discount plus.all other buyers of salt. The order-relat~ expense estimated for Chicago 

billings was allocated to the buyers in each classification in proportion to the number of 

invoices issued on sales to them. ,In effect, it was assumedthat,on average, -a given expense' 

was incurred per invoige issued, and the total expense assigned to the buyers in each 

classification depended on the number of invoices issued to them. The order-related expense 

. as so allocate4 was then expressed as a percentage of sales to the buyers in each classification. 
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In effect, any reduction in office-related expense rates would stem from the fact that the 

orders of buyers in one as agaitlst another classification contained a larger average sale 

per invoice. 

3. Criticisms by FrC Staff 

Morton's study was. strongly criticized by FTC Counsel -- in the background were 

the FTC's accountants. The criticisms were felt to be so telling that FTC Counsel moved 
to,,", ~ • "."' . : ' .. ".. _.' ~ .. _ ..•. __ .• _' .:::::~ :":\; 

to strike the studyfroin the. recQrd. The Examiner granted the motion, so Morton's cost 

justffi~~tion was not accepted as evidence. The criticisms can be noted/in passing sin~~: 
basically they do not deal with the substance of the study. 

(1) The study was incomplete because not all of Morton 's distribution expenses were 

analyzed and ass.igned to the various buyer classifications. There were believed to be two 

major omissions. The fIrst is carload men's expense. I noted this omission above and 

Peterkin, Jr. 's comment about it. It is almost certainly true that an analysis of carload 

service would have revealed savings at least in supplying the very large chains compared 

with wholesalers generally. No reasons are given by FfC Counsel why carload men's 

expen's'e on sales to the large chains (or other discount buyers) might have been great~r. 

than on sales to buyers .who secured no discount. The second omission is minor. This 

is that Morton assigned no rent ~o space used for order-related activity within certain of 

its mei~opolitan warehouses. The impression left by Coyne is that this space was so minor 

relative to the warehouse total that if no order-related work were done the space would 

have been retained. If this space had another use, then its cost for order-related work 
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could not ·be detennined unless ·the gain from the other use was known. Coyne did not 

know what this was. At any rate, given the space, the cost would seem very small and 

no matter how allocated among buyers the results of Morton's study would not be altered 

in any material way. 

(2) Certain costs 

.', . ; appli~a.ble to', selling activities :of. the Kansas City,.· Dallas' and San 
, Francisco branches have been included m the costs on which the 
,company assu~es to proye a justification of sales in o~her districts. 
In other words, the sales in'the three Westernbranthes were excluded, 
butpart oftlIe costs applicable thereto. were inc~llPed.in the attempted 
cost justification .... '. This' is absolutely 'llnsound,and for that one 
point alonewo~ld serve to nullify the results of the cost figures .... 20 

No effort is made to weigh the importance of the objection. 1;he criticism refers to the' 

following. ·Certain order-tabulating expenses incurred in Chicago involved invoices issued 

by the Western offices. The problem was that all of the expense was assigned to sales 

in the Chicago district. Coyne was asked whether any expenses incurred in Chicago related 

to the Western branches, and he replied as follows: 

A. Yes, ·but it was so minor. It was impossible to separate it. 

Q.You didn't eliminate if, irrespective of how minor it was, did 
. ? you, SIT. 

A. NO.21 

The operations in question represented 2.2 percent of the total order-related expense 

in Morton's study. OnI y part of this expense was attributable to the Western offices. 

,~ 

If the expense attributable to Western offices was proportionate to sales, then the expense ~) " 

Id. at 2966-67. 

21 Id. at 2921. 
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attributable to Chicago billings would have been overstated by about .7 percent. Total 

order-related expense was 6.3 percent of sales. Adjusting for the overstatement reduces 

the figure to 6.26 percent of sales, and ·would not be significant when allocated among 

the buyer classifications. This particular criticism, which FfC Counsel believed waS sufficient' 

to reject the study, weighed heavily with the Examiner. 

(3) The study· contained unsupported estimates and guesses bas&1 on the views· o! 

Morton's officials. This criticism focused primarily on assertions that order~related expense 

in the Western offices wascomparaqle to tha.t in the Chicago ~billing.aistrict and thaf'the 

Port Huron pl~t expense wasreptesentative of that in Morton's other;plants. It also·was -

noted that the proportion of time spent by the office manager at Port Huron on order-related 

activity was simply an estimate of Coyne's. Such estimates were argued to be unacceptable. 

No effort was made to discover why order-related expense in the Western offices might 

differ from Chicago, or why· Port Huron might differ from other plants; or whether, if 

allowances for possible differences were made, Morton's results would change significantly. 

Consideration also is not given to whether it was likely, if cost differences existed for 

70 percent of Morton's business,· that the results for the remaining 30 percent would so 

differ as to suggest results for any buyer classification significantly different from· those 

shown. Except for the decision to confme the study to Chicago billings and the Port Huron 

plant, the only rough estimate made is the proportion of the Port Huron office-manager's 

time assigned to order-related activities. In the study, 50 percent of the Port Huron office 

manager's salary is included as an order-related expense. The amount so assigned represents 

1.9 percent of Morton's total order-related expense. Suppose that only 25 percent of the 
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office manager's time were spent on order-related activities. Then total order-related expense 

would fall from 6.3 to 6.24 percent of Morton's sales. 

(4) It was strongly objected that, the study was conceived and made by officials who 

were not "properly trained accountants" and "without consultation,with competent a~untants 

or benefit of their opinion. 1122 This may be ~e, although it does not mean that the officials' 

understanding or characterization ·ofcosts. and h()w they vary, is, wrong. , 

(5) The point was made 

There is nothing in therecorqs which wiJl~how that the Respondent 
has ever made any cost studies and :aDalyses wlifch will substantiate' 
the Dleasuringfactorused, that is, the numbers of invoices, as being 
sound and accurate and proper, or that its use affords 'accurate results 
in the separation of the costs used.23 

This omission was established through the questioning of Coyne: 

Q. Mr. Coyne, will you tell me ... exactly ~hat cost analyses, time 
studies, or other studies you have, made to substantiate the number 
of invoices as being, a proper measuring factor for the separation 
of your costs ... 124 

The response was that no such studies had been made. Coyne simply noted that this was 

the approach used, in response, to which he was. asked: 

Q. ' Mr. Coyne, do you know of any expert 'accountant who had 
advocated such a procedure? ", 

A. No. 2s 

Id. at 2968. 

Id. at 2966. 

Id. at 2948-49. 

Id. at 2950. 
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I note. that FrCCounsel did not reveal why . in substance Morton 's approach might 

be wrong or misleading. Some questioning of Morton's officials may have reflected what 

in part was FfC C~unsel' s concern. Morton's study assumes that order-related expense 

per invoice was on average the same for all buyers. Any difference in expense rates would " 

thus derive from differences in the number of invoices relative to sales to the buyers within 
.' .~ 

each buyer classification. FrC Counsel showed through a fe~ of Morton's invoices 

containing different sales totals that use of the average cost per invoice yielded different 

~xpense rates on the scrles shown. Whether the point was thm: atrestimate of average cost. ". 

per invoice was inadmissible, or that Morton would fITst have to prove.Jhat th~ average 

did not differ across buyers or buyer-classifications, is not s~.ted. Reasons were not given 

why the average might be thought to differ across buyers or buyer classifications. 

In general, the criticisms of Morton's study are less focused than those of International's, 

although in basic character they are similar. Features are found potentially wrong, misleading 

or incomplete; but their importance is not assessed, and adjustments to the study are not 

.made to assess the importance of the criticisms raised. 

4. The Views of the Commission and the Courts 
\ 

The Commission 's opinion states the following: 

The trial examiner maintained a motion to strike [Morton's] testimony 
as being based upon estimates, hypothesis, and mere guesses and 
as arbitrarily including items of distribution the correctness or 
applicability of which was doubtful. The Commission·has nevertheless 
considered the testimony so strickell, as well as other matters in the 
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record, and is of the opinion, and so fmds, that r,espondent's price 
differences ... have not been shown to be [cost] justified .... 26 

This . is all that is said. Whether the criticisms of FI'C Counsel fonned the basis of 
, . 

the Commission's decision, or whether other factors iT weighed heavily cannot be discovered, 

although suspicions about the industry's pricing could surely have had a .bearing on the 

outcome. 

This is the last we hear of Morton's study.. On appeal, Morton did not seek review 

of the Commission' s c~nclusions about its study. The appeal rested on whether competitive 
....... 4' •••• -.-. 

. . . . . 

injury existed' and on an argumenfthat appears for the fITst time -- that the Robinson-Patman 

Act did not contemplate challenges to "standard" quantity or volume discounts.28 As 

noted before, the Court of Appeals believed that Morton's discounts were almost certainly - . 

cost based and its failure of proof of this was of no consequence, because the FTC fwed 

to prove competitive injury. The Supreme Court concluded that competitive injury existed. 

This was shown by the existence of one or more discounts leading to price differences 

among competing buyers. On this point the Court supported the Commission. The Court 

also had no .difficulty rejecting the view that the Act did not .contemplate challenges to 

quantity or volume discounts. It was noted that the Act was to prevent illegal price 

discrimination, whether accomplished by quantity or volume discounts, or in any other 

26 Morton Salt Co., 40 FTC 3,88, 397 (1945). 

27 As for example the discount granted to the discount chains by all sellers even though costs 
were said to be reduced only if tbebuyer acquired $50,000 or more per year from the individual seller 
(a requirement that for most sellers was not met). 

28 This argument reflects an interpretation of the Act that in part may have led up to the 
revision of the discount to quantity buyers in 1936. 
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way. Morton's discounts were illegal unless cost justified, and in this respect Morton 's 

attempt had failed. Detailed reasons for this failure were not given. 

d. Morton's Study of Order-Related Expenses ~ 

What did Morton" attempt to show in its study of order-related expense? For sales 

to wholesalers, orders were solicited by the"carload salesforce and brokers, whose efforts 

were facilitated"by the merchandising salesforce. The buyers' orders were assembled so 

thatonly carloads were'shipped from the producing plants. nie large chairis mote frequently 

than wholesalers placed their orders directly to Chicago headquarters or associated branch 

offices. Such orders iffor straight cars could be shipped directly; and if for less than 

carloads could be combined with other orders and shipped in pool cars. The branch offices 

did certain clerical work on orders received (checking, recording, etc). In Chicago 

headquarters, clerical work was required to process orders: orders were checked, freight-

routed and rated, credit checked, invoiced, routed to the appropriate plant for filling and 

shipping, etc. At the plant, some clerical work was done and the study of Port Huron 

was to estimate the expense of this. 

Morton's study estimates the total order-related expense incurred up to the point of 

shipment once orders were received from the salesforce, or directly from the buyers, at 

branch and headquarters offices and at the plants. This expense was allocated to each 

buyer classification in proportion to the number of invoices issued by Morton for its sales" 

to the buyers within each classification. This allocation resulted in relatively lower order- ," 

related expense on sales to buyers classified as discount buyers: on average, these buyers 
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placed larger orders per invoice than did buyers who secured no discount, and so required 

fewer invoices re~ative to Morton's sales to th~m. 

Total order-related expense was estimated' to equal 6.3 percent of sales (net of freight). 

There were no buyers op sales· to w~()m order-related expense was~ avoided altogether" 

so the question of allocation .was .~portant.Morton' s allocation in proportion. to the number 

of invoices presents' problems of intetpretation .. and there is., not much. testimony· to help 

"resol~e theIll. The basic difficulty is that formaity oftheaetivities on which Morton relies, 

the carload seems more relev~t, in, \y,h,ich case the allo~tion. of expense in proportion 

to invoices could be inisleading. 

For example, almost all of Morton's shipments were in carloads to a specific destination. 

This is true whether an order was for a straight car or for inclusion in a pOol car. Each 

carload would be freight-routed and rated. An order for a straight car required one invoice 

whereas a pool car required several. But the expense of freight-routing and rating.would 

arise in either case. No doubt the pool car would require some increment in expense relative 

to the straight car: more invoice forms are required and the freight for the car would have 

-
to be apportioned among its participants. But it does not follow that the expense of the 

pool car would increase over the straight car in proportion to the number of invoices (as 

assumed by Morton), since much of the total expense may apply to the car and the increment 

in expense due tathe number of participants'may be but a small part" of the total . 

. 'he problem is illustrated by the study of Port Huron. There were employees at the 

plant whose function was to process the instructions received from Chicago headquarters 

for filling and shipping a carload. Involved in this were two shipping clerks, a shipping 
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foreman and his assistant, a car'checker (who saw that the car was fillfXl and segmented 

properly) and the office manager who Coyne estimated spent one-half of his time on order 

processing. Salaries of the individuals mentioned (including one-half of the office manager's) 

were $12,264 over the study period. Carloads shipped from Port Hur{)n required 21,391 ,. -

invoices, . or an average expense of $.511 per invoice. The same average exPense per invoice 

"~was assumed for Morton's other plants making shipments into the Chicago billing district. 

During the year studied, 119,422 invoices were issued on total sales in the Chicagobiliing 

-,- district. Total order-related expense at the plant level wRso.-estimated tcrequal $68,070.' 

This amount was allocated to each buyer classification in proportionto the number of invQices 'i(, -

issued' to the buyers in each classification. 

It was almost certainly the case that any' request from Chicago headquarters (or branch 

offices) to Port Huron was to, assemble a carload. Let one such request be for a straight 

car and another for a pool car containing orders of 5 buyers. In either case, the orders 

must be assembled, the car filled and checked, etc. It is not obvious that the pool' car 

would impose substantially greater order-related expense than the straight car, although 

of course only one invoice is required for the straight car and 5 are required for the pool 

~~c:·car. It could be cheaper to fill the straight car if the variety of items ordered was less~':f 

;;'It also could be cheaper to check the straight car (although the individuals who did this'~~ 

were said to d~ no other work). But possible differences along these lines were not what 

. ':Morton' s study revealed. Morton assumed that the order-related expense .of the straight·" 

car was one-fIfth that of the pool car, although it is not hard to suppose that the actual

difference was but a fraction of this. So far as Coyne's testimony deals with the issue, 
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his comments actually imply that at the plant level it cost Morton no more to arrange shipment 

of a pool than a straight car (which I would note seems consistent with the absence of 

a c~load discount). Ifso, it would seem more appropriate to allocate the order-related 

expense at the plants in proportion to sales or in some other way that would leflect no 

difference in expense Itltes ~cross buyer ~lassifications. 

Mostorder~reIated expense (8,2 percent of the total) was incutredin ,Clrlcago headquarters 

and associated branch offices. How far my comments about pIantexpense also apply to 

Chicago headquarters and branch office expense is pot known. Table vn -1 lists the various 
'..' ": .. '., • 't_ • ........ ~ _._. 

expense entries for. Chicago hectdquarters and branch offices. I discuss them in tum, noting 

if possible whether the particular entry' seems likely to vary in proportion to the number 

of invoices. I also note whether the·entry seems relevant for the.putposes of the study.- , 

(1) The salary figures are of employees within all departments responsible forpreparlng 

orders to the plants, recording information and invoicing. Entry l(a) -- Chicago, City 

Sales ($13,704) -- represents a relatively minor entry, about 4 percent of the total, and 

is the salaries of clerks engaged in order-related activity within metropolitan warehouses 

in the Chicago billing district. Carload shipments were not made from warehouses. 

Warehouse stocks we,re ,maintained for pick-ups by local buyers, and I believe that a large 

proportion of such sales. were on a cash basis for. which the clerks wrote out a receipt. 

Whether discount buyers relied relatively less than -wholesalers on warehouse pick-ups 

is not known, nor is it .known whether local orders by discount buyers were on average 

larger than wholesalers' orders. Generally, invoices were not prepared at the warehouses. 29 

29 If on occasion they were I do not believe that they were included in the number of 
invoices on the basis of which Morton allocated order-related expense. 
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Consequently, warehouse expense was allocated according to invoices issued for other 

sales. This would understate order-related expense on sales to discount buyers if their 

use of local pick-ups was relatively the same as wholesalers. In adjustments to Morton's 

results later made, I exclude warehouse salaries since they seem unlikely to vary in proportion - , 

to the number of invoices, or at any rate this was by no means shown. 
, .'/:-,--

(l)b. C~cago, Country-billings. This entry reflects the salaries of"clerks involved-

. in order-related work in Chicago headquarters. The entry represents about 20 percent 
<~~~: -.:.~;.:.: • • ,::j~/. 

of the total expense reflected in -Table Vll-l. _ Undoubtedly the-expense 'of some of this'; -. 

work increased in relation to the number of invoices associated with a carload, although"$'·;'· 

by how much is not known. Some adjustments to Morton's results reflecting various 

possibilities. are later given. 

(l)c. General Office Salaries. This entry contains three . separate entries, the most 

important being clerical. salaries at branch offices. The distribution_ department was 

responsible for making-up and distributing Morton's pricing scales and price bulletins and 

there is no reason to suppose that the expense of this varied in proportion to the number 

of invoices. The mailing department involved the processing of all mail and it is doubtful 

":~lhat the salaries reported .here varied in proportion to invoices. Branch office salaries arci'\ 

- .. those of clerks in branch offices who prepared carload orders before sending'them to Chicago 

and who (in certain branches) also handled the billing for -sales within particular areas 

'in the Chicago district. ·No doubt some of this expense varied in relation to the number'" 

of invoices issued against a carload, although by how much is not known. 
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Expense Entry Component Tota Expense

Expense.

1. Sales .' .

a. Chicago~Cit .',' :.: .. .. .. ..;...... .
13704

b. Chicago-Countr Bilgs 96209 .

" ......

c. Genera Offce Salares
.

l

Distrbution" Dept
'. 13550

Maig Dept . 5338 . ,

Brach Offce Clerica 43263

d. Trafic Dept. . 20676

e. Tabulating Dept. 10081,

f. Salt Tablet Dept. 49232

g. Specialty Salt Dept. 
4983

,2. Taxes on Above Salares 8107 '
'.

3. Offce Supplies 67575

4. Trafic Expense . 3252

5. Tabulating Expense 5347

6. Rent '. 20086

Chicago Offce 13547
.

Miscellaneous 659

Brich Office 5830

Tota 317162

, Table Vl-l
Order Relàted Expense, Chicago Bilgs,

September 1, 1939 -' August 31 , 1940'

Source: Record, 4319-3-8, Res. Ex. 25. .
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(I)d. Traffic Department. The entry lists the salaries of clerks engaged in freight.;.rating 

and routing. This particular expense would seem independent of the number. of invoices 

ultimately issued agajnst a car. 

(I )e. Tabulating Department. This'is the salaries of clerks engaged in tabulating various ' 

sales records. The expense probably increased sODlewhat with the Dumber of invoices, 

but one can doubt whether it did so proportionately. 

(I)f and (I)g. These are the salaries of clerks responsible for order-related activity 

~ .. ~~. . . . ''-,, ~~,- . ""'{' 

on sales of specialty salts and salt ~plets. Grocery wholesalGrs'and chains did not handle' 

. salt 'tablets or most' specialty salts. They are included because Morton did not limit its 

study to table salt. Why separate departments were maintained for these salts is not kilown, 

nor is it known how many invoices were 'issued on their sales. Sales of specialty salts 

were primarily to buyers within the "all other buyers" classification, which also includes 

wholesalers who secured no discount. If the number of invoices on specialty salt was 

larger relative to sales than it, was true for sales of table salt to wholesalers who, secured 

no discount, then assigning order-related expense in proportion to the number of invoices 

would be misleading, since a larger proportion of expense is assigned to wholesalers (who 

~~d not purchase tablets or most specialty salts) for comparison with discount buyers (wh~<" 

also'did not purchase tablets or most specialty salts). 

(2) This entry is the social security tax on the salaries listed under (I). 

(3) Office Supplies and Fonns. This entry is the expense of invoice and related fonns. 

This expense would seem likely to vary in proportion to the number of .invoices. 
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(4) Traffic Expense~ This reflects a minor entry involving freight rates -- travel to 

freight rate conferences, meetings with rail officials, etc. There is no reason to believe 

this expense varied in proportion to invoices.' 

(5) Tabulating Expense. This is the expense of equipment ren~ and materials for, 

tabulating machines. _ There is no. evidence that the character, quality, .or even quantity, 

:of equipment.would change even with s~bstantial shifts In the .number of-invoices. I doubt 

that the expense would vary in proportion to invoices. Some materials expense would 

probably change with the number of ~voices. 

(6) Rent. Thisreflects an allocation of rent paid for Chicago headquarters and branch _ 

offices. The entry amounts to rent times the percentage of space used f~r order~related 

activity. As notoo., giv~n that much of th~ ()rder-related activity would seem required to 

process a carload -- whether a straight or pool car -- it seems doubtful that an increase 

in the number of invoices would require a proportionate increase in space. 

Morton's study also contains one expense that was not allocated in pIUpQrtion to invoices. _ . 

This is the expense of its credit-checking operations. The total of this expense ($40,295, 

or ab()ut 9 percent of all order-related. expense) was assigned entirely to "all other buyers" . 

The explanation is that discount buyers were rarely if ever credit-checked, and no bad 

debts ever occurred on sales to them. Many smaller wholesaler accounts had dealt with 

Morton for many,· years and-many had no'credit problems. Perhaps these accounts were 

also not carefully checked. Probably-there were a good number of new -accounts who 

were checked carefully; and they may well have imposed an initial expense disproportionate-

to Morton's sales to them. Credit checking expense represents .8 percent of sales to the 
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buyers to whom the expense was assigned,and I later indicate how 'Morton's results are 

altered by eIiininating this class of expense altogether. 

Morton's results are presented in Table vn -2. Also presented are results after eliminating 

expenses that seem the least likely to vary in proportion to the number of invoices. The ' 

Table also presents the results after certain other adjustments are made.·Column (a) lists 
:- .. ~. • ". ~:-,' J. '. 

·':the buyer classifications used in Morton's study. Bear in mmdthat ':an other buyers" 

includes wholesalers who secured no discount plus all other buyers of salt. Column (b) 

lists the number of invoices on sales to buyers in each chrssification. . Column (c) lists 

.... : .. : ,_.: i'. :- . . _ ,".." . ,.', '.. " .. ·~··2~~. '>/" . 
'the total order-related expense Morton assigned to each buyer classification, except Jor 

credit department expense, which was assigned to "all other buyers" only. Column (d) 

lists sales (net of freight) to i the buyers in each classification. Column (e)· expresses Morton's 

estimated expense as a percent of net sales for each buyer-classification. 

Columns (f)-(i) reflect adjustments to Morton 'sestimates of expense and the results 

restated in light of them. In deriving Column (f), I reduced total order-related expense 

by eliminating the entries that appear least likely to vary in proportion to invoices. The 

expenses retained are (a) salaries for·Chicago-Country Billings, and for the mailing and 

tabulating departments, and (b) office supplies (invoicing fonns, etc). TI1eietained expense 

iS'allocated in proportion to invoices, recognizing that this may still overstate the variation 

. in order-related expense in relation to the number of invoices. Credit department expense 

has been retained and is assigned as in Morton's study to "all other· buyers" only. The 

expense rates using the retained expenses are given in Column (g). 
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For pUIposes of further comparison, I also have restated the expense by assuming the 

following: suppose that each buyer imposed the same average cost per invoice as in Morton's 

study, but that total order-related expense would. increase by 20 percent, and then by 40 
. . 

1 rcent, of the increase th,at would be implied if buyers in each discount buyer-classification 

requiredproportiona~lythe same.nuIllber of invoices as "all other buyers". These increases 

in expense expressed as: a·percent of sales to buyers in each discount classification are 

given in column (h},using the 20 percent assumption.; and in column (i), using the ;40 

percent (issumption. In effect, these two columns; can ~~_ ~~~tpreted as reflecting the 

reductions in order-related expeIls~, as a percent of sales to buyers in each .. discount 

classification brought about by the fact that these buyers actually required fewer invoices 

relativeto sales t1!3Jldid "allotherbuyers".How closely these (and the other) adjustments 

to Morton's estimates reflect the ttue state is not known. At least they pennit comparisons 

with Morton's results which themselves seem likely to overstate the cost differences arising 

from differences in the number of invoices. Columns (h) and (i) retain the assumption 

that credit expense is incurred. only on sales to "all other buyers". This accounts for about 

.8 percentage points of the "savings" listed for discount buyers in these two columns.3o 

Morton uses its estimates as follows.Otder-related expense for 50,000 case buyers 

equals 1.12 percent of Morton's sales to them; for "all other buyers", 7.38 percent of 

sales. The difference; of 6.26 percentage points; was said to represent the saving in order-

30 It is conceivable that the decrease in invoices on sales to discount buyers reflected a 
reduction in carload services required by Morton to supply them compared with wholesalers generally. 
However, Morton did not make this point, the expense allocated was not that for carload services, and 
any such reduction would be unlikely to apply to discount buyers of 5000 cases of BL per year, since 
many of these buyers were wholesalers. 
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related expense from what would be incurred if the 50,000 case buyers required relatively 

the same number of invoices (and imposed the same credit expense) . as "all other buyers" . 

Similar comparisons were "made for each other discount buyer-classification. Table Vll-3 

lists the buyer classifications in column (a) apd in column (b), the savings in order-related ' 

and credit expenses on sales to discount buyers as estimated by Morton. Column ( c) lists 

the savings using th:b· expenses that I have retained" and presented in column (g) of Table 

. vn -2. Columns ( d) and (e) reproduce the savings under the 20 "and 40 percent assumptions 

just discussed. ColUmn (f) reports the discounts granted by-Morton a~;:'k percent of sales 

'.' . ".f1< 
to the buyers in each' classification. The discounts are the actual payments to buyers on 

Chicago billings only. Columns (g) -G) list respectively the estimated savings as presented 

in Columns (b)-(e) but after excluding credit expense, which had posed difficulties of 

interpretation. 

According to Morton, its savings on sales to "other $50,000 buyers" and to buyers 

of 5000 cases exceeded the discounts granted to them. A similar result is not shown for 

50,000 case buyers, although once savings in merchandise expense is accounted for (which 

I do later), the overall savings on sales to these buyers also exceed the discount granted 

to them. Obviously, however, these results depend on the allocation of order-related expense. 

Using "other $50,000 buyers" to illustrate, discounts granted are lessthan the savings 

in order-related expense estimated by Morton by .6 percentage points. However, the discounts 

to "other $50,000 buyers" exceed the savings by 1.9 percentage points using the savings 

based on "retained" expense§, by 3.5 percentage points using the 20 percent assumption, 

and by 3.0 percentage points using the 40 percent assumption. These net losses Qecome 
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(a) (h) 

Buyer No. of 
Classification Invoices 

50,000 cases 1993 
BL 

Other 2953 
$50,000 
Buyers 

5000 Cases 4707 
I BL 

All Other 97827 
Buyers 

Intercompany 1942 
Sales 

Total 119422 

Source: Record, 4319-3-8, Res. Exhibits 18-28 

Tahle VIl-2 
Order Related Expenses by Buyer Classification 

September I, 1939 - August 31, 1940 
Chicago Billings 

(c) (d) (e) (f) 

. TotAl Sales Expensel Retained 
Expense (000) Sales Expense 
(000) %, (000) 

6.4 573.4 .1.12 3.1 

9.5 552.8 1.82 4.5 

15.2 885.4 1.71 7.2 

355.6 4818.4 7.38 . 190.4 

38.6 

425.2 6799.9 

(g) (h) (i) 

Retained Incremental 
Expensel Expense 
Sales· 20% 40% 
% 

'I~ 

.53 1.92 ' 3.01 

,.87 1.42 ' 2.01 

.82 1.81 2.78 

3.95 0- ' 0 

. 

* In the retained expense, branch office salaries on order-related activity were excluded, because it appears that the wotk in the branches involved primarily the prepa.ration 
of carload orders, which I thought unlikely to vary substantially in relation to the number of invoices. However, some branches did the billing,for metropolitan area 
sales, much as was done in Chicago headquarters on other sales. If branch office salaries are included, thcdigures in column (g) are as follows: .74,1.14, 1.33, and 
5.15. Obviously, the expense rates increase with increases in retained expense. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Table VII-3 
Estimated Savings in Order-Related Expense 

and Discounts Granted, by Buyer Classification 

(d) (e) (f) 

Buyer Savings Savings, % Sales Savings! % of Sales Discount 
Classification % of (Retained 20% 40% % of 

Sales Expense)* Incremental Incremental Sales 
Expenses Expenses 

-
50,000 6.26 3.42 1.92 3.01 9.85 
Cases, BL 

Other 5.56 3.02 1.42 2.01 4.96 
$50,000 
Buyers 

5000 cases 5.67 3.13 1.81 2.78 4.91 
BL 

I 

All Other 0 0 0 0 0 
Buyers 

Source: Record, 4319-3-8, Res. Exhibit 18-27.-

-

(g) (11) (i) (j) 

Savings, % of Sales, 
Excluding Credit Ex~ense 

(b) (c)** (d) --- (e) 

5.42 2.58 - 1.09 2.18 

4.71 2.24 .59 1.18 

4.83 2.29 .97 1.95 

0 0 0 0 

.i 
* If retained expense includes branch office salaries, the figures in Column (c) are as follows: 4.41, 4.01, 3.81', and O. The savings increase with increases in 
retained expense. 

** If retained expense includes brancboffice salaries, the figures in Column (h) are as follows: -3.58, 3.18, 2.99, and O~ 

~~ 
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larger if credit expense is 'excluded, as may be seen by comparing Columns (g)-G) with 

Column (f) of Table Vll-3. Approximately the same results hold for "5000 case 

buyers. II 

These changes in ~sults'are disquieting, because Morton's study ,presents no reasons 

other than "otder~:telated expense 'whyits'-:costs of-supplying "other $50;000 buyers" and 

"5000 case buyers" were less: the avoidance of merchandise expense was 'said to hold 

only in the case of the 50,000 case buyers, who were the.,yeryJarge chains; and possible 

reductions in carload serv~ceare not mentioned.' In my view, Morton's estimates probably _ 

overstate its savings in order-related expense in supplying discount compared with," all 

other buyers". But whether the various adjustments to the estimates that I have made bring 

us close to the truth cannot be discovered with available infonnation. 

Difficulty of interpretation is compounded by other features of Morton's study. 'The 

classification of "all other buyers" includes buyers of grades other than table salt and includes 

a much . larger proportion of Morton's sales of lower-priced salt than it is true for buyers 

in the discount classifications whose purchases were predominately of table salt. 

Consequently, order~related expense when expressed as a percent of sales would reflect 

lower expense rates for discount buyers than for buyers within the" all other" classification. 

If order-related expense did not vary by grades (which seems likely), then Morton's sales 

to discount buyers should be adjusted downward to eliminate at least the influence of container 

differentials affecting price. 31 If this were done, savings on order-related expense on 

31 And if this could be done, adjusted to reflect cost differences influencing prices of table 
compared with other grades of salt. 
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sales to' discount buyers would be less for all estimates contained in TableVll -3, because 

the expense rates on (adjusted) sales to discount buyers would be higher. Some indication 

of ' the influence of this is given if sales to discount buyers are reduced using International's 

figures on the relative increase in container expense on table as against other grades of ' 

evaporated salt. When s3Jes are so adJusted, the '. expense saved as . a percent of sales as 

estimated by Morton. would fall from 6.26 to 5.83 percent for 50,000 case buyers; from 
(. -

5~.56 to 4.99 for "other $50,000 buyers'," and from 5.67 to 5.00 percent for 5000 ca~e 

.' buyers. The other estimates contained in Table Vll-3 would be.correspondingly reduced.32
,t!j, 

:S? A second point is that "all other buyers" includes grocery wholesalersias wellas other'~~"" -

buyers of salt, and the latter may well have required fewer invoices relative to sales than 

did wholesalers. The inclusion of such other buyers in the same classification as nondiscount 

wholesalers probably lowers the. order-related expense that would otherwise be assigned 

to the wholesalers, since the allocation of expense is based on the number of invoices issued 

to all buyers within this classification and not in relation to the number issued on sales 

to nondiscount wholesalers alone. No adjustments can be made to reflect the influence 

of this. Its effect would probably be to provide more support for the larger estimates of 

savings. "tt 

.~.:.~ Some check on Morton '8 approach is possible using infonnation that it presents on;'!; 

the number of invoices issued on sales to discount buyers. In its study, the discounts that 

I\,1orton accounted for were those based on the buyer's annual volume purchased from·t·::., 

32 This reflects too great an adjustment because sales to "all other buyers" includes those to 
nondiscount wholesalers whose purchases were also predominately of table salt. Adjustments could not 
be made to account for this because necessary information is lacking. 
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Morton. The savingS in order~related expense were said to be proportionate to reductions 

so it is reasonable to suppose, given Morton's approach, that an annual discount would 

ret1ectsaving~· in . order-related expense . only if the· behavior. of discount buyers was reasonably· .. 

unifonn intenns of the size of individual orders placed; that is, these buyers should reflect 

fair unifonnity in the number of invoict1s relative to. Mor.tlln' &.~esto them. T~ble vn-4 

lists the proportion of5;OOO case buyers whose average oreJerper·invoice fell within specified _ 

dollar ranges . 

. The variation among these buyers ~ssubstantial, suggesting that variation in the number 

of invoices would be unlikely closely to reflect savings in order-related expense. Suppose 

the 5000 case buyers who purchased under $200 per invoice ordered on average $139 

per invoice (which is the weighted. average order for those buyers). Suppose the 5000 

case buyers who ordered larger amounts per invoice (about 50 percent of all such buyers) 

ordered on average $556 per invoice (which is the weighted average order for these buyers). 

According to Morton, the fonner group would impose 4 times the order-related expense 

relative to sales than would the latter group. But all of these buyers were granted the same 

discounL· ··In·Morton's study, "all other.buyers" were said to impose (relative to sales) 

order-related expense ~.8 times that of the 5000 case buyers. But all 5000 case buyers 

secured a discount (of unifonn ~ount), whereas none of the "all other buyers" did. 33 

33 The size-distribution of orders for other discount buyers is not separately listed but is 
virtually identical to that for 5000 case buyers. 
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Buyer No. of Under 
Class Buyers $100 

5000 67 5.9 
~ases 

) .~ 

BL 

Table VII-4 . 
Percentage of Discount Buyers Whose 
Average Invoice Fell Within Specified 

Dollar Ranges, Chicago Billings 
September I, 1939 - August 31, 1940 

Average $ Value of Invoice 

100- 200- . 300- 400- 500-
200 300 400 500 600 

Percent of Buyers 

43.3 17.9 7.5 2.9 4.5 

600-
700 

1.5 

. ~ •. -.-. 

Source: Record, 4319-3-8, Exhibits 18-20. 

700- .' 800- Over 
800 900 900 

3.0 4.5 9.0 

.~:j'.,~ 

I note that the average invoice for "all other buyers" is only $40 ~d is substantially 

less than the average (of $208) for all 5000 case buyers. "All other buyers tf includes various 

commercial and industrial -users, whose orders were probably a good deal larger than those 

of .nondiscount wholesalers, so the latter probably ordered amounts below the average 

for this classification.· These buyers probably did impose greater order~related expense 

than did discount buy~rs. It could thus be (and this is not inconsistent with ~orton's pricing).;,[< 

that buyers of 5000 c.,ases or more ofBL typically ordered sufficiently larger amounts per " 

invoice than did "all other buyers" such that some saving in order-related expense was 

achieved. If so, it c9-,uld be that this saving did not increase substantially with increases 

in the size of these buyers ' orders, or that to account for such increases through fmer price 

distinctions :was too costly; whereas the wholesalers who bought very small quantities of 

Morton's salt and who secured no discount imposed greater order-related expense, and 
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that these increases also did not vary substantially over the range within: which these buyers' 

orders typically fell, or that to account for them through fmer price distinctions also was 
. . 

too costly. Neverth~less, what the increase in 'order-related expense for "an other buyers" 

might have been is very uncertain, given previous discussion. 

That the discount on .5000 cases applied only to BL is of interest. There are two points 

that I canmakeabollt .this ... ,First, if buyers of .BL. orderoo other grades simultaneously 

. (which they did) arid in roughly constant relation to their purchases ofBL, any savings 

in order-related expense could be reflec~ed in the pri,ce ofBL only. Second, BL was very 
, . ~", . ..... ~ -. - . 

widely distributed and handled by most wholesalers and retailers. It seems· this was far 

more the case for BL than for other sellers' brands. As a result, Morton canvassed virtually 

the whole of the· retail and wholesale trade, and probably the re~ulting orders of many - , 

buyers were very small. Many of them may have acquired most of their salt from other 

sellers but nonethelessaIso handled someBL. Orders for BL by these buyers probably 

increased order-related expense and this expense may have been avoided by most other 

sellers whose sales were confmed to feweraccounts, and the prices they charged reflected 

this. To buyers who handled Morton's table salt other than BL comparably, Morton probably 

charged the same prices as other sellers. To buyers of very small quantities ofBL, a higher 

price was charged. The higher BL price also could account for the higher order-related 

expense on· what-also may have· been very small sales of other thanBL to these buyers. 

All in all, it is hard to conclude that Morton's study of order-related expense provides 

clear justification of its discounts, excluding for the momentlhe 50,000 case buyers on 

sales to whom merchandising expense was avoided. Savings in order related-expense probably 
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existed, but their magnitude is uncertain. Little other evidence was presented by Morton 

or the FfC to help our understanding. TIle Commission ended-up rejecting Morton's study 

because it could be criticized. 1 suspect that it believed Morton's discounts were ~ot cost

based, but its inquiry did not help to confmn that this was so. 

e. Cost Differences in Relation to the Discounts';?· 

1.' Merchandising ExpenSe 

Most buyers of BL purchased far less than 5000 cases .. per~.year -l:i'lhe minimum for 

a~discount. During the time covered by Molton's study, '90 percentrJofBL customers -

purchased under 500 cases per year, and 95 percent purchased under 1000 cases. Only 

12 'customers' (.3 percent of the total) ordered over. 10,000 up to 50,000 cases per . year; 

and at that only 2 of these buyers ordered over 20,000 cases. The buyers of over 50,000 

cases, who I previously identified, were the very large chains, and m~rchandising service 

was' not provided on sales to them. These buyers assembled the orders from their retail 

outlets and placed them with the producers directly (apparently with much greater frequency 

than wholesalers generally). 

"~- In Morton's study, merchandising expense (the salaries and expenses "of its merchandising 

saiesfo~ce) was assumed to be avoided only on sales to buyers of 50,000 .or more cases 

of BL per year. The expense was assumed to be incurred on all other sales,' including 

MOrton's sales to buyers 'in the "all other buyers" classification whose purchases were 

not' of table salt and on sales to whom it seems reasonably clear merchandising service 

was not provided. Merchandising expense was equal to 7.0 percent of Morton's sales 
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to all buyers excluding sales to the 50,000 case buyers. Since this expense was avoided 

on sales to the 50,000 case buyers, it was included by Morton as a cpstsaving in supplying 

them. When this saving· is combined with the saving in order-related expense, Morton' s 

discounts to the 50,000 case·buyers were less than the estimated savings, by more than, 
~ , 

what Morton had shown for buyers classified as "other $50,000 buyers" and "5000 case 

buyers" . 

Morton's allocation of merchandising· expense seemed acceptable to FrC Counsel. 

At least no specific 'objections were raised. No ~dj,q~~~~tswere made to reflect 

merchandisingeXpense"asa ,percent of sales of table salt only. In Morton's study sales_ 

of table salt to nondiscountwholesalers included in the flaIl other buyers" classification 

are not separately reported~ In Morton's earlier submission analyzing selling points during 

two months in 1936, sales of table salt were 38~5 percent of Morton's total sales of salt. 

If this same percentage is applied during the later study period (which begins in 1939), 

merchandising expense would then equal 11. 7 percent of Morton ' s sales of table salt, again 

excluding sales to 50,000 case buyers. This falls to 9.2 percent of Morton's sales ofla;ble 

salt when sales to 50,000 case buyers are included. The figure of9.2 percent is an estimate 

of the minimum merchandising expense avoided on sales to the large chains. The estimate 

,:;
\,~.) 

of 11.7 percent approaches a maximum~ 'It is not quite a· maximum, because some buyers .~~ 

in the "other $50,Ooo'biiy~rs" classification were large chains that had not (at least during 

the study period) purchased ,50,000 cases of BL. But it is doubtful that merchandising 

expense was incurred on sales to them. Merchandising expense on sales of table salt excluding 

sales to 50,000 case buyers and to large chains classified as "other $50,000 buyers" equals 
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13.0 percent. This figure provides an estimate of the maximum expense ayoided on 'sales 

, to the large chains. 

suppoSe that merchandising expense avoided on sales to 50,000 case buyers fell between 

9 and 13 percent of Morton '8 sales to them. Next, suppose these buyers purchased only, . 
. . .' 

BL, so that on all of their purchases tbeysecured a discount of 1 ° percent ($ .15 per case); 

from the list price of $1.50 per case. In Morton's study, sales are reported net of freight. 

Morton 'reports that the price of BL net of freight (and before consideration of discounts) 

was' $1.405 per case. . Call this the net price. 'Then the discount of $'::15 per Case rises 

tJi~lb.7percent of net price (orafnet SaIes).This'discountmay then be compared with+~-

the merchandising expense Morton avoided on sales to these buyers, which ranges from 

9 to 13 percent of net sales. 

Not all of the 50,000 case buyers purchases were ofBL. These buyers secured a smaller 

discount -- one unit or about 5 percent of lisfW - on these other grades. Consequently, 

on average, the discount to 50,000 case buyerS would fall below 10.7 percent of net sales, 

whereas merchandising expense as a percent of sales to other than 50,000 case buyers 

would remain the same. 35 In fact, 'about 90percent,ofthe 50,000 case buyers' purchases 

fro'm Morton were of BL.' The discount on net sales to these buyers 'falls from 10.7 to':1 

about 10.1 percent if account is taken of their purchases of table salt other than BL. From,;:

Table Vll-3, the discounts reported by Morton as paid to the 50,000 case buyers equal 

9~85 percent of its net sales to them. 

34 Or about 5.5 percent of list net of freight. 

35 This is because merchandising expense as a percent of sales is based on Morton's sales of 
BL and other table salt to buyers other than 50,000 case buyers. 
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What these figures suggest, at least for the very large chains, is that the' avoidan?e 

of merchandising expense alone justified the discount to them. Discounts averaging 9.85 

per~,ent of net sales were granted to these buyers; savings from avoidance of merchandising 

service range from 9 to13 percent; and 9 percent is almost certainly too low. ~o account, 

here .is taken, of po~si.ble. reductions' in carload seIVice on sales to these buyers. From 

previollS discussions of Morton's. earli~r study of selling points and the case against 
_, , ,".. ~ '.. •• • • - "':.... .. f .: • • 

Intematio'nal, it.is·likely that tpe~ were such savings on sales to these buyers. It also 

is likely that some order-related ex~n~e was sav~,although;the magnitude is uncertain· 
" ,. - .", ...... ' ." -,--.' , . . 

, The 0lllyarea in \VhiGb~~rcostseel.Ds to have been incu~ in suppl;yingthelarge_ 

chains involved; that of the;executiveswhp spent relatively more of their time on sales 

to these buyers than to wholesalers generally. Morton's study takes no account ofthis~ . 

Union Salt Co. indicated that this seIVice was negligible. International's study made before 

. , 

the trial estimated the additional cost at about 2 .5 percent of sales to these buyers. Morton's 

sales of table salt were much larger than International's. Nevertheless, I have no'reason 

to believe that executive services Morton provided in working out purchasing ~gements 

) 

and generating good-will increased in proportion to Morton's sales to these buyers, suggesting 

that. the, added cost for . Morton might. have been reIa.~vely very small. 

, Allin all, it seems very doubtful that discounts to the 50,000 case buyers.-- the very "~ 

large chains --discrimirtated in their favor. If anything, the conclusion would seem to 

move in the opposite direction. I remind the reader of Peterkin, Sr. 's comment that the 

large chains were Morton's most profitable customers. But it is difficult to believe that 
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· . . . 

over, time these buyers would be discriminated against. At the least, it would appear that 

the lower prices to the large chains' did not exceed the lower cost of their supply. 

Two large grocery chains (Kroger and National Tea) were classified in Morton's study 

as "other $50,000 buyers". These chains:receivedthe same discountoD BL as did the' 
, ' 

5(),OOOcase buyers. ,But these btiyersdealt with Morton in the same way as the 50,000 

cas~' buyers and thus similarly allowed Morton to lower its cost of supplying t~em. s'fj~"':' 

far as 'the discount was cost~justified'on its sales ofBL to the 50,000 case buyers, it also 

w6ciia be cost-justified for Kroger and National Tea. Kroger~asincluded~''\vithin the" other 

$5-0;000 huy'ers'" classification because it did not purchase 50,000 cases'(jf BL within tn~~<" . 

Chicago billing district during the, study period. Nationally, Kroger normally purchased 

50,000 cases per year and was eligible for the largest discount on BL. National Tea also 

was grallted the maximum discount even though it did not purchase 50,000 cases of BL 

per year. The discount to National Tea was said to be a "competitive allowance". But 

again Morton did not deal with National Tea differently from its dealings with the other 

large chains. 

The'large chains also secured from Morton a discount of one unit on table salt other 

than~BL. This was the same discount as that granted to these buyers by all of the sail' 

producers. On sales to the large chains, all producers avoided merchandising expense,;, 

and probably achieved Qther cost reductions as welL From International, it seems clear 

that, the discount granted on these sales did not exceed the cost savings that they, entailed.~ .. 

The disco~nt on this salt was proportionately less per case than that granted on BL. But 

I believe, given its relatively higher merchandising expense, that Morton in selling BL 
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devoted more effort in canvasj,ng the market than it was true for the other producers, or 

what likely would be true if Morton only sold grades of table salt other than BL. 

Consequently, the expense Morton woulci avoid on its sales of these gt;ades tothelarge 

chains would be lower, as would be the discount per case. 

The re~ainingbuyers in the "otller $50,000 buyers" classifi~tion were th~ wholesaler 

groups qualified for-aunit discountby one of the producers- (eve~ though in certain instances

" the buyers did not purchase $50,000 per year from at least one " producer, which was said 

to be required to secure thedisc()u,nt).36 From p~eviou~ ..-~"s~!1ssion" it does nQ~ appear 

that Morton or the- other producers· dealt with . these buyers in ~he same way as they did _ 

the large chains, or that they dealt with them differently from wholesalers who secured 

no discount. Sales to these buyers did not avoid merchandising service. They also may 

not. have permitted reductions in carload service (as might the large chains). Testimony 

of Intemational 's and Morton's officials cast doubt on whetherthe discount to these buyers 

was cost-justified. Morton's study of order-related expense suggests some savings on sales 

to the discount wholesalers when compared with "all other buyers" -- the classification 

" . 

that includes wholesalers who secured no discount. But it is uncertain whether these savings 

alone justified the discount to them. 

As noted when discussing International, the unit discount to these buyers could-have 

refiectedprice'discrimination -in their favor~ Such discrimination would create -pressure 

to lower prices to competing wholesalers who secured no discount. Whether over time 

transactions prices charged· noildis~unt wholesalers differed from those charged wholesalers 

36 All but one of these buyers also qualified for the 5,000 case discount on BL. l' will 
discuss this discount subsequently. 
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granted the discount is not known. But descriptions of competition among the producers 

on sales of these grades before and after. the NRA suggest that ·transactions prices may 

not have differed. 37 

Discounts on sales to wholesaler groups did not exist in most territories during the' 

NRA. If the elasticity of demand of these buyers differed cortsistently·with discounts that 

discriinittated in'their favor, it would seem more likely that such pricu{g!would have been 
. ' 

obserVed duririg the NRA, when the producers were able to behave jointly and enforce 

their':'discount tenns. Instead, the discount appears after die'demise'dftheNRA, when 

the prodllbers seemed to behave much more oompetitively,and after th~levisions in 1936, 

when the annual·volumerequired to secure a discount was reduced substantially. This 

opened the opportunity for wholesaler groups to seek a discount (as happened in New York 

territory for a brief time during the NRA)and for individual producers to grant it, which 

would be likely if prices were not altogether competitive. Such behavior would tend to 

reduce the e?'tent to which prices remained above the competitive level. Morton did not 

attempt to cost~justify its discount to the wholesaler groups by suggesting that merchandising 

I or other selling services were avoided or reduced on its sales to them. In fact, its position 

was the opposite of this. 

37 It also is possible that services to discount wholesalers would decline relative to those to 
nondiscount wholesalers, although this result might be much more difficult to achieve than simply 
lowering prices to the latter. For example, merchandising service was supplied to retailers who' 
decided on the wholesalers from whom they would buy~ Further, it would be hard to vary the amount 
of carload reps' service across individual wholesalers. For descriptions of competition after the NRA, 
See pp. 73-76, supra. 
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,2. The 5000 Case Discount 

Discussion of the 5000 case discount is difficult. Little infonnation about it was presented 

by Morton or uncovered b~ the FrC during the investigation and trial: On Morton's sales, 

to the large chains, the avoidance of merchandising expense alone seemed to justify the 

discounts to them., ·This, remains, true after account .is .:taken of other of Morton~'$ costs 

that might have gone up, and those that might have gone down, in supplying these buyers. 

Morton's largest discoiInt,· granted to tbebuyers 0{50,00Q~s~~ of BL per year (the large 

chains); was $.15 per case, or 10 percent of Jist. Supposethat avoidance of merchandising _ 

expense justified this discount. To buyers, of 5,000 cases of BL per year, Morton granted 

a discount of $.10 per case, or 7.5 percent of list. -Morton did not avoid merchandismg 

, . expense in supplying these buyers. If we suppose that the additional discount (of 2.5 

.fcentage points) granted the chains reflects additional savings achieved over the 5000 

case buyers, because the chainspennitted Morton to avoid merchandising expense, then 

the, additional discount'the chains were granted seems far less than what Morton's figures 

suggest was ,the merchandising expense'it avoided on its ~es to them. Morton's pricing 

would thus seem to discrintinate against the large chains. 

Suppose this was not so, and that the whole of the 10 percent discount to the chains 

only reflected the avoidance of merchandising expense, as Morton's figures suggest. Then' 

it would seem, since this expense was not avoided in supplying the 5000 case buyers, that 

the 7.5 percent discount Morton granted to them either discriminated in their favor, or 

instead, reflected other reductions in Morton's costs on its sales to these buyers (but not 
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on ·its sales to the large chains). Unfortunately, absent much by way of evidence, we are 

left with questions largely unanswered. 

The 5000 case buyers were smaller retail chains and (primarily) grocery wholesalers.38 

The testimony of Morton 's officials and these buyers . indicates that merchandising expense / 

was not avoided 'on sales to them. It also is doubtful that carload service39 was reduced.:·, 

on Morton's sales'to the 5000 case buyers as it probably was on its sales tothe large chains:· , :{\ 

the orders of the 5000 case buyers were solicited by the carload salesforce, and although 

it is true that these buyers typically placed . larger orders pec~·than did the wholesalers~.':>~\', 

w hosecured no discount, it is doubtful, given the previous discussion o£ Morton , s selling~~~~· -

activities, that the cost of carload service varied substantially in 'relation to the, amount 

these 'customers purchased. 

It is probably true that the 5000 case buyers were regular customers of Mortoo's and 

placed most of their orders for salt with Morton, so that when selling efforts were devoted 

to a particular area these buyers were more likely. to order than were wholesalers who 

secured no discount; and retailers m<ay have been more likely to place orders for Morton's 

salt with the wholesalers who secured 'a discount than with those who did not. Thiscould 

have reduced the"time required for Morton to service a particular area,.",and Morton maY,e c 

have reflected this{!,in its pricing. But evidence on this possibility is lacking. . f;': 

38 Exceptfor Consolidated Groceries, Morton supplied aU "other $50,000 buyers" 5000 
cases of BL per year. The "other $50,000 buyers" were a small subset of 5000 case buyers. Most 
5000 case buyers only secured a discount on BL. 

39 Including similar service of brokers. 
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It seems probable that order~related expense was reduced in supplying the 5000 case 

buyers compared with wholesalers who secured no discount. Morton suggested that such 

savings were close to, the diScount granted to these buyers.4o But as discussed before, 

these savings are difficult to estimate, and under different but reasonable assumptions than 

Morton'~s, the savings fall substantially below the discount. I.also note that savings in 

order-relatec!:expense ·onsales':lo·the 5000 case. buyers were similar'in magnitudeto those 

Morton estimated on its sales to the large chains and. were less than the. discount the 5000 

case buyers ,were grcuited;again suggesting the pqsSibility~..9f 9jscrimination (although of 

lesser~magnitude thansug~estedbefore)in favor of the 5000 case buyers when compared 
/ 

with buyers of smaller annual amounts. 

In general however, there are few clues in the Record suggesting. why costs.(othei ' 

than order-related costs)·, might have been reduced in supplying the 5000 case buyers. 

Whether.these buyers typically undertook more selling and assembly efforts on behalf of 

Morton than did wholesalers who secured no discount is not known. I ,suspect thatthey 

did, but evidence is lacking. Absent substantial evidence on costs, I tum next to consider 

other factors bearing ,on the likelihood .of discrimination favoring 5000 case buyers. 

3. Points on the.Likelihood·of·Discrimination Favoring 5000 Case Buyers of BL 

If it cost Morton the . same to supply nondiscount and 5000 case buyers, then the discount 

on BL granted to the latter would discriminate in their favor. In .general, however, the 

customers of the 5000 case buyer~, and these buyers' methods of purchasing and overall 

40 See Table Vll-3. The discount to "5000 case buyers" reported in this Table reflect 
discounts paid as a percent of sales of BL and other table salt. The discount was paid only on BL. 
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operations, seem from all appearances to be the same as those of the nondiscount buyers. 

If so, it is hard to see why the demand elasticities of the discount ~d nondiscount buye~s 

would differ, assuming that the same price was charged to both. Assuming the costs of 

supplying the two groups were the same, and absent a difference in elasticities: Morton ' 

would not wish to discriminate. 

If the cost of supplying the 5000 case buyers was lower, a discounl could be granted . 

. to reflect this. If price to these 'buyers·is reduced, the elastici~ of theiidemand for BL 

might change. If pnce to them fell by the amount of the ctlst difference, discrimination' 

in favor of these buyers would not exist. If price fell by more than tliecost difference,,--' 

discrimination favoring these buyers would exist. 41 Such a result would imply that the 

elasticity of demand of the 5000 case buyers at a price lower by the cost difference exceeded 

that of the nondiscount buyers at the price charged to them. Why this might be so is not 

obvious, although the possibility cannot be ruled out. In any event, . the likelihood that 

demand elasticities would not differ if the two groups were charged the same price suggests 

that the discount to the 5000 ,case buyers was cost based at least ,in part, thus diminishing 

the extent of any discrimination. 

If the price of BL discriminated in favor of 5000 case buyers, the wholesalers in the 

various geographid';areas might try to purchase BL jointly through one of their number 

so to secure the discount, or for one of them to purchase 5000 or more cases and become 

a supplier to those who purchased less~ Morton did not prevent joint purchasing or resales. 

41 Assuming resales by discount to nondiscount buyers (or joint purchases by nondiscount 
buyers so to secure the discount) were so costly as to allow discrimination to occur, or assuming 
resales easily could be prevented or controlled by Morton. I will say more on resales and joint 
purchases in a moment. 
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Joint purchasing by wholesalers to secure the discount did not appear to be a common 

practice. In some instances, Morton itself arrangedj oint purchasing for several wholesalers 

through one designated buyer who was grantoo the 5000 case discount. In such cases, 

the designated wholesaler kept records and billed the other w holesalers, typicall~. charging 

them no more than $.02 per case (and this probably offset similar costs otherwise incurred 

. by ·Morton}~:" ".: ... : . 

Thus, if discrimination existed between 5000 case buyers and other wholesalers, it 

probably would not have exceeded$.O~ per case J$.10 minus $.02); and would fall from 
-,< • ~ •. ~. -#-. 

this amount insofar as the designated wholesaler's costs. of arranging resales to the other 

buyers approximated Morton's.42 If Morton's and the wholesaler's costs of arranging 

resales were the same, then discrimination would be unlikely. If Morton 'scosts of arranging - . 

resales were lower, then' discrimination might exist, but would be limited by the cost 

difference. On the whole, since Morton typically arranged its own sales to wholesalers, 

its costs would be assumed lower. But this cost difference. could be small (I sUSPect that 

it probably was) and represent perhaps only a small part of the price difference between 

the wholesalers who secured no discount and the 5000 case buyers~ Ifso, then most of 

the discount would be assumed cost based.43 Further, if we assume the discounts to the 

large chains were cost based, they might be ~clined to "overbuy" BL and resell to 

42 By designated wholesaler I mean one of a group of wholesalers through whom 5000 or 
more cases are jointly purchased (so each buyer secures the discount), or a wholesaler who purchases 
more than 5000 cases· and supplies other wholesalers. 

43 In fact, nondiscount wholesalers might accept Morton's merchandising and carload service 
and then try to place their orders through a designated wholesaler. The cost of this fOI the wholesalers 
might be approximated by $.02 per case, which would estimate the maximum discrimination per case. 
This would be reduced if Morton would have to incur a similar cost if the wholesalers did not purchase 
jointly. 
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nondiscount wholesalers. This behavior would be more likely if the large chains competed -

with each other in the various geographic areas. 

Viewed in this way, significant discriniiIiationin favor of 5000 case buyers would 

not seem very likely. If so, the higher price Morton charged to wholesalers purchasing , 

less than 5000 cases per year would only cover (or approximately so)"the higher cost of 

their supply. This result might not 'hold if, in. the various g~graphic areas where nondiscount 

wholesalers were located arid where shipments from Morton could be conveniently ·made, 

. , ":{, ...." ," . ',. . . " ..... -.i~\. 
the wholesalers could not handle as much as 5000 cases per--year. However,·the Record 

. in M()rton coveredIlffuty areaS wherewholes3Iers'orders undoubtedly ex&.eded this amount,· 

and Morton nonetheless was not confronted with joint buying to secure the discount or 

reselling by discount buyers. Further, local purchase quantities need have no direct relevance 

to resales by the large chains. 

Theoretically, Morton ·would not be expected to discriminate in its pricing if BL was 

fully competitive with the table salt of the other producers and with Morton's other grades. 

All· of the latter products were priced identically. Morton probably had no discretion in 

pricing its other grades, but it may·have had some discretion in pricing BL. The evidence 

bearing on this is inipressionistic: the frequent, competitive price-cuts' of the brands of 

the different producers seem not to have led to comparable cuts iri':the price of BL. 

Consequently, competition against BL cannot be relied on to eliminate the possibility of 

discrimination in its pricing. 

Let us suppose that Morton had some discretion in pricing BL, so that discrimination 

favoring 5000 case buyers could occur. Then the demand for BL by nondiscount buyers 
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would be expected to fall over iime,and that of the 5000 case buyers to rise. This is because 

the fonner buyers would substitute other grades forBL as far as practicable, since the 

other grades were reIa:tively cheaper to them, and because they competed with 5000 case 

buyers on resales of BL in' virtually all areas of the country. One ~ight then expect the 

price of BL to the nondiscount buyers to. fall over time, and that to the 5000 case bUY7rs 

to ,rise.,,:: "However;, thrQughoutthe, timecoyere(Lby the FfC,',s investigatio~, the:pricing. ' 

of BLdid not change in this way: the,BL prices offered non-discount and 5000 case buyers 

remained th~ same. This result ~ghtber e,xpected if ¥qrton,' ~ qq§ts·.of supplying nondiscount 

and 5000 case buyers differe~Jand,prices.only,reflected tlte cost difference. The absence 

of change in the pricing of BL over time reduces the likelihood that the 5000 case discount 

was discriminatory . 

I note that since the price of other table salt did not differ between nondiscount buyers 

and most 5000 case buyers, it is possible that the fonner buyeI'& specialized in' handling 

other table salt,whereas the 5000 case buyers specialized in handling BL. But the buyers 

who secured no discount handled at least some BL,given what appeared to be the broad 

demand for this salt by grocery retailers. The invoice evidence from Morton's study suggests 

that tbe am,ounts typically. ordered by the nondiscount buyers were small. Such orders, 

as noted before, probably imposed higher costs on Morton. But it is not possible to say ::~<~~ 

'with certainty that the discount to the 5000 case buyers only reflected a cost difference. 
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4. Conclusion 

All in all, I conclude that Morton's discounts to the large chains did not discriminate 

in their favor. In fact there are suggestions in the evidence that Morton's prices to the 

large chains discriminated against them when compared with its prices -:to wholesalers who ' 

secured lio discounts. This is the same conclusion that I reached regarding the unit discount 

(the $50,000 annual volume discount) graitted to the large chains by Intem~tional and the 

-other salt producers. 

The unit discount:::gtanted by all producers to certain wholesaler groups probably did 

discrimiriate in their f~vor, at least initially . These discounts appeared sooriclfter the demise 

of the NRA and just after passage of the Robinson-Patman Act. Mostlikely they reflected 

competitive price-cuts by individual producers, which overtime would tend to erode published 

prices. Whether during the time of the FfC's proceedings transactions prices to the 

wholesaler groups that received the discount were actually below those paid by wholesalers 

not granted the discount is not known. On the whole, I suspect these price differences 

were minor. Very few if any cost savings could be found (or were even suggested by 

the producers) on sales to the wholesaler groups granted the discount. 

The most difficulfdiscount to understand and the one about which almost no evidence 

was uncovered is Morton's 5000 case discount on BL. My view is that this discount was 

probably cost-based when compared with Morton's costs of supplying wholesalers purchasing 

smaller annual quantities. But there is little direct evidence to support this conclusion. 44 

44 The. FTC's orders against Morton and Intemationalled them (as well as all of the other 
producers) to abolish their discounts. Comments about possible effects of the orders are given in 
Appendix c. 
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One general point to note is -that the price structure that was discussed and defended 

during the FrC' s investigation and trial cannot be understood without taking account of 

tht dtanges that were adopted in response to the change in the law- in this instance, passage 

of the Robinson-Patman Act. How far such an effect might apply to ~ other industries and 

laws is not known,but could well be itnpo~t in some instances. Given the confusing 

comments·thatMorton:and Intemationaland-mostJofthe othe.r producers made to the FTC 

about their discounts, it is not sutprising that the FrCwas suspicious of them . 

.. 
The Commission ',so app~acb to re~)ating .prier. disctiwittation as reflected in Morton 

and International suggests that systematic and persistent price differences consistent with _ 

price discrimination would be ferreted-out and discrimination deterred through case selection 

~d consideration of cost justification. The meetip,g competition defense would not. be 

thoughtto playa significant role in such cases-,and "competitive injury" would seem to 

impose no significant burden for the Commission to . meet. In the next Chapter, I discuss 

the industries in which the Commission has entered orders resolving charges raised under 

the Robinson-Patman Act. My aim is to assess whether_the focus has been on likely instances 

of price discrimination. 
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VITI •. THE FfC'S REGULATION OF PRICE DISCRJMINATION 

a. The' Approach As Revealed in Morton and International 

Let us suppose that the Robinson-Patman Act and theFfC' s enforcement of it stem ' 

from the following view : that price discrimination encourages monopolycind the dissipation 

of resources (by seller(s), to maintain the discriminatory price, and byitihse discriminated 

again~t, to circumvent it or diminish its effects) and that it results in too little'being sold 

to those dis~rill1ination against'. In light of this, let us then' examine thel~C' s regulatory 

. .. ... ' .. : .. ,.".. .' '. . .': . . ... ·'i·:· .. ' 

approach as' revealed in Morton and International. Of course, Mortorl~;and International . 

are just two cases. But I believe that they reflect in general, and perhaps in all but minor 

detail, the FTC's approach that has existed formany.years. What strikes one most strongly 

is ~hat the FTC seems to have ~o simplified its task that pricing that is not discriminatory 

can be challenged and found illegal as easily as that which is. It follows thatthe FTC's 

method of case selection will detennine whether or not price discrimination is primarily 

deterred. 

Consider the main elements of a case and how they might relate to the issue of price . 

discrimination. There is presented evidence of a price difference charged by a seller to 

competing buyers which is defmed as discriminatory and illegal unless the defenses hold. 

Given the fmdings in Morton concerning LCL pricing of BL and the carload discount on 

other goods (and in International concerning the 5 tons/lOO case discount), if any sales 

are made at the higher price, the price difference is illegal unless the defenses hold. Any 

price difference can thus be challenged, so reliance must be placed on case selection and 
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on the defenses to insure that only price discriInination is pr()hibited.No doubt instances 

occur where justifiable price differences are deterred because the cost of the defenses exceed 

the seller's gain from charging different prices. This will be likely when the higher price 

involves relatively few sales and reflects (say) a chargefor services provided by the seller 

that the buyer could furnish at only slightly greater cost. The cost of this error in deterrence 

might be small; and ;probablysome :relatively minor price discrimination would,alsobe 

deterred that the seller makes no attempt to defend. Conversely, discrimination occurring 

when prices are equal would, not beid~ntified by !he FrC:'~ ~I?P!oach. But'such instance 

may.berare and hard to identify,and at any rate some of the. FrC's cases might have 

sought to cover "quality adjusted" price differences. 

, Since virtually any price difference can establish a case, then the defenses must hold - . 

if (,Ulychallenged prices aretQ continue. If collusion or monopoly is suspected (as it might 

have been in the case of table salt), there is no "meeting competition" defense for price 

differences that are persistent and systematic and could be interpreted as discrjminatory. 

Under monopoly, meeting competition is irrelevant. If collusion is suspected, the sellers 

cannot justify their pricing~n the ground that they were each simply meeting the prices 

of competitors. This defense .was attempted in Morton and International and failed. The 

rejection of the.defense in such circumstances seems reasonable. Presumably, whatthe 

defense would permit, if collusion is suspected, are short -tenn, unsystematic price differences' 

reflecting changes in market conditions or more competitive behavior. Just how unsystematic 

and lacking in persistency price d~erences must be to avoid challenge or a fmding of 

illegality is not clear. In International, the Hearing Examiner found all price differences 
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illegal, whether or not persistent and systematic, but his approach was rejected byiheFfC . 

. In Morion, it was the systematic and persistent price differences said to result from annual 

and carload discounts that were foun.dillegaL But in fact there· were no carload discounts, 

so what conclusion might be drawn IS uncertain. Basically, if the· concern' is price ' 

discriminatioIl, the FrCwould not be expected to pursue cases in which :price differences 

are short-tenn~d unsystematic, so ·the meeting ~ompetition defense~::Would be thought 

p~ari.Iy to correct errors in case selection. The difficulty in prohibiting· the' use of the 

. defense when pnce differerices are persistentalld systematiois -thatsuch'differencesmay 

be competitivebi·otherwise cost based but nonetheless challenged. Sd~:teliance must be 

placed on case selection and on cost justification. 

Cost justification would ·seem possible only if price differences· are persistent and 

systematic. It is doubtful, for example, that a seller's estimates of foregone reyenues if 

prices in the short tenn had not been lowered to some buyers but not others would (or 

could) be accepted as a defense. At any rate, price differences or changes of this sort 

would not be expected to be challenged. Persistent price differences among types or class~s 

of buyers could reflect cost differences or price discrimination. The latter mayor may 

not favor large buyers. In application, the law has not been restricted to situations involving 

large buyers.· Judging from Morton and International, any costjustificanon can be rejected 

if error is found (or said to be found) or if there is something left out· that it is said should 

have been included. Error and incompleteness apply to any study, so any cost justification 

could be rejected, and probably would be if price discrimination is suspected and a cost 

defense contains weaknesses. Discrimination could have been suspected in Morton and 
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International, particularly from the annual discounts. Rejection of the fInns' cost defenses 

(whlch contained weaknesses) posed little difficulty for the FTC. They were rejected 

essentially. by assertion, althoughmy examination of the evid~nce presented by the fmns 

suggests that the fmns did not in fact meet their burden. 

Individuat sellers would ~ot costjustify ifit is expensive and, unlikely to succeed (and 

. particularly if the ·seller can do atalmost the .same,cost.whatthebuyer now does in exchange . 

for a 'lower . price). Cost justification might be attempted if the existing price st~cture 

is important to the seller in that the, pptentialloss f~om ~ ~f~~ge in it is ~t. In such , 

instances, the greater care with which a study mightbe done may lead the FTC to ~more 

careful consideration of why prices differ. But the treatment of the defenses in Morton 

and International do not bode well along these lines. Whether the cost defense has developOO~ . 

in such a way as to facilitate the continuation of price difft?rences under competitive conditions 

or that are otherwise cost based is not clear. Some conclusions about this are drawn later, 

after considering the cases brought and the orders entered by the FTC. 

In general, the approach revealed in Morton and International suggests that any price 

difference could be challenged as illegal. Evidence suggesting why price discrimination 

was believed to be the explanation of the discounts on salt was unnecessary for the 

I Commission's affmnative case,. and· analysis of this issue was absent in Morton and 

International. We seem'to be left to rely on the FTC~sdiscretion'in case selection and 

possibly on analysis of cost justification to identify and deter price discrimination. 
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b. The Large Buyer 

It is often said that the Robinson-Patman" Act was passed to prevent the large buyer 

from using his market power to ~ecure advantages from suppliers ~ot available to the small ' 

"buyer. This vie~ was prominent in the Supreme Court's Morton opinion. However, 

relatively few of ' the FfC's cases clos~ly relate to thls concern. VirtuaI1y'~a11 cases· have 

"been-directed against sellers, and invariably there is no analysis deiennining whether the 

.- " ~ '!",l :." . . . _ ""'~ 

buyer(s) who reteived-a lower price had powe~ in any relevant-·market~ Nevertheless, 

I doubt that the -fbcus on sellers is misplaced:· concern that· a buyer with-' m.arket power 

will secure discriminatory advantages over his smaller competitors would· seem to arise 

oilly rarely. I discuss this issue briefly, because it has a bearing on how I will later examine 

the orders entered by the FfC. 

Suppose there is a dominant buyer and a fringe of small competing buyers, so to propose 

a situation corresponding to the stated concern. Suppose further that supply to the buyers 

is competitive and that no cost difference exists in supplying the dominant buyer or the 

fringe. Then "the dominant buyer would account for the fact that his additional purchases 

may raise supplylJrice. If they do, his purchase decisions will be such as to restrict output. 

But the 'price paid-by the fringe for its supply will: be the same as (or afleast will not be 

higher than) that paid by the dominant buyer (assuming that the fringe can absorb additional 

supply). For iftlie price. offered by the dominant buyer for any· quantity demanded by 

it is below that offered by the fringe for any part of this amount, the sellers would gain 

by diverting output from the dominant buyer to the fringe until the price received from 
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either is the same. If the cost of supplying the fringe exceeds that of the dominant buyer, 

then the difference in prices would at most equal the cost difference. In effect, the fringe 

. raises the elasticity of supply faced by the dominant buyer and reduces the degree to which 

output is restricted. This situation is aIlalogous to that of the dominant seUer with a 

competitive fringe. In the latter case, the fringe increases the elasticity of demand faced 

by the. dominant seller and results in a.larger output. sold at. the ,same price by all sellers. 

Alternatively, suppose that the. dominant buy~r discriminates among his suppliers. 

It could be, for example, that the elasQ.city of s~pply of each seller or group of sellers 
... ." ", .' , .......... ' -.-. 

differs, so that the amount bought by the dominant,buyer fro~ the less elastic sources 

of supply is reduced as is the price paid to them;.and conversely for the more elastic sources 

of supply. But ~he price paid by the fringe would not be higher than the lowest price paid- , 

by the dominant buyer. For again, if any seller is offered a price by the dominant buyer 

below the price offered by the fringe for any amount, the seller would gain by diverting 
. . 

output from the dominant buyer to the fringe until the price received from either is the 

same. The dominant buyer would thus receive no price advantage, since the average price 

it pays would nottle less than the·price paid by the .fringe. If the cost of supplying the 

fring~ exceeds that of the dominant bllyer, then th~.average price. paid by the dominant 

buyer would not be below the price paid by th~ ffipge by more than the cost difference. 
r '. 

The above is analogous to the case -of the. dominant seller who still fmds it profitable to 

, discriminate among his customers after account is taken of the. fact that the fringe would 

. supply the whole of its output to the most profitable segment(s) of the market, so that the 
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average price received by the dominant seller on its sales would not exceed the price received 

by the fringe. 

There is the possibility that the dominant buyer would contract with each seller specifying 

an output and aprice offered on an all or nothing basis. If there was no fringe, and assuming , 

that the ' sellers' marginal costs are rising, each price paid by the dominant buyer' would 

be'below the mafginal'cost of the quantity acquired from each seller. "Now let there be 

a fringe and assume that its demand is sufficiently'large to offer a higher price for the 

same output froili the' seller othelWise -offered the lowest -price'-by the;:dominantbuyer. 

Then the seller-Would supply the fringe, since'this is more profitable.\To prevent this, 

the dominant buyer could bid up its price' to this seller to equal that offered . to its next 

lowest-priced supplier. Suppose the fringe is willing to pay a price for the'same output 

as that demanded by the dominant buyer that exceeds the price offered by the dominant 

buyer to either of these suppliers. Then either supplier would offer its output to the fringe. ~ 

To prevent this, price could be bid, up by the dominant buyer to that offered to its next 

lowest -priced supplier. TIlls process would continue until all sellers receive the same price, 

or until the fringe pays a price equal to the lowest price paid by the dominant buyer. There 

would be no Ro6fuson-Patman violation in this situation, because the law requIres a given 

seller to charge-different prices to his different customers, and this would not occur in 

the situation described. 1 If the cost of supplying the fringe exceeds that of the dominant 

buyer, then the dominant buyer could buy more cheaply by an amount no greater than 

the cost difference. 

The law does not require each seller to sell to every customer. In the situation I have 
described, a seller sells at a uniform price but not every seller sells to the fringe. 
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-It could be that the fringe is so small that the amount demanded by the dominant buyer 

from every seller exceeds what is demanded by the fringe at the. same price. There is 

a potential loss to any seller if the fringe offered a higher price than the dominant buyer 

for any part bfits output. ~ut in this case, the dominant buyer could t~ten to djscontinue 

its purchases from any seller who supplies the fringe, or who supplies any buyer except 

at 'a-price-abovec'that:which the dominant,buyerpays •. If the potential loss to the seller 

from discontinued sales to the dominant buyer exceeds its gain from the fringe, a threat 

could succeed. Ifso,,'the fringe migb~ then· have to pay. ~ .. _ptj~~ above the average paid 

by the dominarit buyer .. A ~obinson-Patman case c~uldres';llt from this, since an individual 

seller may be charging difi'erent buyers different prices. On the whole, such instances 

would seem to me rare, and infact I know of no case that fits the description,even reI1lot~ly. 

In general, it would be thought th(it price discrimination by a seller among his different 

customers would typically arise when the seller is not competitive. An absolutely large 

bu yer might then secure a price that discriminates in its favor if the elasticity of its demand 

exceeds that of small buyers; and a relatively large buyer with market power as a buyer 

also might· secure from its dealings with a seller with market power tenns that discriminate 

in its favor. But it need not be "large" buyers who secure the more favorable tenns. 

Most cases brought by the FrC have been against sellers, and these cases have by no means 

been confmed to'iristances of potential. discrimination favoring large buyers. 

I will in a moment consider whether sellers were more likely than not to be competitive 

when orders were entered in their industries by the FfC, but note frrst provisions of the 

Robinson-Patman Act that deal with discrimination occurring other than directly in tenns 
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of price challenged under Section 2(a). Section 2(c) prohibits a seller from paying brokerage 

to a buyer except for services rendered to the seller by the buyer. Ifbuyers are competitive, 

such payments would be for services rendered if sellers are competitive but not necessarily 

if the sellers are not competitive. Similarly, the two service provisions (sections 2(d) and ' 

2( e), covering respectively purchases from· customers, or provision" to customers, of 

promotional seIV1~ or facilities by the seller) ~ the seller totreatc<5ihpeting customers 

on proportionally equal tenns. If the customers compete as buyers, this result would arise· 

if sellers are competiti~e but need not otherwise~ 2 Sectnfti 2(t)prohi6its a· buyer from 

/. -ri'.'-'· 

accepting a price'"koown to discriminate in its favor as against the seller's pnce to a competing -

buyer. This could· occur if sellers are not competitive, or possibly ifa dominant buyer 

entered all-or-nothing contracts as discussed before. 

c.The Industries In Which Orders Have· Been Entered,· 1936-1980 

What has been the nature of the FfC' s enforcement? From the Act's passage through 

1980, theFfC entered, by my count, some611 orders (or voluntary agreements to comply) 

resolving charges raised under sections (a), (d) and (e). Were these orders entered in 

industries in which discrimination by the sellers (assuming the buyers"were competitive) 

is a likely explati~tion of what was challenged? To answer this, I obtan1ed from each case 

the product or products concerning which charges were raised and (when possible) assigned 

2 Consider a competitive seller who purchases promotional services from his customers. 
The seller will allocate his purchases so that the price paid per unit of effective promotional service 
acquired is the same, so each customer who offers such service to the seller is treated on proportionally 
equal terms. A sell~r with market power who wished to discriminate could charge all customers the 
same price and then acquire promotional services fro~ some of them on other than proportionally equal 
terms. 
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each of them to a4-digit (in some instances 5-digit) SIC industry. I theno~tained for 

the suppliers in each industry ~he Census ~stirnate.of 4-frrm concentration, providing that 

concentration is reported within 3 years of-the entry of any order. Many industries as 

sO'identified involved more than one order ... In these instances, the concen~tion ratios 

for each industry were averaged (when reported within3 years of more than one order) . 

. '. Foreachindustry:I thus derived one concentration· observation -regardless' of the number 

of prders entered in it. My aim was to discover in rough tenns the likelihood of competition 

or its absence among'suppliers to the.customers. ~ the, WC:l~~.tri~s in whi~h at least one 

order:wasentered. 

As so derived, orders were entered in 114 industries. For these industries, mean 4-fmn 

concentration is 39.9 percent. . Column (b) of Table VIII-I lists the proportion of these -

industries falling within each of several size-classes of 4-fmn (supplier) concentration .. 

Column ( c) is similar· to (b) except that. the number of. industries was reduced from 114 

to 101 to account for a problem posed primarily by the-orders in the apparel and furniture 

industries. The complaints or orders in these cases frequently specify "furniture" or "wearing 

apparel" , and so could not be assigned to anyone 4 . (or 5)-digit industry. The latter contain 

more narrowly defmed products. In constructing Column (b),. I assumed that of all the 

orders against suppliers of wearing apparel, at lea$t one of them involved a product faIling '~ . 

.. withiil each of 8 different 4-digit fudustries which contained the bulk of the apparel products 

that seemed to be at· issue. Given the number of orders (316) involving apparel, the 

assignment of these orders to 8 different 4-digit industries probably does not take us far 

from the mark. In contrast, in constructing Column (c), all of the apparel orders were 
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assigned to'one "industry". ·The concentration ratio used for it is the weighted average 

concentration of the eight 4-digit industries in 1963 (which is near in time to when a great 

many' of the apparel orders were entered). . Similar treatment was accorded the orders 

involving furniture, although there are far fewer furniture (7) than apparel orders. Thus, / . 

(a) 

Table VIll-l 
.. ,' Concentration Distributions of ~dustries Involvin~, 

At Least One Order and of All. 4-Digit Industries,:'')'''' 

(b) (c) (d) (e) (t) 

Concentration' (a). (d) & (a) (d) .& (e) (a) (c) (d2 ,._(~) (c) (9) (e) All 4 Digit 
% (e) Orders ' (e) & (t) • & Orders Industries 

Orders' (adjusted) Orders . (adjusted) .. , 

0-19 23.7 17.8 24.4 ' 19.5 21.7 

20-39 30.7 33.7 30.5 32.1 37.8 

40-59 25.4 25.7 26.0 27.1 24.1 
~ ) 

60-79 13.2 13.9 12.2 12.7 11.1 

80-100 . 7.0 7.9 6.9 7.6 5.6 

Mean 39.9 42.1 39.3 41.2 38.8 

Number- 114 101 131 118 378 

Source: Orders obtained froll123 FTC (1936) through 96 FTC (1980). Concentration 'ratios 
obtained from U. S. Census of Manufactures, Subject Statistics (1977), Table 7, 'at 2(11) -
9(65); Table '9tat 9(123) ~ 9(267). 

, . ;',-,:~! 

in constructing Column (b), the furniture cases were assigned to 5 different 4-digit industries, 

whereas in constructing Column ( c), these orders were combined into one "industry" 

observation. The concentration ratio used for the latter is the weighted average concentration 

of the five 4-digit industries measured in 1963 and 1972. These years are particul3.!ly near 
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in time to ,when most furniture orders were entered. Similar consolidations were made 

in constructing Column (c) fortwo other product groups -- sugar, and rugs and carpets. 

The 114 industries included in Golumn (b) COVer a substantial proportion (about 78 percent) 

of all industries in ,w,hich orders were entered. Certain industries were exclu~ed from 

Table vm -1 because the orders identifiooproducts that I' was unable to assign to any 4 

or 5~digit industry •. Other industries were excluded 'because 'concentration estimates were 
" - . ' 

more than 3 years from the date of any ,order. Products that could not be assigned to 

industries include such items as the follo~ing: a particular form of saving account, a product 
. .' ,. '~';' .. -.-. 

used in the manufacture ofh()me-made icecreatn, commercial innoclilents, an unspecified 
'. • :".. .'. • ~'.. ,', ..•. ' "," ,.' 'C -::. 

type of numbering machine" dock boards made of magnesium, fresh produce, unspecified 

non-edible grocery products, tables used in, the offset printing trade, litho~phic logs, - . 

unspecified dietetic foods,·balsa wood, electric broiler rotisseries, and certain chemicals 

used inthe graphic arts. ldoubt that inclusion of these items would alter the general picture. 

Nineteen industries were excluded because concentration eStimates were not available within 

three years of any' order. For 12 of these" industries, concentration'ratios appear within 

10 years (but more than 3 years) from. any order. Average con~ntration for these industries 

is 40.4 percent, and the average"number of years between any" order.' and the nearest 

concentration estimate is 7.5. 

The concentration distribution of industries in which orders' were · entered (Columns 

(b) and (c)) rna y be compared with the concentration distribution of. all 4-digit industries. 

The latter is given (for 1963 only) in Column (0 of Table VIII-I. The comparison is to 

some extent influenced by the fact that the concentration ratios used in constructing Columns 
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(b) arid ( c) are those within 3 years of any order and many orders were entered well before 

. or after 1963. On the whole however, changes over time in the concentration distribution 

of all industries have been relatively small. ~ Average concentration has changed hardly 

at all: concentration for all 4-digit industries' reported in ·1958' averages 39.6 compared ' 

with 38.8 for all such industries reported in 1963. For the same 4-digit industries in both 

years, concentr3:tion averages'39.6 in 1958. and 40.5 in 1963. In 1947';<"concentration for 

all reported 4-digit industries averaged 40.8; in 1970, 39.9. For the same industries in 

both years, the a~eragesare 40.6 in 1947 and 42.7in1970.~"-The· yeai~<'between 1947 and 

1970 contain the 6hlk of all ofde~. Concentration in 1963 for the 114 order,jndustries averages 

39.5 percent and is virtually the same as the average (39.9) reported· for these industries 

in Table VIll-I when concentration is estimated within 3 years of any order. For the 114 

industries, the concentration distribution in Column (b) is also virtually the same as that 

derived using concentration for these industri~s in ·1963. I note that the concentration ratios 

used in Table VIll-I are reported by the Census on a national basis and probably understate 

concentration for some industries (and overstate it for others) in what might be considered 

more relevant markets. But except for certain bakery and dairy products, it does not appear 

that the industriesfu which orders were entered involve products distributed by their producers 

within relatively confmed geographic areas. 

The figures in Columns (b) and ( c) indicate that about 80 percent of the industries subject 

to order were concentrated under 60 percent. Over 50 percent were concentrated under 

40 percent. In 1963, abo1Jt 84 percent of all 4-digit industries were concentrated under 

60' percent. In general, the concentration distribution of the industries in which orders 
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were entered (either in Column (b) or (c» is remarkably similar to .that for all 4-digit 

industries, suggesting that the enforcement of the Act has been largely independent of 

concentration. If the concern was price discriinination, one would expect orders basically 

in industries in which supply was highly concentrated and where price discriinination would 
. . ..... . " 

be thought more thana remote possibility. If concentration of (say) at least 60 percellt 

(and'probably' a'good"·deal more) 'would· typically berequirtXi, for systematic price' 

discrimination, then only about 20 percent of the industries subject to order were concentrated 

to this extent. In 1963 ~ roughly 16perc~nt of al14-digit inPMs~ti.~s were this concentrated.3 

The general picture is not cb.anged if orders based on sections ,(c) and (f) are.considered. _ 

Section (c) prohibits discri.mination through the payment of brokerage by sellers to buyers. 

Charges under this section basically. have no defense. Evidence that the seller's net 'is 

the same on all sales is accorded no weight. Section ( c) cases may be brought against 

either buyers or sellers. Section (f) prohibits a buyer from knowingly accepting a price 

that discriminates in its favor (as against the seller's price to the buyer's competitors). 

These orders are against buyers only~ Section (f) cases are relatively rare: of all (c) and 

(f) orders entered through 1980 (by my count 344 orders), about 6 percent involved charges 

, raised under section (f) . 

. , 3,' . Obviously the comparison' is rough in that concentration for many 4-iligit industries 
reflects an average for several individual products. It might be said that this average does not reflect 
concentration for the products against which orders were entered. That is,. orders might have involved 
products in the supply of which concentration was so above the average that discrimination was 
feasible. I have not examined this in detail, although I doubt that the possibility would hold up. The 
4-digit industries are fairly narrow product groups and I do not believe that orders were typically 
against products in the supply Qf which concentration was-very different from that for other products 
classified in thesame industry. I also would not expect the concentration distribution of order 
industries to conform so closely to that for all 4-digit industries, since relatively more orders would still 
be expected in highJy concentrated 4-digit industries. 
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Of all (c) and (f) orders, a very large proportion involve food items -or other products 

distributed in significant part through grocery stores: roughly 83 percent of all (c) and 

(f)orders rnighf:be'so described. At that a 'substantial proportion involve three product -

groups: cahned fruits'cind vegetables, canned seafood (salmon, sardines, tuna, mackerel, ' 

etc~) and freshproduce~- About 35 percent of all (c) and (f) orders' involve brokerage paid 

or received on fie'sh produce, primarily cittus from Florida and Texas:r~'Judgingfrom the 

number of produce 'orders and from the general nature of these markets, it would be hard 

to 'describe themt
: as' other than competitive at' the level of .ruStribUtiOI{involved. There 

is no evidence of';significant market power of buyers or of all-or-nothihg contracting by -

them. Canned fruits and vegetables were involved in about 9 percent of all (c) and (f) 

orders. Most of these orders resolved- charges under Section (c) and were-entered in--the 

1940's, when concentration is not reported. The Census reports 4-digit concentration for 

suppliers of canned fruits and vegetables of 24 percent in 1963 -- and the industry -then 

contained 1,135 companies. It is difficult to imagine that the supply of canned fruits and 

vegetables was not competitive when the orders were entered. Again, there is no evidence 

of significant market power of buyers or of all-or-nothing contracting by them. About 

22 percent of all-(c) and (f) orders involve canned seafood. Most of these were entered 

in the 1940's and 1950's and also resolved charges under section (c). The Census reports 

4-digit concentration only as far back as 1963, at which time concentration was 38 percent. 

The Census then r¢ports 345 companies. The figures hardly suggest other than co~petitive 

conditions at least on the part of suppliers. I doubt that the _buyers had- market power. 

In total, these three product groups represe~t.about 66 percent of all '(c) and (f) orders. 
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Most of the orders in these product groups were against relatively very sm~ suppliers. 

If discrimination existed, itis doubtful that these seller~ (in the absence of market power 

of buyers and all-or-nothing contracting) would.have supplied other than.the high-priced 

segments· of the market" suggesting that the price differences challen~ged were ,cost based, 

rather than discriminatory . That is, if price discrimination by large sellers existed, the 

.. smallsellers·;likely. wouldb~ve supplied. the whole· of .their·output to, th~ buyers charged 

higher prices. Consequently, the fact that th~ small sellers charged diffe~nt prices (that. 

were challenged) suggests that thepricti!' differences were ~Rst lJ.~sed. There is no evidence 

in these cases that thesellers'net prices systematically differed on sales among competing 

buyers. In general, the cases typically involved lower prices charged to buyers on sale~ 

to whom· the seller avoided brokerage compared with higher prjces paid by buyers on sales- , 

to whom the sellers did not avoid brokerage. 

From previous discussion, if sellers are competitive, relatively large. buyers would 

,not be expected to pay prices (net of cost differences) below those paid by small buyers 

except in unusual circumstances that I believe fit at most relatively few of the FTC's past 

cases. Consequently, discrimination favoring large buyers (or any other buyers). would 

occur primarily when sellers are not competitive. Do the (c) and (f}ordersagainst buyers 

involve products that were unlikely to be competitively supplied to them?. 

Some"ofthe orders against buyers involved products described so generally that it was . 

not possible to assign them -to any4-digit industry. This -group includes an order against 

a buyer of unidentified products sold through hardware stores, 5 orders against buyers 

of unidentified products sold through department stores, and 37 orders against buyers of 
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unspecified grocery products. There are also 22 orders against jobbers or other distributors 

of automotive replacement parts and supplies. In none of the above cases does it appear 

that the buyers could be described as dominant in any relevant buying market. Since the 

specific products at issue in these cases were not defmed, it was not possible to discover ' 

whether the FTC's concerns involved products in the pricing of which discrimination by 

suppliers Iilighthavebeen possible. If the generality of the orders refleCts the fact that 

the buyers generally received lower prices from suppliers'overa wide range of products , 

it'seemsiriconcei"ablethat price discrimination involved them alL It coultl be that generally 

prohibiting theouyer from receiving lower prices prevented the· contiriuation of only the -

lower prices that had been received; and those received could have been on products in 

the supply of which discrimination was possible. For-example, the production of automobile 

replacement parts and supplies was relatively concentrated at the 4-digit level: 60 percent 

in 1967 (approximately when a good many of the orders against auto-parts buyers were 

entered). But there. were a great number of companies within this industry: the Census 

reports 1,427 in 1967. It is reasonable to suppose that many (perhaps most) of the products 

handled by the buyers were competitively supplied. Whether the lower prices that the 

buyers received involved products that were competitively supplied as· well as those that 

might ~ot have been is not known. Typically, this was not an issue examined by the FTC. 

If it is assumed that discrimination involving sections (c) and (t) will not arise if sellers 

are competitive, . (that is,. buyers with market power entering all-or-nothing contracts are 

excluded), does consideration of the industries in which the FTC obtained at least one 

or~er under these two sections alter the picture of the industries in which at least one order 
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was obtained under sections (a), (d) and (e)? To answer this, the products involved in 

the (c) and (f) orders wereidentifiedand assigned (when this was possible) to 4-digit (in 

some cases 5-digit) industries. For each industry, fout-fmn concentration was. obtained 

as before. 4 From the industries thusidelltified, ·17 were not amqng the industries previously . . ~~.. . ", 

identified as having at least one order.under sections (a), (d) and (e). The 17 industries 

were added tothosepreviously identified,· and·concentration distributions forallindustries 

. are given in Columns (d) and (e) of:Table vm-l.Column (d) is comparable to (b) and 

Column (e) to (c) in. their treatment of apparel, fumitur~~,; ~t~! as discussed bef~re. The 

addition of the ·17industrieschanges the overall results only slightly, s~ the same general 

remarks· apply as before. 

In total, the products identified in all (c ) and (f) orders could be assigned to 46 industries .. 

Obviously, there is substantial overlap betw.een tile industries with at least one order under 

sections (a), (d) and (e) and those with at least one order under sections (c) and (t). For 

34 of the 46 industries, concentration estimates within 3 years of any order were· available. 

The concentration distribution for these 34 industries is given in Column (b) of Table vm-

2. Column (c) gives the concentration distribution for all 4-digit industries in 1963. The 

two distributions are again very similar. Eighty-two percent of the industries having at 

least one (c)·or (f).order were concentrated under 60 percent. Eighty-four percent of all <~ ... 

4-digit industries were concentrated. under 60 percent. The figures again suggest that the 

bulk of the industries subject to at least one order involved products likely to be supplied 

competitively, so far as this mig~t initially be judged by concentration. 

4 Fresh produce was excluded from consideration because there is no 4-digit industry for 
these products. 
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Table VllI-2 
Concentration Distributio~ of Industries Involving at 

. Least One Section (c)· or (f)Order and of 
All 4-Digit Industries 

II (a) 

Percent of Industries 

~),i . . 

Concentration Ratio (c) (t) Orders' All 4-Digit Industries 

0-19 23.5 21.7 

20-39 
. ,. 35~3 . ~.- . _ .. . 37 .8c,,.~ii 

. 40-59 . ..ii 23.5 24.1,.;,." ' 

. 60~79 14.7 11.1 

80-100 ' 2.9 5.3 

Mean 36.0 38.8 

I Number of Observations I 3'4 1378 

Source: Orders obtained from, 23 FTC (1936) through 96 FTC (1980).· Concentration ratios 
obtained from u.s. Census of Manufacturers , Subject Statistics ()977), Table 7, at 9(12)-9(65); 
Table 9, at 9(123)-9(267). 
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Concentration··· 
Ratio 

0 .. 19 

20-39 

40-59 

'60-79 

.80-100. 

Total Number 

Table VIll-3 
Concentration Distribution of Orders and of All 

Companies In 4-Digit Industries 

Percent of Orders . 

(a) (d) (a)- (a)~(f) (a)(d) (e) Percent·of 
& (e) (f) Including Apparel Companies 

,. Canned· Weighted . All 4-Digit 
Fish· .. ..,.. ~ ---. Industries . 

·54.5 50.8 46.4 88.7 75.5 

26.2 27.2 33.5 6.5 12.6 

10.4 10~4 9.5 2.6 9.2 
, 

6.6 9.5 8.7 1.6- . 2.3 

.. 2.2 2.1 1.9 .5 .4 

725 809 885 2937 

.. 

.., 

Source: Orders obtained from 23 FTC I (1936) through 96 FTC (1980). Concentration 
ratios obtained from U. S. Census of Manufacturers, Subject Statistics (1977), Table 7, 
at 9(12) - 9(65); Table 9, at 9(123) - 9(267). 

d. The Number Of Orders 

Thus far·, the discussion has considered the concentration of industries having at ~ 

. least"o·ne order. In this section, consideration is given to the number of orders in these 

industries. Table vm:·J lists the percentage of all orders falling within each size~class 

of industry concentration .. Column (b) lists the percentages for (a), (d) and (e) orders in 

the 101 industries previously identified. Column (c) lists the percentages after adding 
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the (c) and (f) orders in the 17 additional industries. Column (d) is the same as Column 

(c) except that I have added the orders involving canned fish. Canned fish was excluded 

from the previous analysis of indus~ries having at least one order because concentration 

within 3 years from the date of any order was not available.5 I have added canned fish, 

simply because a substantial number of orders are involved. 

-It may be recalled that in constructing Table VIn -1, a difficulty arose in handling 

. the orders primarily in apparel and furniture. These orders defmed the products so broadly 

that they could not be assigned to any 4-digit industry. However, -many of the finns involved 

in these orders produced more than one apparel or furnitUre product:.~>!Iad the products 

been identified, no doubt many of them could have been assigned to different 4-digit 

industries. If so, an order prohibiting discrimination (say) in the sale of apparel could 

correspond in practical effectto differe~t orders in each of several4-digit apparel industries. 

There were eight 4-digit industries in apparel that seemed the focus of concern. In deriving 

Columns (b), (c) and (d) of Table VIn-3, each apparel order has been counted only once. 

Each such order was assumed to be against a frrm in an industry with concentration equal 

to the weighted average for the eight 4-digitindustries. In effect, each apparel order was 

assumed to be. against a fmn that produced one 4-digit product (although the exact 4-digit 

product is not know-.n, thus giving rise to the use of the weighted average concentration). 

The total number of orders directly affecting the apparel industries would thus equal the 
. . 

number of such on;iers. .No doubt this' understates the true state, because (as I say) the 

flnns seemed typicaJJy to produce in more than one 4-digit apparel industry. Furniture 

The concentration estimate used is that nearest in time to any order. 
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and the few other products in which the same problem arose were treated similarly in Table 

. VIll-3. At the other extreme, if each apparel fInn produced in all eight 4-digit industries, 

theneach apparel order could correspond in practical effect to eight separate orders. In 

Column. (e), the. percentages listed in Column (b) are restated wit~ the app~l orders 

multiplied by eight. . No doubt this overstates the case .. Such weighting was not done Jor 

the other orders ·that· gave rise to a ·similar: problem., .Column .(f}.lists the concentration 

distribution of the total number of companies in all 4-digit industries in 1963. 

ColuIlln (c) indicates that just over 88 percent of the Section (a)-(f) orders are in 
. ':, ..... .'-~-' 

industries in which concentration was under 60 percent. The percentage rises to abQut 

91 if only Section (a)., (d) and (e) orders are considered (Column b). The percentage equals 

about 90 with the iIlclusionof canne(i fi&h (Column d). With greater weight assignedlo . 

each apparel order (that is, each apparel order is counted as eightorders), the percentage 

of orders iniIldustriesconcentrated under 60percent rises to 98. In 1963, the percentage 

of companies in all 4~digit industries concentrated under 60 percent was 97.3. On the 

whole, the figures suggest somewhat greater relative enforcement in more concentrated 

industries. Nonetheless, it appears that the great bulk of the orders between 1936 and 

1980 is in industries in. which the likelihood of discrimination was remote. 

It cannot be. discovered. from its opinions qt. Morton and International whether the 

FI'C's basic concern was price discrimination; although it could have been, at least with 

respect to the annual discounts. That it actually was seems more doubtful, once consideration 
. . 

is given to the other industries in which orders have been entered. Most orders were in 

industries that seemed competitive. In response to a query raised earlier, it does not appear 
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that the cost defense has developed so to pennit cost differences to explain price differences 

when discrimination is unlikely. An alternative is to assume that the approach to deter 

price discrimination (as revealed in Morton arid International) is to prevent price differences' 

generally. This would correspond to a merger policy that prohibits all mergers because / 

some of them may be hannful. That it would be so difficult to identify instances in which 

discrimination is a likely ~xplanation of what is bein~ challenged, and <that discrimination 

is so pervasive as to ~uppoit a general restriction on price differences, have not to my 
, ' 

knowledge been show'n or argued by those supporting past-enforcement of'the Act. 

It would, not' require, a major revision of existing standards to' revise the FfC' s 

approach to confonn with! that used in most antitrust cases. The "injury standard" need 

not change appreciably, since a price difference could defme competitive irijury , as it seems 

implicitly to have been done by the FfC and the Supreme Court in Morton. What would 

require change,is in the evidence (which heretofore has been absent) indicating that price 

discrimination is a likely explanation of what is being challenged. This would require 

evidence (as in most antitrust cases) of the likelihood of collusion or monopoly in a relevant 

market and reasonable arguments suggesting why what is being challenged is consistent 

with price discrimiii'ation. In such cases "meeting competition" would not provide much 

of a defense (as at present). The defense would basically reside in evidence of competition 

and closely related to this, that cost relationships reasonably explain the price differences 

at issue. Though this might not reflect a major change 'in certain of the legal standards, 

it would reflect a fundamental change in the character of the cases that would be brought. 
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APPENDIX A 

The table salt produced by the 15 companies operating plailts outside of California 

"was derived primarily from the evaporation of brine invacuum.;.pans. The salt so obtained " 

is a fme crystal of uniform sbape. At the time of the cases against Morton and International, 

about one-third of the total output (in tons) of vacuum-pan salt was packaged and sold 

for household use. The balance was packaged differently and sold for commercial or 

industrW use. The discOunts challenged by"the FrC were those grnnted-on the salt packaged 

for household use and sold to grocery wholesalers and retail chains. 

" The vacuum-pans used in the evaporation process were near the sources of brine. 

In general, brine was" obtained from natural wells or by dissolving in water salt contained 

in underground deposits. The output of vacuum-pan salt in the short run would be limited 

by the capacity "of the ~acuum-pans. But the amount of vacuum-pan salt for household 

use could be" expanded by packaging relatively more of the total output in suitable containers. 

In the text of this study, figures are given on the output of vacuum-pan salt by the 15 

companies. 

Most of the companies that produced vacuum-pan" salt also produced rock salt and 

"medium"" or "gt:ainer" salt. Rock salt was mined and crushed and sold as such for industrial 

or commercial use. However, in certain Southeastern states only, a particularly pure fonn 

of rock salt mined in Louisiana was finely crushed and packaged for household use. Medium 

salt was produced through the evaporation of brine in open-pans. The brine sources were 

the same as those used for vacuum-pan production. The evaporation of brine in open-pans 
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results in salt crystals that are flake-like in character.. This salt· was packaged and sold 

primarily for commercial or industrial use. I believe that very little of it found its way 

to household use. 

In addition to the fums that produced vacuum-pan salt (and as I say mo~tofthese 

fmnsalsoproduced rock and medium salt), there were other firms. ~t produced 'only 

rock or medium·salt. . F.l"om all accounts" .. these·fumsw,ere very sma,JI, although their: 

combined production is not known with certainty. There were, for example, at least 9 

small producers of m~u~salt. Of these, 5 were.'in W~~t .Y!!ginia and Ohio, r.t~ the 

Ohio River, 2 were in Michigan, and one each was iJ;l Kansas and Texas. A smaIl amount 

of medium salt also was recovered from the production of particular chemicals and marketed 

by the chemical companies. It was possible to id~tify 6 producers qfrock salt only ._-- . 

two in Kansas and one each in New York, Texas, Utah and Nevada. Of these, only Cayuga 

Salt Co .. in New York and Independent Salt Co. in Kansas (which was jointly owned by 

Swift and Armour and. supplied salt for meat packing) could be describec1 as other than 

very small. 

The output of medium and rock salt by the small producers would influence the 

prices of this salt; and the prices of rock and medium salt probably influenced the output 

of vacuum-pan salt (through substitution in demand, or in production by the major producers). 

However, the supply of rock and medium salt by the small producers does not mean that 

the output of salt in general, or of vacuum-pan salt in particular , was competitive when 

the FrC' s cases were brought; nor therefore does it mean that discrimination could not 

have existed in the pricing of table salt. 
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Discrimination implies that the major producers had agreed on prices and discounts 

and on the amount of table salt each would supply to discount and non-discount buyers. 

Further, if the price of table salt to buyers who received discounts yielded at the margin 

more than what the producers received from other users of vacuum-pan salt, then ' 

discrimination in the pricing of table salt would also imply that the producers had agreed 

on· the proportion of their total output of vacuum-pan salt to be sold for table use, which 

"is an obvious complication. 

About 40-45 percent of salt output (in tons) was cmttainM inHrine produced and 

used as such. This brine was produced by chemical companies for ~s~ ~ other of their· -

production processes. The output of salt in brine would influence the output of dry salt, 

but again this does not necessarily mean that dry salt was supplied competitively. I.have 

not studied substitution between brine and dry salt. In this study, the focus is on the major 

producers of dry salt and whether the evidence bearing on their activities alone suggests 

whether discrimination or cost differences is the more likely explanation of their discounts 

on table salt. 
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APPENDIX B 

Morton Salt Company 
Chicag~, Dlinois 

"UNIT DISCOUNTS" 

Our present method of figur;mg discounts on a percentage basis , either on the Works 
. Net or on the delivered price, has brought forth many misunderstandings as to the proper 

amount to be allowed. In order to simplify and make a uniform discount, we will :establish 
what is known as a "Unit Discount", which is a specified amount per package. The amount 
of this "Unit Discount" will be approximately the same as a 5 percent discount and will 
be as outlined on Page "2". It is understood that this "Unit Discount" is to be used only 
as instructed 
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UNIT DISCOUNT ~ 

Bulletin No. 900 
Effective December 1, 1935 

PACK UNIT DISCOUNT PACK UNIT DISCOUNT ~ 
ftl 

Granulated 

280# Bbl. .10 Kosher 

200# Sack .06 1/2 18/3# .05 
,~ 

100# " .03 1/2 ' Meat 

50# It .02 1/4 ' 70# Cot. .04 

25# II .01 1/4 Block 
...... 0'· ,--- .~ 

Medium,. 50HPIain .02 

280#Bbl. '.10:"': 50# Sulph. .02 

280# Sack .06J/2 50# lod. .02 

100# " .03,1/2 50# Rock .02 

50# " .02 1/2 Stock Bricks 

25# " .01 1/4 15/4# .05 

Packers Ice Cream 
1.1 

200# Sack .06 1/2 1514# Cont. Sq .05 ' 

140# " .05 12/5# .05 

100# " .03 1/2 20/10# Bales .10 
c<:~ 
~ 

50# " .02 1/4 10/10# " .05 

Table 4015# " .10 

280# Bbl. ._ .15 2015# " .05 

100# Sack .04 12/5# Cont. Pkts. .05 
r~. 

50# '" .03 High Grade (All 
Grades) 

25# " .02 280# Bbl. .15 e:, 
28/10 Bbl. .20 250# " .13 1/2 

,6015 " .20 220# " .12 

70/4 " .20 140# Sack .07 
/ 
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100/3 " .20 100# " .05 
.. 

140/2 " .20 70# " . 03 1/2 : 

200/1 1/2 It .20 50# " .02 3/4 

14/10 Bale .10 25# .01 1/2 

.3015· It .10 14/10# Bales· .09 

35/4 " .10 Rock Salt (Coarse 
Grades) 

50/3 " .10 Michigan Field 
(except No. Dale.) 

70/2 " .10 Texas Field 
,~,;- ~ _.-. 

100/1 1/2 II .10 Lump Rock .32 1/2 Ton 

6/10 Cont. .04 Bulk· Coarse Grades' .27 1/2 " 

12/5 " .04 200# Sacks .04 1/4 

15/4 " .04 100# It .02 1/4 
o. 

20/3 " .04 50# It .01 1/4 

30/2 " .04 25# " .00 3/4 

40/1 1/2 .04 Kansas & Kans. -
Mich. Fields 

Cooking State of No. Dale. 

18/3 Cont. .07 1/2 Lump Rock .15 Ton 

Private Brands or Bulk Coarse Grades .15 " 
Unadvertised Round 

32/26 oz. Cont. .07 1/2 200# Sacks .03 

24/2# " .05 100# 1t .01 1/2 

SQuare Table 50# " .01 

36/24oz. PI. or Lod. .05 25# " .00 1/2 

24/2# " " .04 
18.3# .04 1/2 

36/24 oz. spout .05 
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APPENDIX C 

Potential Effects of the Orders Against Morton and International 

The Commission's orders required each producer to eliminate annual-volume discounts 

and so charge a unifonn price to competing buyers .. If discritniIlation existed, the orders 

would help insure that resales to consumers by the ~uyers who had secured discounts would 

be based on their marginal costs of supply and not on lower costs due to price discrimina~on· 

. by the sa1~ producers. But pri~ discrimination ~ot be assumed. Instead, the evidence . ~.- .. -"-. 

suggests that the discounts, at least the annual-:-volume discounts to the large chains~ were 

not cost based. In what· follows, I assume that the annual-volume discounts were cost 

. based. 

I could fmd no evidence on the pricing of table salt after the Commission's orders, 

so only potential eff~ts of the orders can be noted. In doing this, I assume frrst that salt 

. . 

was competitively supplied and then that salt was collusively supplied. The latter is a 

possibility given the NRA experience. But given that after the NRA (and also before it) 

transactions so often occurred below list (and other behavior occurred that was prevented . . . / 

or controlled by the code), it seems likely that the effects of the NRA had been eroded. 

I assume two buyer groups: large chains that received annual-volume discounts and 

wholesalers th.at did noL The wholesalers were more costly to supply because of the 

merchandising service (hereafter service) the producers provided on sales to them. This 

service was avoided by the producers on sales to the chains. The chains provided service 

(or substitutes for it) themselves.· 
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Suppose the producers compete and each considered, as a response to the Co~on's 

orders, charging the, previous chain price to wholesalers to avoid a loss in net reCeipts' 

from the chains. At this price there will be a loss from wholesalers. Why is this? The 

producers who provided se~ice on sales to wholesalers at the higher pri:e they were charged 
, , 

will no longer fmd this service profitable at the ~ower chain-price. If the producers charge' 
, " 

the chain-price to wholesalers and provide no s~rvicetothem, and the wholesalers respond " 

by providing seIVice themselves, "then the wholesalers' demand price for the salt previously 

supplied to them wil.1' be less than th~ producers' mar~~~ _~ost. This is because the 

wholesalers' cost of providing service is: higher than the'producers'cost, given' that the 

producers provided seIVice' before. Higher costs will result fu a reduction fu' the amount 

the producers distribute through wholesalers. There is a loss in that additional salt could 

be distributed through wholesalers at the same cost as would now be incurred to distribute 

, a smaller output through them. This increase in output will not occur' unless the producers 

charge wholesalers a higher price. 

However, if a higher price is charged to wholesalers to reduce the loss from them, 

then the chains also must be charged this price, and this will result in a loss from the chains. 

Initially, a higher price will exceed the producers' marginal cost of supplying the chains. 

The producers will respond to this by providing more service, and the chains by providing 

'less.- However, the producers' net gain on any salt supplied to the chains will be less than 

before, -since the chains provided service more cheaply than the producers. Ultimately, 

the chains' demand price for the salt previously supplied to them will be less than the 

producers' marginal cost. Higber costs of service in supplying the chains will reduce the 
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amount the producers distribute through them. There is a loss in that additional salt could 

be distributed through the chains at the same cost as would now be incurred to distribute 

a smaller output through them. This increase in output will not occur unless the' chains 

are charged a lower price. But a lower price will cause a loss. from- wholesalers. 

Conversely, suppose each producer charges the chains the previous wholesaler-price 

to avoid a loss from wholesalers. Then there will 'be a loss from th6:
io
hhains that will not 

be: offset if the producers provide more serVic~ to them. This is because the producers' 

cost of providing service is higher than the chains' ,given tlraftlie challis provided service 

before. . This loss cot.ld be reduced by lowering price . ./ But this w6hld' result· in a loss 

from wholesalers. 

If there were no costs of specialization, two prices could exist just as before the 

order. Some producers would supply only chams' and others only wholesalers, and the 

FTC's cases'would be without effect. However, if there are costs of specialization, which 

seems likely give that the producers did not specialize to this extent before, thena requirement 

that each producer charge the same price to chains and wholesalers would raise costs and 

harm consumers. In 'equilibrium, each producer's price will equal its marginal cost of 

supplying chains and<:wholesalers (the cost of supplying either being the same), and the 

cost to consumers of~the same output as before will be higher. No reduction in price by 
, , 

any producer would increase its net receipts from chains by more than the loss this causes 

from wholesalers; and nO'increase in price would increase its net receipts from wholesalers 

by more than the loss this causes from chains. If for each producer the price is the previous 

- -
chain price, too little would be supplied to wholesalers to maximize the value of output; 
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if for each producer the price is the previous wholesaler price, too little would be supplied 

to the·chains. It could be that the price charged by all producers would :fall between these 

extremes. It also could be that different producers would charge different prices. But 

whatever the. case, . costs would rise. 1 

.Let·us.next ,consider setting price assuming the salt producers collude.2 Assume 

as beforethat the producers'?' . cost of supplying-thechainsis less than.thecost 'of supplying 

wholesalers,and that this cost difference is refl~ted in a lo,¥,er price to the chains. Give~ 

collusion,itisnot possiple to say~t tbeprice clifference woJJldjust equal the cost difference, 

as when the producers were assumed to compete.3 What we can say is that before the . 

orders the profit maximizing price to wholesalers was above the price to the chains, and 
.. 

that prices to both presumably would exceed the m31"ginal costs of their supply. Given 

the orders, the producers must charge the: same price to chains and wholesalers. What 

price would the producers wish to charge? To answer this, assume initially that the services 

Note that if less is supplied because costs are higher, prices to 
consumers Will rise. This may result in shifts in consumers' demands for salt 
between the chains and retailers supplied by wholesalers. For most consumers, 
shopping costs were probably high enough .that all retailers need not charge identical 
prices for salt, particularly given, that sajt\Vas such a small part of the retailers' total 
sales of groceries. However, any' demand shifts by consumers will affect the 
demands of chains and retailers that the salt producers face. In tum, the demands of 
chains and wholesalers will influence the producer's price and the amounts supplied to 
them .. · . These consequent effectsofa change in retail prices 'have"not been considered 
in the text. Implicitly, the chains' and wholesalers' demands were assumed 

. independent. 

2 Again assuming that the chains' and wholesalers' demands are 
independent. 

3 In fact, the evidence from the cases suggests that the price differences 
were close to cost differences. 
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the producers provide the chainsand wholesalers do not change, so that the marginal costs 

of supplying chains and wholesalers remain the same as before the orders. 

Suppose the producers considered charging the previous wholesaler-price to avoid 

any' loss from wholesalers. At this price there is now a loss from·the chams, since the 

previous profit maximizing price to them was lower. The producers would gain from 

'. .' .;\,:;";,. 

the chains if price is lowered. The gain would depend on how the elasticity of the chains' 

demand is altered as price is reduced and on the marginal·costs of supplying them. No 

. .," . , r-.- ,-' - •. :.... . .... :· .. yr 
. doubt the producers would take into account the gain from a lower price on the net receipts 

. , . . 

from thft chains. Presumably , there would be again from the chainsfo~ any price reduction 

from the previous wholesaler-price down to the previous chain.;.price. To account for this,. 

the marginal revenue from wholesalers could be increased to reflect the gain from the chains 

as price is reduced. The price the producers would now wish to charge wholesalers would 

equate this adjusted marginal revenue with the marginal cost of supplying these buyers.' 

Since marginal revenue is higher than before, the adjusted marginal revenue will equal 

marginal cost at a price below the previous wholesaler-price. 

There is no reason to suppose that the price the producers would set to maximize 

profits from wholesal~rs would correspond to the price the producers would set to maximize 

profits from the ch~s. In deciding what priCe would maximize profits from the chains, 

account would now be taken of the effect ?f any change in price to the" chains on the net 

receipts from wholesalers. Suppose again that the producers set the previous wholesaler-price. 

- Then the marginal revenue from the chains at this price would exceed marginal cost, and 

there would be a gain from the chains for any price reduction down to the previous chain-
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price. But each such reduction will now be associated with a loss from wholesalers, since 

at any price below the previous wholesaler~price marginal revenue will be below marginal 

cost. In deciding' whether and how much to reduce price to 'the chains"the losses from 

wholesalers would be taken into account. The losses from wholesaler~ diminish the exterit 

" to ",hich.price to the chains would be reduced from the previous wholesaler-price: the 

adjusted ... marginal.reyenue from th~ .chains will equal:marginal cost at a price above the 

previous chain-pri~. 

In eqllilibrium, the price the prod~cers would wish tA..charge wholesalers (accounting 

for any loss from the ch~s) would be the same price that the producers would wish to _ 

charge the chains (accounting for any loss from wholesalers). If such a single price did 

not exist, the producers would set a price that minimized their overall loss. No doubt 

agreement on this price would be difficult to reach, given that losses from wholesalers 

and chains could differ at different prices, and the producers specialized to different degrees 

in supplying these buyers. 

Given the adjustments noted, the orders wo':!ld seem to create one force leading 

to an increase in output sold to wholesalers and another leading to a reduction in output 

sold to chains. So it appears that wholesalers might gain at the expense of chains. The 
. . 

producers are worse-off from the orders. Consumers gain from the lower price to wholesalers 

but lose from·· the higher price to the chains. The net effect is .uncertain. 

In the discussion above, it was assumed that the producers did not adjust their seIVice 

to wholesalers or chains from the levels before the orders. However, the producers could 

find it profitable to alter their seIVice after the orders. Consider a price that if lowered 
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would increase net receipts from chains by more than the loss this imposes from" wholesalers. 

There would be a gain "from lowering price. The loss from" wholesalers would be less" 

if price is Dot reduced or is reduced by less. Suppose price is Dot reduced and instead 

additional service is provided to the chains~ A 10~s from the chains will n~w occur,' because , 

"the c~s can provide service more cheaply than the producers. Overall, however, the 

gail) if additional selVice is provided to the chains could exceed the gain from the Ipwer. 

p.uce, ·since the loss from wholesalers would be less. Such a result might occur if the 

chains could provide seryice at only slightly lower cost than. tbe producers. In this case, 

the loss from the chains if producers provid~ them more service could be" small, and more 

than offset by the smaller loss from wholesalers. Thus, price after the orders might be 

reduced only slightly fOIm the previous wholesaler-p~ce, and any gain to wholesalers from 

the orders might be correspondingly slight. Conversely, if the wholesalers could provide 

service almost as cheaply as the producers, then price might be raised only slightly from 

the previous chain price. Here the loss from wholesalers could be small and more than 

offset by the smaller loss from the chains. In fact, the chains could gain from the orders 

at the expense of wholesalers. Whether.consumers would gain is uncertain. What does 

seem clear is that adjustments in service levels will raise costs and this would not benefit 

consumers. 

Although it is possible to discuss potential effects of the orders assuming collusion 

existed, the evidence uncovered in Morton and Intemati~nal suggests that the salt produCers 

were not colluding -- at least not. successfully. Probably the best assu~ption is that the 

producers behaved competitively. If so, elimination o~ cost based price differences would 
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harm consumers. 
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